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PREFACE

Initially, this study was designed to collect data on a brpad

'personal and household basis from a sample of the population Of

rural South. These data were to be utilized for a longitudinal

of the ecOnomic effects of the then propOSed welfare refOrm .

proposed legislation, cotmonly known at the tiMe (1971), as H.
N

,called forthe establishment of uniform eligibilitirannefit levels

for existing categorical welfare assistande-and-the-establishment of. a

"family assistance" program. As the tejtefit levels would'haVe greatly

exceeded those prevailing and coverage prpvisiOns would have signifi-

cantly enlarged the number of:eligible participanti3 in,all sciuthern

states, it was recognized that the South in general, mid the rural

South in particular, would have been the chief beneficiaries of the

proposed welfare reform.

But as events were to occur, H. R. 1, as passed in 1972, federalized

the adult programs, introducing the concept of supplementary security,

income for eligible recipients. The "guaranteed inCoMs" program for

families, however, was deleted from the Act. Despite this, the decision

was made to go ahead with the study, but to change its foCus and

emphasis from welfare reform to an analysis of southern rural labor

markets. At this same time, price and waGe data collection and the

longitudinal aspects of the study were also eliminated from the study

plan. 5



After discussions with the U. S. Department of Labor project

monitors, it was decided to include in the study an examination of what

the impact of H. R. 1 on the rural South would have been had it passed.

The study has emerged primarily as one which examines the operations of

rural labor markets, with a secondary emphasis on the potential impact

of welfare reform.

Perhaps simpler in operation than complex urban labor markets, with

larger populations and diversities of occupations, rural labor markets

have been relatively understudied. Consequently, rural labor markets

and their problems have tended to be "invisible" to the public at large.

Specific problems of the rural population and labor force seldom receive

or attract attention which is often a prerequisite for public policy

formulation. Thus, it was felt, this study would provide materials which

could be used in developing internal poliAes with respect to rural

economies, while providing some basis for estimating the potential

impacts of welfare reform.

Prompted by recognition of the pecullat prOblems of the South and

the potential Impacts of welfare reform, the Employmeht and Training

Administration of the U. S. Department "of Labor brought together a group

of researchers from southern universities who had independently recog-

nized the significance and urgency of such studies. The assembled

researchers undertook the study as a consortium. The members were:

John F. Adams, Professor of Insurance and Director of the Center for

Insurance Research, Georgia State University; Vernon M. BrIggs, Jr.,

Professor of Economics, University of Texas at Austin; Maurice E.

McDonald, Associate Professor of Insurance, Georgia State University;

Brian Rungeling, Associate Professor of Economics and Director of the

6



Center for Manpower Studies, University of Mississippi; Lewis H. Smith,

Associate Professor 'of Economics, University of Mississippi; Roosevelt

Steptoe, Professor of Economics and Director of the Bureau of Economic

Research, Southern University. Following the untimely death of Professor

McDonald in September 1975, Bikramjit Garcha, Associate Professor of

Quantitative Methods, Georgia State University, joined the consortium.

Organized late in 1971, the group met and worked together for

several months on a study design for velfare reform. With the reorien-

tation of the study following the passage of the legislation in 1972,

several months were required for revision and adaptation of the

proposal to its broadeted objectives. Work on this study began in

earnest in August of 1973 and since that date has involved continuous

effort in the development and design of data collection instruments,

the.cupervision of data collection and the data analyses.

While the geographic location of the researchers dictated some

specialization with respect to the assembly of data and its interpreta-

tion, each member of the group has participated in all aspects of the

program, no part of the work being deemed complete until there was

agreement among a majority on each point.

ility were accepted by the memllers of the

(chapter) area, broadly as follows:

Areas of primary responsib-

consortium by subject matter

Labor Market Behavior of Rural
Southern Labor Force Brian Rungeling and Lewis H. Smith

Income and Earnings Lewis H. Smith

Poverty Brian Rungeling

Welfare System in the Rural South Vernon M. Briggs, Jr. and
Lewis H. Smith

Manpower Development and Training John F. Adams and Bikramjit Garcha

vii
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Economic Development Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., Bikramjit
Garcha, Brian. Rungeling, and
Roosevelt Steptoe

Chicanos: Migrants and
,Nonmigrants Verlion M. Briggs, Jr.

Welfare Reform in the Rural South:
A Speculative View Vernon M. Briggs, Jr. and

Lewis N. Smith

Conclusions and Recommendations Consortium

The resulting Report offers a resource for researchers and provides

bases for new analyses of certain Federal policies in several areas of

rural labor market behavior.

This research has been developed under a grant by the Employment

and Training Administration of the Department of Labor to Georgia State

University in support of a 1972 joint proposal by the consortium named

above. John P. Adams served as grant administrator. However, the

principal investigators from each institutitm constituted a policy body

to resolve technic:11 and substantive questions with respect to the

program for research and resolution of specific problems relating to

it.

Although this research was conducted with support by the Employment

and Training AdminlGtration of the U. S. Department of Labor (Research

and Development Grant No. 51-13-72-10), grantees conducting Research and

Development projects under government sponsorship are encouraged to

express their own judgments freely and to pursue those areas of special

research which seem most appropriate to the project. Therefore, the

fiadings do not necessarily represent the official opinions or policies

of the Department of Labor. The writers are solely responsible for

the study design and the contents of this report.

viii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, the United States has sustained

unparalleled growth in its aggregate,economic well-being. Yet despite

these laudable quantitative accomplishments, the period has also

witnessed a growing recognition that certain geographic regions and

population subgroups have benefited little froi this period of general

prosperity and material expansion. In any such comparative appraisal,

the South. in general and the rural South in particular are lagging

regions. The population contains the largest number of impoverished and

economically disadvantaged people,of any geographic region of the nation.

Despite the considerable econoinic progress that the South has sustained

during the postwar era, the low base from which it started has kept it

below the non-South as judged by most econamic.indicators.

More relevant for this study than South and non-South comparisons

are the contrasts of, the urban South and the rural South. .The latter

has remained a largely depressed region while much of the urban South

has advanced markedly in economic terms. Vast portions of the SOuth --

such as most of Appalachia and all of the Mississippi Delta, the Oza.rk

Plateau, the South Texas border region, the Black Belt of the Old South,

and the Atlantic Coastal Plains -- re (with the possible exception of

some isolated Indian reservations of the West) the most economically

deprived areas of the nation. It is precisely these vast southern land

areas, of course, that encompass most of the rural South.

16



In 1970 the population of the South accounted for almost 30.9 percent

of the nation's total population and, more importantly, 41.3 percent of

the nation's rural population. Over half of the Black and almost one-

third of the Chicano population of the nation resided in the region. By

most indices of human welfare, however, many southerners are not well-off.

Over 45 percent of the persons in the nation who lived below the Federal

poverty threshold in 1970 were in the South. In addition to pervasive

low income patterns, the southern population is also characterized by

high rates of dependency, ill health, malnutrition, and low educational

attainment. In each category the highest proportions are to be found

in the rural areas.

The economy of the rural South has traditionally been based upon an

industrial mix geared disproportionately toward either low wages (e.g.,

agriculture, textile manufacturing, wood products, and personal services)

or resource exports that are highly capitalized but low generators of

local employment opportunities.(e.g. coal mining or oil and gas

extraction). The labor force of the rural South is virtually nonunionized.

Typically, local governments are either unable or unwilling to address

issues pertaining to human needs. Accordingly, the secular decline of

employment opportunities in the rural South has caused an exodus of

persons to the urban areas of both the South and the non-South. Hence,

the resolution of the economic problems of this region is of both regional

and national consequence. It is to this goal that this study is addressed.

Definition of Study Areas

Before embarking upon the study it was necessary to set forth a

statistical definition of both the South and the rural South. Tradition-

alists tend to define the South as the eleven states of the Confederacy.

The Bureau of the Census, however, uses a different alignment of states

its reports. Because of the periodic use of Census data in the study,

2
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it was necessary to use the "Census South" for regional data. It is

the composite region of the South Atlantic, East South Central, and

West South Central statistical areas of the Census. This configuration,

therefore, contains the eleven states of the Confederacy plus Delaware,

Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

The next step was to obtain a working definition for rural South.

The decision was complicated by the fact that various government agencies

define the term "rural" in different ways. The Bureau of the Census

defines the rural population as those persons who live in "places" with

fewer than 2,500 persons. The U.S. Department of Labor, however, defines

as rural counties those in which a majority of the people live in places

with populations below 2,500. Since the later definition includes people

living in places larger than 2,500, if those places were in counties where

a majority of the people lived in places with populations of less than

2,500, the U.S. Department of Labor definition is more inclusive than is

that of the Census Bureau. Other data were collected on metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan bases, the difference being whether or not the county (or

group of counties) contains one city (or group of cities) with 50,000 or

more and is designated as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)

by the Federal government. Rural and nonmetropolitan are sometimes used

interchangeably. This is an error because land areas classified as

nonmetropolitan'greatly exceed areas classified as rural by the U.S.

Bureau of the Census.

The definition of rural used to select the counties that were inten-

sively surveyed in this study is set forth in chapter 2. The selected

counties are compatible with the U.S. Department of Labor definition of

rural. The Census definition was used to compile data on the overall

rural South. Using the Census definition to delineate the rural South

3
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makes the study compatible wit!..1 Censua data as well as other studies

General Population Characteristics

In 1970 the southern states of the United States had a tot,Y,1

population of 62.8 million persons (30.9 percent of the U.S. population ) .

As shown in table 1-1, the South had 50.3 million Whites (28.3 percent

of the U.S. White total). At the same time, 12.1 million of the southern

and 22.7 leilion of the U.S. populations were Black, giving the South

53.2 percent of the total U.S. Black population. For the United States,

2.9 million as compared with 0:4 million in the South represent other

races," giving the South 14 percent of this group's total. Of the Spanish

Table 1-1

United States and Southern Region Compared for
Various Population Components, 1970

(Thousands)

United
States

Percent
of

Total U.S. South

Percent
of

Total South

South as
Percent
of U.S.

Total population 203,212 100.0 62,795 100.0 30.9

White 177,656 87.4 50,327 80.1 28.3
Black 22,675 11.2 12,064 19.2 53.2
Other 2,822 1.4 403 0.6 14.0

Location

Urban 143,323 73.5 40,538 64.6 27.1
Rural 53,889 26.5 22,257 35.4 41.3

Age distribution

Under 5 57,915 28.5 18,148 28.9 31.3
15-64 125,179 61.6 38,619 61.5 30.9
65 and over 20,117 9.9 6,028 9.6 30.0

SOURCE: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Demographic Profiles of the
United States, the South Atlantic States, by Everett S. Lee, Martin R. L.
Levin, William Pendleton, and Patricia D. Postma, ORNL, HUD 24, 5:26-27.
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surnaMed population of 4.6 million-persons in 1970, 1.6 million resided,

in the South (or 34.8 percent of the U.S. Spanish surname total).1

With respect to location of residence of the population,'143.3

million (73.5 percent) f the U.S. total were classified as urban;

40.5 million (64.6 percent) of the South population were so classified.

At the same time, 53.9 million of the U.S. population and 22.3 milLion

of the southern population (26.5 percent and 35.4 percent, respectively)

were classified as rural.

Of the 22.3 million persons in the rural South, 80.5 percent

Anglos, 17.6 percent are Black, and 1.9 percent are of Spanish surname.

The rural South accounts for 35.4 percent of the South s total populatl.on;'

38.2 percentof the South's Anglo poPulation;.33.6 percent of its' Black

population; and 10.8 percent of the Spanish surname population.

Labor force participation rates are .significantly lower in the rural

South than in the South and the U.S. as a whole (see table 172). This
, I

is, in part; a reflectien Of the small number of jobs available

are

rural areas.

1

The Spanish surname data are collected for on1T-One,:,state (Texas)
in the South. The percentage of Spanish Americans vho reside in,the
South would no doubt_be-larger if 'alldwancejs llultde for persOhs4rorir
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Central America:who alse:reeideintheHotith. In
Texas, the Spanish surname population is Almost exclusiVely
ancestry. As Mexican Americans (or ChicanoSasTthfrgrOup is.4ncreasingly.,
called) are the only portion of the Spanish AmericspopulatiOn Whn
reside and work in the rural South in significant nuniberi, attention of
this study will focus only upon the Chicanoexperience and ,not UpOn
other Spanish heritage groups. In Census Publications, data:on Chicanos
are included in all figures labeled as being' for .rWhites" In'this
study, the inClusion of one county for detailed stndy that was4wedom-
inantly Chicano gave rise to the need to separate the Chicano data from
that of "Whites." Hence, the Conventional procedure used hYHthe U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in its efforts toseparate data
for diverse racial gronps was adopted: the term "Anglo'' Was:used to
categorize all White persons who did not have Spanish surnames.
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Table 1-2-

SelectedEmployMent and IncomeData'for the
-HRtiraputh,, SOuth, and U,S....197.0

Rural South . South. U.S.:

.:Adults .(16 Years and over) 15,016,523

Labni,force
Hales 5 218,306
:AAbor force participation rate -71.2'

43 320,525

15i483,150
'74.9

144087,220 :

51,502,1114',
-1:6:,6:-

UnemploYment 3.5 3.1' :c1:9,:.

Females 2,745,346 9,228,048H 10-540007?H
Labor:forceTTarticipation rate : 35,7 :".40...7.,:.: ,,41.*,,

UneMpioyment , 5.-.6 5.0 5.2.::

Percent families below the
...poverty level 22.2 16.2 104

Percent families with income less
than 125% of poverty level 29.5 22.1 15.0

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Cpmmerce, Bureau:oUthe,CensuE4HUnited
States CensusOf Population:19M General SOciallnid EcOnomic--Charac-

: teristics, Final Report PC(1)-C1 Unitec1Statea!ummary,t41190:,
390; table 95, p._400; table 161 500-501; table 182-151-543548.'

The unemployment rate for the rural South is slightly higher than

that for the South and nation as a whole. However, If anything the:

urban bias of the sample data collection process and data definitions

utilized in constructing unemployment atatiaties ProbablY:UndereatiMate:

the actual number of people available for employment,'

The occupational distribution of the working7age poPulatinn for the

rural South indicates that many residents of the area areifOund. in-the

lower wage paying oCcuPations. For example, oPeratIVea aid general
_

:laborers are overrepresented in the rural South relative:to the rest of

the South-and-the-nation (see table'1-3).'

Income.data for poverty families in table 172:reveal that the rural

South.is thc most poverty atricken region of the ne0.oh.'
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Table 1-3

Occupational Data for All oVer,Age 16 for
the Rural South, South, and U.S., 1970

(Percent)

Category
Rural South

Number Percent

Professional, technical
and kindred

Menagers and adminis-
trators

Sales wo,:kers
Clerical and kindred

674,942 9.0

505,193 6.7

359,911 4.9

841,154 11.2

Craftsmen 1,23S,957 16.5

Operatives, except
transportation 1,494,780 19.1

Transportation operatives 367,037 4.9

Laborers, except farm. 467,210 6.2

Farmers and, farm managers
Farm laborers and foremen
Service Workers
Private household

395,672 5.3

328,718 4.4

671,647 8.9
176,650

South U.S.
Number Percent Number Percent

3,109,526 13.6 11,348,814 14.8

1,913,692 8.4 6,371,149 8.3

1,583,496 6.9 5,443,318 7.1

3,744,119 16.4 13,745,144 18.0

3,257,329 14.3 10,608,010 13.9

3,233,343 14.2 10,496,050 13.7

946,733 4.2 2,957,935 3.7

1,165,928 5.1 3,426,546 4.5

433,431 1.9 1,426,044 1.9

413,870 1.8 953,501 1.2

2,424,122 10.6 8,624,993 11.3

571,888 2.5 1,152,095 1.5

Total 7,521,871 100.0 22,797 427 100.0

SOURCE: U. S. Department of Commerce,'Bureadof:thensus,Mnired.:
'States Census of PoRulation: 1970,'_General Socialand EconoMICOharaCter-

istics Final Report PC(1)7C1 United 'States SumparY,

table 165, pp. .506-511.

quarter of the families living in'the ruralSouth are below:_the poVertY,h_

Ievel. The percent of faMiliee beloW the poVerty level in the tUral

Sourh is twice the rate for the entire nation.

A Brief Historical Perspective

Underdevelopment has been the historic characteristic'of, the economy

of the South. Some of the explanatory factors stem from:a deficiency of

certain essential physical resources, a shortageof noney CaPital, a,low

level of technological development, and an abaence of a class of



innovators and entrepreneurs.
2

The South has added to its own economic woes by fostering certain

institutional practices which restrict development. A long tradition of

segregation and discrimination as well as the evolvement of powerful and

conservative elite groups has impaired industrialization and the growth

of per capita income in the South. W. W. Rostow Claims that the South

differs from the rest of the nation in that it was not "born free" but,

rather, it has had a traditional society to overcome before industrializa-

tion could take place. Specifically, he observed:

...the long, slow disengagement of the South from its
peculiar version of a traditional society belongs to
the general (European) and not to the special (American)
case.3

As a result of these institutional factors the South has long been the

most poverty stricken and economically backward part of the United States.

The advent of the Industrial Revolution in the mid-1700s in other

parts of the world directed attention to this region that was to become

"the South" as a source of food, fiber, and wood products. The

establishment of a slave-based plantation system and the need for imports

of industrial raw materials encouraged agricultural production. The legacy

of this bygone era remains in the rural South to the present.

Abolition of slavery had little effect on the nature of production

activities in the South. It soon became evident, however, that.a large

surplus of unskilled and uneducated cheap labor had been "released" for

2See, for example; James G. Maddox et al., The Advanding South (New

York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1967),and Ray Marshall, LE,' or in the

South (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1967).

3W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth (Cambridge: Cambridge
University-Press, 1960) , p. 18.
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dependency on the market system. Agriculture became all important. 'Cotton

was to be "King." All this was made possible by an abundant supply of

cheap labor.

Productivity of southern agriculture, in spite of the good climate

and the rich soils, had traditionally been low. Consequently the South

lagged behind the Northeast in terms of per capita income.
4

n fact,

beginning in 1840 per capita income started to decline in the South

relative to the United States. It was not until around 1900 that this

trend was reversed. Between 1900 and 1920 the prices paid for farm goods

and the demand for timber products increased. This was, i part, the

result of World War I. In addition, almost 5 percent of the South's

population emigrated from the region during this period. Therefore,

per capita income increased. Nevertheless, in the South in 1920 it was

only 53 percent of that in the non-South. 5

Beginning in the 1920s, technologlcal change associated with

agriculture as well as the destructive invasion of the boll weevil

sharply curtailed the demand for labor in the rural South. Most of the

displaced workers had few skills and little education. Released from

the agricultural sector, many moved out, and a number of them left not

only the rural South but the entire region. Thus, part of the South's

problem became that-of other regions of the nation. Often those who

remained either were the least productive or had the least potential.

Aaddox, The Advancing South, p. 10.

5
Ibid., pp. 38-39.
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Since 1930 real per capita income in the South has increased at a

faster rate than that of the nation as a whole.
6

This change in the

South's development has resulted from the increased Federal expenditures

in the region as well as the increased amounts of income and earnings

generated bY manufacturing, construction, and mining in the South.

Prompted by technological change and the evaporation of Many

agricultural jobs, the rural South has experienced a sedular population

. decline. Despite high birth rates in rural areas, out-Migration has

increased to the point'that, since World WarlI, absolute declines in

rural county populations have become cnite Cc:Onion.

The out-migration during the World War II era'wes encouraged'by the

"pull factors" of job opportunities in the war production-industries of:

the North and West. Many of those out-migrallts were low income 'Black

families. Nevertheless, those who left tended to be younger and to haie .

higher skills than those who remained.

Between 1940 and 1960, agricultural employment in.the South'

decreased by 60 percent. The trend has extended into the 1970s. At the

same time, manufacturing employment has been increasing. It has been .

estimated that nonfarm employment in the South between 1960 and 1970

grew at a rate of 21.6 percent, for a.gain of over 415,900 jobs.

Although this was largely offset by a decline .of farm jobs, overall

emploYment grew at a rate of 8.2 percent, for a net gain of almost

189,500 jobs.7 Significantly, it should be noted that this employment

6Maddox, The Advancing South, p. 41.

7JameG L. Walker,_Edonoinic Growth, Poverty and Race in the Nonmetro-
.politan South, Centerfor Economic Developmenc (Austinv-The University ,

of Texas at Austin, 1973),-p. 10.



expansion was not as rapid as the natural rate of population increase

of 14.4 percent in the region.

Issues to be Examined

The thrust of the present study is to analyze the economics of

southern rural labor markets. Answers to both general and specific

propositions are sought. The applicability of prevailing analytic

concepts as well as the viability of existing public policy to the rural

economy are assessed. New proposals and the alteration of existing

approaches are suggested.

The overriding theme of the study is an inquiry as to what factors

inhibit the adjustment of the labor market of the-rural South to economic

change. Attention is directed, however, toward a series of specific

problems and issues. Among the topics and the questions that are examined

are the following:

1. Labor Market Operations. To what degree is the legacy of past

racial discrimination in the region still a factor in determining occu-

pational outcomes? To what degree is sex discrimination a factor? How

satisfactory are formal and informal labor market information systems?

What factors contribute to or inhibit occupational, industrial, and

geographic mobility of labor? What is the struc ure of the market for

full-time, part-time, and seasonal employment opportunities?

2. Labor Force Characteristics. What are the characteristics of

the rural population with respect to health, training, housing, and

education, and to what extent have decades of insufficient attention to

these human needs handicapped present-day efforts to achieve economic

well-being? Are there significant group variations by race, sex, and age

that affect labor market experience? If so, of what poliny consequences

11
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..arethese differendes? Hoc;i'larga:is the pool of peraons wholdOuld

benefit-from-Occupational:training or retraining:actiVit1es2vithin77:

their loCal COMmUnitieS or if theyWeretOmoye'relaewhere?

level of training that currently exists in rural

benefit has it been to participants'

What is the

areas, and .of what

Labor Market Data and Concepts. How adequate ate contemporary

A.abor market,descriptors Of rural labor conditiOns? What other 'factors,

if any, shoul& be pensidered? Do rural labor markets require:different

*sets ofperforMance criteria than urban areaa?

4. Labor Market Policy Issues ..Hcw willing are:ruraLvorkers,-

to move to partake of training and/or job OpPortunities that exiat

elsewhere? How responsive and how captble are prevailing humanteSOurce

delivery systems in rural areas? What are the respectiVe roles of.the

private and public sectors in ;providing training?: Hew adequate,are

suppOrtive services.-- such as child care, health services, and job

counseling -- in rural areas? Should public programs in rural areas be

funded by formulas different from those in urban areas? Is it in the

national interest to perpetuate'the paat patterns of out-migration of

rural workers to urban areas due to the lack of any meaningful alterna-

tives in rural areas?

5: Employment Policy Issues. What are the prospects of stimulating

the demand for labor through economic development efforts? What is the

appropriate role, if any, of private versus public efforts'to increase

job opportunities in rural areas? If there is a public responsibility,

what is the appropriate role of each of the various layers of government?

tow supportive are local vested-interest groups likely to be of efforts

to increase the level of employment and to alter the compoeition of

Present employment patterns? How important is the level and coverage of

12
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the Federal minimum wage to rural workers? Haw significant is the'

exclusion Of agrieultural workers fram major social legialation

such as the National Labor Relations Act -- as a:contributory:factor

to low income patterns? What is the need for job creation in the way

of public service employment?

6. Income Policy Issues. Of what magnitude and of what conse-

quence are present income supplement programs -- such as Aid. to Families

with Dependent Children, SoCial Security, and Food Stamps -- in the

rural South? Are all eligible'recipientslor existing programs actually

participating? If not, why not? What income needs are not presently

being met either because of ineligibility under existing programs or

because of inadequacy of present programs?

2 8
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CHAPTER 2

Although the problems of the rural South are numerous, thOse that are
economic are dominant.. The southern

rural-labor market, then isthe
logical focal point of this study. Major aspects of labor,market operations and individual labor market behavior will be eicamined in:detail, aswell as labor force participation,

occupational structure, annual work
time, wage determination, and wage structure.. :Other ,imporiant :character-
istics of the rural South to b'e investigated

include the level and'
distribution of income, the role of welfare, manpower developMent policies
and programs, and the prospects for economic development. Special
attention will be focused on the role and development of human capital
in the rural South.

Basic influences on labor market behavior Come from experiences and
attitudes of members of the economic decision-making unit. For analytical
purposes, the household is normally treated aa the basic

uniVith.regardto economic decisions. Since most of these decisions,
partidOpiAarly with

respect to labor market behavior, concern the activities of the household
head, a substantial

portion of the analysis in this study is focused on
that person.

Decisions concerning the activities of other household
members are assumed to be conditional on those of the head.

Other factors important to the structure of this analysis include
ihe social and political environments of the communities and other such
forces which may influence personal and employer decisions. These
provide the framework in which the household

decision.process takes place.

p 14 112,,v,1(
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Data Sources: Accuracy and Limitations

Two surveya were
carried out to cOi1eC-t7the heeessary-inforiatian.

for this study. One, an extensivesurVeY:cf hodseholds,
Widaesignea to

obtain eConamic, social, demographic, And behavioral information Concerning'

the'pOpulations in the areas:Choeen for stuay. .The second waELa Survey

of county inititutions designed to obtain:SpeCifie infdidation-COncerning

buSiness activities, as well'ds indighta int0 the eConOdie and social

structure and
organitatiOn Of the CoddunitY:

Selection of the Counties

Economic and physical limitations
imposed by study objectives made

it necessary to select a well-defined universe
which could be studied

reasonably at the micro level. Therefore,- the methodology chosen for this

study led to the selection of four counties, each rodghly representative

of large segments of the rdral SOuth the' principal
criteiia dded in the

selection of the counties were as followa:

Each of the COuntleit WAS- to he rdiai,-L-d.i-ri0OetrOpOiitan

With 'evidence of an,:histOriCai eConoMIC dodinaii001y,

Agriculture;
ad:cid:II as A,COntinded itiPortace'of agriCulture.

Each of the COuntieS was tdliaV'e,a sdbitantiai PavertY

population.-

3. Ther'e was to hea dIVersitY_Of faCial grOdpa.

Each of the counties selectecivaried in the'a6gree tOWhichitreflected

these criteria, bdteach id sufficiedaY repreeentativdof
the,rdral Seuth

to permit:in-depth analysia.
,

.The four codnties chbaeUaie

1. Dodge County. Located in-central Georgia,
tWO=thirda of iis

population was Anglo and o1le-thirits4as Blac14 onethird

of the combined populationwas:below
the poVerty Ievel-in 1970.

1The counties are described inConsiderable detail in aPpendir:

Included are geographic descriptionsand
historiCaL dedographic, add

:ecOnotic data.
16
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2, NatChitochea Parish. Located in centraOuisidneabOut 37
percent of the population was Black,' and about 45 percent Of

the-total populatiOn was-belowthe:-pavertylevelTin:1.97.0;r

,

3. Starr CoUnty. Located /n South TeXas;,(a"-berder CoUntY)4.
percent:Of its population'was Chicano.; andover half Of the
total population was below the POVertyTjevelJit0970

4. Sunflower County. Located in the Delta area of Mississippi,
over 60 percent of its population weS Black,and:abou6:
percentTof thetotal population-vas beloW:the7pOvertylevel:
in 1970.

Household Survey

At the outset, it was proposed that the Bureau of:ihe Census of the

U.S. Department of Commerce conduct the data gathering and'prepare the

computer tabulations for the proposed study. A series

held between Census personnel and.Consortium members in which,proposals.

were made concerning the survey instruthent and the time parameters

required for completion of work. Neither the Bureau of Census requirement

that no individual response be identified to anyone outside of the Bureau

nor the estimated time and costs for the survey were acceptable to the

7.onsortium. Therefore, it was decided that a commercial data contractor

would be selected to perform the field work and computer tabulations for
.

the project.

After discussion with several contractors, with time and cost estimates

made on the basis of preliminary questionnaires, the Consoitium, with U.S.

Department of Labor approval, awarded the data.collection contract to a'

private firm, Marketing Information Services, Inc., of Atlanta, Georgia.

Sampliag Frame

A list containing addresses or locations of all dwelling units in each

of the four counties was updated from the 1970 Census records, using aerial

photographs and local authorities such as tax assessors, registrars, and

postal officials. This portion of the work was completed by the data

17
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subcontractor and approved by the 'Consortium. The resulting list of house-

holds was comprehensive and reasonably accurate.

An address was selected from the, sampling frame, and all persons living .

at that address constituted the household. The sampling unit for this

study was the household, rather than the family, because of the difficulty

of segregating individual data for subunits.

Sample Design

A simple random sample was drawn from the list of households in each of

the counties by the use of random numbers. Numbers were drawn without

replacement until an appropriate size was obtained. After selection was

completed, addresses were arranged by area and given to the interviewers.

Sample Size

A pilot survey using the proposed questionnaire was carried out in two

rural counties in Georgia to estimate the nonresponse rate due tO vacancies,

not-at7home on initial contact, and refusals to be interviewed. From this

pilot survey, estimates of expected response rates were made to determine

the sample size needed to achieve 800 or more completed interviews per

.county, and to produce reasonable statistical precision in -results'. The

numbers selected for the original sample, the interviews completed, and

the numbers of usable interviews obtained are shown in table 2-1.

The sampling method used is not necessarily the lowest cost design

for a given level of precision, but it has the advantages of being simple

and reasonably precise. The appropriateness of the sampling method and

results were verified by review with the Bureau of the Census and a

professional statistical organization.

Reference Period

Although the interviews of households were conducted during

the period January 25 - April 30, 1974, the reference period for most
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AOtual NuMber Of Households, Estimated Sample.Siie Needed
for:Each.County to,Achieve,800 CompletectjaterViewe.and-['

ACtual Number,of Interviews CoMplete&and:Used'''- _

No. of
Actual House- NO. Of No.. of-'.

.County No. of .- Holds Interviews. ompletion 'Responses,
Households Selected Coranpleted' :Rate.' ._ USed_.'

,. - ...Dcidge Counry 4,767 1,366. -- .894 ''. :65.4 . 878
,Natchitoches Parish 10,072 1,235 :-85L. -68.9: ,838
Starr County 5,447 1,384 85,1j'

. 61-5 810:
SunfloWer County 10,396 1 230 -.826. .167.2 ...E .831.-

Total 30,682 5,215 .3,422:' : '..65-6 .' -39'.357*
*Thirty-eight forms,were discarded in:tha,original editorial:process;

because of data omissions or other problems. Subsequently,jn.the editinv
and cleaning process, 27 additional forms were deletedl due.:-tc irreconcilable
inconsistencies in the data reported.-.

Of the survey data millected is the:calendaryear.:1973.'.,

however, such as currently receiving welfare_benefits,

6mployment status, and wages !last week" relate-to the actUal time:Of the

interview.

: Nature of the Data

The Consortium determined the nature of the information netesaarygor

both current analysis and longitudinal study:by

socioeconomic data base. 3 InforMationsofight-may be broadlyClasSified into

several types: (1) demographic information; :(2),labor force, inforMation,

both historical and current; (3) economic information, including income and

earnings and physical assets; .(4) welfare prOgram inforMatiOn; and

(5) behavioral and attitudinal inforMation. A:special schedule was

developing a comprehensive'

2 -
All field work, including rechecks, was completed by June 1974.

Preliminary drafts of the questionnaire deve1oped by thonsortium
were supplied to the data subcontractore, who structured an& preteeted the
final instrument for approval by the Consortium and the U.S. :Department of
:LabOr,'EmplOyment and Training Acimistration. A copy:of theAuestionnaira
may be found in the Appendix
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developed and added to the questionnaire for househálds in Starr County,:

obtain.particularinformation.pertaining_Only_to_Chicanos._ All

data were classified and arranged to permit tabulation for heads of.house-

hold and for all adult hoUsehold members.

:Data Collection

All data in the household survey were collected hy personal interviews

with the head of the houSehold.
4

Interviewers were recruited and trained

'by the data subcontractor in'each county area to be surveyed. Members of

the Consortium attended the training sessions and participated in the

training of the interviewers', explaining the purpose of the survey and

types of information desired. Interviewers were superviSed by representa-

tives of the subcontractor who had responsibility forthe fieldHedit of

each questionnaire completed, including isolation Of inconsistencies or

data gaps. If such problems were found, the interviewer returned to the

field to obtain the missing or correct inform4tionbefore sending the

-questionnaire to a central office for final editing, coding, and filing.

In general, procedures used were deemed satisfactory, and although there

were random errors in the location and selection of some.of the households

interviewed, the data gathered are adequate for analysis.

Bias and Nonresponse

The nonresponse rate for this study averaged 34.2 percent for the four

counties, resulting primarily from refusals to participate and failure

to contact heads of households. Although this is a fairly high level of

nonresponse in absolute terms, it is no more than has been commonly observed

in other household surveys conducted during the 1970s. For example, a 1974

report of a conference on populatios. surveys reports average response

4
The procedure used required two call-backs in each case, if necessary,

to obtain an interview with the head of the household. Subsequently, as a
cleanup measure, a third call-back was made in each case.
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yrates between 60 and 65 percent.
5

-Thettefusalratein this survey 1S-jower-than-expented7Whendomp4red--
1

ihe pretest. As expected, the refUSing:hoUSeholds:Were:esSentiallY

Middle to upper income households. Except for this ;possible bias,

appears that those ,refusing did not differ significantly. frOmthOse Who

:responded.

The other nonsampling error sources

noncoverage, and wrong addresses.

include measurement errOts

These errors werecorreCted byHverifiCation

and Validation procedures described ,beloW.

Verification and Validation of Results

Following completion of the questionnairel;71ncludingthe:..field edit
_ .

and recontaci of households., verifiCation and lialidation.prOCedtiresere.:

instituted. Verification was a simple field: and mail nheCk tbAnsUre that

the. correct household was'contacted and that the:head of ehe houSehold was

interviewed. Validation included the verificationprocedure and reinter-

views on selected questions.
7

The nuthbers of questionnaires verified end

validated 4re sumparized in tables 2-2 and 2-3.

Data tabulation revealed same differences between responses to

questionnaires and those of the validation forms. This was noticeable

particularly with regard to household income and acknowledged participation

.5Americen Statistical Assr-iation Conference:on Surveys of Human
PopulatiOns (1974), "Report on the ASA Conference on Surveys of Human Pop0.-
lations,'! American Statistician 28 (February 1974):, 30-734.

6
Further contacts with the head of each refusing household were

attempted in all cases; few additional interviews wereobtained. A shortl
form,'based on.interviewer observations, was cumplatedjor,eachhousehold
for use in comparing nonrespondents with partiCipantS.

7
A short form questionnaire was developed for use by both the data

subcontractor and the universities in the validation process to assure
-consistent results.
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Table 272

Numbr_Of
cPmPleted_IntervieWs-.an&-Number-and percentage-Verified7
by Field Contact and Mail, by County, 1974*

County
Completed

Interviews
Field Mail

**Verifications** Verifications
Total

Verifications
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Dodge 894 138 15.7 276 36.5 414 46.3Natchitoches 851 99 11.6 224 30.1 323 38.0Sunflower 851 162 19.0 259 37.6 421 49.5Starr 826 88 10.7 214 29.4 302 36.6
Total 3,422 487 14.2 973 33.2 1,460 42.7

The numbers of completed interviews reported differ, from-the finaltotals.because of additional completions obtained during the cleanup andeditorial processes and exclusions of certain questionnaires On the basisof data inconsistencies.

**
.

Approximately 10 percent of the sample were verified by interview,
,

In addition, a return postcard verification form was sent to all.households
interviewed.

Table 2-3

Number of Completed Interviews and Number.and Percentage
Validated, by County, 1974*

County
Completed
Interviews

No.

Validated Percentage

Dodge 894 100 12.2Natchitoches 844 51 6.0Sunflower 851 47 5.5Starr 826 45 5.4
Total 3,415 252 7-4

The numbers of completed interviews reported differ from the finaltotal by virtue of additional completions obtained during the cleanupand editorial processes and the exclusion of certain questionnairesbecause of data inconsistencies. -
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, in welfare programs.
Variations,also were noted, thongh in fewer cases,

_in
answers_regarding-employment-of-family meMbers other than the household,

head,:the family structure, and years of'residence in hoMe cOunty.

Differences were expected in responses concerning income. However,

some variations were significant enough to suggest questionable interviewing

techniques. Zecause,of'the extrethe significance Of income:data to stu.iy::,

results, the data snbcontraOtor agreed insuch cases.to Make additional

contacts with the respondent families and to check the responses of other

households interviewed by the same personnel in an attempt to verify facts

reported. In some cases, errors were found and corrected. In others, the'

respondents simply refused to give the information. No error pattern-was,

established for any interviewer, supporting the conclusion that interviewii

techniques were acceptable.

With regard to welfare, changes in program nomenclature and procedure

(e.g., issuance of old age assistance checks by the Federal instead of state

governments) may, have led to some confusion in responses. Subsamples were

used in an attempt to evaluate results, with somewhat less success than

with income. Except with pecific categorical programs (e.g., Medicare,

Medicaid, Aid to Families with Dependent Children), it appears that many

do not distinguish between such programs or are unaware that there are

differences between assistance and insured Social Security programs or

payments. Early in the survey program this point had been brought to the

attention of the study team, and new directions and specific definitions

were issued for the interviewers.
However, checks of subsequent results

indicated little clarification in resulting data. Subsequent comparisons

of income, by source, and welfare responses provided an additional check

on these data.
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On the basis of the verification procedures (involving 42.7 percent

0f-all-retpondents) and the validation -stitVeys (involving "7.4 Percent of

all respondents),-it may be concluded that the surveys were conducted in

accordance with specifications.

Data Preparation

FolloWing survey completion and form editing, the project group and

'data subContractor together reviewed a number.of completed questionnaires

in order to finalize a coding and data storage system. In cases where

categorization of data seemed desirable, category definitions were deiieloped,

with related code structures. Census response categories were,useclwhere

possible for maximum direct comparitons of results. In two cases, industrial

and occupational codes, the subcontractor sought'assistance in coding from

the Georgia State Department of Labor. This process assured consistency

of industrial and occupational codes used in this study with those used in

Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other Federal compilations. Because

of time limits, the data subcontractor found it necessary to train

personnel to complete this coding.

Following a preliminary printout of all data, the Consortium

reviewed results and determined that some information could be better

used in descriptive analysis if new summary variables (categories) were

developed. Accordingly, the Consortium reviewed these data and

developed a number of code categories and summary variables which were

prepared and added to the appropriate files.

Finally, detailed data cleaning and editing highlighted specific

questionnaire inconsistencies. Questionnaire responses were rechecked,

and codes were corrected. In cases where conflicting responses had been

11,
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obtained, data were analyzed and th2 problem was brought to the attention
of the Consortium for final resolution. Following several raviews which'

included cross tabulations of information to assure consistencyi the files

were accepted as accurate for the purpose of data tabulation.

Representativeness of the Sample

Although procedures used in this study have sought a minimum bias it

is impossible td state categorically that the sample is totally representa-
tive. A partial evaluation may be obtained by comparing summaries of

demographic information for the four sample counties for 1970 with the

household sample based on interviews conducted in 1974 (see tables 2-4
and 2-5).

It is immediately
apparent that the components of the sample data

(1974) generally parallel those for 1970 for the four counties. For example,
it may be seen that the proportions of the total populations in the

civilian labor force are about the same. The proportions of the civilian
labor force employed and unemployed are similar, although those for the
sample are smaller than those for the counties in total. The proportion
not in the labor force is larger for the sample than for the four counties,

probably because of the overrepresentation of the older and minority
populations in the incorporated areas, providing easier availability for
interview.

There are some differences in the relative sizes of subcomponents
within the totals, such as the higher proportion of men and lower proportion

of women in the sample labor force as compared with the same items for the
four counties. Similarly, the proportion of women out of the 1Rbor force
in the sample was higher than that for the similar group for the four

counties. This difference probably results from lower proportions of the
sample population in the prime labor force ages than those reported for the
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Table 2-4

Distribution of.:pOpulation, Labor Force,,

,BmplOyment andAJnemplOYMent, Seandilace,,
..fOr the Four:Sample:Counties:, 1970,

awlthe SurVey:.Sample, 1974
(l'ercent)

Total Ilhle FeMale ChicanO Black

Four counties
Total population (16 years and over) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Labor force (as percent population) 49.6 57.3 35.6 40.3 42.0

Civilian labor force (as percent

population) 43.0 53.6 35.5 40.2 41.9

Employed (as percent civilian
labor force) 93.1 93.4 92.6 93.8 88.0

Private wage and salary 59.5 61.2 56.9 59.7 64.2

Government 24.0 19.4 30.7 25.7 20.0

Self-employed 9.1 12.4 4.2 8.2 3.6

Unpaid family workers 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.1

Unemployed 6.9 6.6 7.4 6.2 12.0

Not in labor force (as percent
population) 50.2 39.0 60.3 59.7 58.0

Institutional inmates 2.6 4.7 0.8 0.0 4.2

Sample
Total population (16 Years and over) 100.0 100.0 imo 100.0 100.0

Labor force (es percent populatioa 42.3 -59.5' :28.1 39.7 38.4

Civilian labor force (as percent

population) 42.1 59.5 28.1 39.7 38.4

Emplpyed (as percent civilian
labor. force) 94.9 94.1 96.4 95.2 88.9

BriVate wage and salary: * * * * *

GoVernMent.
* * * * *

Self!-4Mployed *
* * *

Unpaid faMily workerh * * * *

Unemployed 5.1 5.9 3.5 4.8 11.1

Not:1abOrforce (as percent
POpulatiOn):: 57.7 40.5 71.9 60.3 6/.6

Institutional inmates *

:SOURCE.: U.S. Department Of Commerce,,: Bureau'of the Census,,United

Statet Cenaut 'of PoPulation:H1970,Characteristicstlf,,the POpulatiOn,
tables.,121/126,20-732820-358.; Pt. 45,', TOtaa,'

tablej.21,:43p.' 45-968; 'Pt.'26,:IIitsiatipPi, tables 121/126,, pp.,267.288,

.267323. '

Not available.
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Table 2-5

Total Population, by Age and
by Education

Level, the Four Sample
Counties,1970, and the S:mple,

1974

(?ercent)

otal Population
Black Population

Chicano
Population

Sample

Four Counties
Sample

/our Counties
Sample

Four Counties

0 44
36.9

33.0
37.6

29.4*
39.2

15-24
20.5

18.0
17.7

25.9**
16.7**

25-44
23.9

22.4
20.6 17.2

1940

45-64
10.5

18.5
15.2

14.8
15.8

65 and over
8.5

10.1
8.9

13.6
9.4

Education Level

Less than 8 years

8-11 years

12-15 years

16 or mare years

44.3
35.2

65.2 44.326.7
31.5

20,6
34.121.7

27.8
10.1

18.57.3
5.5

4.1
3.2

39.2*

16.7**

19.0

15.8

9 4

63.0 48 4
15.2 24.2
15,9 22.6
5.9 3,8

SOURCE: See table 2-4.

Ages 0-15.

**

Ages 16-24.

Education is calculated
differently fur the four

countits and the sample. For the four
counties in

1970, only those persons who are 25 years of age or more are included
whereas ia ehe sample persons

16 years of age or older
are included,

ilhe
four county totals

for Chicanos are the same as for Starr
County.



fOUreountieti,' while the older age categories(45,and over):were larger

;Jor:thesample than for the fear countiee (see:table '26).* This too,

reaulted'from this group's relative availability for inierViewing since

,the oldest category was mostly out of ihe labor force and therefore

mOatlikely to be at home during the day. The data also suggeat that:"

families with young children, except for Chicanos, are slightly

underrepresented in the sample population.

Education levels also differ. The education levels of Blacks. and

Chicanos in the sample are below the average levels reported for:the,

four counties and the total sample (see table 2-5).

In general, the sample isirepresentative of the four counties with

the exceptions described above. Recognizing the time span between the

compared reports, with consequent differences in the levels of economic

activity, the variations are understandable. Sample data for each county

closely resemble the respective county populations. When combined the

county sample data appear less representative. This result was expected,

since county differences provide representation of particular groups

(e.g., Chicanos) in the total sample.

County Business and Institutions Survey

Lists of employera, by numbers of employees, were compiled far each

of the four counties, and samplea'of the employer,groups were drawn

purposively for interview. The criteria use&to select employers for

interview in each county included; (1) all employers of 100 Orloorel:

.(2) all employers of 35 or more who had entered the couaty since 1970;

and (3) two emOloyers for each major industrial group [combinations

4 3
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of Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) major categories employing

eight or more, including all employers drawn in items 1 and 2 abovej.8

The major financial institutions in each county also were interviewed

beCause of their direct relationship to the economic development Process.

In addition to the detailed information supplied as employers, these

interviews dealt'with the development potential of the county, including

financial and other services available ,to 'support development.

In appraising county development patterns and related data, a,number

of public, quasi-public,and social institutional groups also were selected

for interview. This list included officials in city and cpunty goyernment,

chamber of cammerce officials, area economic development authority

officials, ministers, and leaders of social clubs. Informal conversations

provided anecdotal information from these respondents

Also interviewed were welfare and employment security agencies which

provided data on training programs, job placement, conditions of employment,

types of job information available, aids available to assist the unemployed

in securing employment, and numbers receiving assistance. Considerable

difficulty was encountered in obtaining information on program evaluation

and program performance due to refusals of some state, local, and regional

officials to cooperate.

The community action agencies also were interviewed in depth in all

four counties. Information supplied by these agencies was primarily

8
A list of the combinationa of major SIC groups used in campiling this

sample is as follows: agriculture, forestry, and fishing; mining, contract
and other construction; manufacturing; transportation and public utilities;
Wholesale and retail trade; finance, insurance and real estate; service,
excluding government; and government. The number of interviews varied from
county to county ranging from 20 to 50, depending on the number eligible
for inclusion.

29
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anecdotal rather than statistical. Summary information, consistently

defined by program and cbunty, was difficult to obtain because the

nature and scope of the local activities varied.

Information from employers and government officials was obtained

from a common questionnaire administered in all four counties by the

Consortium. Designed for loosely-structured administration, the

employer questionnaire yielded reasonably consistent information. The

nature of the data made it difficult to quantify and evaluate some of

the materials collected. Much of the material can be described as

impressionistic, and to a large extent it is used anecdotally.

Data Analysis

Data gathered through the two surveys were used to describe

socioeconomic conditions and to test a number of hypotheses relating to

the rural South. Much of the analysis in this study makes extensive

use of standard descriptive statistics. However, the effects of

different factors on a single variable, such as earnings, are difficult

to evaluate accurately by single classification techniques. For example,

the impact of years of education on earnings cannot be inferred by

comparisons of simple mean earnings between educational groupings,

particularly in rural areas where education and age are highly correlated

and age itself had a substantial effect on earnings.

Assuming that individual factor effects are additive, multivariate

analysis can be utilized to isolate the influence of each factor on the

variable being investigated. The multivariate technique used in this study
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is a multiple regression procedure. Particular analytical methods are

described in chapters where.the techniques are utilized.

, Other Data

No attempts were made to check,the accuracy of sample data with the

results of other studies, as no reasonably comparable data base coulct.be

found. Where appropriate, other studY findings were utilized for purposes
.

of comparison.

Considerable use was made of secondary data from the Census of

POpulation, Census of Agriculture, the Census of Business, and.the Census

of Housing, as well as the statistics published by various other Federal

agencies. These data were utilized both as rough cheks on primary

survey results and for comparative purposes. Published and unpublished

data were also obtained from various departments of state and, county

governments.

Comparability of the Household Sample with the Rural South

A useful comparison of data for the household sample and the data for

the rural South may be made by reviewing the broad categories shown in

table 2-6. The striking similarity of same of the characteristics of the

respective populations is apparent. So also are the sharp differences

between the data for the South, including urban areas, and the rural

South and the sample. The minor differences between the results for

the sample and the rural South undoubtedly relate to the exclusion of

places having populations of 2,500 or more from the Census data for the

rural South. These places are included in the sample data. For example,

the labor force as a proportion of population for the sample is 8.2
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Table 2-6

Total and Rural PopulationSalacted Characteristica for tha:EoUth

and the Rural SOUthL, 197D, and Ote SamOle, 1974
(Number and Percent)

Categories

Total population
Male
Female

Total labor force
Male
Female

Civilian labor force
As percent
Male
As percent
As percent
As percent

Female
As percent
As percent
As percent

Employment
As percent
Male
As percent
As percent

Female
As percent
As percent

Unemployment
As percent

'Male
As.percent
As percent
Female
As percent
As percent

of population

of population
of labor force
of male labor forca

of popul44on
Of labor force
of female labor force

of civ. labor force

of civ. labor force
male civ. labor forceof

of civ. labor force
'of female ciV. labor force

of ciy labor forde

of civ. labor force
of male civ. labor force

of civ. labor force
of female civ. labor force

Age (as percent
0 -14
15-24
25-44
45-64
65 and over

of total)

62,795,367
30,587,841
32,207,526
24,711,178
15,483,150
9,228,028

23,728,727
37.8

14,524,446
23.1
58.8
93.8

9,204,281
14.7
37.2
99.7

22,797,477
96.1

14,051,822
59.2
96.7

8,745,655
36.9
95.0

931,250
3.9

472,624
2.0
3.3

458,626
1.9
5.0

28.9
18.1
23.5
19.9
9.6

22,255,406

11,044,454
11,210,952
7,963,652
5,218,306
2,745,346

7,852,709
35.3

5,109,774
23.0
64.2
97.9

2,742,935
12.3
34.4

99.9

7,521,871
95.8

4,932,258
62.8
96.5

2,589,613
33.0
94.4

330,838
4.2

177,516
2.3
3.5

153,322
2.0
5.6

30.1
16.7
22.8
20.3
10.1

1974

Sample

11,685
5,480
6,200
3,164*
2,010
1,154

3,164*
27.1

2,010
17.2
63.5
100.0
1,154

9.9
36.5
100.0

3,003
94.9

1,890

58.7
94.0
1,113
35.2
96.4

161
5.1
120
3.8
6.0
41

1.3
3.6

36.1**
15.24
18.4
18.4
11.9

SOURCE: U. S. Department

Pt. 1, U.S. Summary, sec. 1,

of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United

States Census of Population: 1970, vol. 1, Characteristics of the Population
tables 57, 132, 137, pp. 1-286, 288, 453, 463.

**Assumed to be the same.
0-15.

416-24.
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Table 2-7

Distribution of EmploYment by Major Occupation, by Sex,

For the South, 1970, and the Sample, 1974

(Number and Percent)

Rural South ail* e

Total employment

Professional-technical

Managers and adanistrators

Sales workers

Clerical

Craftsmen, etc.

Operatives, ex-transportation

Laborers, ex -fars

Parsers, farm managert and

farm laborers

Service workers, ex-pvt household

Private household

Occupation not rtported

Male Peice!i' Female ,Tercent Total: Percent Male Percent Female Percent Total percent

4,959 258

362,758

412,938

212,026

231,459

1 179,758

835,249

427,343

654 576

263,755

4,568

100.0 2,589,613 100.0 7,548,871

3 312,714 12.1 675,472

8.3 92;255' 3'.6 505193"

4.3 , 148,356 5.7 360,382

4.7 610,437 23.6 841,896

23.8 59,643 2.3 1439,401

16,8 660,154 25.5 1,495,403

8.6 40,692 1.6 468,035

13.2 66,418 2.6 720,994

5.3 408,449 15.8 672,204

0.1 171,286 6.6 175,854

100.0

9.0

'8:7'

4.8

11.2

16.4

19.8

6.2

9.6

8.9

2.3

1,880 100:0: ''1,168,.:100.0 3,048 1004

124 ",6;6",'''''',",241720;6'',', 365 '.E,12,0',

48

4.3 75,, 165 5.4

97' 5.2 203

3 0.3 21 :

614 261 '2,2 3 975 28,7

419 22;3, 38 15.0

106 5 6 248 21.2 354 11.6

34 1.8 51 4.4 85 2 8

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censds,Uted States Census of Population: 1970

vol. 1, Characteristics of thLtpulaplorl, Pt. 1, 1J, S. Stmnary, Sec. 1, table 138, p, 1-465.



percentage points lower than that for the rural South, a fact which is

explained by-the larger numbers of children and older families which tend

to congregate in cities and towns, even in rural areas. The age distri-

bution for the sample may also be accounted for, in part, by the relative

availability of the older families for interview during the work day

(see table 2-6).
9

Data for employment for the sample as compared with

the rural South show slightly lower .male employm:tnt and higher, female

employment as percentages of the civilian labor force. Again:age

distribution of the sample seems to be the explanatory factor.

The distribution of employment by major occupations for the rural

South in 1970 and for the sample studied in 1974 again shows striking

similarity When the occupational group totals (rural South:and sample) are

coMpared. However, two differences of significance.may be noted: the

greater proportion of the sample employed in agriculture, as compared with

the rural South; and the comparatively higher proportion of craftsmen in

the rural South as compared with the sample. Both differences may occur

in part for the same reason, i.e., the inclusion of urban areas in the

1970 data (see fable 2-7).

Although these comparisons place the material in perspective, One

must note that the time-periods of data collection differ. Data for the

South and rural South are for 1970 and those for the sample are for 1974.

This fact, in addition to possible differences in occupational classifica-

tion and differences in the two universes compared (rural South and four

county sample), helps to explain the deviations noted.

9
Interviews were scheduled daily during the week. Where the respon-

dents were "not at home" or where the head Of household was not available,
the interviews were rescheduled for evening or weekend hours. When no
contact was made on the second attempt, a third visit was Scheduled for
a weekend time. As a result, a higher proportion of ,those over 65 and
"out of the labor force" than other groups were contacted on the first
visit- during the day. This accounts for the evident slight Overrepre-
sentation of these groups in the sample.
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CHAPTER 3

LABOR MARKET BEHAVIOR OF RURAL,SODTHERN
, LABOR FORCE

,

The key io understanding the causes and the nature of many prObiems

, confronting people in

ment which rural Southerners encounter. Of, primary importance:i

labor market. In order to assess the

individuals and the regionas 4 whole, it isneCessary to UndersOild the

A3revailing labor market behavior of people in the

possibility nf improveMent fOr both

rural Sonth.

TV,;".! chapter presents a description of the faCtnrErwhichAnfluence

the labor demand, the Characteristics Of the labor supply, 4nd"Ole

resulting labor market interaction. Through this analyais the role of the'

private sector as welLas its liMitations will be better understood.
_

Demand in Rural Labor Markets

Rural labor markets in the South remain significantly influented by.

the changes brought about by agricultural mechanization since the end of

World War II. It is not possible to understand fully the contemporary

problems of rural labor markets stemming from the demand side of the

employment equation without some understanding of the rapid changes which

have occurred in the entire industrial structure of the rural South.

Although individual areas have been affected-in:differing degrees, there

is hardly a rural county in the South which has not felt the Impact of the

adaptation of machinery to agriculture and the resulting rapid decline in

employment opportunities in the traditionally dominant agricultural sector.



Technological change And labor displacement hat had a treMendoUs

'impact on all fOur counties included in thiS study 6ee table-371Y. :

Because agriculturekelated skills are not easily transferable to

nonagricultural jobs, there is nSeriout labor:market Sajnetmen't4ilemma,

complicated by the large reduction in employment opportunities:. It is

apparent that the nonagricultural sector in the past twenty years has

not been able to provide employment for many displaced wOrkert the

result has been a high rate of out-migration frpth the rUkalSOUth and

some degree of withdrawal from the labor market by some Who haVe reMained

behind.

Employment Trends

Data in table 1.-2 support a number of obsevations Which are indiCative

of trends in the study counties:and Other areas of the'rural SpUth. Etral

employment as a percent bf total employment declined frOM'1950 to 1970 for

all four survey counties, the South, and the entire United States In

terms of the percentage change for the Onty-Tenr period three COUnties

eitperienced a decline in rural emPlOyment at dicithe South. OnlY Btarr

County ekperienced a growth in rural employthent, which was the trendlfor:

the United States as a whole. The growth in Starr County was tine to its

location on the United Statep-Mexico border, and the populatiOnmigration

increaae has been occurring all along the border reglon since the end

of World War II. The growth reSulted fret a large increase in rural.'

nOnfarm employment despite a relatively small decline in rural farm

. employment. The last two columns of table 3-2 illustrate the large nonfarm

employment gains of 58.4 percent and 50.5 percent for Starr County and the

United States, respectively.
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Table 3-1

County Employment Data -- Total and Four

Rural Counties, 1950 and 1970

1950 1970
..Pfeentae.Cha_

Total Nmbo; Total Nunber Tota-, ...111110er

CiVilian Employed Civilian Employed Civ4ian: Employed
County Labor Force Labor For6e Labor Force

Dodge

Natchitoches

Starr

Sunflower

Total

6,373 6,234 5,890 5 637 .7,6

10,371 10,022 10 915 10 081 5.2

3,693 3 130 4 280 4,016 15.9 28 3

17,089 16,637 10,695 9,851 37.4 -40.8

37 526 36 023 31 780 29 575 .15.3 47 9

SOURCE: U. S.Tiepartment of ComMerca, Bureauof the"Census,

1950, General Social and EcOnomid Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)C11:.GeOrgia,FC(1)C18 LOuipiana

PC(1)7C43 Texas,, and PC(1)42 Mississippinited,States Census of Po ulation: 19704

and Economic Characteriatics, Final Report PC(1).C12 Georgi0C(1)-C20 LouisianU,-,PC(1)C4 Texaii, and

PC(1)-C26 Mississippi.



Table 3-2

Rural Employment

as a Percent, of

Total

LRural !aployment RturaLlp

Percentage Change ,Ergloyment

TerCentage

'Oange

195049701950-1970

41.,ceiitage

1970*

;tio,

Dodge 63.3 60 4

Natchitochs 58.9 48.4

Starr 63.5 62.6

Sunflogr 89 5 59.5

hi* States 31 7 24 4

40

South 50.7 33.0

SODRCE: See table 3-1.



All-counties showed a decline in rural-farm employment andincreaSes

nonfarm 'employment. The -magnitude-Of the-changes-

differed from county to county.

Industrial Structure

Given the nature of the labor force in the ruralHSouth-and theagri

--cultural baCkgrOund of much'of the, populatiOn

individuals to participate in the labor market depends upon.the indUstrial

structure of the Area. Secondary data must be utilized to:portray the

nature Of the economic structure in the study countie-.

Review of the data in table 3-3 reveals that n spite;of.the'dramatic

decline in agricultural jobs, agriculture remains animPortantsOurce of:

employment in the rural South and is a major source Of employment,in'all'

but one of the study counties (i.e., Natchitoches Parish). Agriculture

exerts a major influence in other ways besides providing employment. The

agricultural sector generates a disproportionate amount to total yearly

income in the counties and therefore has a strong influence on job

opportunities in the retail and service sectors. Agricultural land also

represents a substantial poition of the tax base'for rural counties.

Because of agriculture's continuing economic dominance, the farm popula-

tion (or, more correctly, the large land owners) has been able to influence

the nature of industrial development in most counties in the rural South.

This was an important factor in all but Dodge County.

As anticipated, manufacturing employment is of less significance in

the rural counties than it is in the entire South or the United States. .

Only in Dodge County is manufacturing employment comparable to that of the

South as a whole. However, bOth Census data and the primary sp.mple

revealed that a substantial portion of the county labor force commutes to



Aable

Industry of PeOple, Employef- 1970 .4rdent'',,,Distriblition.:.,..

OP

Total United

Category Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower 4 Counties South States

,
Agriculture fishing, & forestry 11.2 .7.7 24.6 y 11) 7 15.0 4.5 3.5

Mining & construction 6.4 9.8 , 10.0 4.5 7;5 8.8 6.3

Manufacturing 27.5 7.5 3 2, 15.1 13,2 23 2: 24.4

Transportation, Communications, 3.7 '6.2 4 1 1.3 4 5 6.8 63

& public utilitfes

Wholesale 2.5 2.8 2,7 4 5 3.3

19.9 18;9

14 2 17 2 15.3 .15,5 15.8

Financial, real estate,& insurance 2,2 1.8 15 1.8 1 8 4,4 '4 7

Services 8.0 12.6 6 1 11.1 10.3 9.6 8.0

Health 4,7 3.8 1.6 4.5 3.9

12 8 16.5

Education 5.0 20.5 19.8 12.4 14.8

Public services 14.5 9.9 11.1 6.6 9.8 10,1 5 2

Total 100.0 100.0 100 0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCE U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Pojulation: 1970, General

Social and Economic Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-C12 Georgia, PC(1)-C20 Louisiana, PC(1)-C45

Texas, and PC(1)-C26 Mississippi.



surroUnding counties to work primarily in manufacturing employment. Thus,

in-actuality,-Dodge-A: not signifitahtly 'different-from the-Other rural--
,

counties studied in terms of the characteristics of-employment opportuni

ties in manufacturing within:the county.

The financial, real estate, and insurance sector is a small sourCe

Of emOloyment in rural areae. TUrthermore, it is low in all four counties,

relative to the South and the United States, a reflection of the low

income levels in theirural South.

Employment In health and education for the four counties combined is

higher in percentage terms than that of the United States and the South.

Employment in education and health is higher in NatchitoChes than in the

other three counties as'a result of the location of a four7year university

-in the parish. It is also relatively high in Starr County (More than 21

percent of total employment in 1970) due to the lack of alternative sources

of nonagricultural private sector employment.

Government employment is high in all four counties relative to both

the SOuth and the United States. However, the high prOportion of employ-

ment is not reflective of any unusually large lumber of employees in the

public sector given the population size. In fact, the opposite is true.

In part, it reflects stability in governmental eMployment in spite of

the geueral decline in employment opportunities in the counties. It also

reflects the small number of jobs available in other sectors and the low

labor force participation rates.

Potential for Increases in Labor Demand

Insight into the sectors of the southern rural economy which have the

greatest potential for increased employment opportunities may be gained by

examining those sectors which have grown during the last twenty years.
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Table 3-4 contains data which relate to the growth in employment by

sector for selected areas from 1950 to 1970.

As expected, agriculture experienced a large decline in employment

in all four counties. This decline was larger than that experienced by

the South and the United States. Starr County felt the least impact from

the displacement of agricultural workers.

Some growth has occurred in the wholesale and retail trade,,mining,

construction, transportation, and the services industries. The financial

sector had less growth than.occurred in the South and the United States.

In the wholesale and retail sectors, employment growth in most of the

counties was higher than the United States, but roughly equal to that of

the South.

Mining grew in Natchitoches Parish as the result of new petroleum

deposits found there. Construction, which is seasonal and cyclical, grew,

in all four counties. The extent.of growth in transportation, Communication,

and public utilities varied from county to county, but in general, was

faster than for the United 'States as a whole but less than for the South.

Surprisingly, growth in services for the four counties combined was

greater than for the South or for th4 lited States. However, Dodge and

Sunflower experienced a decline in this sector between 1950.and 1970.

Part of this decline may be due to Black out-migration in both counties..

Black females provideJ a large source of avai.iable labor for personal

--
services. The decline also is a result of reduced general demand as a

result of substantial population deciirt.

Manufacturing has been an importaut* sector in providing new jobs in

most of the counties in the last twenty years. The four-county total,

experienced significantly greater growth than did the South or the United

States. Natchitoches Parish was the exception, experiencing a small
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Table 3-

Industry of People Employed
Percentage Change of

1950-1970 fg Selected,Areas'...

Total Employed

"

Category Total 'United
Pod e Natchitoches Starr Sunflower 4 Counties South States

-69 3 41 5
Agriculture fishing, & forestry -79.3 -81.1

Mining & construction

Manufacturing

Transportation, communications,

& public utilities

Wholesale

46.6 71.4

88,6 -11.4

1.16.1

93,a. 85.2

Retail
41.1 58.7

Financial, real estate, & insurance 115.5 77 0

Services

Health

Education

Public services

Total

-22.4 36.5

315.6 363.4

-21.8 -82.4 -78.0

-18.9 12.8 28 6

64 6 575.9 98.8

85i.4 27 2 24.8

444

296.3 ..90.5

53.6 9,0 35.1

136.0 51.3 79.5

50,3 -13.5 41.2

170.8 387.9 342.5

25.9 10.4

74,0 29.5

35.1 12 3

56.9 385

141.8 90 6

21.0 12 5

44.8 145 7 374.4 172.8 164.4

255.7 190.6 168,0 52 2 149.2 188.2 63.0

- 9.7 0.6 28.3 -40.8 -17.9 38,2 37.5

SOURCE: See table 3-1 and table 3-3.



deCline; Sunflower County had the largest percentage growt1, hAYATIg

started.from,a very small base in.the

Other areas of significant growth were health, education, and Public

services. Growth in the health sector is apparently greater than that

for ihe South and United States; education grew at lower ratep. ?Olio
service employment increased significantly more rapidlor the four,, t n st i.,( 4 , , t . ,

Counties combined than for the United States but the rate qf increase was

less than for the South. Growti in this sector was espeqially low in

Sunflower County; the rate for Dodge County was relatively op, lutely,!

high.

bespite the various patterns of growth in the four colunti,ea--,
"v. !

primarily in manufacturing, health, and education -7 total emplpyp.ent.

declined. It is significant that the decline in agriculituraleplployment

was so great that it offSet completely the ernploymn growth_in,qther;_,

sectors in the four counties combined.

Occupational Labor Demand.

Additional insight into the nature of the labor,demand in rura/ areas

can be obtained from an analysis of occupational profiles. Table 3-5

presents data which show.that
occupational profiles of ,study,counties

differ significantly from those of the South and the United, States.

As expected, the percent of sales Workers
employed_inthe_Countiep,

waslow relative to the South and the United States. This reflects limited

wholesale and retail-markets in rural areas as well as relatively lower,

purchasing powet of rural households. Clerical occupations_also,were:loW

relatively and, similar to sales,. indicate a lack.of large business...,
. ,

interests and thriving large industrial and commercial sectora.. Other

occupations with low percentage distributions relative to the.South,and
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Table 375

Total. Employment by MajorOccupational
.Croupa for Selected Areas', 1970

(Percent)

Category Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower Total South United

Professional & technical 9.5 16.2 14.1 12.0 13.2 13.6

Managers & administrators 6.1 8.5 6.5 7.1 7.5 8.4

Sales workers 4.9 5.2 6.0 5.0 5.2 6.9 7.

Clerical 12.1 14.9 12.6 10.7 12.6 16.4 -16.11

Craftsmen, etc. 14.0 11.6 8.3 9.4 10.9 14.2 13.

Operatives 26.1 12.6 10.7 15.3 15.8 18.3 17.6

Laborers, except farm 6.7 5.8 5.6 4.1 5.4 5.1 4.

Farmer, & farm managers 4.6 2.2 3.0 5.2 3.8 1.9 1.9

F rm laborers & unpaid workers 4.6 3.8 20.8 13.6 9.4 1.8 1.2

Service workers 7.3 12.8 9.4 10.6 10.6 10.6 11.3
Private households 4.2 6.5 0.9 7.0 5.6 2.5 1.5

Toter-employment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCE: See table 3-3.
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the United States were craftsmen and operatives. f-

Craftsmen were a relatively lower percentage in all counties except

Dodge County. The existence of a large number of operatives in this

county is due to the presence of a considerable number of apparel and

related industries. In general, the lack of skilled craftsmen and

operatives is typical of rural areas.

The occupations in which the distribution in the four counties was

roughly equal to the South and the United States were professional and

technical, managers and administrators, and service workers. Dodge and

Sunflower counties were somewhat below the regional and national percentage

distributions for both professional and technical and managers and

administrators. The university in Natchitoches-Parish accounts for the

percent distribution in that parish, and the large number of educational

programs (especially for migrant workers' families) in Starr County partly

explains that county's percent distribution. The percent distribution

of service workers was low only in Dodge County, where governmental

programs require fewer employees because of the smaller population

relative to the other three counties.

Most of the occupations in which the four counties in,1970 had larger

relative percentages than the South and United States werelthose reflecting

agricultural interests or those requiring unskilled labor. These occu-

pations include general laborers, farm laborers and unpaid.workers,

farmers and farm managers, and private household workers. Despite

tremendous declines in the number of persons employed in these occupations,

one-quarter of the total employment for all counties in 1970 was in these

occupations. By counties these percentages were: Dodge 20.1 percent,

Natchitoches 18.3 percent, Starr 30.3 percent, and Sunflower 29.9 percent.
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These percentages.perhaps indicate that Starr and Sunflower counties
.

are both the most rural and the most agriculturally dependent of the

four counties.

Percent changes in occupational employment from 1950 to 1970 are

divided into three categories: those occupations showing a decline, a

small gain, or a large gain. As expected, farmers and farm managers

(i.e., mostly tenant farmers) declined greatly in all four counties -- at

rates similar to those for the South and the United States (see table 3-6).

The same is true of farm laborers and unpaid workers, with the exception

of Starr, although Sunflower had a smaller decline than did Dodge County

or Natchitoches Parish. General laborers showed small increases in twu

counties and declined in the other two., The national pattern for

laborers was down, but the 3outh showed a slight increase for the period.

Private household workers in the four counties combined increased in

employment, contrary to regional and national trends. In total, the

number of workers employed in agriculture and related unskilled activities

in these rural counties declined and is consistent with regional and

national trends (see table 3-4). .Nevertheless, the existence of a

relatively large percent of the population which is still dependent on

agriculture for a livelihood (see table 3-3) in the four counties is still

an important factor in the determination of the occupational distribution

and trends.

Small gains were experienced in the operatives, craftsmen, sales,

and managerial and administrative classifications. Gains in sales and in

managers and administrators were low relative to the South and United

States; at the extremes, Starr had considerable gains and Sunflower had

net losses in both categories. Again, Starr County increases are



Table 3-6

Total Employment byNajor Occupational Groups for

Selected Areas--Percent Change 1950-1970

Category Dodge

Professional & technical 84.1

Managers & administrators 1.5

Sales workers
2.6

Clerical 212.9

Craftsmen, etc. 93.1

Operatives 99.4

laborers, except farm -41.2

4ermers & farm managers -85.2

arm laborers & unpaid wrkers -73.2

.ipervice workers

.private households

employment

93.9

-20.2

Natchitoches Starr

109.6 192.3

30.8 45.3

19.4 112.4

247.6 275.6

60.7 23.2

31.6 16.5

-29.9 0.1

-91.6 -71.3

-71.0 -10.8

139.9 170.7

64.2 - 5.3

Sunflower Total South United

90.6 108.0 151.7 131.1

- 3.7 15.1 27.0i.

- 5.6 14.2 50 3 38.6

125.3 198.9

45.6 57.4 65.6 36.3T':

47.1 51.1 41.6

23.1

-93.8'

-50.1

93.1

3.6 15.7 -13.7 -18.2

- 9.7 0.6 28.3 -40.8

SOURCE: See table 3-1.
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attributed to health and educational programs in'the county;'. the

teductiOna in SunfloWer County are related to the decline in iMportance

agricUIture and related activitiea.

Large gains occurred in services,, clericali and:professional and:

technicalclassifications. Increases in .the professional and teChnical

in alI counties. HoWever, the increaseswere lower tban:-
categOry occurred

the increases for the South and the United'States eXceptforHStarr County. .

Neverthelesa, as a percentage of total
employment, clericallOccupatiOns

'are low in the three Counties and parish relative to the South and the
Dnited States. Service worker increases were comparable to increases inH
the region and at the national level.

Determinants of Current Labor Demand

A number of factors determine what will be the present or' future

demand for labor in a particular county. Among these are market, demand
for the final product, number and size of firms, technology, production ,

methods, and the level of wage rates or change in the level of wages. 1

Market demand for the final product is the most important factor

affecting the demand for labor, Market demand can he broken down into

local, regional, national, and export demand. The demand for most products

produced by firms in the four study counties is dependent primarily upon

national'business conditions ,and to some extent on regional-and-foreign--
conditions, as few products are tonsured in the counties. Therefore,

conditions that affect the demand for .': final product (and therefore the

derived demand for labor) are exogenously determined. Knowledge of current

nationwide htsiness conditions is important in ascertaining demand and may

'Richard A. Lester, "Shortcomings of Marginal Analysis for Wage-Employment Problems," American Economic Review 36 (March 1946): 63-82..
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also provide some insight into future demand levels.

At the time that the household survey for this study was undertaken

.(spring, 1974)i the national unemploient rate was high but unemployment

rates were much lower in the four rural counties. Most of the industries

in the four countie.1 are either agricultural or agriculture-related.

Although a feW durable g6ods industries do exist in the four counties,

most are nondurable goods industries, which tend to be the leiat affeated

by business recessior7 2s the goede produced are the least postponable.

Sectors in the counties :hat tend to ba affected more by the business slump

are manufacturing.: nud clerical. Relatively, immune from economic

fluctuations are the governmental and service sectors.

More internal to the eounties and more likely to affeCt the short-run

demand for workers th.. numb-.:r and size of firms. Table 3-7 shows this

information for the survey counties. Of all firms it ct,e four counties

combined, 91.2 percent employed less than 20 workecs. Combined figures

for the counties reveal that 74 percent of Lie establishments employed

seven or less. Only 18 firms ,-qoyed 100 or more employees.

The number of firms in the counties is small when expressed in terms

of how many are available to "sete" the respeztive populetions. In

Georgia, the ratio of population to establishmelts was reported as 3.19,

but in Dodge County one establishment serves 57.6 persons. Similar figures

are 4.08 for Louisiana and 68.5 for Natchitocheo Parish; 3.35 for Texas

and 98.9 for Starr County; and 4.30 ft,r Mississippi and 97.5 for Svnflower

County. Small firms, and not many of them, clearly limit the employment

possibilities in Jie four counties.

Rural Wage Structure

The type of labor which is demanded is largely dependent upon the
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Table 37.:

NUmbei of Firms, by Count5yand by EmPloYment-Size,:1973

:County

'IlUmber-of'EMployees--
Reporting

300 and
Unita- 1-3 V19 50799 100-249 250-499, over

P0.48e 212 121-

N'atchitoehes 514 243

179 98, 47 ..23

382 209 72 69 21

1,347 687 306 235 81

Starr

Sunflower

' Total

123 100 3,5
, 8 2 '0 0

20 10

SOURCE: U. S. Department c_Commerce, Social and EconoMic Statiatics Administration',:
gounty Business Patterns; 1973, CBP-73-12 Georgia,', CBP-73-,20 Louisiana, CBP-73.45 Texas,',,
and CBP-72-26 Mississippi.
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teChnology UtiliZe&in the productive Prodesa. 'AlthoUghagricultUre hag

mechanized and manufacturing has grOwn substantiallY the labOr demand

n:the study counties is Predominantly for unskilled Or semiskilled:

workers. Many of the industries located in the study cOUntiea were

attracred to the area by the abundance of unskilled labOr Which Could be

purchased at lpw prices. For in spite of the greater Uae Of Capital in

agriculture, wages for agricultural labor remain 1&..7

In order to obtain a more accurate or relative picture of the

industrial structure and wage structure in the four countieean induetrisl

index was constructed._ The industrial index measures variations in the

strucrure of, industries among counties. Three soUrces of data were used in

constructing three indexes for each county (see table 3-8). Although'the

base year used varied, depending on the sourceHOf the data, annual-average

Table 3-8

Industrial Indexes for Rural Study Counties

1970 1973 County 1974-PriMary

County Census Data Business patterns jiousehOld Data

Dodge

Natchitoches

Starr

Sunflower

.94 1.01 .97

.94 1.07 .92

.87 .95 .87

.87 1.01 .87

SOURCE: See table 3-3 and 3-7.
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'hourly earnings were used in constructing the index .

contained in County Business Patterns, 'due to the 'lack Of:'

-agricultural workers covered in its annual survey, oversate ielatively

the indexes:for all four counties. ' NevertheleeS, aAietternemerges from

,the industrial indexes. Starr and Sunflower countiesare loWwage

counties no doubt due to the relative imporcanCe of agriculture in the

two counties 7- relative to the two other rural counties in the Study and -

to the United States as a:whole. Dodge and Natchitoches have relativelY

more diversified industrial bases than do the Other two counties

therefore have higher indexes. However, indexes far these two counties

also indicate that relative to the United States they are low-wage counties.

The employer survey conducted in the counties.found wages to be low in

Sunflower, also low in Natchitoches and Dodge but higher in these counties

than in Sunflower.
3

By occupation, the lowest paid were laborers ranging from a minimum

of $1.60 per hour in Dodge and Sunflower and $2.00 in Natchitoches to

$2.40 in Sunflower, $3.40 in Dodge, and $3.75 in Natchitoches. Service

workers ranges were surprisingly low -- $1.25-$4.00 in Dodge and $1.06-

$2.50 in Natchitoches. Operator and craftsmen ranges started low (slightly

2This index is an adaptation of one used by Lester Thurow in Poverty
and Discrimination (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1969), p.
32. The index used was:

Ij = Yij

Ij = industrial index for county j
Yij = percent of employment in industry i in county j

Xi = average hourly earnings in industry i for the United States
for (year depends on data used)

= average hourly earnings in the United States for (year depends
on data used).

3
Due to the small number of private establishments in Starr County,

va.ge data collected in the employer survey were inadequate for reporting
results for this county.
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above the minimum wage) but also ranged up to the highest of any.occupa-

tion (approximately $4.00). The exceptions to, this were Sunflower, whi.Ch

was low on the upper range, and Natchitoches which, by and large, had, both

higher low and upper ranges. Most workers in these two occupational

categories, however, tended:to be grouped towards the lower range.

' Farm wage data were Fipaise, but in Natchitoches wages started at the

Federal Minimum (which was $1.30 for covered agricultural workera at the'

time of the survey in early 1974) and peaked early at .$2.35 per hour..

Salea workers also started low in all counties (close to the Federal

minimum wage of $1.60 at the time of the survey) but ranked wi.th operatives

and craftsmen at the upper. end. Clerical workers'started out in all

counties with jobs above the minimum wage and peaked juat be1oW operatives

and craftsmen. Reported wage ranges are misleading inthat many Of the

manufacturing companieS listed the upper ranges based on piece rate syStems

A
which Many Workers lave difficulty in achieving.

Employers also were queried as to what bonus or pay incentives they

provided their employees. Of the 22 replying, approximately half offered

little more than mnall Christmas bonuses. TWo businesees offered profit

eharing plans, but theymere smallcompanies in teims pf iA#mber.of employees.

Fringe benefits offeredby employers in the:rwm1 counties,were

liMited. Most consisted of Iife insurance and medical insurance. Idfe

'insurance benefits were small, but the premiums were often paid by

employers. 'Medical insurance' wasusually cost-shared-for the worker only

(there were family options to be paid entirely by the worker). Another

common benefit was paid vacations, which usually averaged 1-2 weeks

depending upon length of service. Paid holidays averaged 5-6 days per year.

A few firms offered discounts to employees on the products they produced.

Some furnished transportation in the line of duty which also was used
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personally. One agricultural concern Provided free houging,

.telephones, and livestock feed for its employees. An even'smaller number '

of lirms provided disability
or accident insurarce for their workers.

Twenty employers had some sort of retirement program, the luality of

which however, was not assessed in this survey. The paucity:of, such

programs in manufacturing is qnite noticeable. The lack 'of fringe benefita'

is due no doubt to the almost total absence of unionism in these counties,

Thus, not only are,most firms low-wage,,but when the overall wage,

package is considered theY are even lower relative to nationaL averages..

The type of labOr which Such firms expect to hire is obvious: not highly

.educated or highly trained.

,
As the employer surveY revealed many of these industries., have been

attracted by the existence of large amounts of low-cost'labor. This type

of labor is unskilled and usually not highly educated. However, due to

large amounts of out-migration during the last twenty years, in some

counties unskilled labor in certain age cohorts is becoming scarce. The

result is the possibility that the introduction of additional industry

in some of the counties may affect wages. Consequently, many of the

present industrial and business interests in the four counties do not

encourage the attraction of new industries to their counties.

Recruitment and Selection Procedures in Rural Labor Markets

As might be expected, recruitment techniques utilized by employers

are basically compatible with those utilized by employees in finding jobs.

Employer interviews indicate that this results because of little actual

recruitment effort by employers. In essence, employers allow potential

employees to determine recruitment patterns. Table 3-9 contains employers'

indications as to which methods they utilized in finding employees. No

distinction was requested with respect to white-collar or blue-collar.
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Table 3-9

Employee Recruitment Methods Used by Eiployers

(Number and Percent)

W't

Dodge Natchitoches Starr. Sunflower Totals

Method Used Number Percent Number. Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number. Percent'

At gate

Referred bv relatives

and frien1

26 47,3 10 26,3 4 44.4 13: 22.8`: :33.3

44.4 8 '144 loll

Private employment

a, agencies

Hiring halls

State employment

agencies

Other governmental

agencies

Letters of

application



n addition Multiple responaes were tabulated:

H It ip obvionsthatthe Most
tmpOrtantehannela ofAeb acquiaition

or search in rural Areas are the infornal :ones. o

Walk7ins or referrals by relatiVes orfrienda:aCcounted fOrOVer

percent of the employer responses (see table 3-9). Detailed discussion

with employers revealed that relat've or friend referrals were usually a

-result of a plant official's informing current:WOrkera that there:Waaa,

,need for additional,emplOyeea.
Usea of state employment services and:

newspaper advertisements ,were far behind but close to.each other, with

each accounting for approximately, 13 perCeni Of:the reaponaes.

EmploYers alsO were asked to indicate'which Of the Mathods:used had

been the most effective in acquiring the best workers. OfHthe small:

number of employers replying (see table 3-10), the overwhelming majori,tY

were most satisfied with the informal methods.

Some employers were exceptiOnally critical of state employment services

and suggested that many of those referred were not qualified. Employers

often claimed that many of the referrals appeared to be going through the

formality of job interview as a prelude to drawing unemployment compensa-

Only two of the study counties had permanently located public

employLent service offices within their boundaries.

Employers.were asked the nextmost-impertant'step in recruitment and

training. During formal discussions of their selection methods, a signif-

icant number indicated that they utilize the state employment service

for testing and screening of workers. Others professed to have at one

time used tests and formal selection procedures which had come under severe

criticism from various government agencies for the way in which they had

been administered. Consequently, most employers had'substituted informal

qualitative selection procedures that were difficult to quantify or
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i4Aluate for this studY. ManY smaller employers had.'pereopal knOWledge':

1:$f Most:Proapentive employees or of their families. SoMe emplOyere hired

.primarily_.persons known by present eMployees.

HiecruitMent of Skilled Labor

To identify further the tyPe of employee Sought emploYera Were apked

Where they believed most of their employees obtained Ole skillajteceasery

for performance of their present jobs. More than one response Tots

Possible from each employer (see table 3-11), but theANnetalconelOsion

was that on-he-job (OJT) training was the soUrce of:MoialCskille Obtained'

by the present employees. Not surprisingly

employers belieVed it was their:OJT programs that sha&proVided the

training. The importance of formal training was downgraded by many

employers. They also cited the limited application of general training

received through formal channels and generally preferred specific OJT t

be part of a training program.
Employers preferring such an arrangement

were most often in manufacturing. These same employers were often criti-

cal of overmotivated employees (often the youriger:onedo

much. too soon." EmployersHindicated a high propenairy for

on the parr of employees who hadparticipated in formal:training programs.

Specific.employer training Methoddare shOWn"in table:112

OJT dominates; only 15 employera-tentiOned7formaltraining:Methods.
,

SMall-scale workexperience programa exiated in onlyDodge-and-:SunflOWer,

counties Probing of employers also indicated that most ofwhat they

referred,to ad apprenticeship programs tendecrto be'inforMal and, in fact,:

often constituted nothing more than a trialTperiod for neW eMployees,

Seasonal Labor Demand

Employers estimated that the .combined labor force in the four counties
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8

Most Effective Employer Recruitment Methods Used,

by County, Cited by Employers

-Dodge NatChitoches Starr Sunflowerli,
Methods Uied ,Number Percent Numberlercent Number ;perCent Nutbe0ercant

At gate

Referrals by relatives

and f 's

Ads

Other

Total

53 41,7

5 4L

1 8,3

1 8.3

3 25,0 2 66.7 7 46

6 50.0 1 33.3

3 25.0

7 40,5

40.0 18 42 8

1 6 7 2 H 4.7

6 7 11.9

17

60 100.0 12 100,0 3 100.0 15, 100.0 42 100.0

Table 3-11

Sources of Employee Training as Cited by Employers

Methods Used

OJT (present job)

OJT (elsewhere)

At a school

Government sponsored

program

Formal apprenticeship

Other

Dodge
; NatchitOches Sarr

H

:Sunflowery TOtals

Number PerCent Numbet Percent NumberTercent NuMberercent NUmber Percent

21 50.0

11 26.2

5 11.9

3 7.1

min MON

2 4.8

9 52.9

4 23.5

1 5.9

5.9

5 83.3 11 52.4 46 53 5

4 19.0 19 22.1

1 4,8 7 8.1

Total 42 100.0 17 100.0 100.0

4.6

1 4.8 4.6

4 19.0 7 0

21 100.0 86 100.0
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,Table 341

Specific TraiDing Nethods ated 'bly Employers

elorowsimImplorwomOlPowin410114Mmerlhill.04PmPNIPPINpilamtdm6111=PimmlalgimOl40.101'

B]

üdge Natchitoches, Starr ' we.. TotaisH

Methods Used tier erceilt 10er Perce4 Amber PerCel1t i'ercent uber Perceat

10401=1d.omiammv.o.piwiftiwilooro1 rio.iii.owmpiramhommonommiommmigamporiespomemisiormerpoosimm17millsomorlioNew

lorkmexperience

program

Win

OJI 13 12.1 610 3, 15.0 11 (3 16 691.1

Appr,e4t1cesh1p

ii5 1 151(1

trainin8

Other 1 1:.1

Total 1/1 10M 18 NIL)

U.

1N.6' 1001.0



expands 7-10 percent during the summer months. Most of this eXpansion is

in agriculture and manufacturing. ManufaCturing employment increases occur

especially in textiles and apparel due to seasonal demand flUctuations.

Dodge, Natchitoches, and Sunflower especially experience increased demand

for agricultural workers in the summer and spring. Starr County is unique

in that it experiences a sharp increase in demand for agricultural

workers (for harvesting and shipping) which lasts only two weeks. It is

often able _o tap labor supply sources from Mexico to meet this need.

Absenteeism and Turnover

Often mentioned by employers were problems of absenteeism and labor

turnover. Almost 31 percent of the employers complained about excessive

absences by employees. No patterns were ev_dent in the data with respect

to sex, race, or age of those employees claimed to be involved. Of the

eighteen firms experiencing such problem thirteen were in manufacturing.

A 1973 study conducted by Prentice-Hall in cooperation with the

American Society for Personnel Administration found that manufacturing

firms had the highest rate of absenteeism.
4

Reasons for absenteeism were

similar to those found in the rural four counties -- illness and personal

problems -- with alcoholism and drug abuse being minor factors.

Turnover rates cited by employers in the rural counties ranged from

low7, of 25 percent cf the annual labor force to as high as 300 percent.

However, the most often quoted turnover rates were 40-50 percent of the

employer's annual labor force. :A number of employers stated that these

rates were-quite conservative estimates.

Absenteeism and turnover are problems that are no doubt related.

Some employers showed unusual insight into understanding or explaining the

4.3.ack Brannan, "Job Absenteeism Rated 9 Daya," Comnercial Appeal,
3 February 1974.
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basis for the problems. As these problems primarily were reported by

manufacturing industries, additional probing by the interviewers revealed

that some problems were due to the high expectations of woaers oa the

one hand and low motiliation on the other. Although seemingly a contra

diction, it should be noted that nonsatisfaction of goals or expectations

often turns int) poor motivation.

Four manufacturing employers cited the inability of rural workers

to become acclimat d to an industrial society as the basis for their

turno-,er problem. These employers claimed that workers, in a throwback

to agricultural traditions, often did not show up when it was raining.

Fu lore, if something occurred on the job which dissatisfied the

vori, ,
instead of comple41.ingi his reaction was to quit on the spot ox-

siwply not ;etyrn the next day. In sum, many of the unskilled workers

(accor2itg to employers) view a somewhat more structured labor market

.(with rules and regulations) as an unstructured labor market. (such as

ltare) with whichthey are familiar. In e.'ssence, Many eMployers

attributed high absenteeism and high turnover rates to the type of labor

the., hired and rarely to ths. fact that wages paid might be low. However,

none of those interviewe:. vtaied auy intention to change hiring .

atandards; nor did they sow significant concern for the.prOblem.. The

comment by employers that workers were relatively easily replaced was

OMMG11.

Labcr Force: Characteristics and Detelmincnts

Many factore; have been influential in Shaping the characteristics of

both the potential and the actual labor force. The naLdre of the

population in terms of labor market skills as well as their behavior

regarding labor market activities affects not only the present situation
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in the rural South In large measure determines the needs of the

future.

Table 3-13 ct t s the distribution of several characteristics of

the potential and actual labor force in the survey counties. All have

important implications for the study of the operation of rural labor

markets.

Table 3-13

Characteristics of the Potential Labor Force Age Population
and the Actual Labor Force in'the Four'

Southern Rural Couaties
(Percent)

Characteristics Persons 16 Years Persons in Labor
of Age and Over Force

Sex
Male 45.1 63.6
Female 54.9 36.4

Race
Anglo 43.0 47
Black 30.2 29
Chicano 26.8 24

Education
Less thar 8 years 35.2 24.8
8-11 31.5 28.9
12-15 27.8 37.3
16 or more 5.5 9.0

Age
16-24 23.9 1° 5
25-34 15.1 r-8
35-44 13.6 20.1
45-54 14.5 19.6
55-64 14.3 14.3
65 and over 18.5 3,6

Total -(number) (7,480) (754)



The male-female characteristics of both the potential and actual labor

force are similar to those of the South as a whole which has an over 16

population which is 47.7 percent male and a labor force which is 62

percent male. The sex distribution is reflective of the continued lower

percentage of the labor force made up of women not only in the rural

South but in the entire United States (38 percent). Although the

reflected in data in table 3-13, the sex distribution of the labor force

is substantially the same for the Anglo, Black, and Chicano segments of

the 16-and-over population.

Figures in table 3-14 show the proportions of Blacks'and Chicanos

of labor force age in the rural survey counties to be significantly

Table 3-14

Characterists oi uabor Force Age Population
By Race fox Sutht:rn 1:urel Survey Counties

ercent)

;
Anglo Black Chicano

,
46.3 42.9 45.7

Vtfmals 53.7 57.1 54.3

Less than 8 yenrs 20.6 44.3 48.4

8-11 33.7 34.1 24.2

12-15 3.5 18.5 22.6

16 or more 8.2 3.2 3.8

16-24 18.1 28.9 27.4

25-34 15.1 14.9 15.5

35-44 13.5 11.8 15.7

45-54 16.3 11.8 14.7

55-64 17.1 13.3 11.2

65 anu over 19.9 19.3 15.5
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greater than for the South: as A wholes 16.9:percent and 3.9'Percent,

respectively. These differences are reflected in

tion: of the labor force. _Radial cOmpasition is-paxticularlyibportant

.14hen the education and:age characteristics of

_inthe Sample populatiori arediscuised.

The age distribution of the sample population reflects the decades

of oUt-migration: from the rural South.end illustrates thejOrman

problem which has resulted. The age of the rural labor force population

contaiLs a disproportiorAte1y large number of persons under:25 yeare

and aver 54 years of age. The reverse is true fOrJperSona of prime

labor force age. The problem is further Complicated by oyqrrePresentati6

of woTen in the prime labor forcee.ge group. The disproportionately high

number of Blacks and Chicanos is particularly important as an explanation

for the differing racial composition of younger persons (16-24) in the

rural sample ceinUes relative t.o the entire rural South. The overrep

resentation, hovwer, highlights the problem that Black and Chicano

youth pose for tAe rural South. The significantly greater percentage of

the population which is-found in the older age Categories -- particularly .

in the 65-and-over group -- is consistent across racial classifications.

HuMan Capital Endowment

The amount of human capital possessed by the average worker not only

affeCts the earning capacity of the labor force but it significantly

determines the type of industries and 'occupations which will develop lo

a region. Accordingly, it sets the pace for economic growth in the area.
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It is difficult to measure the actual amount of human capital embodied

in the labor force of a given area. Nevertheless, there.are measures

which can give a general indication. Educational attainment is one

measure, and parti ipation in formal skill training programs is another.

Both are us-tful in discussing the present earnings potential of the labor

force as 14,1111 as assessing the potential for economic development.

B figures in table 3-13 indicate that the human capital embodied

in this rural sample is extremely low. They are indicative of the severe

restrictions plar d on the economic activities of the rural Seth by the

relatively poor quality of the laoor force. Over half (53;7 percent) of

the labor force had less than a high school education. In fact, a quarter

had less than eight years of formal e'-cation. The average educational

attailiment was only ten years. ,These difficulties are compounded by the

fact that the educational attainment of those in the active labor force

is significantly superior to that of the total sample labor force age

population. Thus, the reserve from which potential labor force members

could be drawn is infezior to an already educationally deficient labor

force. These figures are somewhat biased by the low educational attainment

of the older population segments who are not prime -andidates for labor

force activity. Over 65 percent of the 65-and-over age group and almost

60 percent of the 55-64 age group have less than eight years of educational

attainment.

The paucity of human capital endowment is demonstrated further by

the fact that less than 10 percent of the 16 years-and-over population

had ever participated in a formal training program. The two largest

single sources of training were the military and vocational schools.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to translate military training programs
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into civilian skills; the nature and transferability-of these military

program skills cannot be accurately asseseed.-.. The skilla obtained through

vocational education Are more easily classified. The majority Of these

were either autoMotive or small'engine repair or clerical in nature.

Less than 1 percent of the potential labor force had ever participated

in a formal apprenticeship or OJT program. Similarly, less than 1 percent

had been involved in e government manpower training. program. The problem

is even more serious than these distressing figures reveal, because many

(60 percent) of the small number who had participated in a training program

had a high school education or better. Nevertheless, the majority of the

potential labor force have neither education nor training. P,urvey results

show that job-related skills gained through .ormal education or training

are not prevalent among people in the labor force of the rural South.

Human capital also can be obtained through job experience without

formal training programs. One indication of the extent of human capital

gained from this source in the rural labor force can be found by examining

the length of time an individual has been engaged in the same type of

occupational activity. Although an imperfect measure-of occupational

tenure, the fact that 27 percent of all those in the _labor forre have been

in their current job for less than one year and 57 percent have tenure

of less than five years is a strong indication that significant human

capital development through specific job experince has not occurred.

Farming, professional, and administrative occupational classifications

exhibited the greatest job-occupational stability for employees. Occupa-

tions such as manufacturing and construction (where blue-collar skills

are most likely to be found) exhibit h -I. relatively small percentages of

long tenure and high percentages of pelsons with less than one year on

the job.
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In general, the:data lead to the conclusion that job experience ha.

.ncit offset the skill deficiencies resulting from low eautation and training

levels. In fact, on a relative basis, the nature of job experience has

probably added to the overall low quality of the labor force. The most

striking factor concerning human capital in the rural South is not its

source or ite nature, but its absence.

ce Participation in Rural Labor Markets

One important area of labor market behavior which is affected by the

nature and characteristics Of the labor force age populationjs the:

decision to participate in the labor force. I.evious research has found

that certain population characteristics -- such as age distribution,

educational distribution, and marital status -- are associated with

variations in labor force participation.
5

Based on previous research, it could be anticipated that the labor

force participation rates will be lower for the rural sample population

than for the entire United States. An age distribUtion concentrated at

the upper and lower ends and a low edm- lonal level both lead to this

expectation. In addition, over a quarter of the population over 16 years

f Age reported health problems of a sufficient magnitude to prevent

labor force activity: 'Over 50 percent of those with a-health problem

were under 65 years of age. The fact that labor force participation

rates found in this study were relatively low was, therefore, not

surprising (see tab;e 3-15). What was unexpected was the magnitude of

5A complete discussion of the findings of previous research regarding

the tnpact of various population characteristics on labor force participa-

tion can be found in Herbert S. Fames, "Labor Force and Labor Market,"

A Review of Industrial Relations Research, Vol. 1, ed. Ginsburg et al.,

Industrial Relations Research Association, 1970.
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Table 3-15

Labor Force Participation Rates
of Survey Respondents 16 Years of

Age and Older by Race

Total Anglo

42.3 46.6 39.7

Sex
Male
Female

Education
Less than 8 years
8-11 years
12-15 years.
16 Or more

Age
,16-24

25-34
t35-44

45-54V

55-64
65.and over

59.5 , 63.2 P54.7

28.42, 32.3 28.5

29.9 28.9 30.5 30.0

28.8 41.3 40.0 31.4

56.6 57.7 54.0 56.3

69.6 63.3 76.3 84.2

34.6
63.6
62.5
57.2
42.1

8.4

39.5 30.7 34.4
67.8 65.2 55.3

68.8 61.7 54.3
63.5 58.6 44.7
44.6 40.1 38.8
9.8 8.3 5.8

the difference between the rates found in this study and the rates for

the entire South.

Table 3-16 contains labor force participation rates for several

subgroups in the

percent) for the

is significantly

study

rural

lower

populatiOn. Not only is the overall rate (42.3

study area extremely low (see table 3-15), but it

than that which the 1970 Census reflects for the

South (57 percent). The various rates,recorded in table 3-16 in general

represent the ant.. Apated intergroup relationships and aTe similar in this

respect to the 1970 Census results. However, rates found for

study groups are extremely low relative to the entire South.
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Table 3-16

:Labor P.orce.34tus an(i Laborlorce P,artic4a4On 4tes,by RaCt and Sex
k, ,

4udy Rural Versuslational, POpula46,, 173H

,UMMEsoliMMONINMIMPOINIMMIMMIMimMIIIMIY

'116

A,abor,Force' Anglo Jlack

Status' Rural Nationalindial Natfonal

fro

---...orm.wiwamonorliownw I

lomen

4' Chicano Anglo Black 'Chicano

.RuralAtionalo Ricalliationa101ural National0 bral listionaM:H

, '01 Unemployed 1..3

Out of Gabor

Porce 30.8 '1,4

tabor Force

Participation

hte 69.2 31,6

41
nowniewrsorimrseorm

.mminprimporroworram~....P.m.~..moill
'

,

Rates shoWn .
for rural areIelousehOld headfanly. NatiOnal popUlation ratO are for wolten andlen twenty

years4f age and older.

4
U.3. Department of14bor,Manpower Report of the President April 1915 tabh A-1, p



Although the lower labor force participation rates indicate a_

potentially serious Problem for the rural areas, of more significance frOm

a general welfare standpoint is the labor forcestatus.ef: the.houSehOld

head. Table 3-16 presents the'labor force participation rates (LFpRs)

for household heads by race and sex. To illustrate the severity ofrha'

-problem, labor lerce participation rates for Similar groups in the national

population are included in the table.

Several significatt pOrts are evident.

both sex ani

First, the LFPRs across

ntfzjai lines are lower in the rural areas than for the national

population. 4 number Of Possible reae'Ons for this 'discrepancy Merit

consideration. On the demand side, rural workersr'ypica11Y face a smaller

quantity and diversity of jobstherefore, it is easier to-become

discouraged or disenchanted with the possibility, of getting a job --

especially an enjoyable one. As a result, more potential Workers drop out

of the labor force in rural areas. FrOM:asuPPlY Stand-POint there are

several mitigating factors against favorable LFPRs in rural areas. Two

are relatively of greater importance. The rural sample has an age

distribution skewed much more toward the upper age bracket's than is the

case in the natione.1 population. For example,lhe mean age of hpusehold

heads in rural areas is 52 years. The «ell-documented out-migration of

younger people from rural areas has left a sizable block of individuals

near retirement age and the time in life when health problems cause labor

force withdrawals. The latter characteristic was an impo-tant deterrent

to labor force participation in the rural sample'. Thirty-two percant of

the household heads interviewed indicated they had some sert of health

problem. Of those who were classified as "o of the labor force,' 62

percent had health problems.
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The greatest differences between rural and national LFPRs occur

for Chicanos (see table 3-16). This is true for both men and women and

no doubt can be traced to the significant incidence of migrant workers

among the Chicano labor force in the sample.

Whereas the absolute and relative magnitudes of the LFPRs differ

between the two sex groups, the relative rankings across racial lines remain

the same for the rural and national data. For women, Blacks have the

highest LFPR, Anglos second, and Chicanos third in both populations. Among

men, Chicanos have the largest LFPRs, followed by Anglos and then Blacks.

Finally, though LFPRs are lower within the rural sample, rural unem-

ployment rates are superior to those of the national population with the_

single exception of Chicano men. It is possible that those who decide to

participate in the labor force in rural areas either find it easier to

secure a job or become discouraged more quickly in their job search and

drop out of the labor force faster than is the case for the general

population. It is also possible that the knowledge of job opportunities

is good anong potential rural workers, in part because of the limited

number of available job slots. Note, too, the significant difference in

unemployment rates across racial lines in the rural counties. For the

most part these patterns are the same as those existing for the general

population.

The Labor Force Status Model

In the past decade a topic subject to considerable investigation by

economists has been the factors which determine whether or not a person

will participate in the labor force. Most of these inquiries have used

as the dependent variable in the models the labor iorce participation
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rate (LFPR) of some subgroup within the population.6 The nature of the

data was such that thesetinvestigations sought to explain either

variations in LFPRs across standard metropolitan statistical areas (in

the cross-section studies) or variations in LFPRs of the national popula-

tion over time.

A smaller number of models were based on data involving observations

across individuals, with the objective of isolating those factors

determining the labor force status (LFS) of the group involved. That is,

the dependent variable in these studies was dichotomous, taking on a value

of 1 if the person was in the labor force and a 0 otherwise.

A common characteristic of all these studies is their concentration

on either urban populations or the population in general (which is 60-70

6
This,for example, is the approach used in the classic study by W. G.

Bowen and T. A. Fimagan, The Economics of Labor Fprce Participation
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), and in Glen G. Cain, Married
Women in the Labor Force (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1966).
Both of the above works were cross-section studies. Attempts to explain
variations in LFPRs over time include Kenneth Strand and Thomas Dernberg,
"Cyclical Variation in Civilian Labor Force Participation," Review of
Economics and Statistics 46 (November 1964): 378-391; Kenneth Strand and
Thomas Dernberg, "Hidden Unemployment 1953-62: A Quantitative Analysis by
Age and Sex," American Economic Review 56 (March 1966): 71-95; Peter S.
Barth, "Unemployment and Labor Force Participation," SoUthern Economic
Journal 34 (January 1968): 375-382; and Michael Wachta, "A Labor Supply
Model for Secondary Workers," Review of Economics and Statistics 54 (May
1972): 141-151.

7
See, for example, Byron G. Spencer, "Determinants of the Labor

Force Participation of Married Women: A Micro-Study of Toronto Households,"
Canadian Journal of Economics 6 (May 1973): 222-238; Monroe Berkowitz and
William Johnson, "Health and Labor Force Participation," Journal of Human
Resources 9 (Winter 1974): 117-128; and Belton Fleisher, "The Economics
of Labor Force Participation: A Review Article," Journal'of Human Resources
6 (Spring 1971): 139-148. Wendy L. Gramm employed discriminant analysis
on data of this type in "The Labor Force Decision of Married Female Teachers:
A Discriminant Analysis Approac'E," Review of Economics and Statistics 55
(August 1973): 341-348.
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percent urban depe,ding on one's definition of "rural").
8

None deals

specifically with the participation decision of rural residents. In an

attempt to isolate those factors which determine whether or not a rural

resident participates in the labor force, the following regression model

was developed

[1] LFS = a + alEWAGE + a2WED a3HEALTH + a4OINC0 ME + u

LFS is a dichotomous dependent variable taking on a value of 1 if

the individual is participating in the labor force and 0 otherwise.
9

EWAGE in Equation [1] i0 the expected wage of the individual if working

One would think that the greater the EWAGE, the greater the individual's

inducement to enter the labor force. A difficult practical problem

is how to measure EWAGE. In the LFS model, an EWAGE must be inserted for

all three classifications of individuals: those who are working (E);.

those who are actively seeking work (U); and those who are out of-the

labor force (0)) one approach might be to use the actual wages of the Es

for their EWAGE and then employ the average wage of the Es as estimates

of EWAGE for those classified as U or O. However, not only does the

mixture of an actual wage in the empirical estimation Present theoretically

8Ray Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets (Salt Lake City:

Olympus Publishing Co., 1974), p. 14.

9The use of a dichotomous dependent variable introduces heteroskedas-

ticity into the equation with the result that the variances of the

coefficients are biased in a direction that may lead to rejection of some

coefficients which may, in fact, be statistically significant. Also, the

resulting estimate of the conditional probability of participation is not

constrained to fall within the 0 to 1 range. Several methods of data

transformation are available for correcting this problem. Gunderson,

however, has shown that the differences in results from the use of ordinary

least squares are trivial. See Morley Gunderson, "Statistical Models for

Dichotomous Dependent Variables," Working Paper, Center for Industrial

Relations, University of Toronto, 1973. Thus, the analysis given here

proceeds with the ordinary least squares techniques.
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difficult problems, but imprecise results also would arise because the

only persons with values below the mean wage would be those currently

employed -- an unlikely depiction of reality.

Rather than mix actual and expected wages in the model, an approach

was chosen which would use an expected wage across all individuals in

the samp1e.
10 The following model was derived in order to determine a

person's EWAGE:

[2] EWAGE = bo + b1SEX + b2ANGLO + b3BLACK + b4AGE + b5AGESQ + b6ED +

b
7
TRAIN + b

8
DODGE + b

9
SUN + b

10
NATCH + u

A person's expected wage is dependent on several factors in the labor

market. Marginal productivity theory suggests that those persons with

more education, training, and work experience would be expected to earn

higher wage rates. Hence, ED is entereZ as a continuous variable

measuring years of formal education attained; TRAIN is a dummy variable

taking on a value of 1 if the person participated in a government sponsored

training program and a 0 otherwise; and serving as proxies for amount of

work experience are AGE and AGESQ -- the individual's age (in continuous

form) and age squared.
11

Several variables are inc1aded in

discriminatory behavior on the rart

equation [2] to account for possible

of employers (SEX, ANGLO, BLACK) and

for differences in economic conditions

SEX is P. dichotomous variable assuming

in the counties (DODGE, SUN, NATCH).

a value of 1 for men and 0 for women.

Possible racial discrimination is measured by using ANGLO (1 = Anglo;

0 = non-Anglo) and BLACK (1 = Black; 0 = non-Black). The omitted racial

10This methodological approach was followed in several of the studies
contained in Income Maintenance and Labor Supply, edited by Glen Cair and
Harold Watts (Chicago: Rand-McNally, 1973).

1 ,1AGE and AGESQ are employed in equation [2] since most empirical
studies of the relationship between age and earnings find it to be nonlinear.
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category is Chicano; hence the coefficients on ANGLO and BLACK will measure

Anglo and Black wage rates relative to those of Chicanos. As proxies for

differences in economic health and industrial mix between the counlAes,

DODGE (1 = resides in Dodge County; 0 = otherwise), SUN (1 = resides in

Sunflower County; 0 = otherwise), and NATCH (1 = resides in Natchitoches

Parish; 0 = otherwise) were inserted into equation [2]. The omitted

county is Starr. Thus the coefficients on each of the county variables

will measure how wage rates in that county compare with those of Starr.

Equation [2] was estimated using as observations the rural residents

who were employed. Once estimated, both employed and nonemployed persons'

characteristics were inserted into equation [2], and the value of EWAGE

was then established for use in the LFS equation.

Returning now to equation [1], it is asserted that those persons who

are married have greater financial and family responsibilities than do

those who are single; thus the former are more likely to be in the labor

force. WED (1 = married; 0 = otherwise) is included in the LFS equation

to capture this phenomenon. Problems with health should be negatively

associated with labor force participation; hence HEALTH (1 = indicated

a health problem; 0 = otherwise) is inserted in equation [1].

The extent to which a person has sources of income other than earnings

on his job (i.e., earnings of other family members, transfer payments, etc.)

should act as a pure income effect, causing him to choose more leisure

time and less participation in the labor force. To control for differences

in other income between household heads, OINCOME -- the amount of income

from sources o'..her than earnings on the job -- was used. For married

women and teenagers the other income measure is HINCOME -- household head's

income from all sources. 10D
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T*o variables are'employed in the LFS equation for married women

and teenage women. Since women traditionally have assumed responsibility

for the care of children in the home, the presence of children should have

a negative influence on the woman's decision to enter the labor force.

The presence of children in the home, in effect, raises the woman's "at

home wage" and induces her to remain out of the labor force. Hence the

variable CHILD (1 =,has responsibi/ity for children at home; 0 = otherwise)

is added to the LFS equations involving women. The presence or absence

of child care facilities nearby may reduce some of the costs of child

care and induce some women to enter the labor force at the margin. Thus,

CARE (1 = child care facilities available nearby; 0 = otherwise) is also

added to these equations.

Finally, an obvious and important alternative to work for teenagers

is school attendance. SCHOOL (1 = presently attends school; 0 = otherwise)

is used in the teenager equations to capture this effect.

In table 3-17 the results of estimating the WAGE equation are

presented. All of the signs of the coefficients arP in the direction

suggested by a priori reasoning. The indications are that men tend to

earn more per hour than women, ceteris paribus, and that Angloa earn more

per hour than Blacks and Chicanos. (Note that the difference between

Black and Chicano wages is insignificantly different from zero.) Labor

force experience and educational attainment improved the EWAGE of a rural

resident. However, once racial, sex, and human capital differences have

been controlled for, variations in economic activity and industrial mix

between counties had no significant influence on the EWAGE.

The ultimate objective of this section is to discover those factors

which determine whether or not a rural-resident will participate in the
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Table 3-17

Regression Coefficients for the EWAGE Equation
(t-values in parentheses)

Independent Variable Regression Coefficient
(t-values)

Constant -3.05

SEX 1.17
(11.16)*

ANGLO 0.57
(2.33)**

BLACK -0.28
(1.10)

AGE 0.13
(7.66)*

AGESQ -0.001

(6.93)*

ED 0.19

(19.70)*

TRAIN 0.11

(1.08)

DODGE 0.20
(0.82)

SUN 0.04
(0.16)

NATCH 0.19
(0.48)

37

95.65*

Sample size 1656

* *

Significant at the .01 level.

Significant at the .05 level.
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labor force. In table 3-18 statistical results are presented not only

for household heads but also for five other subgroups within the rural'

population: prime-age men; older men; married women; teenage men (who ate

nonhousehold heads); and teenage woMen.
12

Perhaps the most consistent,

phenomenon in table 3-18 is the importance of health in the participation

decision of the rural population. The only equation in which health is

shown to have no significant effect on the desire to work is for teenage

women. HEALTH not only is highly significant in all the adult equations,

but its coefficient is also noticeably larger than the coefficients on

the other'independent variables in this equation.
13

This discovery

confirms the findings in other investigations of the LFS decision based on

urban and nation samples
14

and suggests that expanded health services in

rural areao could significantly improve labor force participation tilt re.

EWAGE has thf.t expected positive influence on the LFS decision, though

its coefficient is statistically significant for only three of the

subgrovps llousehold heads in total, older men, and married women.

The influence of EWAGE tends to be the greatest in the married women

equation, not an altogether surprising discovery since this subgroup

12These five subgroups were chosen because their LFPRs have experienced
the most uilucual behavior at the national level since the turn of the
century.

13Too, the beta coefficient on HEALTH was much larger than those on
the oner independent variables in all the adult equations. The beta
coefficient permits a comparison of the relative strengths of the indepen-
dent variables in explaining variations in the dependent variable.

14See, for example, Harold 3. Luft, "The Impact of Poor Health on
Earnings," Review of Economics and Statistics 57 (February 1975): 43-57;
J. W. Morgan et al., Income and Welfare in the United States (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1962); and Joseph M. Davls, "Impact of Health on Earnings and
Labor Market Activity," Monthly Labor Revie,-: 95 (October 1972): 46-49.
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'Table 3418'

Regression Rmilts: Labor Force Status Equations H

(kalues itparentheses)

Independent

Variables

Household Men: Ages

Heads 25-54

Constant Term 0.52

EWAGE 0 03

(4.75)*

Y.97

-0.003

(0.04)

WED 0.27 0.03

(16.72)* (1,03)

HEALTH -0.51

(33.33)*

m OINCOME

SCHOOL

HINCOME

CHILD

CARE

-0.44

(24,49)*

-0.02 -0.01

(0.69)* (2.88)*

R2 0.36 034

F-statistic 460.27* 153.91*

Sample size 3158 1190

Labor force participation

Rate 0.59 0.92 0.15

*Significant at the .01 level,

**Significant at the .05 level.

S:41.21e.Subgroups

Men: Ages Married Teenage Men: Teenage Women

A es 16-19

0.13 0,12 0.52 0.23

0.04 0,14 0.02 0.03

(2,50)** (13.53)* (0,59) (1,19

0.04 0.41 0,11

(1,08) (5.21)* (2,46)**'

-0.12 -0.20 -0.24 -0.02

(6.37)* (8.71)* (3,40)* (0,30)

-0.01

(2.69)*

-0,50 -0.24

(16.19)* (7,83)*

-0,005 -0.002 -0.001

(3.08)* (1.01) (0.52)

-0.08 -0.27

(3.98)* (4.46)*

0.08 0.12

(2,86)* (1.71)

0.10 0.14 0.43 0.19

14,92* 71.47* .70,61* 15.27*

560 2186 480 471



typically has the greatest freedom in choosing between participation

and nonparticipation in the labor force. Given their presumed responsi-

bility for :hild care and housework, married women are more likely to be

drawn into the labor market by higher wages.
15

Prime age men, on the

other hand, whose chief responsibility is that of breadwinner, have less

freedom of choice in the LFS decision and are more prone to work no matter

what the expected wage.

Because racial, sex, and human capital factors were found to be

significantly related to EWAGE, these factors influence the participation

decision of household heads, older men, and married women indirectly via

their influence on EWAGE. In table 3-17, Anglo3 were found to earn higher

wage rates than Blacks and Chicanos. To the extent that this was due tO

discrimination on the part of employers, such behavior has a negative

influence on the LFS decision of Blacks and Chicanos in the three subgroups

involved. To get some notion of the order of magnitude of the effect of

racial discrimination on the LFS decision, consider three men -- one

Anglo, one Black, and one Chicano -- each of whom is a 35 year old house-

hold head, a high school graduate with no participation in governmental

training programs, a resident of_Dodge County, single, with no health

problems or other sources of income. The probability that each would

participate in the labor force would be .74, .67, and .69 for the Anglo,

Black, and Chicano, respectively.

The possibility exists that sex discrimination also might play a role

in the participation decision of household haads. Men were shown to earn

15
Though it is not shown here, EWAGE is also highly significant in

the LFS equation for the 848 female household heads in the sample.
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higher wages than women in the EWAGE equation, and EWAGE exerts a positive

influence on participation for this group. For example, if the

probability of participating in the work force were estimated for three

female household heads with the same characteristics as the men mentioned

earlier, the results would be .64, .56; and .59 for the Anglo, Black, and

Chicano women, respectively. These numbers are from ten to eleven points

lower than for men of comparable characteristics. There is the problem,

however, of determining whether the lower wages earned by women are the

result of employer discrimination or of occupational preferences of women.

There is evidence from another study using a national sample which shows

that national male-female wage differentials are more a function of female

occupational preferences than sex discrimination.
16

The reasoning used

is that because women, in addition to possible market-work responsibilities,

have responsibility for housework and child care, they choose those types

of jobs which involve low pay but which have work schedules that allow

them to perform their housework. Data from this study do not permit a

direct resolution of this issue.

The same reasoning used above indicates that additions to one's human

capital -- either through formal schooling (ED) or more work experier e

(AGE) -- increase i:he probability of particiPating in the labor force for

household heads, older men, and married women.

The pressure of family responsibilities has the expected positive

influences on participation among all groups except prime age and older

men.
17 Being married had a particularly strong impact on the LFS decision

16James Gwartney and Richard Stroup "Measurement of Employment Discrim-

ination According to Sex," Southern Economic Journal 39 (April 1973):575-587.

17WED obviously could not be used in the married women equation.
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of both teenage groups, being surpassed in its influence only by the

school attendance variable.

Responsibility for children in the home had a detrimental effect on

the participation decision of married Women and teenage women.
18

However,

the results show that if child care facilities are made available, they

tend to have a positive influence on a married woman's desire to work.

Such cannot be surmised for the female teenagers, though, since CARE is

not significantly related to their LFS variable. Iacome from sources other

than the job (INCOME and HINCOME) has the expected

the desire to work for all adult groups. However,

cients on the other income variables,suggests that

marginal. Surprisingly, the household head's size

to affect the LFS of the tee.Aagers.

negative influence on

the size of the coeffi-

its influence is quite

of income was not shown

Geographic Mobility

Tht, out-migration of population from the South and particularly from

the rural South for the past several decades is well-documented. It has

had a heavy impact on the population composition of the rural South.

Because this study is based on a cross section of the population currently

residing in the rural South, primary data are not available on out-migrants.

Nevertheless, the current economic and labor market status of the sample

zan be correctly understood only in light of past migration patterns.

Estimates based on Census data reveal that net out-migration of over

15 percent occurred belween 1960 and 1970 for the area covered in this

study. Both Anglos and Blacks experienced net out-migration. However, the

rate was substantially less for Anglos (approximately 7 percent) than for

18Sixty-six of the female teenagers were married and thus were also
included in the married women regression equations.
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Blacks (approximately 32 percent). More significal,tly, net out-migratirm

rates for both Blacks and Anglos were extremely high in the 20-34 age

category, ranging between 30 and 85 percent depending on the age break-

down and county being considered. The higher than average net out-

migration of this age group is not unexpe,:ted, but it perpetuates the

problem of a labor force age population with disproportionate representa-

tion at the upper and lower age brackets. It also removes from the rural

labor force some of its potentially most productive members.

The nature of the problem which this continued net out-migration

produces is perhaps better understood when,it is realized that the result

does not come from a very active in- and out-migration stream, but from a

high out-migration rate and a very low rate of in-migration. It is

paradoxical that one of the major problems of the rural South which gave

birth to one of the great human migratory movements in the nation'

history resulted in immobility of the population which remains.

Over 85 percent of the persons 16 years of age and over in the sample

lived in the same county five years prior to the time of interview, and

almost 75 percent were born in that county, an indication of substantial

immobility. A more direct measure of immobility is reflected in the

figures contained in table 3-19. Household heads in the survey were asked

if they could conceive of circumstances which would make them move from

their present county of residence. Over 85 percent said "no." Moreover,

as the data indicate, the negative response of all groups except those

16-24 years of age was 75 percent or more.

Not surprisingly, the most often cited reason (41 percent) for this

answer was that "this is my hooc." An unexpected finding was that this

answer was as prelyalent among household heads 15-34 years old as it was
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Table 3-19

Willingness to Move of Household Heads in
Rural Survey by Race, Sex, and Age

(Percent)

Characteristics
Willing to Move
Yes No

Race
Anglo 13.8 86.2
Black 11.2 88.8
Chicano 19.9 80.1

Sex
Male 16.4 83.6
Female 9.3 90.7

Age
16-24 35.3 64.7
25-34 25.0 75.0
35-44 22.9 77.1
45-54 14.5 85.5
55-64 10.2 89.8
65 and over 2.9 97.1

among those 55 years of age and older. A relatively small percentage

(8.5) indicated that job attachment was aninfluence in their answer.

Less than 1 percent stated that preference for living in a rural area

was a factor. From the earlier description of the present labor force

age population in the rural South and the results discussed iMmediately

above, it is apparent that out-migration is probably not a viable

alternative for a significant portion of the population.

The present population has engaged in a significant type of residen-

tial mobility. Over 62 percent of the population was born on a farm in

the county. By 1973 over half had moved to a nonfarm Tesidence. A

substantial amount of this movement took place in the last ten years.

Estimates of migration rates for the latter part of the 1960s and

the first years of the 1970s show a reversal of the South to North
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migration patterns. There is considerable discussion of possible return

migration as a major factor in the future population growth of the South.

No evidence of such a trend was found for the rural southern counties

included in this study.

Less than 5 percent of the households, containing a similar popula-

tion percentage, moved over 50 miles in the last five years. Moreover,

only a third of this group moved from another state. Most moves

involved a change in the county of residence but not the state and were

almost exclusively an Anglo (82.8 percent) phenomenon. In addition,

over 50 percent of the household heads involved were over 35 years of age.

Return migration may indeed be a factor for the South as a whole in

the future, but it does not appear Io bp-Jmportant for southern rural

areas. Even with the small number inliblved in this study, only 28 percent

of those who had moved over 50 miles gave returning home as the reason.

If return migration does occur in an amount which is significant, it

likely will be to the urban South. Such a trend could further complicate

the problems of the rural areas by restricting the opportunities for

rural to urban migration within the South.

Job Search in Rural Labor Markets

The limited job opportunities in rural labor markets and the large

potential labor force make job search an unusually important aspect of

labor market behavior. In addition, the job search behavior of rural

workers may help explain the low labor force participation rates found

in this study.

Job search behavior usually will vary according to the characteris-

tics of the job seeker. A brief profile of job seekers interviewed for
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this study is therefore appropriate. The decision was made to conduct

an analysis not only on total job seekers but on the subgroup household

heads. The differences in job search methods which could arise from the

pressures which unemployment places on a household head were the basis

for this decision.

Demographic Characteristics of Job Seekers

In table 3-20, data are presented which break down the job seekers

(total and household heads) by sex and county. Men represented over 75

percent of all job seekers who were household heads, but were only

Table 3-20

Sex of Job Seekers
(Percent)

Sex Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Heads of households
Male 75.5 67.9 69.7 48.1 92.9
Female 24.5 32.1 30.3 51.9 7.1

Total (number) (367) (60) (94) (53) (160)

All over age 16
Male 53.1 59.7 55.2 35.4 71.8
Female 46.9 40.3 44.8 64.9 28.2

Total (number) (957) (169) (213) (166) (409)

53 percent of the total job seekers. Difference arises, as should be

expected, from the ratio of men to women household heads in the sample.

Sex distributions, however, do differ among counties. The distribution

in Dodge and Natchitoches counties is similar to the total distribution
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for the sample. Job seekers in Sunflower County were disproportionately

female household heads (52 percent); Starr County's householdhead job

seekers were dimproportionately male (93 percent).

Table 3-21 contains information pertaining to the racial breakdown

of the job seekers across counties. One obvious peculiarity is that

Table 3-21

Race of Job Seekers
(Percent)

Race Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Heads of households

White 28.6 71.7 50.0 22.6 1.9
Chicano. 42.8 -- 98.1
Black 28.6 28.7 50.0 77.5

Total (number) (367) (60) (94) (53) (160)

All over age 16
White 27.8 69.2 46.0 25.3 2.2
Chicano 42.3 -- 2.3 -- 97.8
Black 29.9 30.8 51.6 74.7

, .

Total (number) (957) (169) (213) (166) (409)

almost 43 percent of the job seekers are Chicanos, whereas this group

comprises only 24 percent of the total sample interviewed (see table

3-13). One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the migrant

character of a substantial portion of the Starr County work force. It

is reasonable to assume that migrant workers engage in job search more

often than the less mobile labor force of the other counties.

Within the counties, the racial composition of job seekers reflects

the general character of the population. Starr County heads of households
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are almost wholly Chicano; 80 percent of Dodge County household heads

are Anglo; Sunflower' household heads are 60 percent Black; and

Natchitoches Parish's household heads are 60 percent Anglo and 39 percent

Elack. Only Sunflower County (with 77.5 percent Black job seekers)

appears to have a racial composition of its job seekers which is out of

line with it$ racial population mix as a whole.

When distributed by age, household heads tend to be in the older

age brackets, as would be expected in a rural area (see table 3-22).19

Table 3-22

Age Distribution of Job Seekers
(Percent)

Age Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Heads of households
16-19 2.5 1.7 4.3 3.8 1.3
20-24 13.6 8.3 18.1 24.5 9.4
25-34 26.2 40.0 28.7 28.3 18.8
35-44 21.3 13.3 21.3 13.2 26.9
45-64 30.5 31.7 21.3 22.6 38.1
65-99 6.0 5.0 6.4 7.5 5.6

Total (number) (367) (60) (94) (53) (160)

All over age 16
16-19 25.3 13.4 22.1 27.5 23.5
20-24 21.5 18.9 26.8 25.1 18.3
25-34 19.8 21.9 20.2 21.6 18.1
35-44 14.5 12.4 15.0 10.2 16.9
45-64 16.4 13.6 12.7 12.6 21.0
65-99 2.5 1.8 3.3 3.0 2.2

Total (number) (958) (169) (213) (167) (409)

Almost 58 percent of all job seeking household heads were over 34 years

of age. One deviation from the typical was Dodge County, where

19
Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets.
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about half of the job seekers were under 35 years of age. Still, there

were few job seekers in the lower age brackets in that county. In

Starr County, most household head job seekers were in age bracket 45-64

with a few in the younger age brackets. Natchitoches and Sunflower had

distributions roughly similar to-the total distribution.

With respect to the educational attainment of job seeking household

beads, table 3-23 reveals that most (71 percent) were not high school

Table 3-23

Educational Distribution of Job Seekers
(Percent)

Years Completed Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Heads of households
Never attended 5.2 1.7 1.1 1.9 10.1

01-04 21.1 13.3 11.7 20.8 29.7

05-07 15.9 11.7 7.4 17.0 22.2

08 10.7 10.0 10.6 11.3 10.8

09-11 18.1 26.7 22.3 24.5 10.1

12 14.0 23.3 18.1 3.8 11.4

13-15 8.8 8.3 16.0 13.2 3.2

16-20 6.0 5.0 11.7 7.5 2.5

21 or over 0.3 1.1

Total (number) (365) (60) (94) (53) (158)

All over age 16
Never attended 2.7 0.6 0.5 1.2 5.4

01-04 11.4 5.4 6.1 10.8 17.0

05-07 13.2 7.7 7.0 10.8 19.7

08 8.3 5.4 8.5 7.8 9.6

09-11 27.5 34.5 24.4 37.3 22.2

12 23.4 34.5 30.5 15.1 18.5

13-15 9.4 8.9 16.4 10.8 5.4

16-20 3.9 3.0 6.1 6.0 2.2

21 lr over 0.1 0.5

Total (number) (953) (168) (213) (166) (406)
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graduatu. The relatively limited job opportunities for persons with

low education, together with normally high turnover rates for uneducated

and unskilled workers, explain the high percentage.

in'an effort to ascertain skills of job seekers, household heads

were asked what their industry of employment was during 1973, or the

industry in which they were employed when they had jobs. Over 30 percent

of all workers indicated agricultural activities as their primary

employment. Agriculture was followed by government, services, and

manufacturing (see table 3-24).

Table 3-24

Industry of Head of Household Job Seekers
(Percent)

Industry Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing 30.4 1.9 15.2

Mining 1.5 1.9 2.5
Construction 12.6 13.5 13.9
Manufacturing 13.2 25.0 16.5
Wholesale trade 2.5 3.8 1.3

32.6

4.7
25.6

47.4
1.3

13.8
3.9
3.3

Retail trade 8.0 7.7 10.1 7.0 7.2
Finance, insurance and

1.2 3.8 2.5real estate
Services 14.1 19.2 27.8 16.3 4.6
Government 14.4 17.3 10.1 11.6 16.4
Transportation, communi-

2.1 5.8 -0- 3.3 2.9cations and utilities

TOtal (number) (326) (52) (79) (43) (152)

By county, only 1.9 percent of job seekers in Dodge County indicated

employment associated with agriculture. Uowever, job seekers associated

with agricultural employment in the predominantly agricultural counties

of Sunflower and Starr accounted for 32.6 perc2nt and 47.4 percent,
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respectively. The percent of heads of households engaged in manufac-

turing in Dodge and Sunflower counties (25.0 percent and 25.6 percent,

respectively) was considerably higher than the total. percent (13.2

percent). The percent of job seekers associated with government and

services in Dodge County (17.3 percent and 19.2 percent) was also higher

than the total for the same.sectors. An unusually large percent of the

job seekers in Natchitoches Parish (27.8 percent) weie in the service

sector.

Table 3-25 portrays the occupational preferences of headc of house-

holds who were, job. seekers. Most job seekers (29.8 percent) listed an

Table 3-25

Occupational Preference of Head of Household Job Seekers
(Percent)

Occupation Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

Professional 4.9 5.8 8.9 4.5 2.6

Administrative and
managerial

2.1 3.8 3.8 2.3 0.7

Clerical 3.7 1.9 5.1 6.8 2.6

Sales 4.9 5.8 7.6 4.5 3.3

Domestic services 4.6 11.5 6.3 6.8 0.7'

Food-beverage preparation 3.7 5.8 2.5 6.8 2.6

Service workers 6.1 5.8 8.9 6.8 4.6

Plant farming 21.2 1.9 3.8 25.0 36.4

Animal farming 2.5 2.5 4.0

Misc. agricultural,
forestry and fishing

Manufacturing-raw

6.1

4.6 5.8

6.3

7.6

4.5

6.8

7.9

2.0

Manufacturing-durables 3.7 3.8 8.9 4.5 0.7

Manufacturing-assembly 5.2 11.5 3.8 6.8 3.3

ConstruCtion 14.7 25.0 10.1 4.5 16.6

Transportation 6.7 7.7 10.1 6.6

Packaging 4.0 3.8 9.1 4.6

Mining, logging and
extraction

1.2 3.8 0.7

Total (number) (326) (52) (79) (44) (151)
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agricultural,acrivity as their preferred vocation; the second most

mentioned occur:tion was construction (14.7 percent). For the moat part,

the occupational differentials between the counties mentioned reflect

the contrasting industrial mixea of the areas. The.primary industry in

Sunflower and Starr counties is agriculture; hence, it is not surprising

to find that most of the job seekers in these two counties list farming

activities as their primary occupation. Among the four counties, Dodge

is the most industrially orien.ted, thus construction

the preferred occupations of its job seekers.

Seventy percent of the household heads who engaged in job search

activity had earnings of less than $4,000 annually; less than 5 percent

earned over $10,000 per year. By county, Dodge -- with its more

industrial economic base -- had the most favorable income
distribution;

the agriculturallyoriented Starr and Sunflower counties had the poorest

distributions.

Additional family income (that is, income in addition to that of

the household head) is extremely important to lowwage.household heads

particularly during periods of unemployment. Income from other family

members helped families in all four counties break through the $4,000

income barrier (see table 3-26). However, in Sunflower County this

ranks highest among

additionai income moved about 6 percent of the families over this rough

poverty line. IT-other counties the percentage improvement was at least,Gt

11 percent or higher. The majority of job seekers are still in low

income households after total income sources are considered.

Job Search Methods

It is helpful to classify research efforts in the area of job search

into two categories: (1) the predominantly theoretical efforts designed
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Table 3-26

Income Distribution of Job Seekers
(Percent)

Amount Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

liads of household income
Less than $1,000 12.9 3.7 7.5 18.0 17.6

1,000-1,999 24.6 20.4 23.7 38.0 22.2

2,000-2,999 18.6 14.8 20.4 14.0 20.3

3,000-3,999 14.3 11.1 12.9 10.0 17.6

4,000-4,999 7.4 7.4 10.8 4.0 6.5

5,000-5,999 6.3 9.3 3.2 6.0 7.2

6,000-6,999 4.0 7.4 5.4 2.0 2.6

7,000-7,999 3.1 9.3 2.2 2.0 1.3

8,000-8,999 2.6 1.9 2.2 2.0 3.3

9,000-9.999 1.7 5.6 3.2 --

10,000-14,000 3.7 7.4 6.5 2.0 1.3

15,000-24,000 0.9 1.9 2.2 --

Total (number) (350) (54) (93) (50) (153)

Total family income
Less than $1,000 6.8 -- 2.2 11.8 10.3

1,000-1,999 18.9 10.9 19.4 33.3 16.8

2,000-2,999 16.4 18.2 18.3 15.7 14.8

3,000-3,999 15.0 7.3 12.9 13.7 19.4

4,000-4,999 8.8 12.7 7.5 2.0 10.3

5,000-5,999 8.8 7.3 7.5 11.8 9.0

6,000-6,999 5.9 9.1 8.6 5.2

7,000-7,999 2.8 -- 2.2 3.9 3.9

8,000-8,999 4.2 5.5 3.2 2.0 5.2

9,000-9,999 3.4 7.3 5.4 2.0 1.3

10,000-14,000 7.9 20.0 9.7 3.9 3.9

15,000-24,000 1.1 1.8 3.2

Total (number) (354) (55) (93) (51) (155)

to bring marginal analysis to bear on job search behavior, with emphasis

nn models of the relationship between aspiration wages and the duration

of unemployment,
20 and (2) the more voluminous empirical efforts which

20The more famous works in this area include George Stigler,
"Information in the Labor Market," Journal of Political Economy 70
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have concentrated on determining the methods of job search,used by

various subgroups of the population and explaining'any existing

differences among groups and differentials in the effectiveness of

21
various methods. The analysis of job search in rural labor markets

falls into the latter classification.

In the subsection below, the Search methods of the job seekers are

examined from three perspectives: search methods used, search methods

most used, and search methods by which jobs were obtained.

Search Methods Used

In table 3-27, data are presented on the percent of job seekers

using various methods of search not only in the rural study but in two

general population studies
22

and an urban investigation
23

as well.

(Supplement October 1962): 95-105; Armen A. Alchian, "Information Costs,
Pricing, and Resourde UnemployMent," in Microeconomic Foundations of
Employpent and Inflation Theory by Edward Phelps et al., pp. 27-52;
J. J. McCall, "Economics of Information and Job Search," Quarterly
Journal of Economics 84 (February 1970): 113-126; and Dale T. Mortensen,
"Job Search, the Duration of Unemployment, and the Phillips Curve,"
American Economic Review 60 (December 1970): 847-861.

21
5ee H. L. Sheppard and A. H. Belitsky, The Job Hunt (Baltimore:

The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1966); Melvin Lurie and Elton Rayack,
"Racial Differences in Migration and Job Search; A Case Study," Southern
Economic Journal 23 (July 1966): 81-95; David W. Stevens, "Racial
Differences in Migration and Job Search: A Case Study-Comment," Southern
Economic Journal 33 (April 1967): 574-576; Edward C. Koziara, Karen S.
Koziara, and Andrew G. Verzilli, "Racial Differences in Migration and
Job Search: A Case Study," Southern Economic Journal 37 (July 1970): 97-
99; Harvey J. Hilaski, "How Poverty Area Residents Look for Work,"
Monthly Labor Review 94 (March 1971): 41-45; Lee D. Dyer, "Managerial
Job Seeking: Methods and Techniques," Monthly Labor Review 95 (December
1972): 29-30; Thomas F. Bradshaw, "Job Seeking Methods Used by Unemployed
Workers," Monthly Labor Review 96 (February 1973): 35-40; Carl Rosenfeld,
"Job Seeking Methods Used by American Workers," Monthly Labor Review 98
(August 1975): 39-42; and Albert Rees, "Information Networks in Labor
Markets," American Economic Review 56 (iay 1966): 559-566.

22
Bradshaw,

23
Hilaski,

"Jobseeking Methods."

"How Poverty Residents Look for Work."
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Comparison

Table 3-27

of Job Search Methods Used by Job
Seekers Using the Method *

(Percent)

Rural Study
Bradshaw** Rosenfele"

Unemployed Nationwide
Workers Sample
(1971) (1973)

Hilaski++
Urban
Poor

(1968-69)

Household All over
Heads Age.16

State employment
service 30.8 26.5 30.8 33.5 46.9

Direct application
to employer 76.0 75.5 71.6 66.0 75.9

Friends or
relatives 54.8 44.1 15.2 50.8 64.4

Other 21.5 20.7 # # #

Sample size 367 958 4,117 10,437,000 142,500

Percentages do not add to 100 because some job seekers used more

than one method.

**
Thomas F. Bradshaw, "Jobseeking Methods Used by Unemployed

Wbrkers," Monthly Labor Review.96 (February 1973): 36.

4Carl Rosenfeld, "Jobseeking Methods Used by American Workers,"
Monthly Labor Review 98 (August 1975): 40.

Harvey J. Hilaski, "How Poverty Area Residents Look for Work,"

Monthly Labor Review 94 (March 1971): 43.

Cannot be directly calculated.

Several interesting points are evident from a perusal of table 327.

First, no matter which population sample is considered, direct applica-

tion .to employer (DE) is the source most, used. Second, with.the

exception of the Bradshaw study, friends and relatives (F-R)4s the'

second source most mentioned. The state employment service (ES) is

definitely third in the rural study, but this may not .be the case in the

other three. The manner in which the data were presented in these latter
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investigations prevents a calculation of the percentage using the "other" :

category of search method . Thia is unfortunate as later in this study

evidence will be presented suggesting that the "other" category would

probably be mentioned more often than the ES in these nonrural studies.

This is because the "other" category includes cuch method's as newspaper

ads, union hiring halls, and private employment agencies. Rural areas

use these methods less because most newspapers are not geographically

specific to the rural area, and unions and private employment agencies

are not as prevalent in rural,areas as in urban areas.

It is not surprising to find the ES well down the list among search

methods mentioned in rural areas. Only two of ,the counties in this study,

Natchitoches Parish and,Sunflower County, have a full-time ES office.

Note that in the one study that is strictly urban-specific

'(Hilaski's) the population'mentions use of the ES office significantly

more than do the populations of the other studies. No doubt, accessi-

bility is an explanation for the greatest part of this difference. The

data in table 3-28 lend further credence. In the two counties without

Table 3-28

Search Methods Used by Household Heads
(Percent)

Method

County

.Dodge Natchitoches ,Sunflower Starr

State employment service 13.3 41.5 50.9 23.7

Direct application to
employer 81.6 78.7 67.9 71.2

Ask friends or relatives 45.0 67.0 47.2 49.4

Other 28.3 25.5 11.3 15.0

Total number) (60) (94) (53) (160)
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an ES office, the percentage using that method is low relative to the

other two counties. On the other hand, the two containing ES offices

have a "percentage using method" for ES which is comparable to thrAt

found in Hilaski's urban study.

Search Method Most Used

In addition to information on the number of methods used, the rural

residents were asked which method they used the most (see tables 3-29

through 3-31). Given the earlier results illustrated in table 3-28, it

is not surprising that direct application to employer was the most often

used method, followed by asking friends or relatives, the state employ-

ment service, and "other." Differences in search methJd most used

Table 3-29

Search Method Most Used
(Percent)

Method Heads of Households All Over Age 16

State employment servict!, 11.7 11.4

Direct application to employer 54.2 58.8

Friends or relatives 25.3 21.2

Other 8.8 8.6

Total (number) (367) (.958)

between household heads and all over age 16 are minor. Differences do

exist between the sexes, however, as is shown in table 3-30. Women

tend to rely more on the ES and "other" and less on F-R than do men.

Unfortunately, a direct comparison of these findings with other studies

is not possible as other investigations did not tabulate their findings
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Table 3-30

Search Methods Most Used by Sex
(Percent)

Heads of Households All Over Age 16
Method Female Male Female Male

State employment service 16.7 10.1 13.4 9.6

Direct application to employers 55.6 53.8 61.2 56.8

Ask friends or relatives 17.8 27.8 15.6 26.3

Other 9.9 8.3 9.7 7.4

Total (number) (90) (277) (449) (509)

according to "most-used" techniques. With one exception, however, the

results from other inquiries blend well with the rural findings. The

exception is that other studies have found that men use the ES more than

do women.
24

The racial distinction between search methods most used resulted

in no surprises (see table 3-31). As in other studies, Blacks are found

to use the ES more than Anglos. A possible explanation has been posited

by Lurie and Rayack:

"...The public employment service is legally committed to equal
opportunity and the Negro feels he is more likely to get equal
treatment there. However, he suspects that the private employment
service, the newspaper ads and the union are less likely to place
him in "good" employment and furthermore, that any attempt by him
to use these sources may result in embarrassment to him." 25

Anglos, on the other hand, tend to use the "other" category -- private

employment agencies, newspaper ads, union hiring halls -- relatively more

- than do Blacks,

24
These are the results reported in the Rosenfeld and Bradshaw

studies dealing with the general population. Hilaski's study of the
urban poor found no significant difference in search and behavior along
sex lines.

25
Lurie and Rayack, "Racial DifferenCes," p. 86.
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Table 3-31

Search Methods Most Used by Race and Sex,
Household Heads and Those Age 16 and Over

(Percent)

Search Method Anglo Chicano Black Anglo Chicano Black

Heads of Households
State employment service 4.9 26.4 8.0 10.9 11.5

Apply directly to employer 58.8 80.0 45.3 58.0 48.9 59.6

Ask friends or relatives 17.6 15.0 18.9 25.0 30.7 25.0

Other 17.7 5.0 9.5 9.1 9.5 3.9

Total (number) (17) (20) (53) (88) (137) (52)

All over age 16
State employment service 5.2 5.8 27.0 7.3 8.1 14.6

Apply directly to employer 65.2 69.6 49.7 60.9 53.0 59.3

Ask friends or relatives 17.4 15.8 14.1 24.5 31.2 19.5

Other 12.2 8.8 9.1 7.3 7.7 6.5

Total (number) (115) (171) (163) (151) (234) (123)

A straightforward comparison of Chicano search intensity with the

other two racial categories is not possible as virtually all Chicanos

reside in Starr County, which has no ES office. One noteworthy observa-

tion is the rather large proportion of Chicano wumen -- in both the

household heads and the all over age 16 categories -- who applied direCtly

to the employer in their job search. A possible explanation for this is

the presence of one large corporate farm in Starr County which during

the harvest season each year hires a large number of wives and teenagers.

In all probability a significant number of the female job seekers in

Starr County were ones who were household heads who exhibited search

intensity measures quite similar to those of Anglo male household

heads.
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Search Method by Which Job Obtained

The rural study columns in both tables 3-27, and 3-32 showthat

"direct application to employer" was the search method mentioned the

most often in this survey. Table 3-32 indicates that the largest

percentage of job seekers found a job using that method; asking friends

or relatives remained second in both tables'.

The ES and "other" are closely'ranked in both tables:.. However,

their positions are reversed -- ES is ranked third among methods mentioned

most often but is fourth in terms of method by which job was obtained.

The implication is that the "other" methods are somewhat more efficient

in obtaining jobs than is the ES:

Additional data are supplied in table 3-32 for making comparisons

of the results from the rural study with those from four urban inquiries

and an investigation by Rosenfeld of the general population. Several

interesting pofnts are evident from an examination of this table. First,

it is apparent that the "other" category is a significantly more important

job search method in urban areas than in rural areas. It bears repeating

that this is because the "other" category includes newspaper ads, union

hiring halls, private employment agencies, and community action agencies.

Newspapers in rural areas are typically delivered from urban publishing

sites, concentrate their coverage on the urban center, and more often

their want ads are not geographicilly specific to the rural areas.

Further, rural areas simply do not have the other three institutions in

the quantity (or quality) that exists in urban areas.

Accessibility is a second major factor evident in table 3-32. The

ES does not rank as favorably in rural areas as in the urban areas.

Of all job seekers in rural areas, only 4.7 percent obtained their job
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Table 3-32

Comparisons of Methods of Search by Which Job Was Found:

Percent of Sample Using Each Method

ENYMIll1111114.......

Rural Study (1973) American :

Method of Household All over Urban Males Urban Males Urban Males' Urban Males Job Seekers

Search Heads Age 16 (1965)* (1968)** (1965)1. (1964)44 (1973)1

State employment

service

Direct-application

to employer

6.3 4.1 7.1 11.2 7.0 6.0 5.1

59.0 63.5 33,4 12.1 15,0 50.0 34.9

Friends or relatives 26.3 24.0 23.7 33.5 35.0 33.6 '26.2

1., Other 8.3 7.8 35.8 43.2 43.0 10.4 33,8

0

Sample size 315 761 1,106 349 60 250 10,437,000

*

David W. Stevens, "Racial Differences in Migration and Job Search: A Case Study-Comment," Southern

mic Journal 33 (April 1967): 574-576.

**

Edward C. Koziara, Andrew G. Verzilli, and Kareil S. Koziara, "Racial Differences in Migration and

Job Search: A Case Study," Southern Economic Journal 37 (July 1970)', 97-99.

Joseph R. Rocha, Jr., "The Differential Impact of an Urban Labor Market upon the Mobility of White

and Negro Potentially Skilled Workers" (Ph.D. dissertation, MIT., August 1967).

Melvin Lurie and Elton Rayack, "Racial Differences in Migration and Job Search. A Case Study,"

Southern Economic Journal 23 (July 1966).. 81-95.

karl Rosenfeld, "Jobseeking Methods Used by American Workers," Monthly Labor Review 98 (August 1975):

39-42.



via ES. Comparable figures for urban areas range from 6.0 percent to

11.2 percent. That this variance is due to inaccessibility to ES offices

is further supported by the data in table 3-33, where county results

are shown. Note that in Sunflower and Natchitoches counties, where ES

Table 3-33

Search Method by Which Job Obtained, by County
(Percent)

Method Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower .Starr

Household heads
State employment service
Direct application to
employer

Friends or relatives
Other

Total (number)

All over age 16
State employment service
Direct application to
employer

Friends or relatives
Other

Total (number)

0.0

76.0

14.0
10.0

(50)

0.7

79.1

11.5
S.7

(139)

8.2

44.6

32.9
12.3

(73)

5.4

48.0

35.1
11.5

(148)

9.3

62.8

77.9
0.0

(43)

10.6

64.6

23.0
1.8

(113)

6.7

58.4

26.8
8.1

(149)

4.2

63.4

24.7

7.8

(361)

offices are located, the percentage finding jobs via ES (9.3 percent

and'8.2 percent for household heads) is comparable to the percentages

reported for the urban areas in table 3-32. -It is the minimal perform-

ance of the employment service in Starr and Dodge counties, where no

local offices exist, that lowers the overall ES record in the rural

study.'

Finally, the data in table 3-32 indicate that in rural areas direct

application to employers is more important and asking friends and
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relatives is less important in obtaining jobs as compared to urban

areas. One possible explanation for this is that the greater population

density of the urban areas increases the number of daily contacts with

"friends or relatives" and makes this network more widely used than

in rural areas.

Table 3-34 illustrates, according to sex, the search method by which

employees obtained their jobs. Table 3-30 shows both sexes using direct

Table 3-34

Search Methods by Which Job Obtained; by Sex,
Rural CoUnties

(Percent)

Total. Male Female

Heads of households
State employment service
Direct application to
employer

Friends or relatives
Other

Total (number)

6.3

59.0

26.3
8.3

(315)

6.3

58.7

28.0
7.1

(254)

6.6

60.7

19.7
13.1

(61)

All over age 16
State employment service
Direct application to
employer

Friends or relatives
Other

Total (number)

4.7

63.5

24.0
7.8

(761)

5.1

60.7

27.5
6.7

(448)

4.2

67.4

19.2
9.3

(313)

application to employers the most. Table 3-32 indicates that this

method was also ranked first by both sexes in terms of obtaining a job.

Asking friends and relatives ranks second for both men and women. It

is interesting to note, however, that although women tended to use ES

more than men, the success rate for women with ES is virtually the same
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as that for men. It would appear from this evidence that ES is less

efficient in finding jobs for women than for men.

Racial differences in method by wuich job obtained are given in

table 3-35. Given the earlier.analysis of methods most used by race,

Table 3-35

Search Method by Which Job Obtained, by Race,
Rural Counties:

(Percent)

Anglo Black Chicano

Heads of households
State employment service 3.3 8.9 6.8
Direct application to employer 58.9 60.8 58.2
Friends or relatives 28.9 22.8 26.7
Other 8.9 7.5 8.3

Total (number) (90) (79) (146)

All over age 16
State employment service 4.1 7.0 3.9
Direct application to employer 64.5 61.8 63.7
Friends or relatives 25.0 22.0 24.5Other 6.3 9.2 7.9

Total (number) (220) (186) (355)

it is not surprising that a larger percentage of Blacks found jobs

through ES than did Anglos among household heads (8.9 percent for Blacks

versus only 3.3 percent for Anglos). All three races had the greatest

success with direct application to employers, with asking friends and

relatives ranking a distant second. On the whole, the variations in

job search success across racial lines are rather slight.

Job Search Effectiveness

Earlier, allusion was made to the "effectiveness" or "efficiency"

of various job search methods. In the job search literature these
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words often are used interchangeably. This is unfortunate, as the only

measures derived so far have been effectiveness measures. From an

economic standpoint, no one has yet measured the comparative efficiency

of different search methods. This would require data on the amount of

time spent using each method, the total cost (both money and psychic) of

using each method, the payoffs for each method in terms of starting

wages, and reductions of duration of unemployment. Rather, the standard

approach has been to calculate some sort of effectiveness measure as a

means of establishing the relative worth of the various search techniques.

Two Measures of Effectiveness

Previous investigations have employed two different effectiveness

measures, which are referred to in this report as Method I and Method II.

Method I, which was employed by Rosenfeld, uses the following formula:

number obtaining_job by method[1] Effectiveness Method I =
number who reported using the method

In table 3-36, the effectiveness rates for household heads and all over

age 16 in the rural study are calculated using Method I. The rates are

quite comparable across both groups. DE clearly ranks above the other

three search methods, with F-R and "other" ranking second and third,

respectively. Of interest is the poor score of ES. Even though ES

ranked third in terms of users, it ranks a distant fourth by this measure

of effectiveness. It is also instructive to note that the effectiveness

figures for ES in this rural study -- 17.7 percent and 14.2 percent for

heads of households and all over 16, respectively -- are comparable to

the figure for ES in Rosenfeld's study (13.7 percent). It would appear

that the ineffectiveness of ES is not just a rural phenomenon.

Effectiveness Method II is the one employed by Hilaski. He uses

the following formula: 132
106



number who obtained job Using method
12] Effectiveness Method II = number Who uSedAmethod _the most'

Table 337 illUstrateS the results of applying this formula to the rural

data There is more notiCeable clustering of the rates for DE, F-R,

and "other" using Method II -- particularly for household heads. However,

ES again remains a very distant fourth, 0,:ven though it ranked third

among the Most used 'sources. Once again;"the effectiveness rates for

ES in table 3-37(46-.5 percent and 33.0 percent) are similar to that of

the Hilaski study of the urban poor, in which ES received a score of

51.0 percent. This is further evidence implying effectiveness difficul-

ties for ES that extend beyond rural areas.

A New Measure of Effectiveness

One glaring shortcoming of the aforementioned measures of effective-

ness is their failure to consider ceteris paribus factors. That is, the

ES office may have had a'poorer record than the other search methods

because its clientele possessed =eller embodiments of human capital

than did the clients of the other methods,. Or perhaps the people who

used ES were ones who were more susceptible to adverse discriminatory

behavior in the labor market than were users of other methods. A more

scientific test of effectiveness would be to select individuals with

comparable socioeconomic characteristics, have them try the various

search methods, and then Compare results. Controlling for differences

in socioeconomic characteristics of the users may be critical in making

effectiveness comparisons among methods.

In an attempt to simulate such a controlled situation as closely

as possible, given the nature of the rural data, the tool of regression

analysis was employed. Two measures of search success effectiveness

were used: (1) whether or not the job seeker found a job (JOB) and
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Table 3-36

Effectiveness of Job Search Methods -- Method

(Number and Percent)

State employment service

Direct application to employer

Friends or relatives

Other

Number Methods Used in Effectiveness Rate Effectiveness:Rate

Usirpethod& 'Obt_AL_Job Method 1.: : Method 11

Household All ovet Household All oVer
Householdiead All,over Age 16112c1Lietd:Ael6

113 254 20 36 17.7,
14.2 .

279 723 16 483 66.6

201 422 83 '183 41.3

79 198 26 59 32,9

66.8

43.4

29,8

Total (number) (672) (1,597) (315) (761)

Table 3-37

Effectiveness of Job Search Methods - Method 11

(Number and Percent)

Method

Number

Usiq Method

Household All over

Head Age 16

Methods Used in Effectiveness Rate Effectiveness Rate

Obtaining Job Method Method 11

Household All over
Household Head

Head Age 16
All over Age 16

State employment service'

Direct application to employer

Ftiends or relatives

Other

Total (number)

43 109 20 36

199 563 186 483

93 203 83 183

32 83 26 59

(367) (958) (315) (761)

46.5

93.5

89 2

81.3

gm.

33.0 135
85.8

90.1

71.1



(2) the duration of unemployment of those who found a job (DURA).
26

The following regression equations were estimated:

[3] JOB = b
0
+ b

1
DE + b

2
F-R + b

3
OTHER + b

4
SEX + b

5
WHITE + b

6
BLACK +

b
7
ED + b

8
AGE + b

9
TRAIN + b

10
HEALTH + u

'

[4] DURA = co + c1DE + c2F-2 + c3OTHER + c4SEK + c5WHITE + c6BLACK +

c
7
ED + c

8
AGE + c

9
TRAIN + c

o
HEALTH + c

11
OTHERY + c

12
WEALTH + u

where:

JOB = 1 if the job seeker obtained a job; 0 otherwise
27

DURA = duration of unemployment in weeks

DE = in equation [3] a 1 is inserted if the job seeker applied

directly to employer the most among the search methods; a

0 is used otherwise. In equation [4] a 1 is inserted if

'applied directly to employee' was the method that got the

the job; a 0 was used otherwise.

F-R = a dummy variable in equation [3] with a 1 if "asked friend'

or relatives" was most used technique and 0 otherwise.

26
A third measure of search success was to be used -- the starting

wage on the job obtained. Unfortunately, data on the initial wage were
not collected from the sample. Regression equations using the present
wage rate as a proxy for the initial wage yielded unsatisfactory results
in terms of significance of independent variables and overall explana-
tory power of the equation.

27
It is recognized that the use of a 0-1 dependent variable in

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis introduces an element
of heteroskedasticity. It is also recognized that alternative data
transformation schemes -- namely, logit', probit, Orcutt, and Warner --
exist. However, Gunderson has demonstrated that such transformations,
though theoretically more exact. result in no significant change in the
OLS results. Morley Gunderson, "Statistical Models for Dichotomous
Dependent Variables," Working Paper, Center for Industrial Relations
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1972).
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Similarly, in equation [4] F-R'equaled 1 if this technique

was the one by which job obtained; 0 otherwise.

OTHER= a dummy variable with a value of 1 in equation [3] if the

"other" category was the most used search technique; 0

otherwise. In equation [4] C had a value of 1 if it was

the search method by which job obtained; 0 otherwise.

Since the search category ES is being omitted from both equations,

an attempt is made to determine -- via b 1, b
2'

b
3'

C
1,

C
2'

and C --
3

whether the three included job seeking methods have a significantly

different impact on the success measures relative to the state employ-

ment service.

Three independent variables are included in each equation to control

for discrimination in the labor market. SEX equals 1 if the job seeker

is a male; 0 otherwise. ANGLO equals 1 if the individual is Anglo, 0

otherwise; and BLACK equals 1 if the,Terson is Black, and 0 otherwise.

Among the racial discrimination variables, Chicano is the omitted category

so the coefficients on ANGLO and BLACK are measuring the success differ-

entials for Anglos relative to Chicanos and Blacks relative to Chicanos.

Several variables are included to control for differences in human

capital embodiment among the job seekers. ED is a continuous variable

measuring the total years of formal schooling obtained. AGE is the age

of the individual in continuous form and serves as a proxy for amount of

labor market experience. TRAIN is a dummy variable having a value of 1

if the person participated in a government sponsored training program,

and 0 otherwise. HEALTH is also a dummy variable with a value of 1 if

the individual indicated that he had a health problem, and 0 otherwise.

Finally, two additional variables were added to the duration of

unemployment equations. Both measure items which should enable a job
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seeker to endure longer periods of unemployment while seeking the most

preferred job. OTHERY is a dummy variable having l'alue of 1 if the

household head had income coming in other than his own earnings (i.e.,

earnings of other family members or rent on a house). If there-was no

other income, this variable was 0. WEALTH similarly had a value of 1

if the respondent indicated that he had some stock of wealth -- e.g,

a savings account, bonds, a credit union membership, or life insurance

policies. WEALTH had a value of 0 if none of these was mentioned.

The results of estimating equations [3] and [4] are shown in

table 3-38. Since the primary reason for estimating these equations

was to determine if there are significant differences in payoffs for

using alternative search techniques, the most interesting coefficients

are those associated vah search method variables. Since ES is the

omitted category, DE, F-R, and "other" are being examined to see how well

they perform relative to the employment service, other things being held

constant. In the JOB equation, DE, F-R, and OTHER all have positive

values, indicating that the probability of finding a job through these

methods exceeds that of the "other" technique. However, only the

coefficient for DE is significantly different from zero, and it is not

large. In the DURA equation none of the coefficients on the search

method variables is significantly different from zero. Compare these

results to the prior effectiveness measures illustrated in tables 3-36

through 3-38. There it appeared that the state employment service was

a significantly inferior search approach relative to the other three

methods. However, the data in table 3-38 suggest that that conclusion

overstates the case considerably. Apparently, the reason the ES has

such a poor effectiveness record is because its clientele are less job

ready by virtue of education or training or are more likely to be
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Table 3-38

Job Search Effectiveness Equations

Independent
Variable

DOendent Variable
Found - Did Not Find Job

(JOB)

N = 369

Duration of Unemployment
(DURA)

N = 312

Constant 0,81 33.92

DE 0.12 -3.04
(2.69)* (1.30)

F-R 0.10 -1.09
(1.90) (0.41)

OTHER 0.11 -3.62
(0.73) (0.46)

SEX 0.19 -11.84
(4.1b)* (5.14)*

WHITE -0.07 -7.15
(1.46) (3.00)*

BLACK -0.12 -1.49
(2.53)* (0.66)

ED -0.001 -0.21
(0.21) (0.81)

AGE -0.002 0.06
(1.54) (0.80)

TRAIN -0.07 -0.51
(1.50) (0.20)

HEALTH -0.15 7.82
(3.42)* (3.48)*

OTHERY 0.57
(0.32)

WEALTH -3.97
(2.10)**

2
.16 .24

6.99* 7.93*

NOTE:, Numbers in parentheses are t-values.

* Significant at the .01 level.

**
Significant at the .05 level.
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discriminated against than are the users of the other search methods.

That is, it is simply more difficult to find jobs for_those who use

the ES. This may be in part a result of, the Talmadge Amendment since

employers in this study expressed a reluctance.to hire persons on

welfare.

Duration of Unemployment and the Asking Wage

One aspect of job search behavior which has received increasing

attention in recent years is the relationship between the wage which an

unemployed job seeker hopes to obtain and the duration of unemployment.

Most analysis is based upon the theoretical foundations developed by

Stigler, Alchain, McCall, and Mortenson.
28

Based primarily on the

theoretical work of these authors, a generally accepted proposition has

been developed which underlies the duration of job search (unemployment)

with the time necessary to find employment with a wage at least as high

as the aspiration wage of the job seeker.

This area of analysis has been amended by .several writers in terms

of the relationship between the aspiration wage itself and the duration

of unemployment. Based in large part on the work of Holt, the hypothdsis

of an aspiration wage which declines as the period of unemployment

increases has gained general acceptance.
29

The significance of this theory for job search arid unemployment in

rural areas rests with the relationship between the aspiration wage and

28
Gunderson,"Statistical Models for Dichotomous Dependent Variables."

29
See, for example, Charles Holt and Martin H. David, "The Concept

of Job Variances in a Dynamic Theory of the Labor Market," in The Measure-
ment and Interpretation of Job Vacancies (New York: National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1966), pp. 73-110; and Charles C. Holt, "How Can the
Phillips Curve be Moved to Reduce Both Inflation and Unemployment," in
Microeconomic Foundations of Employment and Inflation Theory, ed. Edmund
S. Phelps et al. (New York: W. W. Horton, 1970), pp. 224-251.
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the actual wage which an unemployed worker might receive. If the period

of unemployment increases because the aspiration wage is significantly

greater than the average wage level for workers similar to the unemployed

worker, then improved labor market information should be one way of

reducing the period of unemployment.

Analysis was conducted on those household heads who had actively

sought work during 1973 and had been unemployed at the time of job search.

Table 3-39 contains the distribution of length of unemployment by

Table 3-39

Number of Weeks Unemployed by Aspiration Wage
(Percent) -

Hourly Rate

Weeks Unemployed

1-4 5-8 9-16 17-28 29-51 52 orMore Total

$1.30 or less 1.3 1.0 2.6 3.9 6.5 4.5 19.8

1.31-1.60 2.6 2.3 2.6 8.6 8.6 3.2 28.9

1.61-1.90 1.3 1.9 1.0 3.6 3.9 2.6 14.3

1.91-2.20 1.3 1.0 2.3 4.2 6.2 .7 15.7

2.21-3.00 1.0 .7 2.3 4.9 4.2 .7 13.8

over 3.00 1.3 2.3 .3 2.3 1.3 1.0 8.5

Total 8.8 9.2 11.1 28.0 31.2 12.7 100.0

aspiration wage for the household heads. A cursory analysis of the table

fails to hint at any easily observable relationship between the duration

of unemployment and the aspiration wage. The most striking feature of

the table is the fact that almost 50 percent of the sample had an

aspiration wage equal to or less than the Federal minimum wage, which at

the time of the survey was $1.60 for nonagricultural workers and $1.30

for agricultural workers.

One reason for the apparent lack of relationship between unemployment

duration and asking wage could stem from the fact that job acceptance is
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triggered by the relationthip between the offer wage and the aspiration

wage, not the absolute level of the latter. That is, the closer the

two are, the shorter the duration of unemployment. In addition; if the

aspiration wage is particularly'low initially, it cannot be expected

to decline significantly over time.
30

In order to investigate the relationship between the aspiration

wage and the duration of unemployment utilizing the study data, it is

necessary to find some measure,of the relationship between the aspiration

wage and the anticipated offer wage. It is also necessary to hold

constant the effect of other factors which relate to differential periods

of unemployment between workers.

'It is impossible, of course, to create a variable which represents

the relationship between the aspiration wage and all possible offer

wages. However, a reasonable proxy can be obtained by relating the

aspiration wage to the offer wage which an unemployed worker would receive

if he were to be offered the average wage for a worker with his particular

characteristics (EWAGE). This estimate was obtained from the earlier

EWAGE equation.

Unemployed job seekers were asked what wage they would accept.

Their response was divided by the EWAGE and resulted in a variable

designated RATE. If the aspiration wage exceeds the average expected

wage for a job seeker, RATE will take on a value greater than one; it

will have a value of less than one if the reverse is true.

30
A possible explanation also is found in the nature of the data.

Because these are cross-section data, the aspiration wage must be inter-
preted as that which exists at the time of the interview after some given
period of unemployment. It was not impossible to ascertain the
aspiration wage at the start of the unemployment period.
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There are several factors which should influence a person's

duration of unemployment other than RATE. The possible influence of

racial or sex discrimination may make it more difficult to find a job.

Alternatively, substantial amounts of human capital endowment and other

productivity-related factors should enhance the employer's evaluation

of a worker and serve to reduce his period of unemployment. In order to

hold the most important of these factors constant, the following

equation was estimated:

[5] DURA = b
0

+ b
1
ANGLO + b

2
CHICA1O + b

3
MALE + b WTD 4: b

5
HEALTH +

b
6
TRAIN ± b

7
AGE + b EDUC + b

9
RATE + u

where:

DURA = number of weeks unemployed

ANGLO = 1 if job seeker is Anglo; 0 otherwise

CHICANO = 1 if job seeker is Chicano; 0 otherwise

MALE = 1 if job seeker is male; 0 otherwise

WED = 1 if job seeker is married and living with wife; 0 otherwise

HEALTH = 1 if job seeker has a health problem which restricts work

activity; 0 otherwise

TRAIN = 1 if job seeker has ever completedla formal training

program; 0 otherwise

AGE = job seeker's age in years

EDUC = job seeker's education in years

RATE = aspiration wage/EWAGE.

All the variables are anticipated to ha-e a negative relationship

with the number of weeks unemployed except HEALTH, AGE, and RATE.

HEALTH, TRAIN, AGE, and EDUC are included as factors Which should

influence a potential employer's estimate of a job seeker's productivity.
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The two race variables and the sex variable are included to capture

discrimination effects. WED is included since persons who are married

have greater financial pressures on average than do unmarried individuals;

hence they have a greater incentive to minimize the duration of unemploy-

ment.

The results of estimating equation [5] are shown in table 3-40. As

anticipated in a rural southern labor market, being Anglo and being male

Table 3-40

Aspiration Wage Equation

Independent
Variable

Dependent Variable: Weeks Unemployed
N = 298

Constant

ANGLO

'CHICANO

MALE

WED

HEALTH

30.8

- 6.60
(2.770)*

- .909
(0.43)

-13.53

(4.39)*
.608

(0.21)
6.46
(3.41)*

TRAIN - 1.29
(0.56)

AGE 0.19
(2.90)*

EDUC 0.46
(1.88)

RATE 3.32
(1.09)

R
2

.35

12.75*

Significant at the .01 level.
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were significantly related to a lower than average duration of

unemployment. Restrictive health problems were associated with higher

0,- average weeks of unemployment.

It is possible to argue that the sign on the age variable is not

as should be expected in light of the high unemployment rates normally

found in younger workers and the premium which employers normally place

on experience. These factors notwithstanding, the sign is not necessar-

ily in conflict with what could be expected in the rural South. The

age distribution of the labor force is skewed significantly toward

older age groups. Because of the farm to nonfarm migration in past

years, age and experience may not be that closel.y related in the rural

South. Furthermore, younger workers are more likely to become easily

discouraged and drop out of the labor force rather than continue to seek

work for long periods of time. In essence, the significance of the AGE

variable and its sign are "correct" for the rural South.

In spite of-the lack of statistical significance, it is more

difficult to explain the positive sign on the EDUC variable. One

plausible explanation is that educated workers have a wider range of jobs

which they can legitimately consider and so may voluntarily "choose"

longer unemployment. Also, the "overqualified" phenomenon may be more

prevalent in the rural South than elsewhere. Jobs which actually require

a substantial amount of formal education are not prevalent in the rural

South, and those who hold them tend to have long tenure. At the other

extreme, employers whose jobs require little formal education are

hesitant to hire workers who possess substantial amounts. As a result it

could be quite difficult for an educated job seeker to find suitable

employment.
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Finally, the relationship between the observed RATE ,vatiable: and

weeks unemployed must be explained.
Technically,,since.thevarlable 'is

not significant, the sign is of no concern. However, it is interesting

to hypothesize what a negative relationship implies. Is the entire

aspiration wage-duration hypothesia questionahjajor,turalilabor;markets?

In all probability the answer is'yes., Results of'this study indicate

that workers in rural labor markets have a good knowledge* prevailing

wage rates,flas is evidenced by the wages asked by unemploYed workers..

If this is true, aspiration wages probably do not deviate substantially

fram potential job offers. 31
. Because of this, even if the ,aspiration

wage declines with:increasing weeks of unemployment, it dOes not do so

significantly and thus does not enhance the probability that an employ-

ment offer will.be forthcoming. In effect, the relationshiP between the
,

aspiration wage and employment 'may not hol.. se labOr'markets

where initial aspirations are not high.

Occupational Structure and Status

Whether making an initial career decision or contemplating a

mid-career shift, occupational decisions, by nature, are long-run.

Obviously, if occupational movement were costless, wage differentials

would be the sole criteria for occupational change. Such is not the

case, however,because.mOst occupational...decisions inVoIve same type of

cost -- for eXamPle, loat wages, training costa, or moVing expenses.

Analysis Of initial occupational choices is made difficult by the

fact that such decisions are made by moSt Workers at a relatively early

31
Comparison of aspiration wage rates with average wages for

employed workers with similar race, education, and sex characteristics
shows that aspiration wage rates are actually slightly below the:average
rates of employed workers.
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age with limited knowledge and are usually only made between broad

occupational categories. Additional difficulties arise because there are

many factors which limit occupational access, such as lack of knowledge

of opportunities, educational or training requirements, and discrimina---

tion of various kinds. Given the nature of the data generated by this

study, it would be impractical to attempt to analyze the process of

occupational choice. It is, however, both possible and useful to analyze

the occupational choice among various population subgroups, as well as

to attempt to perceive possible barriers to occupational movement. It

can be argued that limitations on information.about entry channels and

various restrictions to occupational entry, whether justified by the

nature of the occupation or artificial, are the most important factors

shaping the occupational decision.
32 Such analysis, as will be seen,

lends valuable insight into such characteristics as labor force partici-

pation, wage differentials, and incame differentials.

Occupational Variation by Worker Characteristics

jables 3-41 and 3-42 show the current occupational structure of

household heads by race and by sex. Obviously, both Anglos and Chicanos

have disproportionately large percentages employed in the professional

and administrative categories relative to Blacks. In fact, Blacks are

underrepresented on a relative basis in all,"white-collar" occupations

and are substantially overrepresented in agricultural and service

categories. It is apparent from the data that considerable occupational

segregation exists between Blacks and Anglos. The difference between

32For an informative analysis of the process of occupational choice,

see Donald R. Kaldor and Donald G. Zytowski, "A Maximizing Model of
Occupational Decision-Making," Personnel Guidance Journal 47 (April 1969):

781-788.
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Table 3-41

Occupational Distribution of Employed Household Heads
by Race 1974
(Percent)

Occupation Anglo Black Chicano Total
Professional 10.5 4.7 9.3 8.8
Administrative and managerial 15.2 2.7 11.1 10.9
Clerical 7.8 1.9 3.5 5.2Sales 7.0 1.2 4.0 4.8
Domestic service 0.7 9.9 0.5 3.1

Food-beverage preparation 1.0 4.9 2.8 2.5
Service workers 5.3 9.3 6.8 6.7Plant farming 3.2 16.9 10.3 8.5
Animal farming 2.2 6.8 7.1 2.9
Misc. agricultural, forestry,
and fishing

8.1 6.4 8.1 7.8

Manufacturing-raw 2.9 4.9 2.5 3.4
Manufacturing-durables 9.5 6.4 3.8 7.4
Manufacturing-assembly 9.3 5.6 3.8 7.0
Construction 8.2 9.5 13.9 9.8
Transportation 6.6 8.8 7.6 7.4

Packaging 1.2 4.5 2.5 2.4
Mining, logging, and extraction 1.3 1.4 2.5 1.7

Total (number) (903) (486), (397) (1,786)

the occupational structure of Anglos and Blacks suggests that the

relatively low average education of Blacks hinders their,occupational

entry. It also is likely, given the social history of the,rural South,

that racial discrimination continues to be a formidable barrier to

entry in some occupations..

The occupational structure of the.Chicano household heads appears

to be "intermediate" between the Anglo and Black structureo. In,fact, it

probably reflects the industrial structure of Starr County more than

aliLy other single factor.

Occupational segregation on the basis of sex is even more apparent

than for race (see table 3-42). Women are heavily concentrated in
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Table .342

Occupational Distribution:of EmplOyed HouseholciHeads
by Sex and by leAce,4974

.,,.(Percent)-

Occupation

Female
BlaCk AngloTotal

ProfesSiOnal 7.8 27,0 18.1

AdminiStrative and managerial 3.5 11.7 7.1

Clerical 1.7 13.5 8.3

Bales 0.9 9..0 '5.1_

Domestic Service 37.4: 1,6 19..3

Food-beverage preparation 18.3 3.6' 13.0

Service Workers 16.5 11.7 13.4

Plant farming 0.0 1.8 . .1.2

Animal farming 0.0 .1.8 '0.8

Misc. agricultural, forestry,
and fishing

0.9 0.9 0.8

Manufacturing-raw 1.7 1.8 2.0

Manufacturing-durables 0.0 3.6 1.6

Manufacturing-assembly 7.2 7.2 6.7

Construction 0.9 0.0 0.4

Transportation 1.7 1.8 1.6

Packaging 0.9 0.9 0.8

Mining, logging, and
extraction

0.0 0.0 0.0

Total (number) (115) (111) (254)

Bladk:

3.8 8.4 7.2
2.4 15.7 11.5
1.9 6.9 4.7

1.3 6.7 4.7

1.3 0.3 0.5

0.8 0.6 0.7

7.0 4.4 5.6
22.1 3.4 9.7

1.1 2.3 3.3
8.1 9.1 8.7

5.9 3.0 3.6
8.4 10.3 8.3

4.9 9.6 7.1

12.1 9.3 11.3

11.1 7.3 8.4

5.7 1.3 2.7
2.2 1.5 1.7

(371) (795). (1,535)

professional and service occupations -- one normally considered a "good"

category, the other a less preferred one. The professional category

reflects the relatively large number of women in the_teaching and health

care professions. The :heavy concentration in the service occupations

reflects the disproportionately large number of Black female household

heads.

Table 3-43 contains data distributing current occupation by age of

household head. The results are generally as anticipated. They are

-
indicative of the reluctance of younger workers to go into such
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Table 3-43

OccupatiOnal Structdre of 'Employed HousehOld-Heada-:.
by Age, 1974

(Percent)

Occdpation 16-24 25-34 35-44. 45-54 55-64 64+

Professional 6.7 11.4 9.0 7.7 8.7 4.9

Administrative and managerial 6.7 9.1 11.0 12.5 12.2 11.8

Clerical 6.7 5.3 7.0 3.9 1.2 7.8

Sales 3.7 5.6 5.0 4.1 4.4 5.9

Domestic service 2.2 1.5 1.0 5.1 4.1 7.8

Food-beverage preparation 0.7 2.0 2.3 4.3 1.2 3.9

Service workers 3.7 5.6 6.5 8.7 7.0 6.9

Plant farming 9.0 9.1 8.3 7.5 9.3 7.8

Animal farming 1.5 1.3 2.5 1.9 4.7 10.8

Misc. Agricultural, forestry,
and fishing

4.5 7.1 4.8 8.7 9.9 12.7

Manufacturing-raw 4.5 4.5 3.8 2.4 2.9 1.0

Manufacturing-durables 12.7 7.1 7.0 8.2 6.1 3.9

Manufacturing-assembly 10.4 7.8 7.3 7.2 5.2 3.9

Construction 7.5 9.8 12.5 6.7 12.5 4.9

Transportation 10.4 7.8 7.5 8.2 5.8 3.9

Packaging 5.2 3.0 2.3 1.9 1.7 1.0

Mining, logging, and
extraction

3.7 2.0 2.3 1.0 0.9 1...0

Total (number) (134) (396) (399) (415) (343) (102)

occupations as farming, domestic service, and foci services. The data

also reflect the difficulties which older workers have in changing

occupations, evidenced by the high percentage Of older workers in farming

and the relatively mall perceniage in manufacturing. In general,

however, when the structure of occupations is compared among age cate-

gories, differences are surprisingly small.

As would be expected, the distribuiion-of occupations by,education_

revealed that those in,white-collar occupationa had the highest level of

educational attainment. Farming, service occuriations, and construction
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give evidence of requiring the least.

The occupational structure found in the sample is very.similar to

that found in another study of rural workers.
33

The structure reflects

the type of limited industrializ-,tion which has occurred in the rural

South. The occupational distribution by race conforms to a racially

segregated structure which is nationwide, although more pronounced in

the rural South.
34

Occupational Movements

The prevailing occupational structure is in large part a reflection

of the industrial structure of the stUdy area and should change as the

industrial mix shifts. In fact, this is the case with a substantial

increase in white-collar and manufacturing employment and a decrease in

agricultural employment, as reflected in the differences between the

data in table 3-41 and the first occupation of the sample household heads

(see table 3-44). From a theoretical standpoint, it should be expected

that change in occupational structure would be distributed proportionately

among racial groups. It is obvious, however, that such is not the case,

especially for Blacks. For persons remaining in the same county,

movement out of agriculture has been proportionately greater for Anglos

than for Blacks or Chicanos, as has movement into manufacturing. The

most notable difference, however, is the lack of movement by Blacks into

the white-collar occupations. In fact, the percentage of employed Blacks

in the professional category actually declined.

33Ray Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets.

34
5ee, for example, Robert Houser and David Featherman, "White-Non

White Differentials in Occupational Mobility Among Men in the United
States, 1962-1972," Demography (May 1974), and Richard B. Freeman, "Changes
in the Labor Market for Black Americans," Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity, no. 1 (1973).
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Table 3-44

Occupational D,istribution of Employed Household Heads
for First Job Held, by Race,

as'Reported 1974
(Percent)

Occupation Anglo Black Chicano Total

Professional 9.1 5.2 6.7 7.3
Administrative and managerial 4.7 1.1 1.6 3.0
Clerical 8.6 1.5 4.3 5.5
Sales 7.3 1.7 4.0 5.1
Domestic service 0.5 6.5 0.5 2.3

Pood-beverage preparation 2.1 3.5 2.1 2.3
Service workers 4.7 5.2 4.0 4.6
Plant farming 4 8 34.4 29.2 19.4
Animal farming 0.8 0.0 5.9 1.7
Misc. agricultural, forestry,
and fishing

20.0 21.6 16.1 19.2

Manufacturing-raw 3.0 2.6 2.1 2.6
Manufacturing-durables 8.0 3.3 2.4 5.6
Manufacturing-assembly 6.6 2.8 2.7 4.6
Construction 6.7 2.4 6.2 5.4
Transportation 6.8 3.7 8.3 6.2

Packaging 4.4 3.3 1.9 3.5
Mining, logging, and
extraction

1.8 1.1 1.9 1.5

Total (number) (903) (486) (397) (1,786)

The present occupational structure, as well as the occupational

movement of household heads, suggests that Blacks particularly have not

shared equally, in terms of occupational upgrading, in the movement of

the study area from one totally dependent on agriculture toward a more

balanced economy. That is, Blacks remain concentrated in the lower

"status" occupations and are excluded from those of higher "status."

Occupational Status

The esteem with which the community in general holds members of a

given occupation is one of the important factors which influence
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occupational decisions. In general, higher status occupations are

preferred and therefore are more difficult to enter. These:occupations

.may also be "high" status because of educational or other requirements

which significantly limit the ability of most workers to enter them.

Analysis of occupations by status helps to delineate barriers which myay

exclude individuals or groups as well as to yield additional insight into

the nature and degree of occupational segregation.

Although a wide variety of factors at a given time may infldence

occupational status, there are two which are generally believed to be

,the most important -- educational requirements and average earnings.
35

Based on this assumption, a simple index was constructed by adding a

standardized value for average educational level and average yearly

earnings of sample members in each of the seventeen occupational catego-

ries used in this study. After construction of the index, the categories

were reduced to seven broader classes. Several of the categories were

so close that attempts to differentiate would have been meaningless,

making some combination necessary. In addition, a few categories

contained a small absolute number of observations. The combinations

were as follows: class one = professional and administrative-managerial;

class two = clerical-technical and sales; class three = all manufacturing

and construction; class four = service workers,.packaging, and transpor-

tation; class five = mining-extractive and miscellaneous agriculture,

forestry, and fishing; class six = animal and plant farming; class seven

food and beverage and domestic services.

35 For a discussion of occupational indexes and an example of a_ _
generally accepted index, see OtiS Dudly Nincan, "A Socioeconomic Index
for all Occupations," in Occupations and Social Status, Alber J. Reiss

et al. (New York: Free Press, 1961).
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Both education and income were important factors in differentiating

classes one and two as well as classes six and seven from the remaining

classes and from each other. However, in classes three, four, and five

the educational pattern was such that income became the important

differentiating factor.

Data in table 3-45 show the distribution of employed household

heads by occupational status and by race. Clearly, Anglos have a dispro-

Table 3-45

Current Occupational Status of Employed
Household Heads, by Race

(Percent)

Occupational Status* Anglo Black Chicano

Class 1 26.1 7.5 20.6

Class 2 14.8 3.1 7,6

Class 3 30.1 26.5 23.9

Class 4 13.2 22.9 17.1

Class 5 9.4 7.9 10.?

Class 6 5.1 17.7 17.1

Class 7 1.5 14.4 3.0

Number (899) (480) (393)

Class 1 = professional and administrative-managerial; class 2 =
clerical-technical and sales; class 3 = all manufacturing and
construction; class 4'= service workers, packaging, and transportation;
class 5 = mining-extractive and miscellaneous agriculture, forestry,
and fishing; class 6 = animal and plant farming; class 7 = food and
beverage and domestic service..

portionate share of the highest status4Ccupations, and Blacks and

Chicanos are overrepresented in the lowest. Classes three and four

contain the largest percentage of employed household heads regardless

of race. These two classes also contain individuals who have an avprage

10-12 years of education and whose income, while above the poverty level,

is not really "middle" income by national standards.
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The distribution by sex reveals that-women are disproportionately

represented at both enda of the statUS scale (see 'table The-

Table 3-46

Current Occupational Status of Employed
Household Heads, by Sex.

(Percent)

Occupational Status* Men Women

Class 1 18.9 25.9

Class 2 9.4 13.8

Class 3 30.4 10.9

Class 4 16.7 15.8

Class 5 10.7 0.4

Class 6 12.6 2.0

Class 7 1.2 31.1

Number (1,525) (247)

Class 1 = professional and administrative-managerial; class 2 =

clerical-technical and sales; class 3 = all manufacturing and

construction; class 4 = service workers, packaging, and transportation;

class 5 = mining-extractive and miscellaneous agriculture, forestry,

and fishing; class 6 = arinal and plant farming; class 7 = food and

beverage and domestic service.

relatively large number of women in the highest status group reflects

the fact that most elementary and secondary school teachers in the sample

are females; the high percentage in the lowest status category reflects

the employment of women exclusively in domestic service. Both figures

also are influenced by the small absolute number of females employed.

Equally as important as current occupational status is the ability

to move to a higher ranked occupation during a worker's lifetime.

Tabl* 3-47 contains data by race on the percentage of workers who moved

into their present occupational class from a lower class. It is apparent

that there has been cousiderable occupational movement among all workers.

However, Blacks appear to have a relatively small probability of moving
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Table 3-47

Upward Occupational Movement of Employed Household,Heads as
Percent of Total in Occupation by Race

Anglo Black Chicano

Moved Moved Moved
Occupational from Number from Number from Number
Status* Lower in Lower in Lower in

Class Class Class Class Class Class

Class 1 59.7 211 33.3 33 60.8 74

Class 2 54.0 68 53.8 13 71.4 28

Class 3 46.9 121 C5.9 123 67.4 89

Class 4 33.6 38 53.8 104 50.8 65

Class 5 44.3 35 15.8 38 32.5 40

Class 6 0.0 46 2.4 83 0.0 64

Class 7 0.0 14 0.0 65 0.0 13

Class.1 = professional and administrative-managerial; class 2 =
clarical-technical.and sales; class 3 = all manufacturing and.
construction; class 4 = service workers, packaging, and transportation;
class 5 = mining-extractive and miscellaneous agricultureforeatry,
and fishing; class 6 = animal and plant farming; class 7 = food and
beverage and domestic service.

into the highest occupational category. Blacks and Chicanos show

considerable movement into the middle occupational groups, which would

indicate a lesser ability to obtain such jobs initially. In addition,

changing attitudes have opened these occupations to minority groups on

a greater scale than existed prior to the 1960s.

The majority of the occupational movement was from given class to

the class immediately above; a much smaller percentage of household heads

moved up two classes. Upgrading by more than two classes vas negligW.A,

indicating that initial access to a given occupation is very important,

In fact, race and initial occupation appear to be the two mos: important

.factors in determining current occupational status.
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In an effort to isolate the individual effect of factors such as

race and first occupation on current occupational status, the status

index was used as the dependent variable in a regression equation.

Independent variables included in the analysis were: race, sex, age,

training program participation, county, and occupational status of first

Job.36

Table 3-48 contains the results of the regression analysis. In light

of the previous discussion the results are as anticipated. The possible

Table 3-48

Regression Results: Occupational Status
of Household Heads

Independent Variables Regression Coefficient t-values

Male 0.3402 2.06*

Anglo 0.3489 7.62**

Chicano 0.3862 2.76**

Training 0.0947 2.08*

Age -0.0002 0.12

Status of first occupation 0.4668 22.95**

Dodge 0.1095 0.80

Natchitoches 0.1143 0.83

Sunflower 0.0905 0.67

Constant 0.7898

* *

Significant at the .05 level.

Significant at the .01 level.

exception is the finding that, other things constant, age does not

exert any influence on occupational status. The regression results

36For a description of the form taken by these variables, see the
labor force participation discussion in this chapter. The occupational
status variable is that discussed earlier in this section.
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attest to the importance of access to a relatively high status occupa-

tion initially. The results definitely support the conclusion that

occupational segregation based on race and sex exists in the rural areas

studied. Unfortunately, it is impossible to separate the effects of

discrimination as a barrier to occupational entry from other factors,

such as education, which are related to race.

Summary

It is possible to make several general observations from the

preceding analysis relating to the demand for and supply of labor in

rural southern labor markets.

The demand side of the labor market in the rural South is dominated

by low wage firms in manufacturing, services, and agriculture. The

outlook for short-term expansion of total labor demand is concentrated in

such low wage sectors that immediate improvement in the quality of jobs

available (in terms of compensation) is unlikely. Any substantial

increase in employee compensation will have to originate from external

pressure.

In spite of-large scale out-migration, the demand for labor is still

vastly exceeded by the available and potential supply of labor. Employer

attitudes with respect to turnover, absenteeism, and training reflect

this situation. Job training is deficient in rural jobs, due primarily

to the nature of the work. As a result, reduction of the human capital

deficiency is not likely to-come from skills learned on the job.

Demand for highly trained labor in public employment is likely to

expand little in the short run. Even if upgrading of the labor force

is possible, this sector will not be able to account for any significant

employment increase.
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The out-migration from the rural South to metropolitan areas is

well documented. In large part this movement resulted from the pull of

available jobs and the hope for better earnings and a high living

standard. The metropolitan areas offered opportunities in the form of

primary labor market jobs. In effect, migration formed a bridge

between regional labor markets and an avenue for poor to better quality

jobs. Although the possibility of geographic movement remains, the

prospects for achievement of significant economic improvement has greatly

diminished. As a result, the rural South has become, in effect, a

secondary labor market characterized by low labor force participation,

high labor turnover, and a poorly educated and poorly trained labor

force with low earnings capacity -- required to work in dead-end jobs.

In many ways, the rural southern labor market bears a resemblance

to the dual labor market found'in urban centers. Most of the character-

istics of secondary labor markets can be observed for a substantial

proportion of employment opportunities when viewed from the demand side

and from employer attitudes. There is considerable difficulty, however,

in identifying the relevant primary labor market, making the dual labor

market concept itself hard to apply to rural areas.

The need for alternative employment opportunities seems obvious,

and with the reduction of opportunities through migration, development

of the rural South must be the answer. Clearly, however, developmental

efforts will be handicapped by deficiencies in the quality of the

indigenous labor supply.

Several observations relating to the labor force participation

analysis are significant.

1. Labor force participation rates in the rural South tend to be

significantly lower than those for the nation as a whole. This is
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attributable in part to lower educational attainment, greater incidence

of health- problems, and an'age distribUtiOn SkeWed toward the 'Upper age-

levels in rural labor markets. It also is indicative of the limited

number of job opportunities available in rural areas and signals the

probable existence of a substantial discouraged worker problem.

2. Health plays a prominent role in the participation decision

of all groups considered except teenage women. For adults, the existence

of health.problems is bY far the major determinant of labor force partici-

pation.

3. The existence of child care responsibilities has a strong
_

negative influence on the desire to work of married and teenage

women. However, the evidence shows that the provision of nearby day care

facilities can work to encourage participation among married women.

4. The presence of family responsibilities -- being.married -- is

a very important factor in the labor force participation decision of

teenagers. Marital status also influences the participation decision of

household heads as a group.

5. Because of their influence on the expected wage, investments

in human capital, through formal education and work experience, increase

the probability of labor force participation for all adult groups exCept

prime age males.

Rural labor markets appear to operate relativelir well in the dissem-

ination of employment information. There is evidence that rural workers

possess quite accurate knowledge of the type of jobs and the wages

available. This also may be true for potential labor force participants.

In fact, evidence suggests that to be effective in rural areas, the

Employment Service must concentrate more on expanding the type and

variety of placements it can make and the type of clientele it services.
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The analysis of rural labor market behavior reveals iadirect evidence

of racial and sex discrimination. There is evidence that racial and

possibly sex discrimination indirectly dffect (via the expebted wage)

the labor force decision of Black men, female household heads, and

married women. Additionally, the finding of occupational segregation

by both sex and race suggests an additional effect of discrimination

on the labor force decisions of the same groups. Both factors help

explain lower earnings and income of Black families and of households

with female heads. Such results also indicate that antidiscrimination

efforts in rural areas need to be upgraded and that if they are, altera-

tions in labor market behavior of affected groups can be expected.

Cursory analysis of the existing industrial structure, which is

supported,by an examination of employers' attiiiides, indicates that

private employer training is not likely to occur. Yet, lack of training,

even for the 3.itted variety of jobs available, is evident among the

members of the rural labor force. The earning capacity of many rural

workers is thereby severely restricted. In addition, limited job oppor-

tunities reinforce, as well as contribute directly to, the low levels of

labor force participation.

The lack of sufficient available jobs, the low quality of existing

jobs, the human capital deficiencies in milch of the labor force age

population, as well as the numerous institutional restrictions help

explain the nature and operation of rural southern labor markets. The

same factors also clearly indicate that the private sector is limited in

its ability to provide for the population.
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CHAPTER 4

INCOME AND EARNINGS

Income is the most common measure of the well-being of an

individual or family. Although other factors (such as wealth) may

actually be involved, the command over goods and services and the

ability to choose among various options of life is limited by the

level of current income for most families. In the rural South, few

families have command over more than one economic resource, the human

resource, measured in terms of their own physical and mental capacities.

As a result, the capacity to earn and the level of current earnings

should be the focal point of any analysis of household income in the

rural South.

In addition, the level and distribution of personal income and

per capita income may serve as a measure of the economic well-being of

a region and its inhabitants. Analysis of the sources of individual

incomes, as well as the absolute levels, may also be utilized to

investigate the potential for internally financed regional economic

growth. Further, comparison of income sources and levels among

population subgroups (such as age, race, and education) yields insight

into the causative factors of unequal income distribution. Such a

comparison also indicates the extent to which human capital endowment

and labor market discrimination influence the current level and dis-

tribution of income.
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Distribution of Current Income

The average household income for the rural sample was $6053 in

1973. This is substantially below the mean income for the South and

for the United States even in 196 .

1 The mean income for the sample,

although indicative of the overall low income levels, fails to show

many important factors influencing level and distribution. Table 4-1

contains 1973 mean income values for several populationsubgroups.

Table 4-1

Mean Income of Households
by Race, Sex, Age, and,County, 1973

(Dollars)

Category Mean Income

County of residence
Dodge $ 7,772

Natchitoches 6,167

Sunflower 6,023

Starr 5,409

Race of head
Anglo 8,490

Black 4,037

Chicano 5,197

Sex of head
Male 7,479

Female 3,286

Age of head
16-24 5,452

25-34 7,907

35-44 8,619

45-54 9,225
55-64 6,137

65 and over 3,553

1Census figures show that the mean family income for the United

States in 1969 was $9,590 and for the South was $9,486. The mean for

all families and unrelated individuals in the South was $7,933. Census
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Substantial variation in total income by race, sex and age is

obvious. Thus, if average income is used as a basis for decision,

Dodge County would be preferable as a place of residence to any of

the other three. Starr would be the least. Although the mean income

figures reveal important information about the relative income of

population subgroups, they cannot answer two important questions:

What is the distr'bution of personal income, and what is the extent

of variation among subgroups?

Although not shown by mean figures, almost 70 percent of the

sample households had a total income below the 1973 mean income of

$6,353. In part, the result reflects variations between racial sub-

groups; the within-group variation was less extreme (see table 4-2).

It appears that not only are Anglos absolutely better off than Chicanos

or Blacks in terms of income, but for Anglos the distribution of

personal income is less skewed toward the lower levels.

There is considerable variation in the income of Black households

between counties in percentage terns (see table 4-3). However, Blacks

are not substantially better off in absolute terms in any one county,

as indicated by the low county means for Blacks: Dodge, $4,746;

Natchitoches, $4,097; Sunflower, $3,745. Differences in mean

income across counties are more pronounced for Anglos (Dodge, $8,571;

Natchitoches, $7,558; Sunflower, $9,593; and Starr, $11,053). When

data also show that mean familTincome forAliral nonfarm and ,

rural farm was $7,800 and $7,388, respeCtively, in 1969. In four
years, average income in the rural sanple counties had failed to reach
Che 1970 Census levels. U.S. Department of Commerce, BUreau of the
Census, United States Census of Population: 1970, General Social
and Economic Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-C1, U.S. Summary.
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Table 4-2

Total Income of Sample Households
by Race and Sex of Heads,1973

(Percent)

Income Category Anglo Chicano Black tiale Pen,21 Total

$0-999 1.7 5.2 7.7 2.3 10.0 4.3

1000-1999 11.8 17.7 25.3 10.6 35.4 17.3

2000-2999 12.0 17.1 19.9 14.3 19.2 15.6

3000-3999 8.0 14.8 12.5 11.5
r. 9 11.1

4000-4999 6.1 8.2 7.1 7.5 3 6.9

5000-5999 6.4 7.8 7.1 7.4 1.8 69
6000-6999 6.5 6.1 4.8 6.7 ..1..7 5.9

7000-7999 5.5 3.4 3.7 .1.3 2.1 4.5

8000-8999 5.0 4.5 2.8 4.8 2.5 4.2

9000-9999 5.0 3.6 1.7 4.2 2.0 3.6

10,000-14,999 18.7 7.0 5.3 15.0 3.2 11.8

15,q00-24,999 10.2 3.7 1.6 7.5 0.8 6.0

25,000 and over 3.3 0.8 0.2 2.4 0.1 1.8

mean income figures are compared directly between Anglos and non-Anglos,

it appears that Anglos are in the most favorable income positic-: in

counties where they constitute a relatively small proportion of the

population.

Clearly, female headed households are in an adverse position

with respect to income (see table 4-2). Not only is their mean income

absolutely low ($3,286), but over 65 percent of female headed house-

holds had an income in 29;-S' below the mean. The distribution of income

for male headed house:olds is also skewed toward the lower income

categories, but the hiz;ler mean around which the distribution is

centered is significant in terms of relative well-heing.
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Table 4-3

Total Income of Hovieholi..1 by County.

by R5C.e, 1973

(Pelcant)

Income Category ($)
Dodge

Anglo Black

Natchitoches Sunflower Stdrr

Anglo Black Anglo Black Anglo Chicano

0-999

1000-1999

2000-299

3000-3999

4000-4999

1.7 4.2 5.9 0.7 10.2 2.9 5 2

12,2 21.6 14,3 25.3 6.9 26.6 8.8 17.7

10.6 20.4 15,1 23,4 10.7 17.2 5.9 17.3

8,5 10.2 8.4 12.2 6.6 14.3 2.9 15.2

6.0 6.0 7.3 7.8 4.2 7.0 5 9 8.2

H 5000-5999 7.0 9.0 6,3 5,5 7.0 2.9 7.9w
to 6000-6999 6.0 5.4

C
.1Ji S. M 4.5 2.9 6.1

7000-1999 4.6 4.2 5 1 4.1 8,7 3.2 2.9 3.5
8000 -eL99 4.9 5.4 N.. 2,2 6.2 2.3 8.8 4.5
9000-9999 4.7 3.0 5.1 0.9 5.5 1.7 2.9 3,4

10,000-14,999 20.1 8.4 15.3 4.7 20.4 4.7 26.5 6.9
15,000-24,999 10.4 2 4 8.4 1.6 11.1 1,3 23.5 3.4
25,000 and over 3,2 0.0 2.1 0.6 6.2 0.0 2.9 0.8

Total (number) (632) (167) (502) (320) (297) (70) (34) (736)
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As anticipated, younger and older households have relatively low

income levels. Those in the prime earnings years (25-54) have the

highest levels (see table 4-4). The relatively poor position of the

65 years and over group is related to family size and limited access

to earned income.

Table 4-4

Total Household Income by Age, 1973
(Percent)

Income Category
Age Category

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over

S0-999 4.5 1.3 3.3 3.6 6.5 5.5

1000-1999 12.3 9.7 7.9 9.1 18.4 31.3

2000-2999 12.8 8.4 8.9 9.8 12.8 28.6

3000-3999 12.3 10.6 7.5 11.5 11.4 12.6

4000-4999 8.9 7.1 6.2 8.2 6.8 6.0

00C-5999 9.5 7.8 7.9 9.1 7.4 3.9

000-6999 10.6 7.6 7.5 6.2 5.8 3.2

7000-7999 7.3 5.4 5.0 6.6 4.6 1.9

8000-8999 4.5 6.7 5.0 5.5 4.6 1.4

9000-9999 4.5 5.2 5.2 3.8 4.2 1.4

10,000-14,999 10.6 20.3 21.1 14.0 11.0 2.1

15,000-24,999 2.2 7.6 12.4 9.8 4.4 1.3

25,000 and over 0.0 2.2 2.3 2.7 2.3 0.8

Total (number) (179) (462) (483) (545) (571) (913)

Sources of Income

The current level of incone is determined largely by the sourCe

of household jncome or, as is the case of many households, the sources'''

to which it is restricted. In general, household income is generated

by two saurres, earnings and transfers. A more useful delineation;.

however, is provided by dividing these two major categories into
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several subgroups. Therefore, in this study, earned income is divided

into wages and salaries and business income (i,e., proprietor's earnings).

Cther income is classified as government transfers or other private

fliources. Because of the importance of Social Security in the rural

South, Old Age Survivors DisabilitY and Health Insurance (OASDHI) is

shown as a separate category.

County Distributions of Sources

Table 4-5 contains the distribution of the sources of income by

county. Obviously, earned income in the form of wages and salaries is

by far the most significant, but as a perCent of the total income it is

somewhat low when compared with findings of national studies.
2

The

percent of the households in the sample receiving business income is

also lower than the national figure. Only Starr County displayed a

percentage of households with wage and salary incomes which were

sufficiently different from the total to merit comment: In all

probability the higher proportion of incore accounted for by wages

and salaries in Starr County refleCts the relatively smaller percentage

f older households in the county as well as the higher labor force

participation for Chicano men. Xn general, however, the variation in

percent of households with earned income is not great across counties.

Although a lack of significant differences was characteristic of

earned income, the opposite is true for other sources of income. Both

2
For example, a 1962 study of a national sample found that 78 per-

cent. of all households had some wage and salary income. Dorothy S.
Projector, G.S. Weis, and E.T. Thoresen, "Composition of Income as
Shown by the Survey of Financial Characteristics of Consumers," in
Papers on the Size Distribution of, Wealth and Income, ed. Lee Scanlon
(New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1969), pp. 107-156.
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Table 4-5

Source of Income of Households
Receiving by County, 1973

(Percent)

Source Total Dodge Natchitoches unflower Starr

Wages and salaries 63.0 62.7 57.4 62.6 69.7

Business income* 11.7 15.4 10.0 9.8 11.6

Other-private** 11.1 16.4 12.2 6.8 9.0

Transfers-government
+

27.9 27.1 36.3 23.2 24.0

Social Security 28.3 31.9 31:2 28.2 21.6

* *

Includes

Includes

farm income for those who own and operate a farm.

interest and dividend payments, rental income, private

pensions, private donations.

+Includes Veterans Benefits, Old Age Assistance, Aid to Families

with Dependent Children, Workman's Compensation, Aid to the Blind or

Disabled, and Unemployment Insurance.

"other-private" and government transfers vary among the counties by

substantial amounts. Variations in private sources probably reflect

the industrial structure of the counties as well as the relative

wealth. The differences in percent of households receiving Social

Security are a function of age distribution of the population and of

industrial structure (i.e., covered employment). Accordingly, the

variations are as expected. It is more difficult to explain differences

among the counties in government transfers. Racial distribution within

the counties may be a factor.

In order to gauge thelleffect of race and county variations, income

source was distributed by race of household (see table 4-6). Several
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Table 4-6

Source of Household Income, by Race, 1973
(Percent)

Source , Anglo Chicano Black

Wages and salaries 61.7 67.1 61.3

Business income 16.3 11.6 4.7

Other-private* 17.0 8.9 4.1

Transfers-government** 20.7 25.0 40.9

.Social Security 30.7 20.8 29.4

Thicludes interest and dividend payments, rental income, private
pensions, private donations.

**
Includes Veterans Benefits, Old Age Assistance, Aid to Families

with Dependent Children, Workman's Compensation, Aid to the Blind and
Disabled, Unemployment Insurance.

important observations may 7.,e made by comparing data in table 4-5 with

that in table 4-6. First, rae alone does not explain intercounty

variations in government transfers. If this were the case, Sunflower

County should have contained the largest percentage of households with

this income s3urce. In fact, it contained the smallest. Second, the

variations across counties in "other-private" sources pr-111y are a

fUnction of race. It is obvious that private income sources apply to

relatively few Blacks, as does business income. In terns of number of

recipients, government transfers are more significant as an income

source for Blacks than for Anglos or Chicanos, but they are an impor-

tant source for all groups.

:The relative impact of access to various sources of income is

illustrated by comparing the means of income received by various
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sources. The mean wagee for the sample was $6,411 (1973); the mean

of business income was $7,732. These are more than twice the mean

figures for any ^ther source.

(%
The mean private transfer income for the sample in 1973 was $2,521,

compared with $1,135 for government transfers and $1,844 for Social

Security. The importance of these figures is accentuated by the fact

that private transfers usually represent a supplement to earned income,

but government transfers-and Social Security are more likely to be the

major source of household incone.

Government transfers, Social Security, and, to a lesser extent,

private transfers are distributed on the basis of factors over which

the individual or household exercises little control. Even the fact

of receipt or nonreceipt may be outside the individual's ability to

influence, as it is determined by a political process in which the

recipient seldom is an effective part.

In contrast, the level of earned income is influenced by direct

actions of the individual or household. Additionally, individual

characteristics such as sex, education, and training may be important

determinants of the level of earnings.

Sources of Earned Income

Almost 70 percent of the households in the sample had some earned

income in 1973, in the form of either wages and salaries or proprietor's
-

income. This is low compared with national figures. However, in light

of an age distribution which has a dispruportionately small number in

working age categories and a labor force participation rate of 42.3

percent for the over 16 population (57 percent for household heads),
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it is, surprising that there were not eyen fewer households with 'earned

income.

The, mean value of earned income,for the 3,158 households reporting

some income earned was $6,618 ($6,411,for,wages.and salariea and $7,732

for proprietWa income). These. figures,.relative,t total. income

distribution,,lead to the hypothesis.that for_the_majority,,of. those

with earned income, this,source should. ,account for. 4 significant

percentage of,total income. Table 477,shows the,percent,pfototal

income constituted by earnings for:the:sample counties., FOr,the

majority (71 percent) of ,the sample householdswith,earned,income, it

is the majordeteminant of their:current income:level..

T*ble 4-7'

Earned Income aercent of Total Income
for HouSeholds with Earnings in 1973,

by County
(Percent)

Percent
Earned

Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

0-10 1.9 2.5 1.9 2.3 4.0
11-20 2.4 2.9 3.9 1.1 1.9
21-30 2.3 3.4 2.5 2.3 1.0
31-40 3.0 3.2 2.9 2.6 3.1
41-50 3.1 3.6 4.3 2.8 1.9

51-60 4.0 5.8 3.9 3.4 3.1
61-70 3.4 4.1 2.7 2.8 3.8
71-80 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.3
81-90 4.6 5.9 4.8 3.4 4.2
91-100 70.9 64.5 68.6 75.0 75.6 ,

Total (number) (2185) (561) (316) (531) (577)
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Findings regarding income sources and the mean income levels by

source in the sample counties allow several inferences about the role

of earnings in total income. First, there appears to be relatively

little current income generated by accumulated wealth. Second, the,

restrictions placed on earned income associated with many government

transfers make it unlikely that earnings are a major income source

for families with government transfer income.
3 These factors coupled

with low means of government transfer, income and private transfers

suggest that the greater the percentage of incomeaccounted for by

earnings, the higher, is the total current income. Table 4-8 contains

data on the percent of current income derived from earnings, by current

income categories. The hypothesis tendered appears true.

As the level of income rises, in general the percent of income

earned rises. The major exceptions are the highest and lowest income

categories. The relative decline in percent of total income earned

by households with current income in excess of $25,000 probably reflects

the relationship between high current earnings and wealth. Nevertheless,

72 percent of the households in this category received between 90 and

100 percent of their income from earnings.

It is difficult to explain why earnings accounted for 90-100 per-

cent of the total income for 80 percent of households with less than

$1,000 current income:As Most of these households may not be eligible
j

for any of the federally financed welfare programs.
4

Although the

3OASHDI, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and at the
--time of this study Old Age Assistance (OAA) were major government programs

having earnings restrictions.

4A number appeared to be eligible but were not receiving any type
of support. The programs referred to are OAA, AFDC Aid to the Blind, and
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Table .4

Earned Income as Percen- Total Income
by Income Category, 1973

Income
Category

Percent Earned
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 illoaL

$0-999 0.0 3.6 1.8 5.4 1.8 3.6 0.0 1.8 1.8 80.4 51

1000-1999 5.5 6.6 7.7 6.1 3.3, 6.6 1.1 3.3 3.3 56.4 011,

2000-2999 4.9 5.8 5.3 5.3 4.4 6.8 7.3 7.4 2.9 52.9 2o6

3000-3999 2.8 3.3 1.2 4.5 3.7 8.1 6.5 4.9 4.5 60.6 a46

4000-4999 2.3 2.8 1.1 4.0 4.5 6.2 3.4 4.5 6.2 65.0 177

5000-5999 0.0 1.6 2.7 3.8 3.8 2.2 5.9 8.6 4.9 66.5 18.5.

6000-6999 0.6 2.3 1.2 0.6 5.8 0 4.0 8.7 5.8 67.1 113

7000-7999 1.5 0.0 0.8 3.8 2.3 0.8 2.3 1.5 6.8 80.5 13 3

8000-8999 1.7 0.0 1.7 2.5 1.7 5.0 0.0 4.1 5.0 78.5 121

9000-9299 0.0 0.9 4.5 0.9 3.6 0.9 2.7 2.7 1.8 83 8 1113

10,000-14,999 1.1 0.0 0.6 ,, 0.6 1.1 1.7 1:4 2.5 4.5 86.5 356
I f4A %A,

1509.0-24,999 0.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.6 5.4 4.3 5.9 81.3 (S7

25,000 and over 1.9 7.4 . 0.0 1.9 5.6 0.0 2.7 3.7 3.7 72.2
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absolute number.of households involved is small, the extremely low

income level indicates a serious unresolved problem.

The importance of earned income to a majority of households in the

sample is obvious. It also is apparent that the level of earnings is

subject to considerable variation among households. Earned income of

a given household can be separated into two components -- earnings of

the household head and earnings of other household members. Most

households with more than one wage earner are husband-wife households.

In the rural sample over 85 percent of the secondary family workers

were wives. Analysis of earned income of household members other than

the head will, therefore, be confined to working wives.

Earnings of Household Head

For most households the income of the household head is a major

portion of the total family income. Since earnings are the major

income source for a majority of families, it follows that the earnings

of the head will be a major determinant of total family income. Sixty-

three percent of the household heads in the rural sample had some

earnings during 1973. For those 1,995 households, the earnings pf the

head were a relatively large component of total income, as the data in

table 4-9 indicate. Although less than half the total households

derived all of their income f:om the head's earnings, 80 percent

obtained the majority of 1973 income from this snurce. These figures

varied only slightly across cc .nties.

Aid to the Permanently anu Total Disabled. (Note: ABD refers to the
combined category of Aid to the Blind and Aid to the Permanently and
Totally Disabled.)
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Table 4-9,

Earnings of Household Head as a
Percent of Total Household Income

1973

Percent
of Income

Family Heads
Total Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

1-10 2.0 2.6 2.3 1.8 1.3

11-20 2.4 2.0 4.0 0.8 2.9

21-30 3.7 4.0 4.4 3.9 2.5

31-40 5.1 4.2 5.3 6.1 4.8

41-50 7.9 7.2 8.4 7.5 8.4

51-60 9.9 10.4 9.7 10.2 9.3

61-70 9.1 11.4 8.4 8.9 7.6

71-80 9.2 9.8 8.4 8.3 10.1

81-90 7.8 8.8 9.0 6.5 7.0

91-100 43.1 39.7 40.1 45.9 46.2

Total (number) (1995) (501) (476) (492) (526)

The level of earnings varies substantially with the specific

characteristics of an individual household head. For example, the

mean earnings figure was $6,002 for all household heads, but female

heads of household earned half that figure ($3,049). Similar variation

in mean earnings is found among racial groups, as the data in table 4-10

indicate. Anglo mean earnings were substantially above those of

Chicanos and Blacks. Variations by age appear to conform to the

normal pattern associated with low earnings for young workers, rising

earnings into the prime labor age categories, and a decline in later

years.

Table 4-11 shows distribution of earned income which further

identifies the variations by race and sex of the household head. The

two most important apparent factors are the relativelY small percentage

of Blacks and Chicanos with earnings above $10,000 and the large
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Table 4-10

Mean Earnings of Household Heads

by Selected Characteristics
1973

Characteristic of Head
Mean Earnings

(Dollars)

Sample Size
(Number)

Sex
Male $6,569 1,677

Female 3,049 322

Race
Anglo 8,244 938

Black 3,403 551

Chicano 4,587 520

Age
16-24 4,149 166

25-34 6,685 421

35-44 7,048 427

45-5.
6,558 461

55-64 4,995 371

65 and over 3,983 153

percentage of female heads with under $3,000 in earned income. The

most important factor, however, is the overall low earnings distribution

which is accentuated for Black, ChicAnc, and all female household heads.

The percent of total income not accounted fcr by earnings of

household heads must come from one of three sources; trPnsfer payments

to the head, earnings of other family members, or transfer payments to

other family members. Most household heads (83 percent) who had earn-

ings derived 90-100 percent o their total income from this source.

Transfer payments were a relatively small part of the household

head's income. Therefore, income generated by other family members

is the most important factor accounting for differences b,2tween the

total income and the earnings of the household head.
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Table 4-11

Earnings of Household Heads
by Race and Sex, 1973

(Percent)

rnings
Race Sex

Anglo Black Chicano . Male FeMale

$1-500 1.7 8.5 4.9 2.7 14.9
501-1000 3.4 10.3 8.5 4.7 14.3
1001-1500 3.8 9.3 8.5 4.5 11.2
1501-2000 3.6 9.8 11.5 6.4 9.3
2001-2500 2.8 9.4 6.8 5.3 5.6

2501-3000 3.4 7.1 13.4 6.2 7.5

3001-4000 7.0 10.9 17.1 9.9 7.1
4001-5000 7.8 11.9 10.3 9.2 5.9

5001-6000 9.2 9.3 10.3 9.7 5.6

6001-7000 9.3 4.2 5.4 7.5 2.2

7001-8000 8.9 4.4 4,9 7.2 3.4

8001-9000 6.2 1.5 6.1 5.0 2:5,

9001-10,000 8.2 1.1 4.5 5.7 1.9

Over 10,000 23.4 2.4 7.5 15.3 2.5

Total (number) (938) (551) (520) (1677) (192)

Earnings of Working Wives

The earnings of a wife can be extremely important to the economic

well-being of a family.
5

The hypothesis has also been asserted that

earnings of wives have a "favorable" effect on the overall distribution

of family income.
6

With increased labor force participation of women

5An indicator of the impact which a working wife can have on total
income at the national level can be found in.Elizabeth Waldmen and
Robert Whitmore, "Children of Working Mothers, March, 1973," Special
Labor Force Report 165 (U.S. Department of Labor, 1974).

6
For a discussion of the validity of this point, see Herman Miller

Income Distribution in the United States, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1960 Census Monograph (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1166),
and James A. Sweet, The Employment of Wives and the Inequality of Fami.ix
Income, Discussion Paper (Madison: Institute for Research on Poverty,1971).
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zunerally, and married women particularly, earnings of the wife are

becoming an extremely important income source for many familes.

Just under a quarter (24.2 percent) of all married women in the

sample had some earned income in 1973. This is 30 percent of all the

married women under 65 years of age. Although the wife's earnings are

important to most families, they take on added significance if the wife

is the oniy wage earner in the household. Twenty-nine percent of the

working wives were the sole source of household 2arnings. However, in

less than 1 percent of the cases did the wife's earnings represent the

only ,.ncome source. Table 4-12 shows the distribution of the earnings

of wives as a percentage of total family income. Clearly, for most

households in which the wife is,Amployed, her earnings are a secondary,

supplemental income source. In 73 percent of these households the

wives' earnings accounted for less than one-half of the total family

income.

:here is a high probability that a household with two wage earners

will be in one of the three upper income categories, as'shown by the

data in table 4-13. Of equal or perhaps greater importance is the

percertage of households in the lower categories which have two wage

earners. In the rural Sot.th, multiple wage earners in one household

do net assure a relatively high ilicome.

Several other important observations may be made concerning

earnings of wives. The mean earnings ($4,226) do not display the wide

variation by race found in the mean earnings of household heads,

although Anglo wives have substantially higher earnings ($4,565) than

do Black ($3,707) or Chicano ($3,839) wives. However, for all races the

mean earnings of wives exceeds mean for female household hea,:l ($3,049).
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In general, it can be stated that households with two wage earners

were better off in terms of total income than were households with only

one. The wide variation in earned income among households implies that

factors such as race, sex, and age have a significant impact on the

earnings level.

Table 4-12

Wives' Earnings as Percent of Total
Household Income by County, 1973

(Percent)

Percent
of Income Total Doe Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

1-10 5.7 4.2 74 0.7 4.1
11-20 .L.1 15.0 10.1 7.4 7.1
21-30 17.7 14.4 14,2 15.4 20.4
31-40 20.6 24.0 22.3 21.5 12.2
41-50 22.2 21.6 18:9 22.1 28.6

31-60 13.0 7.8 14.2 14.1 18.4
61-70 6.4 6.0 5.4 9.4 4.1
71-80 3.4 4.3 3.4 2.7 2.0
81-90 2.0 1.2 3.1 0,7 3.1
91-100 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.0 0.0

Total (number) (562) (167) (148) 149) (98)

7)eu.q,minanr of Earni.ngs

Research into factors Influencing earnings and,. therafore, income

has been extensive. Numerous studies la,ve investigated the impact on

income of such productivity-rcfflateil factort.: as kormal education,

apprenticeship programs, and vocational training. Others have con-

centra:.: cn personal characteristics.such as race, sex, age,and health.
7

7
The article by Jacob Mincer, "The Distribution of Labor Incomes:

A Survey with Special References to Human Capital Approach," JourLIal of
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Table 4-13

Households with Husband-Wife Earnings,
by Income Category, 1973

(Percent)

Income Category Percent with Husband-Wife Earnings

$0-99(i 0.0

1000-1999 2.0

2000-2999 1.6

3000-3999 11.1

4000-4999 11.9

5000-5999 14.2
6000-6999 23.7

7000-7999 30.5

8000-8999 27.7

9000-9999 30.4

10,000-14,99 43.9

15,000-24,999 55.8

25,000 and over 33.9

Analysis of the tremendous volume of research leads to the conclusion

that there arr . .ree d.!terminants of earnings: labor force participation,

wage rates, and time engaged in wo:-!1. activities. The effect of such

factors as race.r sex, education, and age on earnings esults from their

iafluence on one, two, or all three of these determinants.

ECCAOmic Literature 8 (March 1970): 1-26, is illustrative of some oi vaa

productivity factors and contains an excellent bibliography. Other

relevant articles and books are James Morgan et al, Income and Welfare

in the United States (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962);

James. Gwartney, "Discrimination and Income Differentials," American

Economic Review 63 (June 13'.): 396-408; Malcolm S. Cohen, "Sex Differences

in Compensation," Journal of Human Resources 8 (Fall 1973): 434-446;

Cynthia Lloyd, ed., Sex Discrimination, and the Division of Labor

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1975); Stanley Masters, "The
Effect of Educational Differences and Labor Market Discrimination on tfie'

Relative Earnings of Black Males," Journal of Human Resoutces 9 (Summer

1974): 342-360.
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Th-P influence of labor force participation is selfevident. Earn

ings come only from employment and, by definition, labor force

participation is a precondition for employmenL. Factors which influence

the labor force status of household heads as well as all household

members of working age affect the total household earnings. The

discussion of determinants of labor force participation in chapter 3

and the subsequent findings help explain differentials in earned income

among households.

The variations in labor force participation by age and sex are

particularly important in explaining the low income levels of elderly

households and female headed households. A similar conclusion seems

warranted with respect to the effect which age and sex differences

have on the distribution among racial groups, although the relatively

low labor force participation for Blacks by no means can account' f

the total variations in income. This is particularly true 1t
of the wide variations in earnings. It is necessary tc 1.cth

the determinants of wage rates and thk. .:7minants of hours 1,...rked

in order to construct an accurate pict..;- ..ilpact which earnings

have on income.

Wage Rates in the Rural South

The standard method of determining dhe effect of variables on wage

rates begins with classification of the varia'" s into three broad

groups: individual variables, labor market variles, and naional

variables.
8

In practice the three sets f factors are likely to be

highly intercorrela':ed.

8Albert Rees and George D. Shultz, Workers and Wages in an
Urban Labor Market (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1970);
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The estimating equations developed to determine the wage effect

of individual factors have usually explained no more than 30 to 40 per-

cent of the variation about the mean of the analyzed wage rates.
9 The

variables used to capture the individual effects are 17;enerally of the

following type: years in present job, race, age, sex, years of education,-

manpower development training, and marital status.
10

Individual

variables stress the importance of the human capital accumulation of the

individual. To some extent this approach reflects supply elements of

wage determination. However, it is inadequa - to assume that individual

characteristics represent inherent productivity. These variables may

also refleq..institutional characteristics, which may in turn reflect

elements of discrimination and payments above minimum levels required

to keep resduces in their present uses, more than mere productivity

of human capital.

The supply explanation of the functioning of labor markets assumes

a homogeneous labor force in which institutional rea-itLes of discrimina-

tion are ignored. The human capital approach introiiu:es the individual

characteristicsof the labor force into the problem.

Howard M. Wachtel and Charles Betsey, "Employment at Low Wages,"

Review of Economics and Sstistics 54 (May 1972): 121-129; and

Paul M. Ryscavage, "Measuring Union-Nonunion Earnings Differences,

Monthly Labor Review 97 (December 1974): 3-9.

9
Ibid.

10Exathples of the uses of these variables are given in: Robert J.

Flanagan, "Labor Force Experience, Job Turnover, and Racial Wage

Differentials," The Review of Economics and Statistics 56 (November

1974): 521-529; Morley Gunderson, "Impact of Government Training

Subsidies," Industrial Relatixis 13 (October 1974): 319-324; and

Jamas L. Stern, Kenneth A. Root, and Stephen M. Hills, "The Influence

of Social-Psychological Traits and Job Search Patterns of Workers

Affected by a Plant Closure," Industrial and Labor Relations Review 28

(October 1974): 103-121.
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The labor market factors usually refer to differences in industrial

mix among labor markets. This approach reflects demand elements of the

wage determination model. Factors that typically I,ave an impact on

wage structure are: occupation and industry, sizt.. of labor market,

geographic regicn of employment, and extent of union membership in the

labor market area.
11

The traditional demand function lsnores the effect of labor market

variables on the formation of 'ndividual wage rates. However, any

model of wage rate determination should take thr,e factors into

account.

Finally, national factors also have an impact on the;individual

wage rate. This can be represented in many ways, but one of the mor:e

obvious 4 the coincident movement of,employment and unemployment in

labor market areas across the United States. During a business ex-

pansion there tends to be a high positive corLelation among labor

market areas for changes in l,Ln employment and unemployment, a

tendency that suggests thstt underlying national forces have an impact

on individual wage rates.
12 However, the cross-sectional nature of the

data dictate that no attempt be made to catch the impact of national

and/or regional factors on local wage rates.

11
Examples of the use of these variables are found in Victor R.

Fuchs, "Hourly Earnings Differentials by Region and Size of City,"
Monthly Labor Review 90 (January 1967): 22-6; and Morley Gundorson,
"Training Subsidies and a Disadvantaged Worker: Regression with a
T..±mited Dependent Variable, " The Canadian Journal of Economics 7
(November 1974): 611-624.

1 2D. 12ffrey, E, ,'asetti, and L. King, "Economic Fluctuations in
a 1:.!LtLi..!giona1 Setting: A Bi-factor Analytic Approach," Journal of
Regic,nal Science 9 (December 1969): 397-404.
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In general, mean wage rates for heads of households in the rural

county study are considerably higher than for all employed individuals

16 years and over (see tables 4-14 and 4-15). However, there are four

exceptions: Black women in the Dodge, NaiChitoches, and Sunflower

labor market areas and Chicano women in the Starr lal-or market area.

Table 4-14

Mean Wage Rate by
County, Race, and Sex,

Those Employed - 16 Years and over

Wage Rate
(Dollars)

Sample Size
(Number)

Total $2.686 2765

Dodge 2.951 746

Anglo 3.154 595

Femalr 2.331 237

Male 3.699 358

Black 2.151 151

Female 1.935 68

MaTh 2.328 83

Natchitoches 2.961 616

Anglo 3.377 379

F...miale 2.687 138

Male 3.772 241

Black 2.219 234

Female 1.832 711

Male 2.569 123

Sunflower 2.486 720

Anglo 3.102 317 .

Female 2.512 127

Male 3.497 190

Black 2.001 403

Female 1.957 151

Male 2.027 252

Starr 2.358 683

Chicano ..7 2.358 683

Female 1.989 230

Male 2.546 453
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Table 4-15

Mean-Wage Rate by
County, Race, and Sex,

Employed Heads of Households

Wage Rate
(Dollars)

Sample ,size

(Number)

Total n.025 1661

Dodge 3.460 437
Anglo 3.760 351

Femaie 2.449 47
Male 3.963 304

Black 2.234 86
Female 1.565 19
Male 2.424 67

Natchitoches 3.339 376
Anglo 3.813 240

Female 2.820 30
Male 3.978 210

Black 2.364 134
Female 1.517 35
Male 2.664 99

Sunflower 2.663 454
Anglo 3.621 183

Female 2.701 22
Male 3.746 161

Black 2.016 271
Female 1.813 60
Male 2.074 211

Starr 2.660 394
Chicano 2.660 394

i7emale 1.953 31
Male 2.720 363

In contrast, Anglo female heads of hOusehnAds make higher Average wages

than employed Anglo women age 16 and over in the Dodge, Natchitoches,

and Sunflower labor market areas. It should be noted that the sample

of the Starr labor market area included all of the Spanish surname
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household heads and individuals.

Based on the preceding sections, it can be argued that minority

women who are heads of households have been forced to cut short their

education and take lower paying jobs in order to support their families.
*

The more stable family status of Anglo women probably results in fewer

Anglo women who are household heads at an early age. When Anglo women

do enter the labor force, their educational background is superior to

that of Black female heads of households.

In all cases, as shown in tables 4-14 and 4-15, Anglo mean wages

exceed mean wages for Blacks. Also, the dispersion of wage rates for

Anglos is much greater than that for Blacks. This indicates that Black

wages tend.to be concentrated a the lower wage levels.

Fairly large wage rate differences also exist between men and

women of the same race or cultural background with the exception of

Blacks in Sunflower County. It also should be noted that in the

-predominantly Black Sunflower labor area and in the largely Chicano

Starr labor market area, the mean wages are less than those in the

predominantly Anglo labor market areas.

It is apparent from table 4-16 that the average mean wagc.

directly related to years of education. In each of the four labo,.

-
market areas the differentials in wage rates associated with educational

attainment are significantly large. In all four labor market areas,

wage rates are significantly higher for heads of households than for other

individuals at a given level of attained education. This probably

reflects the fact that household heads having the same educational

level as individuals generally would have been employed lc. ger in

their present jobs. For household heads it appears that wage differences
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Table 4-16

Mean Hourly Wage Rate, Heads of Household and
Individuals 16 Years of Age and Over by Years

of Education by County

Yeai's of Education

lotal

Dodge
1-7 years
8=12 years
13-26 years

Natchitoches
1-7'lyears

8-12 years
13-26 years

Sunflower
1-7 years
8-12 years
13-26 years

Starr
1-7 7ars
8-12 years
13-26 years

Employed
Heads of4Households

Employed
Age 16 Years and Over

Wages . Nutber Wages Nutber

$3.025 1551 $2.686 2765

3.460 437 2.951 746

2.591 105 2.371 128

3.585 277 2.894 515

4.488- 55 3.903 103

3.339 376 2.961 616

2.439 93 2.256 109

3.151 134 2.691 334

4.533 99 3.928 173

2.663 454 2.486 720

1.863 159 1.827 196

2.821 239 2.520 412

4.259 56 3.511 112

2.660 394 2.358 683

1.811 179 1.748 246

2.873 153 2.343 304

4.584 62 3.523 133

are minor across labor market areas.

More specifically, headOf households in the largely Anglo Dodge

labor market area with 1 to 7 years of education receive an average

$2.59 per hour. In the Sunflower labor market area, which is largely

Black, the corresponding wage rate is $1 86. For persons having some

college training, the average wa6 rate in the Dodge labor market area

is $4.49, as opposed to $4.26 in the Sunflower labor market area.

This closing of the wage gap between Anglos and minorities., result-

ing from education, occurs only in the case of heads of households.
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Mean wage rates of employed persons 16 years and older show differentials

at all educational levels.

The Wage Determination Model

The model to be investigated is of the form:

(1) W = f (C, L)

where W is the individual wage rate, C is a matrix of individual

characteristic variables, and L is a matrix of local labor market

variables. The variables in C consist of continuous variables repre-

senting age, years in present job, and years of education as well as

qualitative (dummy) variables representing race, marital status, job

training status, job status, receipt of payments in kind, number of

jobs held, health status, and receipt of cash for farm work. The

variables in L consist of dummy variables representing local labor

market conditions and industrial structure.

The method employed to estimatb (1) is that of ordinary least

squares for multiple linear regression. The specific variables

utilized are:

= Wage rate

A = Age

YE = Years of education

YPJ = Years in present job

DOD = Dummy variable for Dodge County labor market; DOD = 1 if Dodge .

County, 0 otherwise

NATD = Dummy variable for Natchitoches Parish labor market; NATD = 1
if Natchitoches Parish, 0 otherwise

SUND = Dummy variable for Sunflower County labor market; SUND = 1 if
Sunflower County, 0 otherwise

DOD = NATD = SUND = 0 if Starr County labor market
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MD = Dummy variable for male, MD = 1 if male, 0 otherwise

WD = Dummy variable for Anglo, WD = 1 if White, 0 otherwise

BD = Dummy variable for Black, BD = 1 if Black, 0 otherwise

WB = BD = 0 if Chicano

MAD = Dummy variable for marital status; MAD = 1 if married,
0 otherwise

CJTD = Dummy variable for job training status, CJTD = 1 if training
completed, 0 otherwise

ETD = Dummy variable for job status; FTD = I V: employed full time
(over 35 hours per week), 0 otherwise

PKD, = Dummy variable for payments in kind; PKD = 1 if received pay-
ments in kind, 0 otherwise

SJD = Dummy variable for second job; SJD = 1 if held second job,
0 otherwise

HPD = Dummy variable for health problem; HPD = 1 if experiencing
health prcblems, 0 otherwise

FWPD = Dummy variable for farm work for pay; FWPD = 1 if receiving
farm work pay, 0 otherwise

IAD = Dummy variable for.agricultural industry; IAD = 1 if employed
in agriculture, 0 otherwise

IED = Dummy variable for mining induatry; IED = 1 if employed in
mining, 0 otherwise

ICD = Dummy variable for.construction industry; ICD = 1 if employed
in construction, 0 otherwise

IMD = Dummy variable for manufacturing industry; IMD = 1 if employed
in manufacturing, 0 otherwise

ITD = Dummy variable for transportation industry; ITD = 1 if employed
in transportation, 0 otherwise

IWD = Dummy variable for wholesale trade industry; IWD = 1 if employ-
ed in wholesale trade, 0 otherwise

IRD = Dummy variable for retail trade industry; IRD = 1 if employed
in retail trade, 0 otherwise

IFT = Dummy variable for finance industry; IFD = 1 if employed in
finance, 0 otherwise
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ISD = Dummy variable for service industry; ISD = 1 if employed in
service, 0 otherwise

The linear stochastic form of (1) is:

(2)W.=B + B A. + B YE. + B YPJ. + B DOD + B NATD. + B SUND. +1 011213 1 4i5 1 6 1

B MD. + B WD. + B BD. + B MAD. + B CJTD. + B FTD + B PKD. +
7 8 9 10 1 11 1 12 i 13 1

B14Bai + B15HPDi
B16FWPDi

+ B17IADi + B18IEDi + B19ICDi +

B IMD. + B ITD. + B IWD + B IRD + B IFD + B ISD + u
20 1 21 1 22 i 23 i 24 i 25 i i

where u. is a stochastic error term. An equation of the form (2) is
1

estimated for employed heads of household and for employed individuals

(16 years and over). In addition, (2) is computed for the individual

counties utilizing each of the two sets of data.

Wage Rates for Employed Heads of Households

Table 4-17 presents the results of the wage equation for employed

heads of households for the combined labor market areas. The equation

explains about 42 percent of the variation in individual wage rates.

The overall F-ratio is significant at the 1 percent level, and the

standard error of the estimate is $1.41. The average wage rate for

all four labor market areas is $3.03. The present study uses three

continuous independent variables, two of which proved to be significant,

and 22 dummy variables. Eleven of the dummy variables are significant

at either the 5 or 1 percent level. Of the 25 independent variables

used in this analysis, the coefficients of the two variables FTD (job

status) and FWPD (farm work for pay) carry a sign that requires

further explanation. All of the other independent variables have the

expected sign.

In the case of FTD, the regression coefficient of -.00480 indicates

that household heads reporting full-time employment received $.0048 less
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Table 4-17

Regression Results -- Relation Between the
Wage Rate of Employed Heads of Households

in Rural Areas to Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable Regression Coefficient t-value

Constant 0.25505

A 0.00260 0.76470

YE 0.16364 15.93379*

-YPJ 0.06792 7.80690*

DOD 0.25012 1.00952

NATD 0.29392 1.18421

SUND 0.2:1965 0.88348

MD 0.64455 3.57111*

WD 0.44452 1.83785

BD -0.32873 -1.29488

MAD 0.40039 2.475(6**

CJTD 0.16125 1.54810

FTD -0.00480 -0.03976

PKD -0.31298 -2.6585 *

SJD -0.07466 -0.48605

HPD -0.23786 -1.99196**

FWPD -0.28879 -2.06323**

IAD -0.66035 -4.24799*

IED -0.12937 -0.50654

ICD 0.12666 0.78827

IND -0.64572 -4.92728*

ITD -0.33607 -1.58554

IVID -1.01443 -4.77784*

IRD -1.03428 -7.75671*

IFD 0.68953 2.47827**

ISD -0.59209 -4.68945*

2 , .

NOTE: R = .42289; S -!= 1.4138; F-Ratio = 45575*

*Significant at the .01 level.

**Significant at the .05 level.

per hour than individuals reporting part-time employment; this appears

to be inconsistent. However, the small t-value recorded for this
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coefficient indicates that little meaning can be attached to this

perverse sign. The FWPD coefficient of -0.28879 indicates that, all

other things equal, an individual receiving cash payments for farm

work made $0.28879 per hour less than a person who did not do any farm

work for cash wages. In this case, the coefficient is highly significant.

The probable explanation is that individuals employed at lower wage

rates are more likely to seek outside employment or second jobs.

Individuals in rural areas who engage in seasonal agricvl.tural work

receive low wages and are likely to supplement their regular income

through off-season nonagricultural employment.

The three Continuoue-variables used in this analysis, A (age),

YE (years of education), and YPJ (years at present job), are typically

viewed as important explanatory variables in explaining the variation

in individual wage rates. However, in the presence of all independent

variables, the age of the head of household (A) proves not to be a

significant variable.

On the other hand, the human capital variables, years of education

and years in present job, are highly significant. Each year of education

adds $0.16364 to the hourly wage scale of employed workers, and the

longevity of the worker in his present job accounts for $0.06792 per

hour for each year of seniority.

The 22 dummy variables represent two distinct forces at work in

determining the individual wage rates in the four labor market areas.

The following dummy variables reflect individual influences on the

wage rates of heads of households: MD, WD, BD, MAD, CJTD, FTD, PKD, SJD,

HPD, d IWPD. Five of these dummy variables proved to he significant

at the 5 and 1 percent levels; they were MAD, MD, PKD, HPD, and FWPD.
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The married head of household makes 40 cents an hour more than zhe

unmarried household head, and the male household head averages 64 cents

per hour more than a female head of household, after the other independent

variables have been taken into account. Household heads receiving

payments in kind earn an average of 31 cents an hour less than persons

who work only for cash payments. Household heads experiencing health

problems typically make about 24 cents an hour less than persons without

health problems. Heads of households receiving pay for farm work make

29 cents an hour less than other workers.

Here again the importance of the human capital variables is

evident in the form of the reduced average wages of workers with health

problems. However, the most important dummy variables in this analysis

reflect institutional factors rather than human capital. Clearly, sax

and marital status have a major impact on the wage rates of heads of

households.

Twelve dummy variables show the effect of the local labor market

and the industrial structure on the wage rate of head of households.

None of the specific labor market dummies proved to be significant;

but of the industrial structure variables, IAD, IND, TWD, IRD IFD, and

ISD were significant at the 5 or 1 percent levels. The contribution

of the nine industrial dummy variables is calculated using the

government sector as the base. A regression coefficient of -.66035

means tha an agricultural worker, on average, makes about 66 cents

per hour less than an individual working in government. On the other

hand, a houGehold hPad employed in the finance sector makes about 69

cents an hour more than a person employed in the government sector.
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Despite the fact that the four rural labor market areas were

drawn from very diverse geographic surroundings, the labor market did

not exert a significant impact on head of household wage rates. One

might have expected that Starr County with its heavy concentration of

Chicanos and Sunflower County with its large Black population would

have had labor market characteristics different from the predominantly

Anglo Dodge County and Natchitoches Parish. However, from this analysis

there is every indication that low income rural counties in the South-

west and Southeast are homogeneous with regard to the workings of the

labor market. This was confirmed by the labor market wage equations

estimated for the individual labor market areas (see appendix tables

1 - 4).

Two differences between the county equations and the total

equations melit brief comment. One of the salient differences between

the'individual labor market equations and the composite estimating

equations is the significance of the race variable. Where wage rates

for heads of households are lowest, a significant difference in wages

exists between Anglos and Blacks in Sunflower and between Anglos and

Chicanos in Starr labor market areas. A simile: wage difference,

also statistically significant, exists between Anplos

the Dodge lgbor market areas.

The job training status variable

and Blacks in

shows interesting differences

among the four labor market areas. The regression coefficient is

highly significant for the Dodge laor market area but ic not sig-

nificant in the other three Apparently either there are higher

quality labor inputi; to training programs in the Dodge labor market

area relative to the other three areas or management in the Dodge area
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has a greater appreciation of worker training programs. Specifically,

training in the Dodge labor market area was worth, on average, a $.54

an hour pay differential.

Wage Rates for Employed (16 Years and Over) Individuals

The composite estimating equation for employed individuals presented

in table 4-18 explains about 41 percent of the variation in wage iates.

In general, the regression conefficients are similar in size and sign

to those for employed heads of households. However, there are several

exceptions which require explanation.

The age variable is significant in explaining wage rates for

employed individuals, but the regression coefficient is quite small

in this case, adding only $.006 to wage rates for each year of age.

This variable is not significant for heads of households.

The coefficient of the sex variable is significant for both

employed individuals and household heads. However, the wage differential

is much larger in the case of employed individuals. Employed male

workers make about $.89 more than their female counterparts; in the

case of employed heads of households, men make approximately $.64 more

than women. This difference is due in part to the fact that employed

women are likely to be secondary wage earners with less attachment to

the labor force and receiving lower wages.

Training programs do not significantly increase the earnings of

employed heads of households. However, employed individuals significantly

benefit from such programs.

There appears to be one significant difference among the industrial

dummy variables. The finance sector dummy variable does not possess a
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Table 4-18

Regression Results -- Relation Between the

Wage Rate of Employed Individuals (16 Years and Over)

in Rural Areas and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable Regression Coefficient t-value

Constant -0.16128

A 0.00690 2.92373*

YE 0.15670 20.35065*

YPJ 0.06611 30.13957*

DOD 0.26164 1.43901

NATD 0.31975 1.76921

SUND 0.20600 1.14597

MD 0.88973 14.50729*

WD 0.26838 1.52212

BD -0.26746 -1.46121

MAD 0.32553 5.19601

CJTD 0.22135 2.80048*

ETD -0.01790 -0.21211

PKD -0.22500 -2.46412

SJD 0.03256 0.24590

iii'D
-0.22978 -2.46043**

IAD -0.75379 -7.72168*

IED 0.02437 0.10919

ICD 0.19044 1.48746

IMB -0.49616 -5.36215**

ITD -0.21056 -1.29225

IWD -0.77897 -4.61366**

IRD -0.87962 -9.55797**

IFD 0.17725 0.99926

ISD -0.45017 -5.32809**

NOTE: R2 = .48045; S
e
= 1.2677; F-Ratio = 71.504*; n = 2510

*Significant at the .01 level.

**Significant at the .05 level.
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significant coefficient for employed individuals. This reflects the

fact that individuals are employed in the lower paying jobs in the

finance sector, even though the finance sector in rural areas is

characterized as a high wage industry.

It should be noted that the variable "farm work for pay" was not

included in the analysis of employed individuals. This variable did

appear in the Wage regression for employed heads of households and

was statistically significant.

The regression results for employed individuals for each of the

four labor market areas are found in the appendix, tables 5 to 8.

Generally, these individual wage equations are in line with composite

findings.

The results strongly support a hypothesis already formulated in

chapter 3 that substantial racial and sex discrimination exists in

rural Southern labor markets. Such a finding leadS to the conclusion

that much of the income differences, particularly between Anglos and

Blacks, is not based on productivity differences. The surprising lack

of significance attached to the training variable as a factor in

explaining the wage rate of household heads holds an important implica-

tion for manpower policy.

Time Worked in Rural Labor Markets

One important aspect of labor market experience involves the

amount of work time an individual participant may choose within a given

time frame. Traditional economic theory views this aspect of labor

market behavior as a voluntary worker choice between income and leisure.

It is obviously important to investigate the nature of the process by
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Whieh.the work-leisure
decision is made. Uowever, it

perhaps is of

more value to try to identify those factors which limit or restrict

a worker in this
decision and to estimate the nature and degree of

their impact on actual work time.

In this study the atalysis of work time was divided intel tw,:k

parts: hours worked per week and weeks
worked per year. This decision

was dictated
partially by the nature of the data and partially by the

belief that factors affer.ting
the number of hours worked per week, such

Ps child care responsibilities,
avail1bility of overtime, and certain

types of health restrictions,
probably were different from the factors

which determined the number of weeks worked in a year,
particularly in

a rural area.

Hours of Work

Hours of work preference of rural residents have not been specif-

ically examined;
however, there are two urban studies on this topic.

13

These have concentrated on explaining the variation in working hours of

the general population,
although some of the earlier

inquiries were

undertaken to
discover if the supply curve for labor is backward bending.

13Raymond J. Struyke, "Explaining
Variations in Hourly Wage Rates

of Urban Minority Group Females," Journal of Human Resources 8 (Summer

1973): 349-364;
and C. Russell Hill, "The Determinants of Labor Supply

for the Urban Working Poor," in Income Maintenance and Labor Supply,

ed. Glen Cain and HarOld Watxs (Chicago:
Rand McNally,

1973) pp 182-204.

14For example, see. Clarence D. Long, The Labor Force Under Changing

Income and tmployment
(Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1958);

T.A. Finegan,
"Hours of Work in the U.S.: A Cross Sectional Analysis,"

Journal of Political Economy 70 (October 1962): 452-470; Paul H. Douglas,

The Theory of Wages (New York: The MacMillan Company,
1934), Chapter

12; and Sherwin Rosen, "On the Interindustry Wage and Hours Structure,"

Journal of Political Economy 77 (March/April
1969): 249-273.
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Generally, their findings supported this notion. 15
Others have

estimated the hours of work function in an effort to isolate a dynamic

16component in the discouraged worker effect.

More recently, the determinants of hours of work have come under

more intensive investigation as policy-makers have sought to discover

the effect on work effort of a guaranteed annual income scheme such as

the negative income tax. 17
For the most part, these investigations

used micro data from the 1967 Survey-of Economic Opportunity. The

consensus of findings supports the econemist's presumption that positive

income transfers will increase a person's consumption of leisure (o

cause him to work less).
18

However, there is considerable disagreement

over the magnitude of this income effect. 19

The studies mentioned above do have one methodological advantage

over this one. The hours of work variable was collected in continuous

form.
90

The data in the rural sample, on the other hand, were collected

on a categorical bas:.s. The three categories are: (1) 1-34 hours,

15
However, alternative evidence has been found; in addition, the

econometric techniques used by some authors have come under. attack.
Note, for examrle, Martin S. io16stein, "Estimating the Supply Curve
of Working Hours," Oxford Economic Paper 20 (March 1968) 74-80; and
A.C.-Rayner, "On the Identification of the Supply Curve of Working
Hours," Oxford Economic Papers 21 (July 1969): 293-298.

16
Stuart O. Schweitzer and Ralph E. Smith, "The Persistence of

the Discouraged Worker Effect," Industrial and Labor Relation Review
27 (January 1974): 249-260.

PP

17Glen Cain and Harold Watts, Income Maintenance and Labor Supply.

18
Cain and Watts, "Toward A Summary and Synthesis of the Evidence,"

328-367.

19
Ibid., pp. 331-340.

20
However, in many cases hours worked were estimated rather than

secured directly from the interviewee.
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(2) 35-48 hours, and (3) 49+ hours.

Such a data configuration suggests basically two approaches to

analyzing rural hours of work preferences. One can use a cross-tabular

presentation. Although useful, this approach makes it difficult to hold

constant all the important factors influencing hours of work so that the

influence of any one variab?: might be determined. Nonetheless, the

cross-tabular approach is used for descripti,.a purposes. A greater

reliance will be placed on regression analysis, as this method makes a

more rigorous allowance for ceteris paribus factors.

Variations in Hours Worked

Approximately 55 percL-,t (1,864) of the household heads interviewed

during this study reported that they were employed. These individuals

were asked how many hours they worked at all jobs in the week prior to

the interview. The responses were tabulated in the categories mentioned

above. Useful replies were secured from 1;760 household heads -- 1,516

men and 244 women.

The breakdown of weekly hours worked by sex is shown in table 4-19.

Table 4-19

Distribution of Hours Worked per Week, by Sex
Rural Household Heads, 1973

(Percent)

Hours
Worked

Sex

Male Female

1 - 34 13.6 31.2

35-43 62.1 58.6

49 + 24.3 10.2

Total (number) (1,516) (244)

Not surprisingly, the data indicate that men tend to work longer hours

than women. Although the percentage working in the standard work week
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range (35-48 hours) is quite close, a significantly smaller percentage

of men work short hours (13.6 percent versus 31.2 percent for women),

and a larger percentage work long hours (24.3 percent versus 10.2

percent for women). No doubt, part of this variance in working hours

can be attributed to th9 additional nonmarket house care responsibilities

of the women. However, all female household heads in this sample, by

definition, are unmarried,
21

so the variance in work behavior across

sexes cannot be attributed wholly to differences in family responsibili-

ties. It may be due to sex discrimination, differentials in health

problems, education, training, and/or age.

Distinct differences in hours worked also occur across race lines.

Table 4-20 shows that Anglo§ tend to work longer hours than Chicanos,'

Table 4-20

Distribution of Hours Worked per Week, by Race
Rural Household Heads, 1973

(Percent)

Hours
'Worked

Race
Anglo Chicano Black

1 34 8.8 16.1 29.4

35-48 60.0 65.8 61.0

49 + 31.2 18.1 9.6

Sample size (number) (886) (392) (479)

NOTE: The sum of sample sizes across race :,.'nes totals only 1,757
because'the race of three individuals did not fit in the three catego-
ries of the table.

and Chicanos work longer hours than Blacks. The distributions by race

in table 4-20 are virtually tl'e same across the four counties. The

percentage of persons working in the standard work week range is

21
In accordance with the prevailing U.S. Cepsus definition, married

women are not considered household heads except under certain selective
circumstances (e.g., if the husband is overseas, in the military).
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basically the same between races. It is at the extreme ends that the

differences occur. Anglos tend to have a much higher percentage working

"overtime" hours (31.2 percent as compared with 18.1 percent and 9.6

percent for Chicanos and Blacks, respectively). Once again, it is not

possible to tell via cross-tabular analysis if these differences are

due to racial discrimination, or variances in human capital embodiments,

and/or diverse preferences for leisure.

It is conventionally assumed that younger and older workers have

a greater preference for leisure time than do prime age workers and that,

as a result, younger and older workers tend to work fewer hours per

week. To a small extent the rural data reveal such a phenomenon. In

table 4-21 the breakdown of hours worked by age and sex is illustrated.

Table 4-21

Distribution of Hours Wbrked Per Week by Household Head

By Age and Sex
(Percent)

Hours Age

Worked 16-19 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Males
1 - 34 0.0 15.5 13.1 11.6 11.9 17.3 30.7

35-48 62.5 68.2 58.5 61.8 64.3 62.8 50.7

49 + 37.5 16.3 28.4 26.6 23.8 19.9 18.6

Sample size (8) (110) (352) (361) (344) (277) (75)

Females
1 - 34 26.7 25.0 22.8 36.1 29.5 65.0

35-48 66.7 68.2 65.8 50.0 63.9 25.0

49 + 6.6 6.8 11.4 13.9 6.6 10.0

Sample size (-) (15) (44) (35) (72) (61) (20)

There are few young (16-24) household heads in the sample. With the

exception of the eight teenage men, the younger household heads do tend

to work fewer hours per week than those in the middle age range. The
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differences, however, are slight. The variances for older workers on

the other hand -- particularly those 65 years of age and older -- are

more gross. Some 31 percent of elderly men and 65 percent of elderly

women work 1-34 hours per week. Those persons of both sexes aged

55-64 also tend to work significantly fewer hours per week than the

prime age workers.

One way in which workers cm satisfy their preferences for hours

of work is through occupational and industrial mobility. It is apparent

from the figures in table 4-22 that when one looks"across occupations in

Table 4-22

Hours Worked per Week by Household Heads
by Occupations,

(Percent)
1973

Hours Worked

Occupation 1 - 34 35 - 48 49 +

Professional 4.6 70.4 25.0

Administration and managerial 5.7 59.3 35.1

Clerical and technical 9.7 77.4 12.9

Sales 9.9 54.3 35.8

Domestic service 67.3 26.5 6.1

Food and beverage preparation 31.0 54.8 14.3

Service workers 19.0 61.2 19.8

Plant farming 35.5 44.7 19.7

Animal farming 15.6 51.1 33.3

Misc, agriculture, forestry, and
fishing

17.0 45.2 37.8

Manufacturing: new materials
processing

10.0 73.3 16.7

Manufacturing: durables 11.5 71.0 17.6

Manufacturing: assembly production 5.6 79.4 15.1

Construction trades 20.7 68.4 10.9

Transportation 15.0 59.4 25.6

Packaging 4.7 81.4 14.0

Mining, logging, extraction 26.7 46.7 26.7
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these four rural counties, considerable dispersion exists in the typical

work hours. Short work weeks (less than 35 hours) appear to be common

in plant farming, food and beverage preparation, mining-logging-

extraction, and construction trades. The domestic service occupation is

almost totally a short work week field and, no doubt, is comprised mainly

of females.

Several occupations also exist in which overtime hours can be

worked,
22 including miscellaneous agricultural pursuits, animal farming,

sales, and the administrative-managerial fields. Most occupations had

the largest percentage of their members working in the standard work

week range. Only four occupations -- domestic services, mining-logging-

extraction, miscellaneous agriculture, and plant farming L- had less than

50 percent of their members within the standard work week range.

In table 4-23 the distribution of hours worked within broad

industrial classifications is shown. The table yields several interesting

findings. First, the government and transportation-communication-public

utilities fields are almost totally standard work week industries.

Apparently the institutional character of these industries allows little

in the way of overtime or short-time work. Second, overtime work seems

common in both wholesale and retail trade and in the mining industries.

It is not unusual to firA work in the mining sector -- particularly

petroleum extraction -- to be seven-day a week shift work. Finally,

short work weeks are most common in construction, manufacturing, services,

and finance-insurance-real estate.

22An overtime wage premium is not always paid, however. Less than

10 percent of the household heads reported receiving a premium wage for

overtime work. It should be noted that agricultural workers are still

not covered by the overtime pravision of the Fair Labor Standards Act,

as amended.
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Table 4-23

Hours Worked by Household Heads, by Industry, 1973
(Percent)

Industry
Hours Worked Sample

Size1-34 35-48 49+

Mining 5.6 61.1 33.3 (36)

Construction 27.3 58.6 14.1 (128)
Manufacturing 15.5 59.8 24.7 (219)

Transports-ion-Communication-
Public Utilities

0.0 85.7 14.3 (56)

Wholesale trade 8.1 54.8 37.1 (62)

Retail trade 6.4 56.8 36.8 (185)

Finance-Insurance-Real Estate 12.4 68.8 18.8 (32)

Service 13.3 67.0 19.7 (188)
Government 6.6 78.7 14.7 (273)

Other 16.7 66.6 16.7 (6)

Causes of Variation in Hours Worked

An important weLAness of :1:oss-tabular analysis is that in

analyzing the influence on hours worked of any one factor (such as race),

it is difficult to hold constant other influences without the tool

becoming cumbersome and unwieldly. Because of data tabulation problems,

i. was necessary to assign some value to the dependent variable for each

category. The following values were chosen:

Category (hours) Assigned Value

1 - 34 30

35-48 41

49 + 52

Theregression model designed to isolate the determinants of hours

of work in rural labor markets is of the following form:
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[11 HOURS = ao + alWAGE + a20Y +.a3SEX + a4ANGLO + a5BLACX +

a6ED + a7WED + a8HEALTH + a9YOUNG + aloOLD +

allOTIME + a12SECJOB + a13DODGE + a14SUN + a 5NATCH + u

Traditional work-leisure analysis suggests that the number of hours

people work is dependent on the wage (WAGE) they receive. The direction

of causation, however, is ambiguous. An increase in the' wage rate

increases the price of leisure time and thereby induces the ' a.

to work more. This is called the substitption effect. On the other

hand, a wage increase raises real income and, since leisure is a normal

good, the person is induced to purchase more of it (i.e., he works less).

This is the income effect of a wage change. Thus, the effect of a wage

change on hours worked depends on the relative strengths of the income

and substitution effects. OY (1 if the person has income from sources

other than his job; 0 otherwise) should be negatively related to hours

worked, since "other income" has a pure income effect on work effort.

Sex and racial discrimination in the market place may also influence

hours worked. Women and racial minorities are more likely to find

employment in the more menial, dirty, And/or unrewarding jobs. Conse-

quently, their preferences for working longer hours could be diminished ,

by this factor. Also, to the extent that Blacks and Chicanos are

discriminated against in how they spend their money -- through

restrictions on hotels, restaurants, and entertainment activities they

can comfortably attend -- the payoff to work effort is reduced and they

are induced to work fewer hours. To capture the effects of sex discrim-

ination, SEX (1 = male; 0 = female) is included in the regression

equation. Two racial variables are included to isolate the effects of

racial discrimination -- ANGLO (1 = Anglo; 0 = non-Anglo) and BLACK
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(1 = Black; 0 = non-Black). Since Chicanos is the omitted racial

category, the analysis measures via the coefficients on ANGLO and BLACK

how the work hours behavior of these two groups compares with that of

Chicanos.

Finnegan has suggested that the more educated the person, the more

pleasant and rewarding the job for which he is eligible; hence the longer

the hours he would be willing to work.
23

ED -- the number of years of

formal education attained -- is used to control for this effect. Married

household heads (WED = 1 if married; 0 otherwise), because of their

greater financial responsibilities, would be expected to desire more

hours of work per week than unmarried household heads. Poor health

should have a detrimental effect on work effort. To account for this

variable, HEALTH (1 = had a health problem; 0 otherwise) was created. It

was argued earlier that younger and older persons have a greater

preference for leisure time than do prime age individuals. YOUNG (1 if

age 16-24; 0 otherwise) and OLD (1 if age 54+; P otherwise) are dummy

variables designed to test this hypothesis.

Generally speaking, it would be expected that if a person is paid

a premium wage for overtime hours the person will work more.
24

OTIME

(1 = premium paid for overtime work; 0 otherwise) is a premium wage

23
Finnegan, "Hours of Work in the U.S.: A Cross Sectional Analysis,"

452-470.

24
This is not necessarilY the case. If a worker is a "leisure-

preferrer,"he may not respond to this inducement. For a theoretical
treatment of this case,see Leon Moses, "Income, Leisure, and Wage
Pressure," Economic Journal 72 (June 1962): 320-334, and Richard Perlman,
"Observations on Overtime and Moonlighting," Southern Economic Journal
33 (October 1966): 237-244.
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variable. Based on evidence from a study of the general population,
25

longer work hours also are presumed to be positively asso,iated with

moonlighting (SECJOB = 1 if had a second job; 0 otherwise).

Finally, it might be argued that differences in economic conditions

in the four counties at the time of the survey may have some marginal

influence on hours worked. County location dummy variables -- DODGE,

SUN, and NATCH -- were inserted in the regression equation for all but

Starr County. Thus the coefficients on the county dummies are comparing

each county's effect on hours worked vis-a-vis Starr County.

It might be argued that occupational and industrial dummy variables

should be included in the regression rt5,-de1. Such variables have been

omitted because shifts between occupations and industries are the primary

vehiclesworkers use to satisfy their hours preferences. What this

suggests is that workers, in general, are able to find jobs consistent

with their hours preferences and that differences

26
systematic influence on their hours choice.

in demand have no

The empirical estimates of the coefficients in equation [1] are

shown in table 4-24. All of the variables which are significantly related

to hours have the expected signs. It is disappointing to find that

neither WAGE nor OY is related to hours at acceptable confidence levels.

It would have been useful to observe how rural workers might respond to

income transfers as compared with urban residents. The insignificance

25Vera C. Perrella, "Moonlighters: Their Motivations and Charac-

teristics," Monthly Labor Review 93 (August 1970): 62.

26This approach is consistent with the methodology followed in Cain

and Watts, Income Maintenance and Labor Supply.
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Table 4-24

Regression Coefficients for Hours Worked Equation

Independent Variaae Coefficient (t-values)

Constant 37.33

WAGE -0.18
(1.69)

OY 0.004

(0.75)

SEX 2.31
(3.01)*

WHITE 2.23
(2.14)**

BLACK -1.20
(1.09)

ED 0.23
(5.40)*

HEALTH -1.61
(3.18)*

WED 0.77
(1.11)

YOUNG -1.25
(2.13)**

OLD -0.99
(2.48)**

OTIME 1.05
(1.81)

SECJOB 2.73
(4.20)*

DODGE -0.61
(0.57)

SUN -0.26
(0.25)

NATCH -2.17
(2.05)**

R
2

.16

F ratio 19.58*
Sample size 1,604

Significant at the .01 level.

**
Significant at the .05 level.
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of OY suggests that sur.h transfers would have no effect on rural work

efforts. Two factots make u.s hesitant in concurring with that conclu-

sion. Both deal with the way OY is spec;fled in equation [1]. First,

OY is in dummy variable rather than continuous form. Inserting Cae

absolute value of OY might impart significance to its coefficient.

Second, OY does not include all the other income received by the family.

It includes earnings and transfer payments received by other members

of the family.

More satisfactory results were achieved with the other independent

variables. Regression aatimates irdicate that Nen work significantly

more hours per week than women. It is not possible to determine from

the data whether this difference is a result of sex discrimination on

the part of employers or a greater female preference for fewer hours.

The latter is quite possible in the rural sample as all female household

heads were unmarried and thus would have responsibility for house care

in addition to market work. Because of additional nonmarket responsibil-

ity, a woman may desire a short-hours job.
27

Differentials in hours worked also exist across racial lines after

controlling for other socioeconomic factors. Table 4-20 data show

Anglos working longer hours than Blacks or Chicanos. Once again, it is

not possible to determine directly whether this is due to the effects of

racial discrimination or to.a greater preference for leisure on the part

of the minority groups. The case is somewhat stronger for racial

27Gwartney and Stroup have found evidence on wage differentials
across sexes which can be attributed to female occupational preferences

rather than sex discrimination. James Gwartney and Richard Stroup,
"Measurement of Employment Discrimination According to Sex," Southern
Economic Journal 39 (April 1973): 575-587.
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discr:mization as no sci,mtific evidence of basic racial differences

in tastes for leisure time exists.

Poor health conditions turn out to have a significant negative

influence on hours worked. In chapter 3 it was shown that health also

is a critical factor in the labor force participation decision. It is

important 'co note that this factor remains important even after age is

held constailL across interviewees. That is, the significance of the

health variable cannot be attributed to a sample heavily weighted with

older people who are prone toward health problems.

Once other factors are held constant, younger and older members of

the rural work force tend to work fewer hours per week than their prime

age counterparts. Also, rural moonlighters tend to work more hours per

week than those who hold only one job. Both results are In keeping with

conclusions from other studies.
28

In addition, increases in educational

attainment have a slight positive effect on hours worked.

Finally, once other relevant worker characteristics are held

constant, res:Ldents of Natchitoches tend to work fewer hours per week

than do residents of the other three counties. There are no glaring

differences across counties in the occupational distribution of the rural

workers, so it can be presumed that the lower hours activity in

Natchitoches is due primarily to slightly poorer general economic condi-

tions at the time of the interview.

Weeks Worked

Most previous analyses dealing with time worked during a full year

have converted weeks per year into hours per year for purposes of

2
8See Perrella, "Moonlighters: Their Motivations and Characteristics";

and Schweitzer and Smith, "The Persistence of the Discouraged Worker
Effect."
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analysis. This adjustment has caused reservations concerning the results

in other studies. In the four-county sample, the nLture of the data is

such that the assumptions which would be required to transform weeks

wo:ked per year int hours per year are unwarranted. The following

section, therefore, analyzes the weeks worked by those in the household

survey for the primary purpose of identifying factors which cause

differences in weeks worked for subgroups of the sample.

Data on weeks worked for the nunrural South, for the Suuth as a

whole, or for the United States covering the year 1973 are not currently

available. Consequently, it is not possible to make direct comparisons

between such data and the results of the household survey. Census data

for the United States for 1969 do reveal that during that year over

58 percent of those 16 years of age and over worked 50 weeks or more;

18 percent worked less than 26 weeks. Similar figures for the household

sample are 41.9 percent and 43.9 percent, respectively. It is important,

therefore, to discuss why workers in the rural South work substantially

less in a year than is true for the country as a whole.

During 1973 the average number of weeks worked by members of the

household survey who worked at all was 43.8 weeks. This average hides

a substantial variation by county as follows: Dodge, 47.5 weeks;

Natchitoches, 44.9 weeks; Sunflower, 42.4 weeks;

Much of the variation between counties is due to

in two of the counties on agriculture as a major

and Starr, 40.4 weeks.

the greater dependence

employer. Both Starr

and Sunflower counties have relatively high percents of their labor

force employed in agriculture and, as should be expected, the percent of

agricultural workers who worked less than 48 weeks was greater than for

any other occupational category (see table 4-25). Further, Dodge, which

had the highest average weeks worked also was the most "industrialized"
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Table 4-25'

Distribution of Weeks Worked Within Occupations,
Household Heads*

(Percent)

Occupation Weeks Worked
1-12 13-24 25-34 35-44 45-48 49-52

Professional 0.0 1.3 8.3 8.3 2.5 79.0
Administration and managerial 1.5 1.5 3.6 2.6 2.1 88.7
Clerical and technical 0.0 1.1 1.1 5.4 4.3 87.1
Sales 0.0 2.4 3.6 3.6 3.6 86.9
Domestic service 8.9 10.7 5.4 3.6 5.4 60.7

Food and beverage preparation 9.1 6.8 18.2 9.1 2.3 50.0
Service workers 0.8 2.5 7.5 8.3 5.0 74.2
Plant farming 1.3 13.8 23.7 9.9 9.2 41.4
Animal farming 7.7 1.9 3.8 3.8 1.9 75.0
Misc, agriculture, forestry,
and fishing

1.5 2.9 8.1 4.4 4.4 77.9

Manufacturing: new materials
processing 1.7 3.3 1.7 3.3 6.7 83.3

Manufacturing: durables 0.8 2.3 4.5 8.3 3.0 81.1
Manufacturing: assembly production 0.8 0.8 5.6 2.4 3.2 87.2
Construction trades 3.4 4.6 13.1 9.1 7.4 62.3
Transportation 0.0 1.5 8.3 7.5 3.8 78.9

Packaging 2.3 7.0 2.3 4.7 4.7 76.7
Mining, logging, extraction 0.0 6.7 10.0 0.0 0.0 83.3

Excludes those who worked zero weeks.

of the survey counties. In fact, analysis of table 4-25 reveals an

expected pattern of weeks worked by occupation. Agriculture and

construction showed the largest percent with less than 25 weeks worked

and with 25-44 weeks worked, with most white-collar, manufacturing, and

extractive occupations having the highest percentage working more than

48 weeks per year.

Factors othrr than occupational distribution also are important in

determining weeks worked. Table 4-26 contains data on weeks worked by

race and sex. The figure which stands out most in the table is the

relatively large percentage of Anglos, both men and women, who worked
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Table 4-26

Weeks Worked by Sample Household Heads
by SOX by Race

(Percent)

Number of
Weeks

Male Female '

Anglo Chicano Black Anglo Chicano Black

25.6 23.4 29.4 64.8 74.4 56.9
1 - 12 1.3 5.2 4.4 1.6 5.6 9.4

13-24 1.9 6.9 6.2 1.9 5.6 3.2

25-34 4.2 13.7 2.7 4.4 1.7 6.2

35-44 3.5 5.2 6.0 3.3 1.1 2.7

45-48 2.1 1.2 4.0 1.6 1.1 1.9

59-52 61.5 40.8 39.6 22.3 10.6 19.7

N = (1,193) (612) (632) (364) (180) (371)

49-52 weeks. In the case of men, this reflects occupational differences

between Anglos and non-Anglos and may also reflect preferential work

treatment. Chicano women had the lowest percentage working 49-52 weeks

as well as the highest percentage working zero weeks. This probably

reflects the employment opportunities available to women in Starr County

but may also be indicative of cultural pressure against women working in

the Chicano community.

It also is relevant that a slightly higher percentage of Anglo Lhan

Black women worked 49-52 weeks, even though a significantly greater

percentage of Black women worked at some time during 1973. It is obvious

that in the rural South, minority household heads have substantially

greater difficulty obtaining year-round employment than do their Anglo

counterparts.

The high percentage of household heads who did not work at all

during 1973 as shown in table 4-26 is somewhat misleading in that age as

an influencing factor is not considered. The importance of age is shown
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by the following information: in 1973, 83.9 percent of the household

heads over 65 did not work at all, and only 9.2 percent worked 42 weeks

or more. As anticipated, of those who worked 42 weeks or more, the

greatest percentage fall in the 25-54 age category.

Although it would appear that one could conclude that race, age,

sex, and occupation were the major factors causing differences in weeks

worked, such an inference is not valid based on cross-tabular analysis

alone. In order to separate the impact of various factors on weeks

worked in 1973, the following regression model was formulated:

[2] WEEKS = b
0
+ b

1
WED + b

2
AGE +.b

3
BLACK + b

4
ANGLO + b

5
MALE + b

6
EDUC +

b
7
TRAIN + b

8
HEALTH + b

9
FTIME + u

The importance of the variables AGE, BLACK, ANGLO, and MALE has

previously been discussed.
29

WED, which takes the value of 1 if the

household head is married and zero otherwise, was included because the

pressure of family responsibilities should decrease the probability of

less than maximum available weeks worked voluntary. HEALTH (1 if head

has a health problem; 0 otherwise) was included because health problems

which cause entire weeks of no, work may be different from those causing

reduced hours per week. Thus, the results of the hours equation do not

assume a similar finding with respect to weeks worked.

The remaining three variables were included rather than occupational

variables. EDUC (years of education in continuous form) and TRAIN (1 if

head had skill training; 0 otherwise) along with race and sex are signifi-

cant factors in determining occupational status. It was decided to measure

these directly and, thereby, draw inferences as to occupational effects.

29
The variables assume rile same form as they did in the HOURS

equation.
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Table 4-27 contains the results of regression analysis on household

heads with the same hours worked. All signs are as expected, and the

results in general support the inferences drawn from the cross-tabular

analysis. The lack of significance of the variable MALE, although

Table 4-27

Regression Coefficients for Weeks Worked Equation

Independent Variable Coefficient (t-values)

Constant 19.79

WED 2.27
(-2.07)*

AGE 0.03
(1.26)

BLACK 1.86
(2.53)*

ANGLO 5.15
(7.41)**

MALE 2.24
(1.86)

EDUC 0.36
(5.11)**

TRAIN 1.63
(2.10)*

HEALTH -7.53
(9.99)**

R
2

.49

F ratio 52.46
Sample size 2,129

Significant a% the .05 level.
**

Significant at the .01 level.

unexpected, is probably an indication that occupational differences

between men and women may be more signifiEant than sex as a determinant

of weeks worked.

In general, the results of the preceding analysis are similar to

those found in other studies which have not concentrated on rural areas.
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It can be concluded that poor health is probably the'most significant

sinale factor causing less than full-time employment in terms of hours

worked per week as well as weeks worked.per year. This further high-

lights the difficulties which health problems present for rural southern.

families.

In terms of race and sex, minorities work lcss in hours and weeks.

Although in the case of women there is reason to believe that some of

the differential may be voluntary, there is strong support that

escrimination plays an important role.

The form of discrimination is important,lor it is unlikely that

tile differentials in hours and weeks worked result to any large degree

frODI overt discrimination. Rather, the results suggest that the important

factor is the occupational structure of Black, Chicano, Anglo, and

fem41e workers, which itself may be a function of past as well as present

casQrimination.

Transfer Income

Although earnings represented the major income source for the

majority of sample households, over half the households received some

incotlie from another source. Moreover, for 30 percent of the sLmple house-

holds, transfer income represented their entire 1973 income.

Othor Private Sources

Of the households in the rural sample, only 12 percent received

incottle via private transfer payments. More importantly, for no house-

holds did interest, rent, or private transfers represent the sole income

source. Table 4-28 shows the percent of households receiving other

private income by source. Several important facts can be inferred from

the data.
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Table 4-28

Households Receiving Other Private Income
by Race, 1973
(Percent)

Source Total Anglo Black Chicano

Interest payments 2.6 4.4 0.2 1.9

Rental income 2.8 4.2 1.3 1.8

Pensions 4.5 7.3 1.8 2.6

Gifts 2.1 2.5 '
0.9 0.5

Obviously, private transfers are associated primarily with the

Anglo segment of the population, as are the other two private sources.

Seventy-six percent of all private transfer payments went to Anglos in

1973, and almost three-quarters of all income associated with wealth

(Interest and rent) went to Anglos. What accumulated wealth does exist

in the rural sample is concentrated in a few Anglo households.

Mean income from all sources of private transfers was $2,621. The

mean for private pensions was $3,184. This figure ass-aaes importance

because, unlike earned income, it does not reduce Social Security

payment.s. Most households receiving a private pension also received

Social Security income. Like the other private transfers, pensions were

predominantly an Anglo phenomenon.

Government Transfers

Government transfers are important in the rural South not only

because they are received by such a large percentage of the population,

but also because they are the sole income source for a significant number

of households. Table 4-29 contains a breakdown of government transfer

programs and the percent of total households receiving each. Social

Security is the most important government transfer, with Old Age
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Table 4-29

Households Receiving Government Transfers
Income by Race,

(Percent)
1973

Source Total Anglo' Black Chicano

Social Security 28.3 30.7 29.4 20.8

Old Age Assistance 12.6 10.0 -17.6-- 13.8
Aid to Families With Dependent Children 6.9 2.1) 15.9 4.9
Veterans benefits 5.2 7.7 3.9 1.9

Aid to the Blind or Disabled . 3.8 2.8 5.4 3.5

Unemployment Insurance 0.9 1.0 1.3 0.9
Worker's Compensation 1.1 0.9 0.6 1.0

Assistance (OAA) second, a result not unexpected in light of the age

dfstribution of the sample. In addition, Social Security and OAA do

not have a significant racial bias in terms of percentage of each

racial group receiving income from these two sources. Chicanos are less

likely to be receiving Social Security than Anglos or Blacks, a fact

accounted for by a slightly "younger" age distribution and the concen-

tration of Chicanos in agriculture. Mean incomes from Social Security

and OAA are $1,844 and $1,124, respectively. In spite of these low mean

incomes, only 20 percent of the Social Security households were able to

supplement their income through earnings. Even for those households

with earnings, incomes were not increased substantially. In over 65

percent of the households, earnings were less than $2,000, which is below

the point at which earnings are penalized.

Unlike OAA and Social Security, AFDC, the third largest government

transfer program, consists mainly of Black recipient households (70

percent). The mean AFDC income ($1,143) was extremely low in light of

the fact that the program is designed exclusively for families with
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children under 18 years of age. Slightly over half the AFDC households

were able to supplement their income through earnings; but of these

households, 82 percent earned less than $2,000 in 1973. Perhaps the

most significant factor relating to AFDC as an income source is that

only 6.9 percent of the households were receiving income from this source

in a sample population with over a quarter of the households headed by

a woman.

The remaining sources of government transfer require little expla-

nation or evaluation with the possible exception of unemployment

insurance and worker's compensation. These are most notable by their

absence. The lack of these programs in the sample is attributable to

the industrial structure of the study areas; that is, the small amount

of employment covered under these programs relative to the nation as a

whole.

An attempt to evaluate transfer income in a manner similar to earned

income is difficult, if not impossible. Private transfers are largely

a function of accumulated wealth or, in the case of pensions; past

employment. Not only is it difficult to conceive of a manner in which

this income source could be utilized to improve the general income

position of the total population, but the absolute size of these income

sources renders them relatively unimportant.

A similar statement is not true with respect to government transfers.

They are a major income factor in the rural South, as reflected by the

sample. However, the factors which determine the level of government

transfers are generally unaffected by the actions of individual house-

holds, are a function of decisions made outside the rural South, and are

highly political in nature. A significant portion of the households find

that their annual incomes, in whole or in part, are beyond their ability
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to affect. Yet decisions made concerning various government transfer

programs have a substantial impact on the rural South. Further, because

of the numbers involved, the labor market effects of government transfer

programs in rural areas should receive considerable attention in,

decisions concerning changes in the benefit level or coverage of such

programs. In particular, given the extremely low benefit levels coupled

with the low household.income levels, the existing restrictions on

earned income need to be reevaluated.

-Discrimination in Southern Rural Labor Markets

The income comparisons made in the first section of this chapter

make it clear that significant differences exist between the income of

Anglo households and non-Anglo households, as well as between male

headed and female headed households. Subsequent analysis revealed that

much of this differential was the result of wage rate differentials which

could not be explained by productivity differences. One possible and

plausible explanation could be discrimination with respect to race and

sex. The considerable amount of literature which has developed since

the early 1960s leaves little doubt that labor market discrimination on

the basis of race.or_sex or both exists in many if not most segments of

the United States economy.
30

The exact nature and the extent of such

discrimination remains an area for which information is deficient. If

30
See, for example, Ray Marshall, "The Economics of Racial Discrim-

ination: A Survey," Journal of Economic Literature 12 (September 1974):
849-872; James Gwartney, "Discrimination and Income Differentials,"
American Economic Review 63 (June 1973); 396-408; Malcolm S. Cohen, "Sex
Differences in Compensation," Journal of Human Resources 6 (Fall 1971):
434-447; and Isabel V. Sawhill, "The Economics of Discrimination Against
Women: Some New Findings," Journal of Human Resources 8 (Summer 1973):
383-395. General discussions of the subject of discrimination against
non-Anglos in labor markets can be found in Orly Ashenfelter and Albert
Rees, eds., Discrimination in Labor Markets (Princeton University Press,
1973).
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any meaningful policy relating to labor market operations or economic

welfare in the rural South is to be formulated, the effect of discrimina-

tion on earnings and employment must be considered.

Wage Discrimination: Race
31

It is difficult, if not impossible, to isolate the effect of racial

discrimination on the economy of the rural South or on individual

members of minority groups who reside in the South. In the area of

current labor market activity, past discrimination may be as important

a factor as discrimination which is currently being practiced. However,

the nature and extent of pasediscrimination is difficult to measure.

Further, it can be argued that elimination of continued discriminatory

practices is of greater immediate importance in terms of short-run

improvements in economic welfare.

One possible measure of discrimination is the ratio of wages of

Blacks to wages of Anglos. Calculation of such a simple ratio for the

sample reveals that average wages for Black men are only 60 percent of

the average for Anglo men; the wage ratio of Black women to Anglo women is

78 percent. However, the purpose of measuring wage discrimination is

to isolate the differential which is solely the result of race. There-

fore, differentials which result from differences in productivity factors

not directly related to discrimination must be identified and removed

from the unadjusted difference.

The method utilized here to hold constant productivity differences

is ordinary least squares regression. By estimating the parameters of

31This section involves analysis of Anglo-Black differences only.
The concentration of Chicanos in a single county makes Anglo-Chicano
or Chicano-Black comparisons relatively meaningless.
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a wage equation, the influence of productivity differences can be

removed and an adjusted and meaningful wage ratio computed.

The adjusted ratio becomes the ratio of the sum of the coefficients

of the Black wage equation applied to mean values of the variables for

Anglos and'a similar computation involving the Anglo equation. If no

discrimination is present, the adjusted ratio would equal one. Devia-

tions of the ratio from unity can be interpreted as a relative measure

of discrimination in wage rates.
32

The form of the adjusted ratio is:

Adjusted Wage Ratio bl
ER..11

Ai
ER
Ai
M
Ai

where:

R
i

= ith coefficient from the regression equation

M. = mean value of independent variable

b is a subscript denoting Black

A is a subscript denoting Anglo

The following independent variables were entered into the wage

equations:

AGE = actual age

ED = years of formal education

YRSJ = years employed in present job

HEALTH = 1 if individual has a health problem; 0 otherwlse

TRAIN = 1 if individual has participated in a formal training
program; 0 otherwise

FARM = 1 if individual is employed in agriculture; 0 otherwise

FTIME = 1 if individual is a full-time employee.

32
For application of similar methodology to the problem of public

sector discrimination, see James E. Long, "Public-Private.Sector
Differences in Employment Discrimination," Southern Economic Journal 42
(October 1975): 89-96.
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The variables included in the equation were chosen not only because

they are generally accepted as influencing wages, principally through

productivity effects, but also because they are relatively free from the

direct effects of labor market discrimination. A variable which is

important in wage determination, occupational status, was not included

in the equation. The exclusion was necessary because of the strong

possibility that occupational status was directly affected by racial

discrimination in the labor market.

Four equations were used to estimate coefficient values: one for

Anglo men; one for Black men; one for Anglo women, and one far Black

women. The results of estimating the adjusted wage ratios are:

2.784

3.67/

Female Adjusted Ratio
2.26 - .915
2.47

In comparing the simple wage ratios with the adjusted ratios (.60

versus .76 for men and .78 versus .92 for women), it is clear that the

simple ratios overstate the extent of wage discrimination. Even after

adjustment, however, there is significant wage discrimination between

Anglo and Black men.

Male Adjusted Ratio .757

Occupational Discrimination

Overt discrimination in wage rates may not be the only source of

Black-Anglo wage differentials which result from current labor market

discrimination. Substantial discrimination which limits the occupational

choice of Blacks could account for part of the observed unadjusted wage

differential. To test the extent of occupational segregation between

Blacks and Anglos in the rural South, a linear probability approach

using regression analysis was ch:,sen. Utilizing a dichotomous dependent

variable (1 if in a given occupation; 0 otherwise), regressions were
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computed for thirteen occupational classes for each of the race-sex

groups. In addition-to a variable measuring racial probabilities (1 if

Black; 0 if Anglo), independent variables measuring the effect on

occupational status of age, education, and training were included in

the equation. The sign of the race coefficient will indicate the

direction of segregation if the coefficient is statistically significant.

The hypothesis that significant occupational segregation for both

men and women exists based on race is borne out by the results shown in

table 4-30. In general, Black men have a high probability of being in

a relatively low wage occupation. The probability of Black employment

is lower in such occupations as clerical, sales, and administrative and

higher in farm, services, and packaging.

For women, nine occupational categories were found to be affected

by racial discrimination. In general, Black women had a greater

probability of being in those occupations which are traditionally lower

paying with more restricted advancement opportunities. The glaring

exception was the category "professional." Black women had a signifi-

cantly greater probability than Anglos of being in this category. This

result may reflect the large number of elementary and secondary school

teachers and licensed practical nurses in the category as well as the

small absolute number Of "professionals" in the rural South.

Wage Discrimination: Sex

As significant as racial discrimination may be with respect to

wages, there appears to be substantial support for the position that

effect of sex discrimination is greater.
33

One study places the

33
See, for example, Isabel Sawhill, "The Economics of Discrimi-

nation Against Women: Some New Evidence," and James Gwartney and Richard
Stroup, "Measurement of Employment Discrimination According to Sex,"
Southern Economic Journal 38 (April 1973): 575-587.
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Table 4-30

Black-Anglo Estimates of Employment Probabilities

Coefficients

Occupation Male Regressions Female Regressions

Professional 0.0355 0.11324
(2.469)** (4.59)*

Administrative -.0623 -0.02077

(-3.45)* (1.41)

Services 0.0419 0.06306
(3.19)* (2.81)*

New materials manufacturing 0.0266 N.A.

(2.06)**

Clerical -0.0400 -0.25050

(-2.78)* (-9.63)*

Durables manufacturing -0.0369 -0.03231

(-2.01)** (-2.55)**

Assembly line workers -0.0450 -0.06342
(-2.634)* (-3.08)*

Construction -0.0256 0.00720

(-1.31) (1.70)

Transportation 0.0130 0.00692

(0.75) (0.88)

Package 0.0341 -0.02409
(3.02)* (-2.75)*

Food and beverage -.0039 0.07698
(-0.71) (4.13)

Farm 0.1012 -0.01206
(4.15)* (-1.57)

Sales -0.046 -0.06650
(-3.245)* (-3.77)*

Domestic service N.A. 0.06300
(2.81)*

NOTE: t-values are in parenthesis.

Significant at the .01 level.

**
Significant at the .05 level.
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estimated differential (adjusted for productivity differences) at
5534

The unadjusted male-female ratios for Anglos and Blacks, respec-

tively, are .67 and .86. This reflects less wage discrimination than

was found between racial groups. However, when productivity adjustments

are made in a manner similar to that utilized to investigate racial

wage differences, the res1-.1ting ratios are lower, not higher as would

ncrmally be expected. The adjusted ratio for Anglos is .65 and for

Blacks .70. The unadjusted ratios actually mask a superiority in

productivity-related factors on average among both Anglo and Black women.

Observations on Discrimination

Analysis of wage discrimination in the rural sample supports the

hypothesis that elimination of wage discrimination in the rural South

should lead to substantial earnings improvements for Black men and for

women regardless of race. The results of this analysis clearly indicate

that substantial efforts to find and remedy overt wage discrimination

between Black and Anglo women in the rural South will do little to

improve the earning capacity of Black women.

In terms of wage discrimination, the greatest problem for Black

women in the rural South is the same as that for Anglo women --

discrimination-on the basis of sex. It is the elimination of this form

of labor market discrimination that will be most beneficial to Black

and Anglo women alike.

Elimination of occupational discrimination could lead to substantial

improvements in the earnings of Black men. The same is not true for

Biack women. Although evidence of occupational segregation was found

34 Isabel Sawhill, "The Economics of Discrimination Against Women:
Some New Evidence."
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and should be remedied, it is unlikely that this would help substan-

tially. The conclusion is based on the limited numbers of females,

Black or Anglo, in higher paying occupations and a concentration of

Black women in the lowest paying occupations. The latter factor will

probably not change even if occupational segregation is attacked

because of the first factor.

Health Problems and Income

Throughout the analysis of labor market behavior, income, and

earnings, health constantly appears as an important variable particularly

with regard to such things as labor force participation, wages, and work

time. Although the effect of poor health on labor force status has been

discussed in chapter 3 of this study, the effect of health on other

aspects of labor market behavior deserves additional investigation. In

general, the benefits to be derived from improving the health of a work

force (or work force age population) center around productivity. A

healthy worker is expected to be more productive, and better overall

health improves the average probability that a worker can perform

productive work at all.

The manner in which health affects productivity has received

increasing attention in the past decade. Recent studies have adopted

the human capital approach, that is, they have made health a part of the

total stock of human capital. In a pioneering article, Mushkin

attempted to estimate the returns to better health care by estimating

the number of additional workers which may be attributed to an increasing

life expectancy as it rises over a period of years.
35

More recent

35
Selma J. Mushkin, "Health as an Investment," Journal of Political

Economy 70 (Supplement, October 1962): 129-157.
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studies have emphasized actual productivity differences between

persons with and without health problems.
36

The essence of health in a human capital context is contained in

the following statement:

...a person's stock of knowledge affects'his market and
non-market productivity while his stock of health
determines the total amount of time he can spend producing
more in earnings and commodities.37

Thus the major effect of health problems on a labor force is to

shorten the available time for productive activity. However, previous

4

analysis of wage rates indicates that health may also affect earnings.

Both possibilities must be explored if the total effect of health

problems is to be discovered.

Analysis is restricted to household heads under age 65. Although

there is a high incidence of health problems in those Over 65 years of

age, the effect on labor force activity is minimal. 38
Table 4-31 shows

the incidence of health problems in the under 65 population. The most

notable fact shown by table 4-31 is the higher incidence of health

problems among females, regardless of race. This is particularly

important in that it compounds the labor market and earnings problems

of the female head of household further by adding the problem of bad

health to the already existing burden of sex discrimination in job

opportunities and pay.

36
R. E. Baldwin and Burton Weisbrod, "Disease and Labor Productiv-

ity," Economic Development and Cultural Change 22 (April 1974): 414-435.
Also see E. M. Popkin, "Economic Benefits from the Elimination of Hunger
in America," Public Policy 20 (Winter 1972): 133-153.

37Michael Grossman, "On the Concept of Health Capital and Demand
for Health," Journal of Political Economy 80 (March-April 1972): 224.

3 8This should not be taken as a detraction from the obvious need
for better health care for the elderly in the rural South.
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Table 4-31

Household Heads Under Age 65 with Health Problems, by Race
and Sex, 1973

Race

With Health Problems Without Health Problems
Number Percent Number Percent

Anglo 223 20.1 888 79.9

Male 172 18.6 752 81.4

Female 51 27.3 136 72.7

Black 168 24.0 532 76.0
Male 80 17.9 366 82.1

Female 88 34.6 166 65.4

Chicano 161 27.5 424 72.5

Male 123 25.5 359 74.4

Female 38 36.9 65 63.1

Total 552 23.0 1,884 77.0

Male 375 20.2 1,477 79.8

Female 177 32.5 367 67.5

As would be expected, those with health problems are concentrated

tn the 45-64 age bracket, as the figures in table 4-32 indicate. Age

is especially significant in the case of women.

Table 4-32

Household Heads with Health Problems
by Age, Race and Sex

Aged 16-44 Aged 45-64

Race Number Percent Number Percent

Anglo
Male 30 17.4 142 82.6

Female 5 9.8 46 90.2

Black
Male 19 23.7 61 76.3

Female 26 29.5 62 7(' 5

Chicano
Male 40 32.5 83 67.5

Female 6 15.8 32 84.2
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Generally, the health problems faced by the persons in the rural

survey are long term in nature. In all groups, at least half or more

of the individuals have had the particular problem over five years. For

examPle, 56.6 percent of all Anglo men have had problems for over five

Yeara. For Black men the percentage rises to 57.4 percent. Part of

the reason for this is certainly the nature of the ailments. The most

prevalent problems in all race-sex groups were cardiovascular and .

renal ailments, especially among respondent Black women, of whom 49.6

Percertt were affected. Other ailments prevalent in all race-sex groups

Wefe arthritis, rheumatism, and intestinal disorders. These problems

tend to linger over a period of years.

The major effect of health problems on labor Market behavior should

be reflected in time worked. Table 4-33 compares those with health

Problems and those without in terms of no work in 1973 and work cf less

Table 4-33

Work Activity by Household Heads
by Health Status, Race, and Sex, 1973

(Percent)

------..----

Race 4nd Sex Worked Less than 26 Weeks Worked Zero Weeks
Characteristic Health No Health Health No Health

Problem Problem Problem Problem

Anglo 61.7 9.3 53.6 6.1
Male 57.3 4.9 47.9 2.5
Female 76.5 33.5 72.5 25.5

Black 68.4 22.5 52.9 9.9

Male 57.4 11.8 42.5 1.1

Female 78.4 46.4 62.5 27.7

Chicago 61.4 20.3 37.8 9.2

Male 52.7 11.1 28.4 1.1

Female 89.3 70.7 68.4 53.8
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than 26 weeks during the same time period. The differences in work

activity between those with and without health problems can be clearly

seen. However, accurate assessment of the impact of health on work

activity can be made only if other influencing factors are removed.

The most useful technique for this purpose is regression analysis,

which allows the productive loss associated with health problems to be

estimated for the average person.
39

The technique, utilized involves estimating separate regression

equations for the portion of the sample with health problems and the

portion without. The independent variables selected for inclusion

represent factors, primarily productivity associated, which are expected

to influence the two dependent variables -- wage rates and weeks worked

in 1973. Independent variables included were sex, race, Fge, education,

training, and occupation.

Regression coefficients from the equations of those with health

problems were applied to the mean values of each independent variable

for those persons without health problems. A ratio was constructed

which compared the adjusted mean with the actual mean of the group

without health problems for both wage rates and weeks worked as follows:

E(URC X HM )
[1] Adjusted Wage Ratio =

HMR

E(URC. X HM )
[2] Adjusted Work Ratio =

HMT

39
The method employed here draws heavily on that utilized by H.S.

Luft in his article "The Impact of Poor Health on Earnings," Review of
Economics and Statistics 57 (February 1975): 43-57.
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where:

URC. = the regression coefficient of the ith independent variable
from the wage equation for those with health problems

HM. = the mean value of the ith independent variable (wage analysis)
for those without health problems

HMR = the mean value of the hourly rate of pay for those without
health problems

URC = the regression coefficient of the ith independont variable
from the weeks equation for those with health problems

j
= the mean value of the ith independent variable (weeks

analysis) without health problems

HMT = the mean time (weeks) worked for the sample without health
problems.

Substituting into the equation produced the following results:

'2.7946
Hourly Rate of Pay .8906

3.1378

26.4443
6263.Weeks Worked per Year

=42.2200

The ratio for hourly rate of pay indicates that an individual with

health problems but with other characteristics identical to those of a

healthy person can be expected to earn 89c for every dollar that a

healthy person would make. Similarly, a person with health problems

with the other identical characteristics of a healthy person will be

expected to work only 62 percent of the time a healthyindividual works.

To see the combined effect of the differences in hourly rate of pay and

weeks worked per year on the annual earnings of unhealthy workers,

yearly average income figures need to be calculated. In this calcula-

tion, an assumption must be made concerning the hours per week. Data

limitations do not permit a regression to be run on hours per week

similar to those for the other two variables. Thus, it is necessary to

assume that the average work week is forty hours. Given this assumption,

the yearly income figures are computed below:
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No Health
Problem

Health.
Problem

Hourly Wage X $ 3.14 $ 2.79

Hours per Week (Assumed) = 40 40

Gross Pay per Week X $125.60 $111.60

Weeks per Year = 42.22 26.44

Annual Earnings $5,302.83 $2,950.70

Difference $5,302.83 - $2,950.70 = $2,352.13

A cursory analysis of this difference indicates that the amount of

time worked is the factor that most affects the earnings of the indivi-

dual with health problems in contrast to that for the healthy person.

The wage rate and time effects can be broken down into more precise

terms.

If it is assumed that an unhealthy individual works the same amount

of time as a healthy person, the health effect on wage will be given by

the following equation:

HPW[HMT (HMR - UAR)] = Wage component

where:

HPW = hours per week (assumed)

UAR = unhealthy adjusted hourly rate

Substituting the appropriate values into the equation produces:

40[42.22 (3.14 - 2.79)] = $591.08.

Thus, even if an individual with health problems were to work the same

number of hours as a healthy person there still will be almost a $600

difference in earnings. This differential in wage rates may be caused

by the fact that the individual with health problems does not have the

range of opportunities available to him that would pay a higher wage or

the fact that employers are reluctant to place workers with disabilities

at certain types of jobs.
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The wage component explains about a quarter of the differential

in earnings. Given that the worker is paid less per hour, there is an

additional component of the difference in earnings that can be explained

by the amount of time worked, using the formula given below:

HPW[UAR (HMT - UAT)] = Time Component

where:

HPW, UAR, and HMT are defined as above and UAT = adjusted weeks worked.

Substituting the appropriate values into the equation yields:

40 [2.79 (42.22 - 26.44)] = $1,761.05.

This final formula is important in that it shows the strong effect

of the time component in the differential earnings of the two groups.

The total differential of $2,352.13 is made up of a time component of

$1,761.05, or roughly 75 percent of the total difference, and a wage

component of $591.08, which accounts for the remaining 25 percent.

The results obtained thus far can be roughly compared with those

obtained in similar studies of the economic costs of poor health. In

a study conducted by Joseph Davis, a sample of 1,583 Anglo respondents

was drawn from the civilian, noninstitutional population of men. between

the ages of 45 and 5440. A much more elaborate study was carried out

by H.S. Luft, using a large sample drawn from the Current Population

Survey.
41

Holding constant all factors that may have a consequent

effect on earnings, Luft obtained an estimate of the differential in

earnings caused by health. The comparative results for these three

studies in terms of wages, earnings, and weeks worked differentials

between healthy and unhealthy workers follow:

40
Joseph M. Davis, "Impact of Health on Earnings and Labor Market

Activity," Monthly Labor Review 95 (October 1972): 46-49.

41
Luft, "Impact of Poor Health."
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Differentials in
Weeks Wor:.ed Hourly Wage Annual Btarnings

Rural Study 15.78 .35 $2,352

Luft 6.45 .23 $1,068

Davis 3.65 .32 $1,379

Results of interstudy comparisons reveal that workers in the rural

South who have health problems are penalized almost twice as much as is

true on a national level. Further, this difference is explained

primarily in terms of work weeks lost due to poor health.

The preceding analysis reveals the magnitude of the health problem

in rural areas in terms of labor market activity. Not only do health

problems result in lower productivity due to an in:screased probability

of nonwork time, but wage rates on average are lower for workers with

health problems. Both factors have an effect on the potential income

of households in which the head is in poor health.

The results support the existence of a need for improved health

care in rural areas of the South. Better health care for rural areas

should increase the chances that certain individuals will be able to

participate in the labor force at all, and for others may enhance their

productivity on the job.

Subemployment in Rural Areas

The analysis pertaining t, earnings, particularly that relating to

time worked, makes it clear that unemployment and parttime employment

constitute significant problems in rural areas. In addition, the

number of labor force age persons outside the labor force is indicative

of an underemployment problem. Present unemployment rate computations

are poorly suited to measure this problem. Further, the low earnings

levels found for many sample households give evidence that employment

and economic wellbeing are not synonymous. The magnitude of the entire
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problem is difficult to ascertain with economic measures currently in

general use. However, one measure which has been suggested is the

"subemployment index."

Beginning in the late 1960s concern was expressed over the adequacy

of the unemployment rate as a "social indicator." While acknowledging

that it was certainly useful as an "economic indicator," critics

questioned the use of the unemployment rate because it takes no account

of the income adequacy of employment. That is, in addition to unemploy-

ment figures, it is necessary to know how many people are employed in

jobs which do not permit their families to live at minimum levels of

decency for this society.
42

To fill this statistical void, then Secretary of Labor Willard

Wirtz was directed by President Johnson to provide some measure of the

severity of employment problems in urban slums. Since an appropriate

measure was not available, Wirtz directed his staff to develop a

"subemployment index" which would take into account not only those who

have difficulty finding employment, but also those who are employed but

at inadequate wage rates. The reason for this marriage of earnings and

employment data into a single.index was the view that workers with low

earnings may have problems of as much concern from the viewpoint of

manpower policy as those of many workers with substantial unemployment. 43

Unfortunately, there is no general agreement on the precise compo-

nents of a subemployment index (SI). "Inadequate income" is a quite

42
The concept of subemployment first appearedrin the United States

Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1968 (Washington,
D.C.: 1972).

43
Herman P. Miller, "Measuring Subemployment in Poverty Areas of

Large U. S. Cities," Monthly Labor Review 96 (October 1973): 11.
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normative phrase, and disagreement over its precise definition has led

to different definitions of the SI. Differences of opinion also have

arisen over whether the SI should cover all persons 16 years of age

' and older or family heads only.
44

The SI constructed for the rural sample will corresliond to that

developed by Levitan and Taggart.
45

This index is oriented toward the

problem of family poverty and is based on the total earned income

contributed by the family head. The precise definition of the index is:

(1) SI . U DW + PT + y
E + U + DW

where:

U = number of officially unemployed family heads

DW = number of family heads that are discouraged workers i.e.,

not in the labor force but desire to work)

PT = family head employed part-time involuntarily
_

.

Y = family head (not included in U, DW, or PT) whose annual income,
adjusted for family size, falls below the official poverty
line

E = total employed family heads.

Excluded from E, U, DW, PT, and Y are family heads over 65 and older

and family heads age 16-21 who are students. Older persons and students

are excluded because most persons in these groups have less attachment

to the labor force since their income needs are normally provided by

other sourceg. These exclusions are subject to question, but Levitan

44
This controversy is summarized in T. Vietorisz, R. Mier, and

J. Giblin, "Subemployment: Exclusion and Inadequacy Indexes," Monthlx
Labor Review 96 (May 1973): 3-12.

45
Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, "Employment and Earnings Inade-

quacy: A Measure of Worker Welfare," Monthly Labor Review 96 (October
1973): 19-27.
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and Taggart.feel the index will be less biased with their exclusion

than by including them."

The purpose of this index is to focus on the nuniter of jobs needed

to upgrade the social status of entire families.. There appears to be a

strong case for also including secondary rkerJalong with family

heads in the index, since many families h eqd by a low wage earner
kt?

have enough other wage earners in the family to Pull the group out of

poverty. However, Vietorisz, Mier, and Giblin argue:

... focusing the definition on family income from multiple
sources breaks the direct connection between the index and
the labor market and therefore deprives the index of relevance
for the unavailability of jobs and for crucial dimension's of
available jobs: the full time aspect, pay, career aspects, and
productivity. Such a definition Would confuse remedial. policy,
choices because it obscures the cause of family income short-.
fall. We believe, therefore, that a properly defined
inadequacy index must consider as potentially subemployed only
one person per family..47

The SI does not address the question of underemployment. There is

no comparison of skill achievement level of the uorker with the skill

level required for his job. A person with a Ph.D. in physics may be

earning $7,500 a year as a truck driver, but because he is employed at

a wage above the official poverty level he would not be included in the

numerator of the SI.

For the 1973 sample of rural household heads the following values

existed for the variables in equation (1):

46
Levitan and Taggart, "Employment and Earnings Inadequacy: A

Measure of Worker Welfare," 24-25.

47
Vietorisz, Mier, and Giblin, "Subemployment: Exclusion and

Inadequacy Indexes," 6. These authors agree with Levitan and Taggart
that only family heads should be included in this particular index, but
the former authors disagree with the exclusion of the aged and the
student family heads.
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= 48

DW = 166

PT = ,134

= 462

= 1748

Plugging these values into equation (1) results in a subemployment

index of 41.3 percent for the rural sample. This compares to,an

unemployment rate of only 2.7 percent for this subgroup of household

heads. Clearly, the unemployment rate serves as a very pbor indication

of the employment problems of rural household heads.

It would be instructive to compare the SI results for the rural

sample with those for the United States as a whole. Levitan and Taggart

computed an SI for the U.S. population using data from the Current

Population Survey for March 1972.
48

Because their data were collected

a year earlier than data in this study the results are not directly

comparable. Comparative figures are shown in table 4-34. There are two

glaring differences in the results across the two samples. First, the

SI is much larger -- almost four times greater -- in the rural areas than

for the U.S. sample. What makes this difference even more startling is

that general economic conditions were more favorable the year of the

rural survey.
49

A second obvious difference between the two groups is the reversed

importance of the unemployed vis-a-vis the discouraged workers in the

subemployment numbers. Discouraged workers constitute a significantly

48Levitan and Taggart, "Employment and Earnings Inadequacy."

49For example, the average U.S. unemployment rate was 5.6 percent
in 1972 and 4.9 percent in 1973.
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Table 4-34

A Comparison of Subemployment Index Components
for the United States and the Rural Sample

Component

United States Sample (1972) Rural Sample (1973)
Number As Percenf of.

Those Unemployed
or with

Inadequate
Income

Number As Percent of
Those Unemployed

or with
Inadequate

Income

Adjusted labor
force** 86,122,000 1,962

Total number
unemployed or with
inadequate income 9,942,000 100.0 810 100.0

Unemployed 2,731,000 27.5 48 5.9

Discouraged workers 542,000 5.5 166 20.5

Employed part-time
involuntarily 1,113,000 11.2 134 16.5

Employed full-cime
at inadequate
earnings level 5,656,000 55.8 462 57.1

Subemployment index 11.5 41.0

Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, "Employment and Earnings
Inadequacy: A Measure of Worker Welfare," Monthly Labor Review 96
(October 1973): 23.

**
The "adjusted labor force" is the sum of those employed, those

actively seeking work, and the discouraged workers. The adjusted labor
force is the denominator of the subemployment index.

greater part of the subemployed in rural areas than in the United States

as a whole; the reverse is the case for the unemployed. Apparently,

discouragement over the prospects of finding a job is much more perva-

sive in rural areas -- perhaps because the number of employment

opportunities is considerably more restricted. If this sample is

indicative of the magnitude of the discouraged worker effect in rural

areas as a whole, the "hidden unemployment" is a much more serious
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problem in rural than in nonrural areas of the country. This, in

turn, means that the unemployment rate is a particularly poor measure

of manpower underutilization in rural areas.
50

Concluding Observations

Although the mean income of the rural sample is low relative to

the entire South or the United States, substantial variation exists,

with the result that female headed households, elderly households, and

non-Anglo households are on average substantially below the average

in terms of annual income.

Some, although by no means all, of the problems of female headed

households and Black households are associated with wage discrimination.

As none of the states in the South has a state antidiscrimination law

with any form of associated enforcement agency, responsibility for

achievement of a climate of equal opportunity depends entirely upon the

actions of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). To

date, this'agency has shown little interest in discrimination in rural

areas. The findings of this study indicate that EEOC must become active

in the rural South if the pervasive racial and sex discrimination is to

be eliminated.

One possible way in which income of rural households may be

increased in the short run is through the employment of more secondary

50
Bowen and Finegan estimated the number of "hidden unemployed"

in urban areas of the United States in 1962 at 718,000. The unemployment
rate that year was 5.2 percent. W. B. Bowen and T. A. Finegan, "Labor
Force Participation and Unemployment," Employment Policies in the Labor
Market, ed. Arthur M. Ross (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1965), 155.

The data on the relative magnitude of the discouraged worker
effect in rural areas shown in table 4-34 suggest that Bowen and
Finegan's estimate would have to be revised upward very significantly
if the rural sector was added to their tabulations.
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workers, primarily wives. Households in which both husband and wife

are working, on average, are in a superior income position. Programs,

such as child care, which make it easier for the wife to be in the labor

market could be beneficial. Certainly, manpower training programs

should not ignore the benefits, in terms of increased family income,

which could result from increasing the productivity of wives through

training. Such a policy will be limited of course by availability of

employment opportunities. In fact, the subemployment index indicates

that a substantial number of households are in an adverse income position

in spite of the full-time employment of the household head.

One aspect of the income limiting problem, which can be attacked in

the short run is poor health. Based on the findings of this study,

call for increased health related expenditures in tbe rural South is

warranted in terms of the potential effect on the labor market activity

of a significant percentage of the rural population of labor force age.

Efforts to expand employment opportunities also may be helpful in this

regard by increasing the number of employment opportunities which are

not physically arduous. This could expand the work life of many people

in the rural South.

Although much of the analysis in this chapter has been directed

toward earnings related problems, the importance of transfer payments,

particularly government transfers, should not be relegated to a

secondary position. The percentage of households dependent on welfare

payments is sufficiently large that the role of this income source in

the rural South needs to be carefully analyzed in all its aspects.

One finding of this study relates to the level of payments. For

almost all government transfer, programs the average annual payment
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levels are so low that the earnings restrictions associated with the

programs appear ludicrous. Regardless of the original intent of,a

specific program, it is difficult to understand why any aid program

should be so designed as to assure that the recipients remain below a

level of income which denotes poverty. Yet the restrictions on earnings

associated with AFDC and Social Security yield precisely this result

for many households in the rural South. A reevaluation of the earnings

restrictions is definitely in order.

There are many specific routes which could be taken to improve the

income position of rural households in the South, in addition to the

few mentioned above. For example, the wage analysis indicates that

improvement in the quantity, and probably the quality, of education

should have a positive effect on earnings. Such a policy also would

improve the relative position of individuals who migrate from the rural

South to metropolitan areas.

What is true in the long run assumes even greater significance in

the short run. The industrial structure, the political structure, and

the distribution of wealth in the rural South all are such that it is

unlikely that improvements in the income position of households in the

lower half of the distribution can come from earned income unless a

major effort is made in the area of public employment. Given the large

number of law income household heads who are either unemployed, out of

the labor force, or employed with earnings below the poverty level,

public employment opportunities should be open to all who are in the

above designated groups.

If it is assumed that fdnds from the Federal level are to be

utilized, the measures by which the distribution of Federal program is

determined assume major significance. Currently utilized measures of
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need, particularly the unemployment rate, shortchange the rural South.

Not only do such measures fail to reflect accurately the extent of

economic difficulties for rural areas, they actually mask the nature

as well as the magnitude of the problem.
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CHAPTERS

POVERTY

In 1967 the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural

Poverty concluded a comprehensive study with the finding that "rural

poverty is so widespread and so acute, as to be a national disgrace.
nl

The report also stated that "most of the rural South is one vast

poverty area.
n2

The South remains the most impoverished region in the

United States, with 16.2 percent of all families in poverty.
3

This

rate was more than twice that for the nation in 1970.

Through analysis of absolute levels of income and distributions

of personal and per capita income, this chapter provides a description

of the magnitude and character of southern rural poverty.

Definition of Poverty

Debate over the conceptual and specific definitions of poverty has

continued since the "Poor Laws" of the late 1700s in Great Britain. This

study has adopted the definition of poverty utilized by most Federal

1
President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Powrty, The

People Left Behind (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1967), p. ix.

2Ibid.,
P. x.

3
Derived from data contained in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau

of Census, 1970 Census of Population, General Social and Economic
Characteristics, United States Summary, PC(1)-C.
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agencies as modified further by the U.S. Bureau of the Cens s.
4

The use

of this particular poverty definition has the advantage of making the

results of this study comparable with those of other research.

The Census definition measures poverty in terms of the ability of

family to purchase same quantity of items (a minimum market basket)

with current family income.
5

Poverty levels are determined by

calculating the amount of income a family needs to provide itself with

a diet judged to be minimally adequate in a nutritional sense.

Estimates of the costs per person of such a diet are furnished annually

by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. In addition to food expendi-

tures, nonfood expenditures are included as a multiple of food

expenditures. Nonfood expenditures, on the basis of survey data, are

estimated to be twice those of food expenditures. These guidelines are

revised annually to incorporate cost of living changes.

4
Absolute definitions of poverty on which the Federal guidelines

are based, although official and widely used, involve substantial value
judgments as to what constitutes an adequate level of income. Conse-
quently, there are those who feel that the guidelines set the poverty
level of income too low and those who think it is too high. For
further critical discussion of this poverty index and other definitioms,
see Mollie Orshansky, "Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty
Profile," Social Security Bulletin 28 (January 1965); Mollie Orshansky,
"Who's Who Among the Poor: A Demographic View of Poverty," Social
Security Bulletin 28 (July 1965); Lowell E. Galloway, Poverty in America
(Columbus, Ohio: Grid, Inc., 1973), pp.1-14; and Rose Friedman,
Poverty: Definition and Perspective (Washington, D.C.: American Enter-
prise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1965), pp.2-42.

5
A complete discussion of the version used by the Bureau of Census

can be found in the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
"Revision in Poverty Statistics," Current Population Reports, Series
P-23, No. 28.
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Incidence of Poverty

The Federal poverty guidelines in existence in 1973 (see table 5-1)

were applied to the total households in the rural survey. Using these

guidelines, 1,306 (43.1 percent) of the survey households were found to

be living below the poverty level in 1973.
6

Among the survey counties there was considerable variation in the

incidence of poverty. Almost 18 percent of the total poverty households

resided in Dodge County, and 24.5 percent resided in Natchitoches Parish.

Most of the poverty households in this study were found in Starr and

Sunflower counties, which accounted for 32 percent and 25.5 percent of

them, respectively.
7

he number of households in poverty as a percent

of all households in each county were: Dodge, 29.2 percent;

Natchitoches, 39.0 percent; Starr, 54.4 percent; and Sunflower, 43.4

percent.

Regardless of how these statistics are viewed, it is obvious that

Starr and Sunflower counties have the highest incidence of poverty.

This high incidence is partially explained by the r*elatively high,pro-

portion of minorities in the counties' populations. aThe-probability o

Black or Chicano household living in poverty is alMost 21/2 times that of

Anglo families. In fact, 58.5 percent of all Black households in the

6
Selection criteria for including the four southern rural counties

in this study required the existence,of a "substantial poverty population."
Consequently, it was to be expected that the primary household survey-I
would find a large number of families living in poverty.

7
These poverty rates by county are significantly higher than thoSe,

for the South and the United States, where the poverty retes in pertenah,
were 16.2 and 10.7, respectively, in 1970. .y."SLDepartment of CoMMerg,"
Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, P,C(1).-C.
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Table 571

Federal Poverty Income_Guidelinea, 1973

Family Size Nonfarm Farm

$2,100 $1,800

2 2,725 2,325

3 3,450 2,950

4 4,200 3,575

5 4,925 4,200

6 5,550 4,725

7 or more 6,200 5,275

SOURCE: qimgly_10110:11Anrigy_96:3 (March 1973): 60.

survey. and 55.4 percent of the Chicano households were in poverty.

The county patterns-reflect the fact that a high incidencr,!, of minority

population was one of the county selection criteria. Although southern

ruil poverty in these counties seems to be primarily a problem of

minorities, it should be noted that the 1970 Census revealed that in

absolute terms most of the southern rural poor (approximately two-

thirds) were Anglo.

Characteristics of Poverty

Almost 61 percent of all poverty households in the survey were

headed by men (see table 5-2). The distribution varied Significantly
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Table 5-2

Personal Characteristics Of-Poverty-Househol&Heads-
in the Survey Counties, 1974

Characteristic Percent

Sex

Male 60.6
Female 39.4

Race

Anglo 25.1
Black 42.9
Chicano 32.0

Education

Less than 8 years 68.3
8-11 24.1
12-15 7.0
16 cr more 0.6

Age

16-24 4.5
25-34 11.2
35-44 13.1
45-54 14.7
55-64 16.9
65 and over 39.6

by county, from 44.5 percent for Dodge County to 73.6 percent for Starr

County. Most of the differences, however, are accounted for by race,

in that 55 percent of Anglo and Black poverty households were headed

by a man, compared with 73.7 percent for Chicano householdS (see

table 5-3).
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Table 5-3

Selected- Characteristics,of Poverty-Household,HeadEL
in the SurVey Counties, 1974

.(Percent)

Characteristic Anglo Black Chicano

Sex

Male

Female

Education

54.1

45.9

54.6

45.4

73.7

26.3

Less than 8 years 55.1 67.6 79.3

8-11 31.7 26.6 14.9

12-15 12.0 5.6

16 or more 1.2 0.2 0.7

16-24 4.6 4,8 4.1

25-34 4.5 13.6 13.2

35-44 5.5 /4.1 17.7

45-54 11.0 14.3 18.2

55-64 19.0 16.8 15.3.

Over 65 55.4 36.4 31.6

Though smaller in number, poverty households headed by women appear

to be relatively worse off than those headed by men. In this study,

60.6 percent of all households headed by women are poor, compared with

3 .2 percent for men. Furthermore, compared with 37.7 percent for

male heads of households, approximately 75 percent of female heads of

households had less than $2,000 income. Mean household income for

poverty female heads was $1,696 or 67 percent of that for men. It is
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obvious that the availability of improved earnings through better

paying jobs (and access to higher paying occupations) is much more

limited for female heads of households. As amplified in chapter 3,

women--regardless of income--tend to be adversely affected by

occupational segregation and discrimination.

Examination of other characteristics of poverty households

reveals that in addition to the large percent of household heads 65

years of age and older (18.5 percent), 17 percent were between 55-64

years of age. Therefore, the existence of a relatively large number

of elderly heads of poor households was expected (see table 5-2).

The fact that 39.6 percent of poverty household heads are 65 years

of age and over in rural areas indicates a critical social problem.

The existence of a potentially more productive group of heads of

household in poverty is an equally important policy problem. Specif-

ically, 39 percent of all poor household heads are in the prime labor

force age category (25-34).

Race is another characteristic of poverty households that provides

insight into the nature and incidence of poverty (see table 5-3).

Approximately 43 percent of the poor households were headed by Blacks.

As expected, almost all of the poor in Starr County were Chicano

(98.3 percent); most of the poor in Sunflower and Natchitoches counties

were Black--86.8 and 56.4 percent, respectively. Although Anglo

poverty accounted for only one-quarter of all poverty in the survey,

it is a significant problem in those counties with smaller numbers of

minorities. Almost 62 percent of the poor in Dodge County and 42
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percent of the poor in Natchitoches Parish were Anglos.

Educational attainment is another personal characteristic of

poverty households which was found to be very low in the four rural

counties. Almost 70 percent.of the poverty household heads have 8

years or less formal education. Relative to men, women tended to

achieve higher educational levels with 26.1 percent (19.9 percent

for men) reporting 9 years of education or more.

Although educational attainment of the poor was low in all

counties, two, Starr and Sunflower counties, had extremely low levels

of educational attainment, with 85.8 percent and 77 percent, re-

spectively, of the poor in those counties having completed only the

eighth grade or less. In Starr County, the dominance of agricultural

employment, the large numbers of migrant farm workers, and the infusion

of legal and illegal immigrants from Mexico are possible explanatory

factors for the inordinately low educational levels. In Sunflower

County, past racial discrimination in education is a partial explan-

ation of low educational attainment by the poor.

Economic Characteristics of the Poor

The severity of poverty in the rural study area is clearly shown

by analysis of personal income of poor households (see table 5-4).

These data reveal that over 90 percent of the poor households received

less than $4,000 income in 1973.

The data also indicate that the poverty households in Starr

County tended to have slightly higher incomes, with mean total incomes
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Table 5-4

Distribution of Poverty Households by Income, by County, 1973
(Percent)

Income Bracket Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower Total

$0-999 7.7 9.3 9.4 15.0 10.5

1,000-1,999 48.5 48.0 31.9 43.7 41.8

2,000-2,999 30.0 30.5 26.1 23.7 27.3

3,000-3,999 6.4 5.3 17.5 9.6 10.5

4,000-4,999 6.0 4.0 7.7 4.2 5.6

5,000-5,999 0.9 2.8 6.5 3.3 3.8

6,000-6,999 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

for Chicano households (Starr County) for both male and female heads

of households slightly greater than for similar groups in the czher

three counties (see table 5-5). Such a finding is associated with

larger family sizes in Starr County and therefore greater potential

for income generated by household members other than the head. In

fact, a slightly higher percent of the Chicano than the Anglo and

Black households had more than one income recipient.
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Table 5-5

Mean Income for Poverty Households, by Sex
of Head and Race, 1973

(Dollars)

Mean Income

Male

Anglo- $2,497

Black 2,412,

Chicano 2,726

Female

Anglo 1,696

Black 1,741

Chicano 1,748

The sources of household income shown in table 5-6 indicate that

government transfer paynents are the most mentioned source of income

to the poor; wages and salaries are second. In those counties with

the greatest dependency on agticulture (Starr and Sunflower), wages

and salaries are the most important source, with government transfer

payments second. Third in importance in all counties are Social

Security benefits. The data in table 5-7 reveal that wages and

salaries are the most mentioned income sources for the Chicano poor;

government transfer payments ranked first for the Black poor; and

Social Security is the major income source for the Anglo poor.
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Table 5-6

Distribution of Households by Sources of Income, by County, 1973

(Percent)

Source Total Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower

E221L2.PoorNonoorPoorkioorPoorNonoor

Wages and salaries 44.9 75.7 32.6 75.1 31.2 74.2 58.3 83.3 50.0 72.3

Business income 5.6 16.0 6.0 19.3 e5.3 13.0 7.0 17.0 3 9 14.3

Transfers-private 6.4 15.8 11.6 20.3 6.,8 1.8 6.2 13.3 2 4 11,3

Transfers-

government 47 0 18.9 56 2 19.3 61.4 26 5 39.5 15.3 42.2 12,5

Social Security 35.1 23.5 49.4 24.9 41.4 24.6 24.5. 18.1 , 32.3 24 9
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Table 5-7

Sources of Income of the Poor and
Nonpoor Households by Race, 1973

(Percent)

Source Anglo Chicano Black
Poor Nonpoor Poor Nonpoor Poor Nonpoor

Wages and
salaries 23.2 71.7 57.4 84.0 4'.2 80.0

Business income 6.4 18.9 7.2 18.2 3.9 6.0

Transfers-
private 12.2 19.9 7.0 10.4 2.8 6.0

Transfers-
government 48.0 17.2 35.2 17.2 55.2 30.0

Social Security 52.9 23.8 24.6 17.0 32.5 24.9

Government transfer payments (including Social Security) are de-

finitely more important to the poor than the nonpoor, primarily a

reflection of the overrepresentation of the aged in poverty. The

importance of specific government transfer payments varies among racial

groups. Social Security and OAA are especially important to Anglos;

government transfer payments, in general, are relatively less important

to the Chicano poor--as they are for all Chicano familiP:;,. Ls sources

of income, the former adult welfare programs and AFDC are geaerally of

equal importance in all counties. The major exception is Sunflower

County, which had 37 percent of all AFDC participants.
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Fewer poor families received income from business and private

transfers than did nonpoor. These income sources are especially

infrequent for Blacks, regardless of income.

Wages and salaries are significantly less important as a source

of income for poor families than the nonpoor. Nevertheless, wages and

salaries are mentioned as income sources more than twice as many times

by the Black and Chicano poor than by the Anglo poor, an indication

that labor market activities are more important to minority, group

households as a source of income.

Most of the wages and salaries earned by poverty households are

generated by the household head. Therefore, the uumher of weeks worked

by the head greatly affects the amount of incame generated by wages and

salaries. Almost 38 percent of the poverty heads of households who had

worked in 1973 indicated they worked 26 weeks cr less; only 37 percent

had full-time employment. Chicano heads of households worked the least

number of weeks (44 percent worked 26 weeks or less) and also had the

least full-time employment (33.2 percent). Blacks faired only slightly

better than Chicanos (36.4 percent worked 26 weeks or less, and 40

percent worked full-time). Surprisingly, only 14 percent of poverty

heads of households working 26 weeks or less cited health as a problem.

These findings indicate that there are a number of factors, in-

cluding health, seasonal jobs, low-wage paying industries, and the

general lack of jobs in rural areas, that result in wavli Tad salaries

being a less important source of income to the poor thr. to the nonpoor.

In spite of these factors that contribute to low labor force participation
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of.the poor, 34 percent of the heads of households in poverty were

employed in 1974, and 5.1 percent were unemployed. Most (71 percent)

of those who were employed were in Starr and Sunflower counties.

Household Size of the Poor

A number of insights into poverty are gained by examining the

number of persons in poverty households. Over 51 percent of the

poverty households contained 2 or less persons (27.4 percent contained

only one person). The percent of one,and two person households in

poverty by counties is: Dodge, 25.8 percent; Natchitoches, 23 percent;

Sunflower, 16.2 percent; and Starr, 12 percent. Many of these house-

holds nave heads over age 65. However, there 5.re a number of one and

two person households with heads under age 65 existing in a state of

poverty. Uver 18 percent of the poor are one and oat) person holmeholds

which are not eligible for Supplemental Security Inccme and some of

whom are probably not eligible for AFDC.

Mean household income for the poor (shown in table 5-8) reveals,

as exoected, that as family size ircreases, family income aisso increases.

Data in table 5-9 show that 29 percent of the poor households contained

5 cr more family members. Most of these households were in Starr and

Sunflower r'ourties, which had the largest s1!7,e poverty housellolds.

Related Dimensions of Poverty

It is a loglcal expectation that some important dimensions of

pevrty are not economic but are strongly related to labor force behavior.
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Table 5-8

Mean Household I'acome for the Poor by qousehold Size, 1973
(Dollafs)

Number in Feoily Mean Household Income

1

3

4

8

9

10 or more

$1,365

1,887

2,102

2,460

2,697

3,106

3,381

3,280

3,526

3,525

Among the most notable are those relating to health, housing conditions,

N
and place of residence. Health problems, in general, appear to be an

important reason for nonparticipation in the labor force by the poor.

Almost 50 percent of the poor heads of households indicated health pro-
.

blems. Health problems were cited by almost 57 percent of the Anglo poor

(41.4 percent for Chicanos and 47.5 percent for Blacks), which largely

reflects the disproportionate number of elderly Anglo poor. In fact,

over 52 percent of all thnse with health problems were 65 years of age
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Table 5-9

Total Income of the Poor by Household Size, 1973

(Percent)

Income Category

Mr1

Househo.ld Size

SI
8 10 or more

WSW.*

0-999 12.1 6.1 7.1 8.1 6l 1.0 ,2.7 415,,4,1 6,l 2,6

1,000-1,99 11,2 4,2 36.1 26,0 25,8 13.6 20.3 12.8 18.2 13.2

1,3 000-2 99 6.1 0.1 39.4 29.8 22.1 10.2 20,3 11.9 18.2 18.4

1,000-3,999 0.0 0.0 16,8 26.9 24 1 27.1 16.2 15.4 154_, 26.3

,

4400-09 0.0 0.0 0.4 8.7 20.6 13.5 1,8.9 12.8

5000-5,39 0.0 0.0 04 0.0 0.0 12.5 17,6 '20.5 10,3 15.87'

6,000-,6,999 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 1 5.1 1.0 0.0

Total (Number) 358 iU 155 104 97 96 14 39 33 39



and over, although one-quarter of the poor with health problems were

in the prime working age categories.

Housing Conditions

Another fact reflecting poverty is the quality of housing and the

quality of those services usually associated with housing. Data from

the Census of Housing indicate for all survey counties that the quan-

tity of available housing has increased and housing conditions in

general have improved since 1950.
8

Nevertheless, these same data

reveal that rural areas, relative to other areas of the country, have

serious problems in terms of the quality of housing and sanitation.

This study of rural areas found that almost 40 percent of the poverty

households do not have hot and cold running water.

In addition, the poor also have more sanitation

ated with their housing.

are related to the health

sewers or septic tanks is

problems associ-

It is highly probable that these conditioils

problems discussed earlier. Lack of public

indicated by a significant percent of poor

houseinldz Over 28 percent of the households had.neither Public

sewers norseptic tanks,

facilities.

Starr and Sunflower counties had the fewest

Data for both the poor and nonpoor in the survey counties are

consistent with Census of Housing data, which reflect the existence of

poor quality housing and associated services in rural areas. This

study specifically indicates, however, that the poor live in the worst

8
See County appendix.
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housing in those counties where the general level of housing is poor

anyway.

Most poverty households in all four counties had electricity

(98.6 percent). Telephone services, however, appear to be much more

restricted in rural areas. Only 46.8 percent of the poor households

had telephones. The installation of communications systems in rural

areas has not benefited from a Federal program similar to the Rural

Electrification program.

One of the most interesting findings of this study is the dis-

covery that rural poverty and farm poverty are not synonymous. In

fact, only 73 (5.6 percent) of the poverty households in the rural

areas in this study are located on farms. Most of theae rural poor

farm households are headed by men (78.1 percent), and most are elderly.

In fact, 60.3 percent of these household heads are 65 years of age or

older, and 16.1 percent are between 55 and 64 years of age. Almost 58

percent of the rural farm poor are Anglos; one-quarter of the i'.01.1e.e-

holds are headed by Blacks; and the remainder are Chicanos.

The Working Poor

One concept usually agreed upon by that portion of humanity

called "Western Civilization" is that to be employed is a good thing.

This rationale evolves from the "Protestant Ethic" which holds that

work is good and that idleness is evil. Consequently, most Americans--

including most of the poor--see work not only as a means of providing
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income, but also as a way of contributing to self-respect and status

in society and adding meaning to life
.9

Just over 34 percent (448) of the poverty household heads were

employed at the time of the survey. Selected characteristics of

these working poor household heads are compared with the nonworking

poor in table 5-10. The figures indicate that working poor house-

hold heads, when compared with those not working, are more likely

to be male, Black, and less than 65 years of age. As expected, most

of the nonworking poor are 65 years of age and over. However, physical

disability and other health problems and forced early retirement are

reflected in a relatively large number (17 percent) of nonworking

heads of households in age brackets 55-64.

Training for the working poor is practically nonexistent. Only

44 (9.8 percent) of the rural working poor household heads had ever

participated in any type cf training program, and only 35 of these

completed the program. Unfortunately, many of the jobs available

to the working poor are either low-skilled or semiskilled and

are found in agriculture and certain types of manufacturing. Many

of these f,obs are low-wage, low-skilled, dead-end jobs which contri-

bute tv :7;rty. Further, many of these jobs hold out a false hope

10
for owrcoming poverty.

9
Leonard Goodwin, Do the Poor Want to Work? (Washington, D.C.:

The Brookings Institution, 1972), p. 1.

10
Dennis P. Sobin, The Working Poor (Port Washington, New York:

Kennikat Press, 1973), p. 5.
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Table 5-10

Characteristics of the Working and Nonworking Poor, 1974

(Percent)

Characteristics Working Nonworking

Sex

Male 77.5 51.8

Female 22.5 48.2

Race

Anglo 13.2 31.3

Chicano 37.3 29.3

Black 49.5 39.4

Age

16-24 years 8.5 2.5

25-34 years 20.8 6.2

35-44 years 23.9 7.5

45-54 years 24.8 9.5

55-64 years 16.7 16.9

65 and over 5.3 57.5

The largest group of the employed poverty household heads work

in agricultural jobs (35.6 percent). Only two other occupations

employ more than 10 percent of the poor--construction (10.6 percent)

and domestics (10.6 percent). The majority of all agricultural jobs

(80 percent) are in Starr and Sunflower counties. Otherwise, occupa-

tional distribution is similar across counties.

As discussed earlier, wages and salaries are an important source

of income to the poor. Still, it comes as a surprise to learn that

a considerable number of the working poor earn less than the agricul-

tural or the nonagricultural Federal minimum wage. At least 36 percent
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of the working poor received wages that were equal or close to the

$1.60 per hour Federal minimum wage for nonagricultural workers in

effect at the time of the survey. Approximately 22 percent of the

poor received earnings averaging less than the prevailing agricul-

tural minimum wage of $1.30 per hour. Even when business income is

added to earnings produced by wages and salaries, 55 percent of the

working poor still had an annual income of less than $3,000 during

1973.

Unfortunately, if a head of household works 40 hours every week

for 50 weeks at the Federal minimum wage, it is probable that this

household (assuming no other income) would be classified as poor.

For example, any nonfarm household with. more than 2 members under

similar circumstances would be a poverty family (more than 3 members

for farm households in 1973). As the Manpower Report of the President:

1972 succinctly pointed out:

Included among the poor is a significant proportion of
families whose heads work full time throughout the year
but who still do not earn enough to lift themselves and
their dependents above the poverty leve1.11

Clearly, the Federal minimum wage (agricultural and nonagricultural)

as an antipoverty device has been a failure.

The Near Poor

Studies which have examined poverty families over time show

that although the poverty population percentage of a given area may

remain constant over a considerable period of time, there may be

11U.S. Department of Labor, 1972 Manpower Report of the
President (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, April
1972), p. 22.
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significant changes in specific families.
12

Families often move

in and out of poverty at various stages of the family'life cycle,

with the probability of poverty varying considerably from stage

to stage. The greater the number of people close to the poverty

line in a given area, the greater the probability that a particu-

lar area's poverty population will change over time. Although

any family can fall into poverty under adverse personal circum-

stances, the probability of such occurrence to those families

near the poverty level is much greater. Not only does it take a

smaller financial "push" to send these families into poverty, but

they are less likely to possess those factors, such as education,

training, or personal

poverty level in time

savings, which might keep them above the

of personal crisis. Of the households in-

cluded in this study, over 50 percent were found to have incomes

less than 125 percent of the poverty level. Similar data from the

1970 Census were'12.5 percent for the nation and 17 percent for the

South. It is in this respect that the potential poverty problem of

the South is the greatest.

The application of the 125 percent poverty index to the total

survey sample increased the number of poor households by 301 (23

percent). Application of the index by sex gave an increase in the

number of female heads of households of 15.9 percent and male heads

of households of 27.7 percent. Most of the increase by race was

12For a discussion of movement in and out of poverty and

differential rates of movement associated with different family

characteristics, see: Terence F. Kelly, "Factors Affecting

Poverty: A Gross Flow Analysis," in The President's Commission

on Income Maintenance Programs--Technical Studies (Washington,

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970), pp. 1-81.
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Anglo, with this particular group of poverty households increasing

by 38.2 percent. Although the number of heads of households over

age 65, regardless of race, increased by 24 percent, equal or larger

percentage increases were recorded for age brackets 16-24, 25-34, and

55-64.

Important in determining the number of families close ;co or in

poverty is the definition or guideline which establishes the exis-

tence of poverty. As discussed previously, the various definitions

or guidelines tend to be controversial, with some considered conser-

vative and some others liberal in ascertaining the incidence of

poverty. Arbitrariness also enters into the establishment of guide-

lines. For example, a family of four (nonfarm) earning a few hundred

dollars more than $4,200 in 1973 can hardly be considered to be out

of poverty (see table 5-1).

All of this indicates that a considerable number of families are

very close to living in poverty, with entrance and exit depending upon

a variety of factors. Significantly, some of the demographic charac-

teristics of those close to poverty may differ from those presently

in poverty. That is, many of those close to being in poverty are

elderly and are Anglo.

Special Case of the Elderly

The high incidence of poverty among those over 65 years of age

makes poverty of the aged a special problem in rural areas.

mentioned previously, 40 percent of the poor in the survey are 65

years of age and over. The next largest grouping of the poor is
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found in the agebracket 55-64-(l7 percent), -Social 'Security-and

Supplementary Security Income (S.S.I.) payments keep a large number

of aged households barely above the poverty threshold. Furthermore,

George Thomas, in a study published in 1973 based on the 1967 Survey

of Economic Opportunity, claims that the population over 65 years o

age in the South has increased 14 percent in the eight, year period

from 1959 Eo 1967--with Anglos registering the largest gain.13

Old age and retirement for most individuals means a serious

reduction in income. Those individuals who were below the poverty

line before retirement are forced even further down by retirement.

Those over 65 years of age in rural areas usually have less access

to both earned and unearned income (low Social Security and Old

Age Assistance payments). Other studies indicate that access to

earnings by the elderly in the South is lower than in other areas

of the country. 14 This phenomenon, in part, is a result of the

high percent of the aged who formerly received their income from

agricultural sources. It also results from the general poverty

of the area which, in turn, has resulted in inadequate government

services, including low public assistance benefits and relatively

low participation rates in the food stamp program (to be discussed

in chapter 6).

13George Thomas, "Regional Migration Patterns and Poverty Among
the Aged in the South," Journal of Human Resources, 8 (Winter 1973):

78-79.

14Joseph W. McGuire and Joseph A. Pichler, Inequality: The Poor

and Rich in America (Belmont, California: Wadsworth, 1969), p. 76.
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Incomes of elderly persons are usually substantially below

those of younger persons ..d are 'generally derived from transfer

payments. Low incomes are, in part, due to low rates of labor force

participation. Factors such as "forced retirement, age discrimina-

tion in the labor market, and high illness rates have combined to

remove 72 percent of the men and 90 percent of the women over 65

from the active labor force."15 Furthermore, the existence of large

numbers of "discouraged workers" in the rural South probably reduces

the access which those over 65 years of age'have supplemental

earned income. , Obviously, additional rev!remerc or improved govern-

ment benefits and supplements will be neces.sary to preverk-a-large

segment of the elderly population from sptaiding their remaining

years in poverty. 16

Correlates of Poverty

Poor productivity (low marginal productivity) and lack of

investment in human capital provide a common structure for models

which attempt to explain the correlates of poverty.
17 One modcl,

utilizing Census data for states, found that poverty in the United

States is directly affected bar the number of families living on

15Ibid.

16.Juanita M. Kreps, ed., Employment, Income and Retirement
Problems of the Aged (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1963),

-
p. 126.

17David M. Gordon, Theories of Poverty and Underemployment
(New York: D. C. Heath and Company, 1972), pp. 28-29; and Edward
P. Denison, The Source of Economic Growth in the United States and
the Alternative Before Us, Committee for Economic Development, 1962.
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farms, the number of families headed by Blacks, low labor force

participation rates, low educaanal attainment, the amount of

full-time employment, and the prevailing industrial structure.
18

A number of similar correlates of poverty in the rural South have

also been identified in the pr ! ata of this study.

Any anRlysis of poverty it ural South must take into

account the release of thousands of workers from agricultural

empl:Iym-,..nt through mechanization. Neither out-migration nor increase

of nonag-Licultural jobs has kept pace with the growth in population.

Thus the supply of unskilled labor has grown in spite of the thou-

sands of persons leaving the South. Also, a lack of nonagricultural

employment has resulted in low wages, low salaries, and a large

.r.lurplus of low-skilled labor. The existence of a significant number

f "discouraged workers" in rural areas attests to this fact, and

this large group outside of the labor force is not reflected in the

relatively low unemployment rates of rural areas.

Obviously, poverty in rurzl areas does not affect all groups

equally. In general, the poorest households are headed by females

or the aged and racially by Blacks or Chicanos. Consequently, as

expected, those households with double handicaps--for example Black

females--have a high incidence of poverty.

Households headed by Blacks and Chicanos were found to have

higher rates of poverty than those headed by Anglos. Years of

discrimination, social deprivation, and inferior separate schools

18Lester C. Thurow, PoverLy and Discrimination (Washington, D.C.

The Brookings Institution, 1960.
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have contributed to the poor educational-attainment of Blacks and

Chicanos in most parts of the United States .19
These correlates

of poverty assume even greater importance in rural areas of the

South where the problems have been more severe. For example, Blacks

not only receive lower earnings, but occupationally they are segre-

gated into those jobs that are lower paying and require the fewest

skills.

Low levels of completion and inferior quality of instruction

are common characteristics of the educational experiences of poverty

populations. 20 For not only do education and training enhance income

through higher productivity, but persons with higher educ,,tional

attainment are, in general, better able to find and to hold jobs. 21

It is therefore expected that the relationship between the level of

education and the incidence of poverty in the rural South is nega-

tive. 22

This study reklals that in addition to low educational attain-

ment, there has been little occupational training for members of

poor rural families. This is due to the lack of available programs

19
Bradley R. Schiller, The Economic.s of Poverty and Discrimina-

tion (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 121.

20Kelly, "Factors Affecting Poverty," pp. 88-89; and Alan B.
Batchelder, The Economics of Poverty (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1973), pp. 88-94.

21
President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty,

The People Left Behind, p. 41.

22
Thomas I. Ribich, Education and Poverty (Washington, D.C:

The Brookings Ipstitution, 1968), pp. 1-16.
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and/or lack of information about what few programs do exist in rural

areas and not to the lack of ability or initiative of individuals.

The social and family structure or households also may affect

levels of poverty. At present, too little is known about the struc-

ture and importance of female headed poverty households. Such house-

holds are expected to compete for earnings with male headed house-

holds in the labor market on an equal basis. This study does indicate

that, in general, such households are disadvantaged in attempting to

maintain an incc . above the F,verty level, despite greater access

to AFDC benefits.

Health and hou'zing facilities available ,o rural workers also

are important aspects of poverty. Both health and housing facilicic.:

of the poor are significantly inferior to those cf the norik-oor, This

finding is crucial considering that such facilities in rural areas

are, to begin with, relatively inferior.

It should be noted that almost 50 percent of the:, porr headr; of

houscholds in the survey area had health problems. Even though lack

of full-time jobs Ls probably the most important factor contributing

to low earnings and income, disability and health prorems aisP

affected the loW level of employment and., in turn, the .incomr of the

household. Health and poverty interact. Poor health may leae to

poverty (can't work); poverty leads to poor health (11%, m4jical car).

The primary survey results have indicated that health and physicnl

disability problems are important fa-tors in keeping poor peoplt. 1.1

rural a-lAs out of productive activities entirely, or in affectini,

the number of weeks worked. TL tudy and another study, by the

institute for Research on Poverty at the University of Wisconsin,
. -
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found that persons with one or more chronic health conditions are

more likely to report low family incomes than are those without

these conditions.
23

The extent to which access to proper medical

care could alleviate this situatio,1 ,.;ay be an important factor in

the reduction of rural poverty. Nevertheless, as was true for the

elderly, the types of jobs that many of the dis,:bled Could fill

are lacking in rural areas.

Rural workers, in general, appear'telhave low annual earnings

due in part to less than full-time employment during the year.

is especially true for rural poor work'ers, for whom seasonal factors

contribute to irregulirity of work and earnings during the year.

Furthermore, many of thc poor heads of households are paid salaries

in conformity with either the agricultural or the nonagricultural

Federal minimum wage.

In order to have earnings, even low earnings, one must have had

some sort of job dozing the previous year (1973) to report this

source of income. This study found, howew.: that iespite low

unemploynent rates, a large surplus of labor exists in the rural

South. AlOcugh "discouraged workers" have been discussed and

analyzed by many writers from a case study point of.view, a con-

siderable number of these have been empirically isolated by this

23
Myron J. Lefcowitz, Poverty and Health, Institut 'or Research

on Poverty (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin), pp. 1-3.
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study. 24' Allowing for the aged, the sick, and 4iisabled, it would

appear that some of the "discouraged" poor would be able to work

if jobs were available in rural areas. However, such jobs would

have to pay higher than the present various Federal minimum wages

if they are to keep the poor out of poverty.

The nature of poverty and many of the characteristics of the

poor in the study area affect and are affected by the area's

industrial structure, which has been discussed in detail in chapter

3. Employment in rv.-al areas is dominated by traditionally low-

paying, labor intensive manufacturing industries and by agricul-

tur.e. 'Not only is such an industrial base associated with low pay,

it contains a disproportionately large number of jobs subject to

seasonal and/or casual employment and higher general unemployment.

Such jobs have not.prevented the existence of poverty in rural areas.

Nevertheless, due to the inadequacy of government transfer payments,

the amount of income received by the poor from low-wage paying

industries is important to their survival. In sum, wages and salaries

from low wage industries and government transfer payments have not

eliminated poverty in rural areas of the South.25

24A study of ie sissippi Delta (utilizing a smaller sample)

also cL,cumented 9 ex .tence of a large number of discouraged workers

in rural ares. This tudy found that while the average unemployment
rate for five.Mississippi Delta counties in 1967 was 7.5 percent,

slbemployment accounted for another 24 percent of the potential labor

force. An additional 6 percent were only employed part-time. See

Rudolph A. White, "Measuring Unemployment and Subemployment in the

Mississippi Del. " Monthly Labor Review 92 (April 1969): 21.

25Application of the poverty guidelines to the total income of

the rural households in the study less income generated by AFDC, OAA

and ABD (Aid ro the Blind and Aid to the Disabled) resulted in the

addition of only 100 households to the.poverty group. This indicates

that the importance of these types of government transfers in keeping

persons out of poverty is exaggerated.
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The relationships between the factcrs discussed above and the

high rate of poverty in the rural South are strongly indicated by

this study. Therefore it is perhaps unnecessary to stress that a

significant portion of our nation's current rural poverty and

welfare problems is found in the rural South and should be dealt

with there.26

The incidence of poverty in the rural South is high, and for

certain groups extremely high. Those groups with a high incidence

of poverty are Blacks, Chicanos, female heads of households, and

the aged in general. This study also . trongly supports Lae findings

of others which indicate that much of rural poverty is associated

with poor health, inadequate schooling, limited human resource

programs, and limited economic development relative to the rest

of the nation. 27
In spite of the governmental policies-that have

existed since the 1930s (mostly in the area of agriculture) and

some improvement in relative incomes, Michael Harrington's labeling

o rural poverty as the "harshest and most bitter poverty" in

existence is still true today.
28

26Brian Rungeling and Lewis H. Smith, Rural White Poverty in
the Mid-South (Report to OFO, Grant 61202, Action 2, December, 1973),
pp. 119-129.

27
Oscar Ornati, Poverty Amid Affluence (New York: The Twentieth

Century Fund, 1966), p. 56.

28Michael Harrington, The Other America: Poverty in the U.S.
(New York: MacMillan, 1962), pp. 39-48.
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It should be obvious that no one policy will solve the multi-

faceted problems associated with poverty. Furthermore, a case can

be made that the rural sector should be viewed as an interdepen-

dent, hough somewhat different, part of the total economy and

social order. Perspectives on income distribution, the organize-

tion of the ecinomic system, social stratification, and welfare

should be interrelated to allow a viable policy to emerge.
29

29
James H. Copp, "Poverty and Social Ovcier Imp1icati6as and

Reservations," American Journal of Agricultt:eal Economics 52
(December 1973): 743.
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CHAPTER 6

THE WELFARE SYSTEM IN THE RURAL SOUTH

During the 1960s the welfare system of the United States

emerged as a controversial public issue. A system conceived in

the 1930s as a humane program had become the object of criticism

and scorn by recipients, taxpayers, and program administrators.1

The pervasive discontent of these groups differed in specific cause

but, in general, it related to such issues as costs, coverage,

equity, benefit levels, and administrative arbitrariness.

For the purpose of clarity, the "welfare system" as defined in this

study includes the four categorical welfare programs that existed in

1973 -- Aid for the Blind (AB), Aie, to the Permanently and Totally

Disabled (APTD), the Old Age Assistance Program (0AA), and Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) -- as well as the food

stamp program and 'le general assistance programs that directly trans-

ifer cash or add to spendable income. There are other programs --

most notably, Medicaid -- which operate in these counties, but it is

difficult to measure the impact on individual families as these

programs represent entitlements and not a direct addition to family

incomes.

1Daniel Moynihan, "The Crises in Welfare," Eablic Interest
(Winter 1968), pp. 3-29.
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Of the categorical programs, three are referred to as the

"adult" programs (AB, APTD, and OAA); the other is known as the

"family" program (AFDC). Until January 1, 1974, all four of these

programs were administered by the separate states and trust terri-

tories of the nation on a Federal-State matching of funds besi.-. As

a result, there were 54 different programs with varying benefit

levels, coverage, and eligibijity standards. These programs were

subject only to minimum Federal criteria.

Moreover, these programs were financed by separate formulas for

each program with funds matched by the Federal government. Within

each state, individual counties actually administered the programs.

Obviously, this type system invites inequities, injustices, and

abuses. The South had no monopoly on such problems, but it did have

its share.

In the 1970s an effort was made to eliminate ,ae problems created

by such an amo..phous system by turning the categorical programs over

to the Federal government.2 Eventually, the political debate over the

proposal centered primarily over the family program. When the dust

had cleared, the federalization of the family program had been deleted

and responsibility for the three adult programs w13 assumed by the

. Federal government. As of January 1, 1974, the elderly, the blind, and

the isabled (who collectively numbered over six million) became eligible

for Supplemental Security Income (S.S.I.) benefits as administered

by the Social Security Administration. The minimum income benefits

2See Daniel P. Moynihan, The Politics of a Guaranteed Income

(New York: Vintage Books, 1973); and Vincent J. Burke and Vee Burke,

Nixon's Good Deed: Welfare Reform (New York: Columbia University

Press, '74),
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are set by a uniform scale that applies across the nation and are

provided without regard to whether the recipient ever contributed to

the Social Security system. The principle of a Federal income guaran-

tee was established.

The debate over welfare reform in the early 1970s was particular-

ly inportant to the South. Had the reform program been enacted in its

entirety, the poverty families of the rural South would have been the

greatest beneficiaries. The impact of this proposal upon the South is

the topic of chapter 10. The present chapter reviews the findings of

the surveys of households and community officials and leaders concern-

ing the operation of the welfare system in the rural South. Most

discussion of categorical programs will be devoted to the Aid to

Families with Dependent Children Program (AFDC), as this is the only

one that retains the same structure it had at the time of the inter-

views in early 1974. The data on the federalized adult programs are

included also, because they indicate social need. Little attention is

given to general assistance in the following analysis because this

program has almost no impact in the survey counties.

In addition to the categorical aid programs, the food stamp

program has become an integral part of the nation's assistance effort

to low income families. Although the history of food stamps dates

back to the 1930s, it was not until enactment of the Food Stamp Act

of 1964 that the program became permanent. Implementation under that

Act, however, depended upon the willingness of the counties to partici-

pate, and many southern rural counties did not exercise this option.

In 1973 the Federal government passed legislation that required all

counties to ,articipate in the food stamp program by July 1, 1974.
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The Categorical Programs

Table 6-1 presents a distribution of the number of recipients

in'the four Counties for each of the old categorical programs for

1973 or 1974 (see fiote for table 6-1). Of special significance is

the high number of individuals who were receiving Old Age Assistance.

The figures would suggest that since 1974 S.S.I. 'benefits have become

an important source of income to the southern rural economy. The

analysis that follows focuses on the AFDC program more than the

others because it is the only program remaining under local control

and influence.

Have most of the abuses and inadequacies of AFDC been substantial-

ly reduced since the welfare debates of the 1960s? Probably not. The

lack of a uniform minimum income floor still leads to wide variations

in average benefits from state to state. In the South, local adminis-

tration invites arbitrariness in determining eligibility in a region

where overt racial discrimination is less than a generation in the

past. The exclusion from AFDC of families of the working poor and of

families in which the male household head is vesent remains the

general pattern in the South. As a result, if viewed as an antipoverty

device, the AFDC program is a failure. The words of Daniel Moynihan's

description are as adequate today as they were almost a deca6,.: ago:

The true issue about welfare is not what it costs the
taxpayers, but what it costs the recipients. Evidence
--as usual-- is practically nonexistent, but the
probability is strong that the present welfare system
is serving to maintain the poorest groups in society
in a position of impotent fury. Impotent because the
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Table 6-1

Participation in Categorical Welfare Programs in
Four Southern Rural Counties, 1973 and 1974

Aid t Families with
Dependent Children

Old Age
Assistance

Aid to the
Disabled

Aid to the
Blind

No. of No. of Re- No. of No. of No. of No. of
County Families cipients Children Recipients Recipients Recipients

Dodge 483 1,550 1,166 738 276 30

gatchitoches 743 2,757 2,097 2,248 398 36

Starr 390 1,491 1,063 1,030 124 26

Sunflower 1,563 5,754 4,545 1,781 536 56

General ,

Assistance

No. of
Recipients

No program

121

No program

17

SOURCE: U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Recipients of Public
LssiaiiiePaentsloramStateanc1Count, reports for 1973 and 1974 .(Washington,.
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973 and 1974).

NOTE: The data on AFDC and General Assistance areas of February 1974; OAA, ATPD, AND AB
iere federalized as of January 1, 1974; hence the data for these programs are for February 1973.
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system destroys the potential of individuals and
families to improve themselves. Fury because it
claims to do otherwise.3

Hopefully, the following analysis provides some of the needed

"evidence" referred to by Moynihan concerning this deepening crisis.

Personal Characteristics of Recipients

Table 6-2 shows the racial distributions of AFDC recipients in

the four couAtie. The high percentage of racial minorities is

partly refttive of their higher incidence Of puverty,.but also of

the fact sample counties were chosell because of their racial

concenzra . Nonetheless, in each county the. percentages .of Black

Table 6-2

Rs.lcipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Child:7er'.
by Race, by County, by Total, 1973

(Percent)

County Anglo, Black Chicano Total

Dodge 32.4 67.6 0.0 100.0

Natchitoches 8.1 91.9 0.0 100.0

Starr 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0

Sunflower 2.0 98.0 0.0 100.0

Total sample 10.4 69.5 20.0 100.0

Sample size (16) (107) (31) (154)

3Moynihan, "The Crises in Welfare," 22. (Emphasis is in the

original.
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and Chicano recipients are higher than their percentages of the total

population in their respective counties.

The racial distributions for Old Age Assistance are contained in

table 6-3. The numbers of participants in OAA are more nearly equal

Table 6-3

Recipients of Old Age Assistance
by Race, by County, by Total, 1973

(Percent)

County Anglo Black Chicano total

Dodge 61.8 38.2 0.0 100.0

Natchitoches 45.7 54.3 0.0 100.0

Starr 2.1 0.0 97.9 100.0

Sunflower 17.6 84.5 0.0 100.0

Tota] sample 31.0 41.7 27.3 "100.0

Sample size (108) (145) (95) (348)

across racial categories than was the case for AFDC. Due to the long

domination of agriculture (which for many years did not provide Social

Security coverage for its workers), OAA became an income maintenance

program in the rural South. The high incidence of OAA recipients in the

South (e.g., one-third of the aged population of Louisiana were OAA

recipients in February 1973 -- a percentage exceeded only in Mississippi)

and the high Anglo participation rate in OAA were two factors which no

doubt explained the ease by which OAA was federalized in 1973.
4

Because of the low numbers involved, the figures for participation

in the Aid to the Blind and the Aid to the Permanently and Totally

Disabled are combined in the tabulation of the survey data throughout

this chapter. According17, the racial characteristics of AB and APTD

4
Burke and Burke, Nixon's Good Deed, p. 197.
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are contained in table 6-4. As in the case of OAA, the participation

rate of Anglos in these two programs is significantly higher than their

rate for AFDC; the proportion for Blacks is considerably lower; and

Chicanos, slightly higher.

Table 6-4

Recipients of Aid to the Blind and Aid
to the Disabled, by Race and by Count, 1973

(Percent)

County Anglo Black Chicano Total

Dodge 65.2 34.8 0.0 100.0

Natchitoches 42.9 57.1 0.0 100.0

Starr 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0

Sunflower 5.9 94.1 0.0 100.0

Total sample 30.0 43.4 26.5 100.0

Sample size (25) (36) (22) (83)

The sex distribution of recipients of categorical welfare is contained

in table 6-5. In general, the survey data for these rural counties is

consistent with the eXpected profile. That is to say, AFDC recipients

were overwhelmingly fernale headed households, whereas the other adult

programs were generally male headed households.

The age distribution of the recipients of each program is contained in

table 6-6. The figures for OAA show a mean of 73.8 years of age. With

..he mean age being well above the normal age for labor force participation,

it is appareat that this group generally cannot be expected to work. The

mean age of the household heads with dependent children of 40.6 ye s seems

higher than one would expect. These means, however, are consistent in
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Table 6-5

Recipients of Categorical Welfare Assistance,
by Sex and County, 1973

(Percent)

County Aid to Families with
Dependent Children

Old Age Aid to the Blind and
Assistance Aid to the Disabled

Dodge
Female 73.0 60.3 43.5
Male 27.0 39.7 56.5

Natchitoches
Female 83.8 42.5 28.6
Male 16.2 57.5 71.4

Starr
Female 87.1 38.3 45.5
Male 12.9 61.7 54.5

Sunflower
Female 87.1 44.1 58.8
Male 12.9 55.9 41.2

Table 6-6

Average Age of Recipient Household Head of Categorical
Welfare Assistance by County, 1973

(Years)

County Aid to Families with
Dependent Children

Old Age Aid to the Blind and
Assistance Aid to the Disabled

Dodge 43.7 72.8 59.8

Natchitoches 40.4 74.4 57.4

Starr 39.0 72.8 55.6

SunfIciler. 39.4 75.5 5.6

Mean value for
all counties 40.6 73.8 57.2
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,all four counties, with Dodge County recipients somewhat older than the

others.

Any evaluation of the adequacy of welfare assistante must consider

the size of the recipient's family. Table 6-7 gives the mean sizes of

recipient families for each of the categorical programs. Of special note

is the mean for AFDC recipients, which was 4.8 persons per-family (with

the Sunflower County mean being considerably higher). These figures will

become more significant in subsequent discussions of benefit levels.

Mean levels of educational attainment for recipient household heads

of various categorical welfare programs are shown in table 6-8. These

means are considerably below the already low educational means for the

population as a whole. Program recipients in Starr County, Texas, have

the lowest education mean 2or each categorical program. In all but one

program (AFDC in Ntitchitoches), the means are considerably below the

eighth grade minimum that is required for participation in most manpower

programs.

Table 6-7

Mean Family Size of Recipients of Categorical

Welfare Assistance by County, 1973

(Number of Persons)

County Aid to Families with Old Age Aid to the Blind and

Dependent Children Assistance Aid to the Disabled

Dodge 4.3 1.6 2,6

Natchitoches 4.2 1.6 1.7

Starr 4.4 1.9 2.8

Sunflower 5.8 1.6 2.7

Mean value for all
counties 4.8 1.7 2.4
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Table 6-8

Mean Values of Educational Attainment for
Household Heads Who Are Recipients of Categorical

Welfare Assistance, by Program and by County, 1973
(Years)

County Aid to Families with Old Age Aid to the Disabled

Dependent Children Assistance and Aid to the Blind

Dodge 7.6 7.2 4.8

Natchitoches 8.1 5.4 4.4

Starr 5.6 3.0 2.5

Sunflower 6.8 5.1 4.3

Mean value for
all counties 7.1 5.2 4.0

Thus, the profile of personal characteristics is complate. In

these rural southern counties, the AFDC recipients are overwhelmingly

middle-aged, are from racial minorities, have relatively large numbers

of dependent chill.cen, and have very low levels of educational attain-

ment. The most significant finding of this portrait is the magnitude

of each of the characteristics rather than the characteristics them-

selves. For the adult programs relative to AFDC, the recipients are

more likely to be older men; there is a relatively higher incidence of

Anglos; and the family size is considerably smaller. It is only with

respect to educational attainment that the adult progrum recipients

are consistently more disadiantaged than the AFDC recipients.
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Economic Characteristics of Recipients

Significant labor Market participation characteristics for

the recipients of the various categorical welfare programs are

presented irable 6-9.i The adult programa show what could be

,

expectedvirtually nolabor force participation. The data for

AFDC recipients also sliow a lyery high percentage (i.e., 60.2

percent) of the recipients not in the labor force. On the other

hand, 40 percent of the AFDC recipients did report themselves to

be either employed (28 percent) or unemployed (12 percent).

Although there are no available national data with which to compare

these figures, the labor force participation rate of AFDC recipients

in these counties is higher than had been expected. The explanation,

if this is actually the case, is most probably due to the fact that

.the level of benefit payments to AFDC recipients in southern rural

counties is notoriously low. Some of the AFDC recipients have no

choice but to supplement their AFDC benefits through work .if they

are to survive.

A rough measure of the work history of those household heads who

were AFDC recipients, constructed from responses to three questions

which are categorized, is presented in table 6-10. The questions

sought information on occupation of the head of the household for

the first job after leaving school; the longest occupation held

since leaving school; and the current occupation, if any, of the

recipient. First, the data show that 21.9 percent of the AFDC

recipients have never worked and therefore have no work experience.
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Table 6-9

Labor Force Status of Recipients of Categorical
Welfare Assistance by County, 1973

(Percent)

County Aid to Families with
Depeadent Children

01d Age
Assistance

Aid for the Blind
and for the Disabled

Dodge
Employed 29.7 0.0 0.0
Unemployed 10.8 0.0 13.0
Not in the
labor force 59.5 100.0 87.0

Natchitoches
Employed 29.7 .8 0.0
Unemployed
got in the
labor force

5.4

64.9

.8

98.4

4.8

95.2

Starr
Employed 19.4 2.1 0.0
Unemployed 19.4 0.0 4.5
Not in the
labor force 61.2 97.9 95.5

Sunflower
Employed
Unemployed

39.6
10.2

1.7
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not in the
labor force 59.2 98.3 100.0

Total, all counties.
Employed 27.9 1.1 0.0
Unemployed 11.9 .3 6.0

Not in the
labor force 60.2 98,6 94.0

A very high percentage (73.7 percent) of all AFDC recipients were

not wDrking at the time of the survey. This means that AFDC benefits

are the primary source of income for most of these households. The

data in table 6-10 show that over half of all employed AFDC
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Table 6-10

Occupational EmployMent Ristory of Household Neads
Who Are Recipients of AFDC Payments, All Counties

Combined, 1973
(Percent)

Occupational First Occupation 1r...ingest OCcupation Current
Category Of Recipient After of Recipient Since 'Occupation

Leaving Sehool Leavisg School of Recipient

Professional 0.7 0.7 0.0
Managerial 0.0 0.7 0.7
Clerical 1.3 0.7 0.7
Sales 1.3 0.7 0.0
Domestic service 21.2 21.7 8.6

Food and beverages 4.6 5.9 4.6
Service workers 1.3 3.9 2.0
Plant farming 26.5 19.7 0.7
Animal farming 0.0 0.0 0.0
Miscellaneous

agriculture 11.9 12.9 0.7

Manufacturing - new
materials 0.7 0,7 0.7

Manufacturing -
durables 1.3 2.0 0.7

Manufacturing -
assembly line 3.3 3.9 3.3

Construction 2.0 1.3 1.3
Transportation 0.0 2.0 1.3

Mining, logging, ard
extracting 1.3 0.0 0.7.

Recreation 0.7 0.0 0.7
Never worked 21.9 21.9 21.9
Not presently working -

,

- 51:8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

recipients were in the unskilled occupations--domestic service or

agricultural occupations--both when they first left school and as

their longest occupat!,nn since leaving school. One-third of all

AFDC recipiente reported agricultural jobs as their longest
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occupations since leaving school. Thus, there is one clear difference

between rural and urban AFDC recipients: the former have a work

history of employment in agricultUre. Of those AFDC recipients who

also ate currently employed, however, one-third hold jobs in domestic

servize and very few (about 5 percent) hold jobs in agriculture.

Assessment of the Existing Categorical Welfare

As shown in the preceding section, the recipients of.the various

forTs of categorical welfare have very low labor

levels. This maans, of course, that the welfare

expected to account for a significant portion of

force participation

benefits could be

the total income Of

families. Table 6-11 presents the mean dollar value of the annual

benefits received from each program in each, ccunty. When it is recalled

that the AFDC recipients had much larger family sizes, it is obvious

that they are worst-off on a per capita basis and that these benefits

are grossly deficient. In fact, the average annual per

figure for AFDC recipients

AB and APTD ($563).

The gross inadequacy of the benefits

($250) is less than that for

capita

OAA ($549)

from AFDC is most vividly

seen from an examination of the total family income levels for the

or

recipients of the categorical welfare programs. Table 6-12 contains

the findings from the survey. These figures combined the welfare

benefits with all other income earned by everyone in the households.

Again when reference is made to family size (review table 6-7), the

income levels are so low as to question how survival is possible.

Clearly, the level at which recipients or their family members are

able to supplement their benefits still leaves them with insufficient
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Table 6-11

Mean Dollar Value of Annual Benefits
Received from Categorical Welfare Assistance

Programs by County, 1973
(Dollars;

County Aid to Families with Old Age Aid to the )isabled

Dependent Children Assistance and to the Blind

Dodge 1,193.92

Natchitoches 1,431.14

Starr 1,265.13

Sunflower 1,001.00

Total 1,203.86

794,87

985.24

970.45

920.64

933.13

1,904.74

1,088.91

1,269.64

1,028.12

1,350.43

Table 6-12

Mean Value of Total Income of All Families That
Were ReciPients of Welfare Assistance by
Category of Assistance, by County, 1973

(Dollars)

County Aid to Fannies with Old Age Aid to the Disabled

Dependent Children Assistance and to the Blind

Dodge 3,140.73 2,224.34 4,284.52

Natchitoches 2,691.92 2,195.78 3,043.62

Starr 2,424.35 2,353.63 1,894.18

Sunflower 2,149.71 2,297.19 2,299.71

Total 2,573.37 2,261.09 2,930.46
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income. The inability may be due to lack of job ,jpportunities, lack

of work experience, low levels of human capital endowment, program

regulations that discourage seeking work, or some combination of all

four factors. Regardless of-the explanation, however, results show

extremely low levels of family income for all welfare recipients, but

especially for those families receiving AFDC.

A more vivid picture of the inadequacy of AFDC and OAA payments

in the rural South is highlighted by the data presented in table

6-13. No pyment to an AFDC family is sufficient to maintain that

family above the federally stipulated poverty level. In fact, most

AFDC payments leave thn recipient substantially below the poverty

threshold. In total, almost 62 percent of the families receiving

AFDC would be $2,500or more below the poverty level if this were

the only source of income. The severity of this low payment level

is further emphasized by the figures in tables 6-11 and 6-12. Pay-

ments under the AFDC program, on average, represent 46.8 percent of

the total income of recipient families. It is obvious that even where

there is another income source involved, AFDC payments generally will

not be sufficient to lift the family above the poverty level.

Analysis of those receiving OAA payments leads to the conclusion

that a problem also exists regarding adequacy of benefits, but it is

much less severe than was the case for AFDC recipients. As table

6-13 reveals, payments were such that OAA benefits left all families

below the poverty level. In that case 75 percent were within $2,000

of the poverty level. This result differs from that found for AFDC

recipients primarily because of differences in family size--as would

be expected by the nature of the two programs. In terms of total
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6-13

Difference Between Welfare Payments
and Poverty Level for AFDC and OAA

Recipients, Distribution by County, 1973

(Percent)

Amount Below Poverty
Level Dodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr Total

Aid to Families with
Dependent Children

$0-500 8.1 3.2 2.6

501-1,000 8.1 2.0 3.2 3.3

1,001-1,500 18.9 16.2 4.0 12.9 12.3

1,501-2,000 13.5 16.2 6.0 19.4 12.9

2,001-2,500 8.1 8.1 2.0 12.9 7.2

2,501-3,000 51.4 51.4 86.0 48.2 61.7

Old Age Assistance

$0-500 2.9 8.1 10.9 4.6 6.6

501-1,000 17.4 17.8 7.3 5.8 12.8

1,001-1,500 21.7 23.4 38.2 37.9 29.3

1,501-2,000 26.1 26.6 27.3 26.4 26.6

2,001-2,500 15.9 18.6 9.1 13.8 15.2

2,501-3,000 15.9 5.7 7.3 11.5 9.6

income, OAA payments constituted only 41.3 perEent of all income for

the average recipient family. Thus, even though it took less total

income for the .Iverage OAA recipient's family to be above the poverty

level than for the average AFDC family, the OAA recipient had to
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secure a larger percentage from same source other than the welfare

program.

The figures cited above leave little doubt as:to the inadequate

level of welfare payments in the rural southern counties in this

sample, whether viewed absolutely or relative to other areas.5 In

general, the payment structure is typical of the entire rural South.

If the welfare programs discussed above are evaluated as an anti

poverty effort, it is clear they constitute a disMal failure in the

rural South.

Another aspect of evaluating'the adequacy of welfare programs

concerns °average. In general, programs such as AB, APTD, and even

OAA to some extent, do not suffer from prOblems of coverage. Those

who are eligible are usually encouraged to enroll by'persons in

a community and by social workers and program admiaistrators. In

most areas the attitude toward AFDC is much more restrictive. In

addition, eligibility criteria are such that local case workers have

considerable latitude in the eligibility decision.

By nature anlintent, AFDC is a restricted program. Only 15.9

percent of all female household heads in the sample were receiving

5In December 1973 the national average monthly payment per reci
pient was $76.16 for OAA, $112 for AB, $109 for AD, and $56 for AFDC.
No southern state had an average payment which exceeded the national
figures except for OAA. Mississippi was lowest in all categories:
$53.82 for OAA, $65.19 for AB, $64.72 for AD, and $14.39 for AFDC.
Florida had the highest average OAA payment ($83.33); the highest AB,
AD, or AFDC payments were in Virginia ($103.48, $102.37, and $50.93,
respectively). The inadequacy of payments in the rural South is
obvious when contrasted to these figures. Data were obtained from
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security
Bulletin 37 (June 1974).
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AFDC payments, with an ad6itional 7.8 percent cf the female household

heads eligible but not receiving AFDC. Such figures make it appear

6lat coverage is not a problem. But when one looks at coverage in

terms of eligible households only, the results are somewhat different.

Of the total eligible (229), 32.7 percent were not receiving AFDC

benefits at the time of the survey. By county, the percent eligible

but not receiving benefits was: Dodge, 22.9; Natchitoches, 33.9;

Starr, 39.2; and Sunflower, 33.3. Despite the restrictive nature of

AFDC eligibility requirements limiting the number who could partici-

pate, a substantial portion of those eligible was not covered. More

importantly, a majority of female household heads were not eligible

even though the average income levels of all groups, including those

employed, was very low.

Most welfare recipients were able to supplement their real income

to same extent through the purchase of food stamps during the time

of the survey. All the counties had established food stamp programs

(although one had done so only within the preceding few months).

Table 6-14 shows that in each county categorical welfare recipients

had a high participation rate in the food stamp program. The lower

participation rate by OAA recipients is most likely due to dis-

qualification because of asset holdings accumulated over their life-

times.
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Table 6-14

Receipt of Food Stamps by Recipients of Categorical
Welfare Assistance by County, 1973

(Percent)

Recipients of Recipients,of Recipients of
Aid for Old Age Aid to the Blind

Dependent Children Assistance and Aid to Disabled

County Yes No Yes No Yes No

Dodge 86.5 13.5 72.7 27.3 90.7 9.1

Natchitoches 89.2 15.8 52.6 47.4 ,88.9 11.1

Starr 83.9 16.1 68.1 -31.9 86.4 13.6

Sunflower 87.8 12.2 61.0 39.0 58.8 41.2

Food Stamp Program in the Rural South6

The food stamp program has become the most important Federal aid

program in the United States in terms of persons covered and dollar

amounts involved. The food stamp program represents an income

supplement available to low income families, making it a major anti-

poverty effort.7 Because of the high number of low income families

in the South, both absolutely and relative to other regions of the

United States, tLe food stamp program is particularly important in this

6Supplemental data utilized in this section were collected with
the aid of a grant from the Income Security Policy/Analysis Branch,
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

7Much confusion arises from this because many people argue that
the food stamp program was never designed to eradicate poverty. See,
for example, Malcolm Gelatin, "A Comparison of the Bevefits of the
Food Stamp Program, Free Food Stamps, and an Equivalent Cash Payment,"
Public Policy, 21 (Spring 1973): 291-302.
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region. In 1972, with 11.6 percent of the total population, the

Southeast contained 17.2 percent of the food stamp recipients in

the United States and received 20.6 percent of the total dollar

subsidy (Bonus Food Coupons). 8
Given the relative position of the

rural South to the total South, the potential importance of the food

stamp program in the rural South is self-evident.

There is one specific aspect of the food stamp program which

substantially increases its importance as an aid program: it is the

only program which provides an income supplement to low income

families regardless of the sex or employment status of the household

head. In fact, it is the only aid program which does not have some

specific qualifier other than income.

The amount of subsidy which a household receives under the

program varies with the income level and size of the household involved.

For example, in the spring of 1973 a one person household with no

income could receive $42 in food stamps free per month, and a household

of twenty persons with zero income could receive $482 in stamps. On.the

other hand, if the single person had a. monthly income of between $100

and $110 and the twenty person household had a monthly income of $250 to

$270, each household unit would be eligible for the same dollar value of

food stamps as previously but would have to pay $18 and $75 per month,

respectively, to receive the coupons. Table 6-15 shows the variation in

purchase cost of food stamps as income changes for a family of four.

8Gene D. Sullivan, "Food StamPs: A Boost to the Southeastern
Economy," Monthly Review, 58(June 1973). The Southeast is defined
as Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
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Table 6-15

Food Stamp Purchase Schedule for
Four Person Household

February 1, 1974
(Dollars)

Monthly Net Income Purchase Price

$0 to $19.99
20 to 29.99
30 to 39.99
40 to 49.99
50 to 59.99

$ 0.00
0.00
4.00
7.00

10.00

60 to 69.99 ,13.00
70 to 79.99 16.00
80 to 89.99 19.00
90 to 99.99 22.00
100 to 109.99 25.00

110 to 119.99
120 to 129.99
130 to 139.99
140 to 149.99
150 to 169.99

170 to 189.99
190 to 209.99
210 to 229.99
230 to 249.99
250 to 269.99

270 to 289.99
290 to 309.99
310 to 329.99
330 to 259.99
360 to 389.99

390 to 419.99
420 to 474

28.00
31.00
34.00
37.00
41.00

47.00
53.00
59.00
65.00
71.00

77.00
83.00
89.00
95.00

104.00

113.00
118.00

Coupon allotment nonassistance maximum monthly income -- $473

Coupon allotment -- $142

SOURCE: Food Assistance Manual, Food Stamp Section, Food Stamp
Program Revisions for Volume XII, Department of Public Welfare, State
of Mississippi, Division of Food Assistance, Jackson, Mississippi, as
revised February 1, 1974.
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The food stamp program was fully operational in.all four

sample counties at the time of this survey. Reports from food stamp

officials in the four counties indicated that as of March 1974

participation in each county was as follows: Dodge County--1,022

households and 3,283 persons; Natchitoches Parish--2,215 households

and 7,318 persons; Sunflower County--1,831 households and 9,733

persons; and Starr County--2,190 households and 8,500 persons. In

terms of persons served, the food stamp program is by far the largest

aid program in any of the four counties.

Characteristics of Food Stamp Participants

By the nature of the program; food stamp recipients fall Into

what is normally called the low income population. This means that

such households as those headed by an elderly Person; by ajemale,

or by a welfare re1pient would probably be oVerrepresented in the

food stamp program relative to their respective poPulation propOrtion.

Table 6-16 contains selected data on households in,the study sample

that were receiving food stamps. The distributions of ihe various

characteristics reflect the overrepresentation of particular sub-'

groups, as anticipated. For example, although female headed house-

holds constituted only 27.3 percent of the total sample, they account

for 38.5 percent of the households receiving food stamps. Similarly,

Black families comprise 29.9.percent of the sample and 37.9 percent

of the food stamp recipients. The obviougly inferior income position

of these groups is reflected in the above figures.

One explanation for the inordinately high participation rate in

Starr County is the high incidence of migrant workers. The migrant
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Table 6-16

Current Food Stamp Recipients in Sample,
Selected Characteristics, by County, Spring 1974

(Percent)

Characteristic
of Household Head

County
Total'Dod NatchitLches Sunflower Starr

Sex

Male 48.6 57.6 51.3 73.6 61.5
Female 51.4 42.4 48.7 26.4 38.5

Race

Anglo 59.0 37.0 ' 7.8 1.4 19.7
Black 41.0 63.0 92.2 0.0 37.9
Chicano 0.0 0.0 0.0 98.6 42.4

Age

16-24 1.7 3.0 4.7 4.4 3.8

25-44 19.7 28.5 53.2 33.4 30.5
45-64 32.9 30.3 31.6 36.9 33.9
65-99 45.7 38.2 28.5 25.2 31.8

Married 45.9 49.4 49.7 70.3 57.7

Total households 173 165 193 401 932

workers receive information on various programs and possibly program

registration assistance while both in Starr County and "on the road."

Information concerning food stamps is included in the services provided.

While in Starr County during the "off season," many of the migrants are

qualified by food stamp administrators as "zero income persons." Tech-

nically, officials are supposed to prorate the annual income over the

year to determine eligibility amount. In practice, however, the of-

ficials say this is impossible to do since many migrants have no income

for the months they spend in the county. Hence, say the officials, it
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is impossible to deny these people assistance. Their income, there-

fore, is often considered "zero," which means they pay nothing for

the stamps they receive. Moreover, officials state it is very t.iffi-

cult to verify the annual income of many Starr County recipients (i.e.,

both migrants and nonmigrants) since income levels of many families

are so low that they do not pay any income taxes. The officials are of

the impression that a number of people are receiving more food stamps

than they should, but,they claim it is almost impossible to rectify.

Another plausible explanation for thehigher incidence of food

stamp recipients in Starr County relative to the other counties in the

survey is the fact that the program administrators are Chicano serving

Chicano recipients. In the other counties the program is often adminis-

tered by Anglos to predominantly Black recipients. As a result, in

Starr County it is unlikely that there is racial stigma associated with

the food stamp program, nor is it likely that there is racial discrimi-

nation associated with the administration of the program. These factors

are likely to be present to some degree in the other three counties.

Household size and income are important factors in determining

eligibility as well as coupon bonus in the food stamp program. Table

6-17 contains this information for the sample as well as data on

employment for heads of families receiving food stamps. As the data

reveal, household size is larger on average in Sunflower and Starr than

in the other two counties. This reflects, in part, the relatively

larger percentages of households with the head over 65 years of age in

Dodge County and Natchitoches Parish (see table 6-16).
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Table 6-17

Household Size, Indome, and Employment of
Head for lood Stamp Households in

Sample, by County, Spring 1974
(Percent)

Characteristic of
Household

County
TotalDodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower

Persons in Household

26.6 23.0 10.2 12.4 16.0
2 26.6 26.1 16.7 17.6 20.4
3 13.3 12.7 13.5 8.3 12.2
4 8.1 7.3- 12.0 10.9 10.2
5 5.2 9.7 13.5 9.3 10.4
6 8.1 6.7 12.2 5.7 9.1
7 3.5 4.8 7.5 11.9 7.2
8 2.9 3.6 5.2 6.,2 4.7
9 2.1 2.4 3.2 6.7 3.6
10 or more 3.5 3.6 6.0 10.9 6.1

Mean household size 2.9 3.2 4.3 4.5 3.8

Mean household income
(1973). $2,836 ' $2,691 $3,251 $2,283 $2,876

Household head employed 19.7 19.4 36.2 38.3 30.5

Sample size (173) (165) (401) (193) (932)

The larger average household size as well as the large number of

participants found in Starr County help explain why the average income

of recipients is highest in the county where the average income of the

total sample was the lowest. This logic, however, should lead to the

expectation of a relatively high average income for recipients in

Sunflower County--a result not supported by the data. The fact that

almost 99 percent -of the food stamp recipients in Sunflower County were

Black is the most likely explanation for the low average income of
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recipients in this county; 2ow even in relation to that of recipients

in the other counties.

It is interesting to note that employment of the household 'lead

is highest in the two counties which have the lowest and the highest

mean income of recipients. This helps explain the high average in

Starr County but is contradictory with respect to Sunflower County.

The overC.1 percentage of household heads employed across counties

(30.5) is sufficiently bigb to support the contention that food stamps

represent an income supplemen :. to a significant number of working poor

households.

As previously noted in table 6-14, food stamps represented an

important income supplement for households receiving cash payments

under other aid programs. The most surprising finding is that all

households with AFDC and'OAA payments were not receiving food stamps,

since the probability of eligibility is extremely high. Although elderly

households may be more reluctant than younger'households to participate

in any aid program, this obviously is not a factor where a household

is already receiving OAA. Some possible explanations will be offered

in a later se,:tion of this chapter.

Changes in Food Stamp Participation

Because eligibility for participation in the food stamp program

is based on monthly income and recertification of eligibility is re-

quired quarterly, it is reasonable to expect that in rural areas with

high seasonal employment there would be substantial movement in and
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out of the program,during a given year. In fact, participation was

surprisingly stable. Table 6-18 shows data pertaining to the total

number of households receiving food stamps during 1973 and the number

of months they received them.

Inclusion of Starr County makes the total figures misleading

because the food stamp program was not operating in Starr County until

fall 1973. This helps explain why more households (401) were receiving

stamps in Starr County at the time'of the survey than had done so at

any time during 1973.

When Starr County is removed from the analysis, the remaining

counties show corresponding traits. In all these counties the number

who received food stamps at some time during 1973 exceeds the number

receiving stamps at the time of the survey (see table 6-15). In all

counties, over three-quarters of those who participated in the program

during 1973 received stamps in all twelve months of that year, and all

in this group were still receiving stamps at the time of this survey.

This indicates that participation in the food stamp program tends to

be quite stable and of relatively long duration for the majority of

households; not a totally unexpected result when the characteristics of

recipients are considered.

Eligible Nonparticipants

The preceding analysis clearly indicates the importance of the food

stamp program to the sample population,with 28 percent of the total

households participating in the spring of 1974. The potential importance
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Table 6-18

Number of Months Food Stampo Purchased
During 1973 by County

(Percent)

Number of
Months

County
TotalDodge Natchitoches Sunflower Starr

1 1.6 5.0 1.5 13.2 6.8

2 2.7 2.8 2.2 27.7 12.6

3 2.2 3.3 3.4 39.8 17.7

4 2.2 1.7 1.5 10.3 5.1

5 1.1 2.8 1.9 6.3 3.7

6 2.7 4.4 1.9 1.6 2.4

7 0.5 0.6 3.4 0.0 1.1

8 1.1 1.7 0.1 0.0 0.7

9 2.7 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.9

10 1.6 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.6

11 1.6 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.7

12 80.0 75.1 79.6 0.0 47.1

Total households purchasing
food stamps, 1973 185 181 206 '399 951

is even greater. An additional 853 sample households were estimated

to be eligible for food stamps but not partici.pating in the program,

making 53 percent of the total households in the sample eligible for

food stamps.
9

Table 6-19 shows participation rates by county and by race. The

wide variety in participation rates is surprising. There would seem

little doubt that some of the variations must stem from differing

9The total number of households estimated to be eligible to
receive food stamps was 1,787. Those eligible but not participat-

ing were estimated by adjusting reported income by deductible expen-

ditures (rent, utilities, medical expenses and educational eipenses)

and excluding those with certain types of assets. Data limitations

required some arbitrary decisions which probably resulted in conser-

vative estimates.
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Table 6-19

Households Eligible for Food Stamps
and Percent Receiving Food Stamps

by County and by Race

Number Eligible Percent Receiving

Dodge County 346 50.0
Natchitoches Parish 433 38.1
Sunflower County 432 44.7
Starr County 574 69.9

Anglo 488 37.7
Blhck,. 700 50.4
Chicano 574 69.9

efforts by local program officials to contact and enroll those eligi-

ble in the counties. It also is possible that those eligible but

not participating have higher incomes than participants. .This would

mean, on average, smaller absolute benefits from participation. How-

ever, the average income of $2,943 in 1973 for eligible nonpartici-

pants is not sufficiently greater than the $2,876 average for parti-

cipants to make this a viable explanation. Only in Sunflower County

is the difference large enough to support such logic-- $2,869 for non-

participants versus $2,283 for participants. However, the $2,869 is

still lower than the average for participants in Starr County (see

table 6-17).

The two counties in which populations contained a relatively

high percent of Blacks displayed the lowest participation rates--

a fact which is unlikely to be coincidental. In both Natchitoches

Parish and Sunflower County the participation rates for Anglos was
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very low, 25.4 percent and 19.5 percent, respectively. This supports

the impression which interviewers received that the programs were

considered "Black" programs by most Anglos.

Discussions with welfare officials in Natchitoches Parish and

Sunflower County and subsequent interviews with eligible nonpartic-

ipants led to the conclusion that participation in the food stamp

program was not encouraged. No_provision for program outreach

existed in either county.

While it is apparent that the food stamp program is of consider-

able importance to low income households in the rural South, it is

equally apparent that numerous eligible households are not benefiting

from the program. Because the reason for nonparticipation can be as

important as the fact of nonparticipation itself, the following

section contains an analysis of factors influencing the decision not

to participate.

Causes of Nonparticipation10

Participation in the food stamp program was so low in three of

the survey counties that investigation of factors contributing to

nonparticipation was imperative. This required a supplemental

interview of a sample of eligible nonparticipants in Dodge County,

Natchitoches Parish, and Sunflower County. A total of 206 house-

holds were involved in the subsample: 48 in Dodge County, 80 in

1
()This section draws heavily on analysis found in Center for

Manpower Studies, Factors Affecting Food Stamp Nonparticipation in
the Rural South, A Report to the Income Security Policy/Analysis
Branch, Department of Health, Education and Welfare (University
of Mississippi, 1975).
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Natchitoches Parish, and 78 in Sunflower County. Table 6-20 contains

selected data on the subsample. In general, reasons given for nonpar-

ticipation were found to vary little by individual household charac-

teristics with the exception of elderly households.

Table 6-21 contains the distribution of primary responses for

nonparticipation during the survey period. Inability to meet the

costs of food stamps was cited most often as the reason why respon-

dents had not applied during the study period. Over a quarter of

those who answered indicated that costs prohibited them from partic-

ipating. Almost half of the respondents in this group had actually

participated in the program. The higher the household income the

less benefit a household will receive from participating because of

the cost of stamps. Therefore, the fact that almost 65 percent of

those who cited "cost too much" as a reason for nonparticipation had

a monthly income of between $100 and $300 is at first surprising.

However, almost 90 percent of this income group were households in

which the heads were over 65 years of age and in which there were only

one or two persons.

The category "cost too much" can be separated into two unique

responses. Of those who cited cost as a factor in nonparticipation,

21.3 percent indicated that they could not or would not put t:ie

necessary amount of money into the purchase of food stamps. The

remaining respondents stated that the differential between the

dollar value and the purchase price (bonus) was not sufficient to

induce them to participate.
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Table 6-20

Eligible Food Stamp Nonparticipants Subsample
Selected Characteristics

of Household Heads

Characteristics Percent

Race
Black 65.0

Anglo 35.0

Sex
Male 68.0

Female 32.0

Marital status
Married 63:6

Household size
1 22.3

2 31.1

3 11.2

4 8.3

5 6.8

6 7.3

7 4.4

8 2.4

9 1.0

10 or more 5.4

Age
16-24 2.9

25-34 6.8

35-54 23.3

55-64 15.5

65 and over 51.5

Monthly income of household
$1-50 1.5

51-100 4.9

101-200 40.3

201-300 21.4

301-400 16.5

401-500 7.3

500 and over 8.3

SOURCE: Center for Manpower Studies, Factors Affecting Food Stamp

Nonparticipation in the,Rural South, A Report to the Income Security

Pplicy/Analysis Branch, Department of Health, Education and Welfare

(University of Mississippi, 1975).
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Table 6-21

Primary Reasons for Not Applying for Food Stamps
Spring 1974

Reason Percent

Did not think they needed them 9.9

Does not want to accept welfare 2.2

Cost too much 26.0

Did not think they were eligible 18.2

Lack of transportation 6.6

Too much trouble, red tape, not worth
the effort 6.1

Been turned down before 16.0

Other 15.0

SOURCE: See table 6-20.

Several of those in the first group stated that they could not

afford food stamps and claimed to have difficulty in meeting the cash

purchase requirements. The answers given by those respondents indi-

cated that they simply did not have $30 or $40 in cash on hand at any

one time to purchase stamps. Some were not aware that a partial

purchase could be made. Others were aware of this alternative but

still stated that they never had the necessary cash at one time.

The respondents who stated that the bonus was too small may be

making a rational decision if the monthly cost of purchasing food

stamps exceeds the normal monthly family food expenditures. A sig-

nificant number of those responding indicated this to be true and,

for some, calculations of the bonus which they would have received

tended to support this. However, for the majority of those respon-

dents, calculations of potential bonuses indicated that the bonus
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was substantial, in some cases several times the purchase price.

These families must either be basing their decision not to ?artici-

pate on erroneous information or making it in an irrational manner

from an economic viewpoint.

Problems of poor information are not restricted to cost data.

The responses indicate other informational problems. A total lack of

information, however, was not a major problem, as only one respondent

professed to be completely unaware of the program.

Belief that the-household was not eligible to participate was the

primary response of 18.2 percent of those interviewed. This response

was prevalent among those with monthly incomes exceeding $300 and

among those households in which someone was employed and earning an

,
hourly wage rate exceeding the Federal minimum wage.

11 This is one

indication that detailed eligibility requirements are not generally

known to the public. Many feel that the program applies only to those

on welfare or those who are not employed.

There were several reasons given which were a reflection of the

attitudes of the respondents both toward the program and toward them-

selves. Ten percent of those who had not applied for stamps stated

that they did not need them in spite of the fact that their financial

situation made them eligible. Several indicated that they would apply

when they felt that stamps were needed. All of those-who stated that

they did not need stamps were over 35 years of age, perhaps indicating

that older people have a different attitude toward food stamps and

welfare in general than do younger people. Surprisingly, there was no

hour.

11At the time of the interviews the minimum wage was $1.60 per
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discernible relationship between the level of income and the response

"didn't think they needed them."

In addition to those in the above response category, four persons

stated that they had not applied because they did not want to accept

welfare. This response is probably closely related in meaning to the

response discussed above. Not only had most of the respondents in these

two groups not applied during the study period, but they had in fact

never applied for food stamps.

"Too much trouble or red tape" is a reason given for nonparticipa-

tion which relates both to attitudes and to administrative problems.

Of the 6 percent of the sample who gave this.response, half had never

applied for stamps and half had applied at same time in the past. For

those who had never applied, this response is an indication of a nega-

tive attitude toward program administrators, which is probably based

on iaformation obtained from friends and neighbors. For those who had

previously applied, this attitude was based on more concrete information.

Several intviewees told of waiting all day in a food stamp office to

file application, only to be told to return the-next day. One

respondent related that this happened three days in a row, after which

he simply gave up. Several interviewees mentioned the rudeness of

administrative personnel as a secondary reason for not applying, and

a few simply stated that the information requested was "nobody's

business."

One major category of response which may affect the attitudes of

potential participants is "been turned down before." Sixteen percent

of those responding gave this as their primary reason for not applying.
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As might be expected, this response was cited most often by those

with relatively high monthly incomes. During the interviews it

became apparent that many believed 0-at once turned down, reapplication

was not possible. Thus, although those who received stamps were well

aware of recertification, information concerning reapplication apparent-

ly is not explained at all or is explained inadequately to those who

are initially ineligible.

A significant number of respondents gave secondary reasons for

not applying for stamps during the study period. Table 6-22 shows the

distribution of reasons by the total number of times they were mentioned.

Transportation difficulties, excessive red tape, and attitudes toward

the need for food stamps were cited more often as a secondary considera-

tion than as a primary one.

Table 6722

Secondary Reasons for Nonparticipation in Food Stamp Program

Reasons Number of
Responses

Percent of
Total

Response's

Didn't think they needed them 34 13.7

Doesn't want to accept welfare 6 2.4

Cost too much 51 20.6

Didn't think eligible 36 14.5

Lack of transportation 20 8.1

Too much red tape 27 10.9

Been turned down before 30 12.1

Other 44 17.7

SOURCE: See table 6-21.
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FOod Stamps and the Elderly

Throughout the study, special problems of the elderly in relation

to food stamp participation became increasingly apparent. Half of the

nonparticipants over 65 years of age had never applied for food stamps.

By contrast, in no other age group did those who had never applied

exceed a third of those in the group. This was true despite the fact

that almost 60 percent of the elderly households had a monthly income

of less than $200. Therefore, the reasons for nonparticipation among

the elderly are based on less first-hand knowledge of the program than

are those for other age groups.

One response which was significant only among the elderly was

"lack of transportation." Seventy-five percent of the respondents who

gave this reason for not applying during the study period were over 65.

Most of the respondents exhibited some knowledge of the program by

indicating that the prohibiting factor was not the problem of securing

transportation in order to apply, but the lack of transportation on a

regular basis to pick up the monthly stamp allotment. Most indicated

that securing transportation would require payment, thus adding to the

true cost of participating in the food stamp program. Furthermore,

several households indicated that the local office would not allow

someone else to secure the stamps for them; which, if true, is contrary

to regulations.

As the previous analysis might lead one to believe, 'cost too

much" was the single response cited most often by the elderly for non-

participation, as it was for all respondents. However, for the elderly

the process by which this conclusion was reached may be somewhat
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different. Although most elderly households fell in the income

category between $100 and $300 per month, most households also con-

tained two or less person . 12 Consequently, although incomes were

low, the food stamp bonus was not significant in the majority of cases.

For example, a single person with $150 a month income would receive a

bonus of only $11; a household of two with a $210 income would receive

a bonus of only $22.13 Thus, although qualifying for food stamps,

elderly individuals and couples on social security or old age assist-

ance would normally receive only a small bonus; or as several elderly

individuals stated, "the extra just isn't worth it."

The normal food consumption of an elderly person is also likely

to be less, for many reasons, than that of younger individuals, yet

age is not a consideration in the food stamp allotment formula.

Additionally, other expenses, particularly medical expenses, tend to

increase with age, thus reducing the portion of a fixed income which

is available to be spent on food. This latter logic is more closely

related to the reason why older age groups gave "cost too much" as a

response.

The elderly also cited other reasons common to all age groups.

However, it should be apparent that there are some unique difficulties

with the program as far as the elderly are concerned. In fact, the

program as currently constituted seems poorly equipped to aid the

elderly poor.

12This statement holds for both gross incie and net income
calculated for eligibility purposes.

13Scale as of January 1, 1974.
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Generally, in spite.of the great impact which the food stamp

program is having on the low income population in.the rural South,

nearly half of those eligible are not being served. In part, this

results from misinformation or lack of information and framAndividual

.attitudes. However, evidence is sufficiently strong to support the

belief that in parts of the rural South there is little sympathy on

the part of program administrators for outreach, and insome cases

there is suspicion of overt efforts to discourage enrollMeni.

There is also support for the belief that administrative rules

and the structure of the program discOurage many eligible households

from participation. The fact that normal .household expenditures on

food, as well as the cash flow of the household, are not, conSidered

in the program design appears to be a problem for many households,

particularly among the elderly.

Such problems would be difficult to overcome in any practical

manner, given the nature and structure of the food stamp program.

The most logical alternative would be to replace the current system

with a direct cash disbursement rather than food coupons.

Perceptions of the Welfare System in the Rural South14

Inadequate benefit levels and incomplete coverage are in part the

result of attitudes by government official- and the general public

14The analysis in this section is based upon the loosely structured
interviews with local welfare administrators and business and political
leaders in the survey counties. The data, by nature, are ",,rressionis
tic, reflecting attitudes held by those interviewed. Such information
provides insight into problems of welfare programs not reflected by
program statistics.
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toward welfare programs. Additional problems arise due to the nature

of program administrative practices and the attitudes held by program

administrators.

The programs most affected by adverse attitude on the part of the

public are AFDC and food stamps. These two programs do not fit into

the traditional view--need,created through no fault of the recipients--

as do programs relating to age or disability. AFDC particularly suffers

from this problem. The public more and more has came to view the AFDC

recipient as being part of a socially undesirable group. Illegitimacy,

. divorce, and desertion are viewed as personal inadequacies, allowing

the problem-to be dismissed from public responsibility.15 There is

also a widespread belief that "welfare cheating" exists on the part of

recipients of AFDC and, more recently, food stamps. This feeling

reflects in part the eligibility of those not traditionally believed

to b "needy."

Such attitudes on the part of the general public may influence

program administrators, adding to the problems inherent in the adminis-

trative structure of many welfare programs. 16 Theyequirement of a

needs test is humiliating to recipients. The nature of the AFDC and

food stamp programs fosters an adversary relationship between those who

administer the programs and the individual recipients. As one author

15For a detailed discussion of the problems such attitudes create,
see Alfred Kadushin, Child Welfare Services (New York: MacMillan and
Company, 1967); John M. Remonyshin, Social Welfare (New York: Random
House, 1971); Gilbert Steeree, The State of Welfare (Washington: The
Brookings Institution, 1971); and Henry J. Aaron, Why is Welfare So
Hard to Reform (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1973).

16For a brief overview of the technical aspects of welfare admini-
stration, see John G. Turnbull et al., Economic and Social Security,
4th ed. (New York: The Ronald Press, 1973), pp. 519-567.
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put it:

The relations of those who give assistance and those
who receive it are strained. The caseworker is likely to
distrust the recipient of aid, to view his dependency with
disdain. As an adviser, he may be condescending. As an
investigator he becomes an enemy. The recipient is likely
to regard the caseworker with scorn, as one whose function
is to maintain docility among the poor. When requests for
supplementary grants are denied, when he is disqualified
and aid cut off, his scorn turns into hatred. Between the
caseworker and the recipient of aid there is a perpetual
state of war.17

Given the latitude a caseworker has in determining both eligibility and

benefit levels, the structure described above is indeed a problem.

The disproportionate number of minority poOr have made welfare a

racial issue, particularly in the case of AFDC.18 Problems associated

with this issue will be as great in the rural South as anywhere in

the United States. In Natchitoches, Dodge, and Sunflower counties,

the incidence of participation in the AFDC and the food stamp programs

was considerably higher by Blacks than was their proportion of the

population. The same was true for Chicanos in Starr County. In each

county the participation rates were consistent with the higher poverty

rates for minority groups. Nonetheless, the high participation rates

by these minority groups have given the program the stigma of being

conceived primarily for these groups. The issue is less significant

in Starr County, probably because the county's population is almost

entirely Chicano. In the other three southern counties, there was a

widespread attitude that equates AFDC and food stamp programs as "Black

programs."

17Clair Wilcox, Toward Social Welfare (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1969), p. 238.

18See Kadushin, Child Welfare Services.
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In all of the counties there was a.widely held view that there

are people who genuinely need both family assistance and fdod stamOs.,'

But there also is a strong belief that the ranks of the recipients

are swollen:beyond the actual number of needy pedple. This feeling

was'especially widespread with reaPect to fdod atampsi As ails fddd

:stamp administrator observed, the "statiatiCal number of People in

poverty in this county greatly eXceeds the actUal nUmbek of pdor

people." With respeCt to AFDC, there Were allegations that tta rolls

also contained some Wdusehold heads whO reallY cOuld and shoUld Work.

There were no feelings that there might be eligible people not

being served. There was.,no intetest manifested in ttying to bolstei

putreach efforts to assure participation of all who. were eligible.

Administrative loyalties cleatly faVored the inietesiS of takp4eis

to reduce total'costs tether than the interests of the Potential

clientele. In fact, many practices deterred wide paiticiOatiOn.. For

example, in most instances thete Was'only one office for the:food

stamp and AFDC programs. In some instandes, the office houis weie

irregular. In all case's, the hour's Were limitedto the notmal bUsiness

day. With respect t9 foodstamps, the fact that stampa CoUld be

purchased only during business houra of -reekdays'led.a timber of

employers to complain of high absenteeism on the days'that food-stamps

could be purchased:. For many:rural residents the diatance tO food'

stamp offices was considerable.. , In at least one instance there was

only one official to adMinitter the program, andahe taas often abaent.

Hence, a long trip-to that office might be futile for any would-be

purchaser. It would be necessarY to come another day and'risk a repeat
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of the same experience. In most cases, waiting lines were coMmon at

food stamp offices due to shortages of clerks and lengthy red tape

requirements. One may conclude fairly that the effectiveness of the

food stamp and the AFDC prOgrams suffers from the negative attitudes

of local program administrators. AdMinistrative Concern tends to he

more with program operations than:with the.needs-of-therecipients.

In fact, the officials do not:mention the inadequacies of benefits.

Rather, they tend to implytheOPPosite--that thei feelbenefits are

ample relative to the low incOme levels of the test of the: local

population and in some instances are excessive and eligibility,tequire-

ments are too liberal. In no case did program administrators feel

that informational or administrative barriers existed that might

preclude wider participation.

There was universal support for the idea that job training should

be available toAFDC household heads, although the concept had more

abstract support than specific statements as to the types of training

and where such trainees would ultimately be employed. There were no

special training programs for AFDC household heads (i.e., Work

Incentive Program or the WIN Program) in two of the counties. WIN

programs did operate in two survey counties, Dodge and Sunflower. In

Dodge county, 120 participants were enrolled in 1973. Slightly over

60 percent received training under WIN. About a third were found

unsuitable for training, and 7 percent were placed in jobs Without train-

ing.

In Sunflower County the Employment Service appraised 160 WIN refer-

rals (from the welfare office). Of this number, 54 were placed directly

in unsubsidized employment, 15 got O-J-T contract training (one-half
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wages subsidized), and 4 entered public service employment (all wages

subsidized). The remainder were determined to be suited for neither

placement nor training.

Unfortunately, no follow-up evaluation is available for either

of the counties. Information concerning occupations and wage rates

for those placed in jobs was not available. Further, there is no way

to determine how long those placed remained employed, or if they

returned to the AFDC rolls. The importance of this type of data

colleCtion and analysis was not recognized by the rural program

officials. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that WTN could have a,major

impact in rural areas given the lack of employment opportunities which

exists.

There was no suggestion made by any of the private employers that

they would provide jobs for any AFDC-recipient household heads. It was

assumed either that other employers would be willing to h/re these

people or that it was the responsibility of the public sector to do it.

Local government officials, however, showed little inclination to

accept responsibility for absorbing the employment problems of household

heads who were receiving AFDC assistance. Obviously, if any serious

effort is to be made to provide employment opportunities for any signif-

icant number of AFDC household heads, a program of job creation that

is federally financed and administered will be required. Presently at

the local level, there is mostly lip service given to the importance

of the idea of employment of welfare heads of households.

In all but Starr County, the administrators were usually Anglos

and most of the recipients were Blacks. These officials were of the

general impression that Anglosmoreoften sought welfare services
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information, family planning, health services) than did Blacks, who

were more likely to seek cash assistance. In all four of the counties

a paternalistic attitude permeated the AFDC administrative practices.

In one instance, an official referred to AFDC as being exclusively "a

mama's program." There was a general attitude throughout that the

recipients should be grateful for what they received.

Most of the discussions related above pertained to the AFDC and

the food stamp program. Fewer problems and less negative attitudes

were manifested concerning supplemental services, such as family plan-

ning, provided by welfare offices.

Concluding Observations

Because of the federalization of the adult categorical welfare

programs during the period of this study and since the original programs

no longer exist, no conclusions will be drawn. It iS hoped that the

inconsistencles and lack of information disseminated on these former

programs for the blind, the disabled, and the aged found by this study

have been rectified by the establishment of the Supplemental Security

Income program. Hence, comments are in order concerning only the opera-

tions of the AFDC and the food stamp program.

With regard to AFDC, its current status can be assessed only in

light of the process by which the program evolved. The original rationale

for AFDC when it was created in the 1930s was to establish a minimum

income floor for needy families that had lost a male breadwinner. In

other words, it was largely conceived as being a "widow's program "
19

10
-Daniel P. Moynihan, "The Crises in Welfare," 13.
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Over the years the vacuum created by the absence of a national income

support program based on participant need, rather'than participant

characteristics led inevitably to AFDC's becoming a substitute income

maintenwace program for a number of low income families." In the

nation in general and the South in particular, eligible AFDC families

have been overwhelmingly female headed.

AFDC benefits tend to be a substantial portion of the total income

of the recipient families in the rural South. This,is caused by the

characteristics of the client group !i.e., not only does the woman

have dependent children, but she tends to be middle aged; to have had

little, if any, work experience; to have a low level of educational

attainment; and often she is a person fram a racial minority group

which has endured economic, social, and political discrimination in

the recent past in the region and which may still suffer vestiges of

these practices and attitudes). Moreover, given the program require-

ments, even if the participant could find employment, the financial

penalties are such that there is little incentivo to seek work. In

addition, the very low wage levels that characterize the southern rural

labor market would provide little work inducement even if the afore-

mentioned obstacles are.overcome. This is especially true if considera-

tion is given to the costs of working (e.g., child care, transportation,

and meals away from home). As a result, the AFDC program is more than

simply an income assistance program. It is the only program that

provides direct incame to most of the recipients, which, in effect,

makes it an antipoverty program. Those people associated with the

2 ()Ibid., 12-15.
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administration Of the program may not conceive of AFDC as an

antipoverty program per se; but to the poor people who receive its

benefits and, what is more, to most of the general public there is no

distinction made between welfare and antipoverty efforts. They are

perceived as being the same thing. Consequently, AFDC must be

evaluated in terms of the function it assumes.

As for the food stamp program, it is apparent that this is

rapidly becoming the major income supplement program available to low

incoie families in the rural South. Yet, despite its relatively

higher participation rates, it is an important finding of this study

that the number of eligible participants greatly exceeds the number

of actual recipients. Here, too, greater outreach efforts are needed

to inform eligible households of the availabilitY Ofthe program and

to facilitate the purchase of food stamps by increasing the number of

sales offices, extending the hours, providing mobile offices, and

sensitizing the program administrators to the importance of the program

to the people they serve. A preferred alternative to these reforms

would be replace the food stamp program with a direct cash disbursement

program associated with a comprehensive national minimum income program.

The findings of this chapter are that the welfare system as it

currently exists is simply not structured to handle the human problems

of poverty in the rural South. The benefit levels do not begin to

approach the federally stipulated poverty thresholds for rural house-

holds. Moreover, only about 70 percent of the female headed households

eligible for coverage are receiving it. Thus, the real problem is not

the large number of people receiving AFDC in rural areas but, rather,

the few people who are eligible for such assistance 'compared with the
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many in need. Even if it were possible through aggressive outreach

efforts to enlist all of the families eligible for such assistance,

,it would not mean that there would be much impact on the magnitude of

southern rural poverty. Most of the needy families of the rural South

are not eligible for AFDC (e.g., male headed households in Which the

male is unemployed; male or female headed households in which the

head is employed but is unable to earn an income sufficient to pull

the family over the established poverty threshold; and childless

families with employed heads who are unable to earn income above

poverty levels). Thus, because benefit levels are grossly inadequate,

because little effort is made to reach eligible families who are not

actual participants, and because the program's own eligibility rules

preclude participation by a substantial number of needy families,

the AFDC program must be judged a failure in its service to the rural

poor. It is apparent, therefore, that the current AFDC program must

be federalized, as was the case in 1974 with the adult programs. The

states of the South either cannot or will-not raise their benefit

levels and broaden their eligibility standards to provide sufficient

and adequate coverage to the needy of the region. In chapter 10, a

detailed estimate is made of the potential impact on the rural South

of a proposal made in 1972 to accomplish this very feat.
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CHAPTER 7

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

The history of the United States is replete with examples of

human resource policies (e.g., open immigration, the land grant colleges,

the military draft, the creation of the public employment service, and

the G. I. Bill).
1

But it is widely recognized that it was not until the

1960s that:the nation embarked upon a conscious course to develop the

employment potential of its human resources.
2

In fact, that decade has

been touted as the era of the "manpower revolution" with respect to the

emergence of public policy.
3

The revolution took the form of a,series

of legislative actions and administrative deeds. The overriding

characteristic of the various policy endeavors was the underlying assump-

tion that a variety of policy measures were needed to attack differing

problems. Categories of programs were established for separate groups

of needy individuals -- for example, welfare recipients, unemployed youth,

older workers, functional illiterates, and technologically displaced

workers. The administration of these programs waS, in general, centra-

lized in Washington, D.C.

1
Eli Ginzberg, Manpower Agenda for America (New York: McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1968), pp. 11-22.

2
Garth L. Mangum, The Emergence of Manpower Policy (Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston, Inc., 1969). Also see Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., "National
Manpower Polj.cy," The Encyclopedia of Education, 10 vols. (New York:
MacMillan Company, 1971), 6:60-64.

3
Garth L. Mangum, ed., The Manpower Revolution: Its Policy Conse-

quences (Garden City, N.J.: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1965).
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In the early 1970s most, but not all, of the categorical programs

created in the 1960s were absorbed into the Comprehensive'Employment and

Training Act of 1973 (CETA). This Act was intended to decategorize

programs, and it embraced the concept of administrative decentralization

in the form of special manpower revenue-sharing to state and local

governmental bodies.

For present purposes, however, the important matter is not the form

but the substance of manpower policy. The factors that prompted the

manpower revolution necessarily shaped the character of the programs

themselves and determined the funding priorities. These factors were

numerous and diverse. Among the major considerations were fears of

technological displacement of workers due to automation; the wave of

civil disorders that symbolized unrest among racial minority groups,

especially among urban Blacks; a rapid increase in the number of persons

receiving welfare assistance, with the largest numbers occurring in urban

areas; and a belief that skill shortages in selective labor markets

triggered inflationary pressures during periods of low unemployment.
4

The unifying thread that ran through all of these prompting forces is

that they were largely responses to urban stimuli. Although there was

recognition of the rural origin of same of the contemporary urban popula-

tion, the rural economy was not perceived as a crucial concern for

manpower legislation.

4
See Charles C. Killingsworth, "Automation, Jobs, and Manpower: The

Case for Structural Unemployment," in The Manpower Revolution: Its Policy

Consequences, ed. Garth L. Mangum (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1965), pp.

97-116; Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto (New York: Harper and Row, 1965);

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, Report (New York: Bantam

Books, 1968), pp. 140-142; Daniel P. Moynihan, "The Crises in Welfare,"

The Public Interest (Winter 1968), pp. 3-29; and Charles C. Holt et al.,

The Unemployment Inflation Dilemma: A Manpower Solution (Washington: The

Urban Institute, 1971).
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The fact remains, the programs were not primarily designed to address

any rural genesis. This is not to say there were.no programs in rural

areas, but rather to underline the point that they were usually extensions

of existing programs designed primarily to meet urban problems. The

pattern clearly indicated that attention to rural manpower problems was

largely an afterthought. Moreover, the rules, regulations, and guidelines

associated with the programs that operated in the rural sector usually

were identical to those required of urban program sponsors. Often these

requirements were incongruent with the economic and political realities

in rural settings.
5

In addition to substantive and procedural difficulties, manpower

programs in the rural South have another handicap; they are widely

identified as endeavors specifically designed for racial minorities. The

appellation has not helped the progrmns gain local acceptance or accomp-

lish their placement goa s. 6

Earlier sections of this study have convincingly demonstrated that

the labor force of the rural South is woefully deficient in human capital

endowments. Thus, the irony of the situation is that the workers of the

rural South have perhaps the greatest need of persons in any region of

the nation for viable manpower programs; but, prior to 1974, they have

scarcely had an opportunity to participate.

5There is a shortage of case studies of the operation of manpower
legislation and its related administrative requirements in rural areas.
One detailed study of the difficulties.encountered with the requirements
of the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 is available for the City of Laredo,
Texas, and the four rural counties of South Texas of which it is the
principal city. See Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., "The Public Employment Program
in Texas," Case Studies of the Emergency Employment Act in Operation,
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 93rd Congress, 1st Session
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 1126-34.

6 See Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., "Manpowar Programs and Regional Develop-
ment," Special Issue on "Labor in the South," Monthly Labor Review 91
(March 1968): 56-57.
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National data for federally funded manpower programs show that prior

to the passage of CETA, fiscal year (FY) 1972 was the peak year for

enrollments (1.6 million); FY 1973 was the peak year for Federal oblige-

tions ($2,735.5 million).
7

Similar state data reveal that during the

fiscal year 1974, the four states in which the field work for this study

was conducted received 7.5 percent of the total exPenditures ($200.3

million) for federally supported manpower training programs (see appendix

table 9). The principal amounts were alloCated to Manpower DeveloOMent

and Training Act (MDTA) institutional training, Neighborhood Youth Corps

(NYC), job opportunities in the business sector, and Migrant programs.

Among the four states, expenditures per capita were highest in GeOrgia and

Texas, in part a reflection of their relatively large urban poPulations.

No published data were available in a fort to perthit an Urban-rural

analysis. Therefore, at the request of the ConsortiuM, PrograM and other

administrators in the U.S. Department of Labor and iis Atlanta RegiOnal

Office made some rough estimates of program allocations... Their best

"guesstimates" for the South were that program etifollMenta for FY 1974

exclusive of NYC wereabout 10 pertent rural; if NYC is included, the

proportion would be from 21-25 percent rural. Program aliocationa of

funds exclusive of NYC:were estimated at- 10-12 percentrUral;: inCluding

NYC, the proportion was estimated at abbut 25 perdentruraI. When if is

noted that 35 percent of the southern poptilation Wae'"rUral" by Census

7See U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1974

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), Appendix F,
Tables Fl and F2, p. 31-, ff. Joint program operations (HEW/Labor) altered
the reporting of some programs with some impact on the data reported.
Similarly, increased benefits, wages, and other costs being derived from
the same appropriations will provide for fewer enrollments.

8Letter dated May 20, 1976 from Howard Rosen, Director, Office of
Research & Development, Lmployment & Training Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor and or31 eiscussion confirmed by letter dated Nay 3, 1976

from Charles R. Benefield, a statistician in the Atlanta Regional office
of the U.S. Department of Labor.
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definition, and that an even larger proportion of the population lived

in counties which met the criteria for this study, distortion in favor

of the urban areas, particularly for adult programs, is apparent.

There are a number of training sources other than Federal manpower

programs in rural areas. One of the most significant sources of human

resource development activity other than that provided by the U.S.

Department of Labor is vocational education, usually administered by the

local public schools, with state and Federal support.
9

Prior to 1963

the vocational education statutes provided Federal matching aid almost

exclusively for vocational training in agriculture and home economics

and commercial subjects. Since 1963 there has been some broadening of

the array of course offerings in rural areas, although the historical

pattern of vocational programs remains and those subjects are dispropor-

tionately represented in most rural curricula.

Training Program Participation

The findings of this study indicate that there is little formal

training activity in the rural South and that the numbers of participants

in existing programs of all types are very small. The household survey

identified 741 persons out of the total population 16 years and over

(7,481) who had experienced some formal training in any type of training

programs. There were 30 persons who were currently enrolled. Of the

total (741), only 45 were participants in the manpower training programs

of the U.S. Department of Labor. A review of all types of training

experiences, regardless of source, was necessary to discover and appraise

the past effectiveness and current potential for job training in rural

areas.

9
1J.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1974,

Table F14, p. 332.
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Training Program Experience

Recognizing that even in rural areas a considerable variety of

training vehicles and institutions exist, the primary household survey

instrument was designed to identify the training sources.
10

Participa-

tion in training programs by persons in the survey sample is shown in

table 7-1. Of the total adult population aged 16 years and over, only

Table 7-1

Participation in Training Programs by All Persons Age 16
and Over and by Heads of Households, 1974

(Number)

All Persons
16 and Over*

Heads
of Households**

High school 41 11

Junior college 45 17

Trade and vocational school 198 118

Correspondence school 21 13

Military 134 126

Manpower programs 45 19

Formal apprenticeship 16 12

On-the-job training 34 23

Other 206 128

Subtotal 740 467

No training 6,741 2,890

Total surveyed 7,481 3,357

*These numbers represent trained individuals, not training programs.
The totals include 66 persons who participated in two programs and eight

persons who participated in three programs, but exclude one who did not

state training source. In cases of multiple training sources, the first

taken was used for classification purposes.

**Includes 18 persons who participated in two and five who partici-
pated in three programs (see note above).

10A1l training program category titles are self-explanatory with

three exceptions. First, "manpower programs" includes all of the U.S.
Department of Labor's categorical program efforts; second, "on-the-job

training" refers exclusively to private employer provided or financed
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11740 (9.9 perce1 1t) had any formal job training; of household heads,

only 467 (13.9 percent) had anY formal job training. For all persons aged

16 and over, the most frequently reported type of job training (exclusive

of the "other" category) was trade and vocational schools, with 198

participants. Second in frequency wa
r
military training, ulth 134

participants. Manpower programs accounted for only 45 people. Similar

data for heads of households establish "other" as the most Important

single source, followed by military and trade and,vocational schools.

As measured by participation, the remaining categories are minor by

comparison.

Despite a well-publicized attempt in recent years to develop a

coordinated and comprehensive manpower policy, involvement in training

programs of all types in rural areas was negligible. Considering that

these data report and not single year experience of the respon-

dents, the small number of participants takes on even greater significance

for policY purposes.

Table 7-2 shows the types of training classified by broad occupa-

tional categories. Approximately 32 percent of the individuals (237)

took training related to manufacturing jobs. Next in importance was

training for the professions. (This latter category includes a variety

of training types; merging them may exaggerate individual significances.)

job training; and "other," which is a residual, embraces a wide variety
of training types such as private professional school graduates, nurses
aides, etc. with less than ten participants in any one type.,,Although
numerous in the aggregate, the "other" category is not particularly
useful for analytical purposes beCause of the diversity of training
experiences with only a few participants in any single category. Hence,
it has been included in the analyses which follow only.where its influence
might affect results.

11
Ac ually the number was7741; one person with training did not

report the source.
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Table 7-2

Type of Training program Taken by All Adults
(16 Years of Age and OVer)

Type of Training Number of Persons

Professional 129

Administration-management 31

Clerical-technical 107'

Domestic service 3

Service workers 97

Farming (all types) 47

All manufacturing 237

Construction trades 42

Transport 7

Mining, logging, and extractive industries 1

Amusement-recreation 1

No answer 39

Total* 741

Includes one who did not report training source. See table 7-1.

Training related to clerical-technical jobs was third in frequency (107)

and might well have been second if the "professional category' were more

strictly defined. Service ranked fourth in number with 97. Very little

training was reported for jobs in the areas of agriculture, extractive

industries, and the construction trades. When the type of training is

viewed in conjunction with the source of training (table 7-1), there is

strong justification for believing that training for upgrading disad-

vantaged workers has been minimal. This feeling is reinforced by analysis

of the characteristics of those who did participate in training programs.

Characteristics of Participants

Selected demographic characteristics of training program participants

and nonparticipants are given in table 7-3. (Detailed comparisons for

household heads and for all adults are contained in appendix tables 10
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Table 7-3

Adult (Age 16 and Over) Training program Participants and Nonparticipants,
by Race and Sex, and by County, 1974*

(Percent)

Participants' Nonparticipants

Race

Anglo 58 41
Male 36 18
Female 22 23

Chicano 19 28
Male 15 12
Female 4 16

Black 24 31
Male 12 13
Female 12 18

Counties

Dodge** 28 25
Male 17 11
Female 11 14

Natchitoches+ 40 21
.Male /2 9

Female 18 12
Starr -14 20 28

Male 16 12
Female 4 16

Sunflower-14 12 26
Male 7 11
Female 5 15

Total 100 100
Male 62 43
Female 38 57

Total (number) (741) (7,481)
6

Excludes one female and six male adults who reported "other"
races.

**
Includes nine who took two and three who took three training

programs.
+
Includes ten who took two and four who took three training programs.

Includes seven who took two training programs in each of Starr and
Sunflower counties.
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through 19). The level of training program participation by all adults

16 and over varied by county, ranging from 17.1 percent in Natchitoches.

Parish to 5.2 percent in Sunflower County. The level of participation

among household heads was greater than for cal adults 16 and over;

however, the county participation patterns were similar.

Among participants 16 and over, 270 (apprcutthately 35 percent) were

women.
12

The differentials in age, family circumstances, and cultural

backgrounds serve to explain the lower female than male participation.

This was particularly marked for Chicano women, With only 2.9 percent

having received training as compared with rates of 9.0 percent for Aaglo

women and 6.5 percent for Black women.
13

Among all adult participants, 165 (21.7 percent) were Black; 135

(17.7 percent) were Chicano; and 460 (approximately 60.5 percent) were

Anglos.
14

Both Blacka and Chicanos participated less than proportionately

to population and labor force when compared with Angloe.

The comparative age structures of participant and nonparticipant

groups are as expected, with about 95 percent of those having training

being between ages 16 and 65 (see appendix table 12). The number of

participants tends to decline as age rises.

The influence of sex, race, age, and certain other characteristics4.,

in determining participation in training programs may be assessed by

12If those trained by the military, who are primarily male, are
excluded, the female proportion of the trained total is 45.0 percent.

13Of the total. 8.5 percent were living outside the county five
years ago; however, 110 of those trained (14.8 percent) were living
outside the county five years ago. Data as to where training was
obtained were not available. ,A.comparison of the proportions, hOwever,
suggests that some, at least, was obtained outside the region.

14
If military, which is 62 percent Anglo male, is excluded, the

number is 364.
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regression analysis. The results of two regression equations are

summarized in table 7-4. The first is for all adults (aged 16 and over)

who indicated ever having started a formal training program. The

Table 7-4

Regression Analyses for Adult (16 and Over) Participation
in Any Training Program and Any Program

Exclusive of Military-and "Other"

Dependent variable: participation in any training program

Includes Militar5P.& Other Excludes Military & Other
Independent
Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Race (Anglo) 0.05961 ( 5.558)* -0.00282 ( 0.019)
Race (Black) 0.00858 ( 0.108) -0.01115 ( 0.279)
Sex 0.02338 ( 8.362)* 0.00808 ( 1.584)

County (Natchitoches) 0.06668 ( 6.761)* 0.08591 (17.051)*
County (Sunflower) -0.04209 ( 2.643) 0.01Q76 ( 0.263)
County (Dodge) -0.00778 ( 0.090) 0.03391 ( 2.590)

Age -0.00206 (114.524)* -0.00152 (99.326)*
Head of household 0.08865 (101.837)* 0.(4027 (13.023)*
Education 0.00178 (* 8.923)* 0.0011D ( 5.493)*
Constant 0.08889 0.06427

R Square 0.06092 0..01580
F 53.85680 29.41876
Degree of Freedom 9, 7472 9, 7132

Values are significant at the .05 level.

second is identical except that it excludes those persons who indicated

the military and "other" as the sources of their training. The results

of the two equations are sbmilar for the most part.

As can be seen (table 7-4) the participation level varies signifi-

cantly with location, age, education, and whether or not the participant

is a head of household.
15

Race and sex are not significant variables

15
The variables age, location, education, and whether or not a

person is head of a household were measured as of the time of
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except when the military participants are included.

The implication of the regression analysis may be summarized

briefly. Natchitoches Parish residents (location) have a higher proba-

bility of participation in training than do those of Starr County,

other things being equal, perhaps because of the existence of a state

university in Natchitoches City. Age has a negative coefficient,

indicating a lower probability of older persons having participated in

any training program. However, it should be noted that the age recorded

is that in 1974, and not that at the time of participation. Thus, this

result may indicate that the programs were not as available in earlier

as in recent years. Moreover, these data cannot reflect the responses

of persons with training who migrated from the areas; thus these data

may be understated. Finally, education has a positive effect on

participation, as expected. Many programs are administered by vocational

or technical high schools or junior colleges and can be used basically

only by those who stay in school. Also, many skill training programs,

including those in the manpower training category (prior to CETA), have

required a minimum of eight years of education as a precondition to

enrollment.

When the individuals trained by the military aie excluded, neither

sex nor race is a significant variable (see appendix table 19). This is

because almost all of those with military training are men, and more

than 60 percent are Anglos. Military training programs are unique in

that in the past they have been largely involuntary and restricted

interview (i.e., 1974). Theoretically, these should have been measured
as at the time of starting the training. These variables are being used,
nonetheless, on the theory that the relative status of each respondent
was the same at the time of training as it was at the time of the
interview.
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substantially to certain age groups. _Therefore, it was hypothesized

that those reporting military training should not be merged,with those
_

participating in civilian programs. This premise was evaluated by

comparing the results of two regression equations, one including all

respondents and one in which the responses of those reporting the

military as their training source were emitted (see table 7-4 and

appendix table 19). Because the results indicate that the premise is

correct, those who participated in military training programs were

subsequently included only where their influence might be valid -- for

example, in analysis of willingness to participate in training programs

in the future.

The characteristics of participants in the three major types of

training programs (trade and vocational schools, manpower programs, and

on-the-job training) also were analyzed to determine-the variables that

influenced participation. The findings were substantially as expected

based on the nature of the various programs. In the trade and vocational

school programs, age, sex, and location were the significant variables.

In the manpower programs, participation was related to race, sex, and

age. Age had a negative coefficient, as expected. Minority group

membership had a positive influence because minorities are target groups

among the economically disadvantaged. Women also had a higher

probability of participation in these programs, because many, particu-

larly WIN, were designed for women primarily. For on-the-job training,

the only significant characteristic was education, other things being

equal (see appendix table 21).
16

1 6This regression measures results after placement and thus gives
no evidence of discrimination by sex or race, a fact which does not
conflict with the finding of a considerable degree of employment dis-
crimination in rural labor markets (see chapter 3).
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Training Results

Several factors may give an indication of the auccess of

posttraining efforts in rural areas in spite of the low level of partic-

ipation. Among these are completion rates, relevance of training to

jobs, and the impact of training on wage levels.

Table 7-5 summarizes the completion rates of training programs. On

Table 7-5

Frequency of Participation and Completion Rates
by Types of Training Programs 1974*

(Number and Percent),

Type of
Progr

Head of Household**

All.Persons**
Above 16 Years of Age

Number Number Percentt- Number Number Percent+
Taking Completed Completed Taking Completed Completed

High School 11 9 81.8 41 26 63.4

Junior College 17 6 35.3 45 20 44.4

Trade and
vocational 118 76 64.4 198 121 61.1

Correspondence
school- 13 10 76.9 21 14 66.7

Military* 126 118 93.7 134 125 93.3

Manpower programs 19 14 73.7 45 30 66.7

Formal
apprenticeship 12 9 75.0 16 13 75.0

OJT 23 18 78.3 34 27 79.4

Other* 128 96 75.0 206 146 70.9

Total 467 356 78.4 741 522 73.8

*Excludes one who did not identify training type. Military and

"other" both were included to show the numbers involved.
**

Thirteen heads of households and 30 adults (16 and over) were

still taking training.

4Those "still taking" training were included in computing these

percentages.

the average, the probability of a head of household completing the

training program that he started is 78.4 percent; for all adults 16

and over, 73.8 percent. The highest program dropout rates reported
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are for junior colleges, followed by trade and vocational schools.

Both represent a relatively insignificant.proportion of.the total

trained, however.
17

Training program completion rates also were analyzed using major

programs and individual characteristics as explanatory variables. The

results are given in appendix table 21. As one would expect,-the

military and on-the-job (OJT) programs had statistically significantly

greater completion rates than did the others. But, surprisingly, age

was a significant factor in explaining completion rates.
%

Relevance of Training

All adults (16 years and over) were classified, respectively, as'

participants and nonparticipants in training programs by source .of

training taken and present occupation (see appendix table 15). In

addition to the ranking of programs by frequency of use, the data

indicate certain county differences. Manufacturing,and professional,

administrative, and managerial occupations were most frequently reported

in Dodge County and Natchitoches Parish. Service and professional

occupations were most frequently

Also notable is the considerable

occupations reported by both the

reported in Sunflower and ntarr counties.

similarity between the distribution of

participants and nonparticipants In

training programs, a fact which suggests that industrial structure (and

job opportunities), not training per se, largely determines the

occupational distribution in rural areas. This finding further confirms

that little upgrading of the disadvantaged through triining has occurred.

17Because of the significance of completion rates in measuring
the impact as well as the effectiveness of il'-?.rticular types of programs,
a regression analysis was prepared using the time when training was taken
as an additional variable. The results were inconclusive, in part because
the variable was impaired by the categorization oF interview responses.
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The relevance of training programs is further revealed by,the extent

to which the training is actually useful in employment. To determine

this, those who had participated in one or more training programs were

asked if they "ever used" their training and, if so, in what jobs.

These data show that the treining was thought to be useful in current

employment by 69.4 percent.18 Use of training by all who had partici-

pated in and completed training programs was assessed by multiple

regression analysis (see table 7-6).

Use of training in jobs is significantly related to sex, age, and

education. Among training sources, the only type significant except

"other" was OJT. A relationship between type of training and occupation

of user does exist. In rank order from low to high, established by beta

weights, the occupations in which training was used are farming, clerical-
__

technical, service, construction, and.manufacturing. Those in manufac-
et/

turing have the highest use of training, as one would expect.

Chicanos used their training significantly less than did Anglos;

the difference between Blacks,and Chicanos is not statistically

significant in this respect. However, the data mqy. indicate the effects of

discrimination in favor of Anglos. Men hove a lower probability of having

used their training than women. This may be explained by the facts that

training for women may be more job specific than that for men and there

is a concentration of women in the sources of training for occupations

for which there is greater demand.

The age relationship to training usage is significant, as would be:

expected. Education also has a positive influence on training use.

180f the 491 adults (age 16 and over) who answered that they "ever
used" their training, 353 stated a current occupation. Of these, 139
or 39 percent were currently employed in the same occupation as that

in Which they used their training. See appendix table 14.
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Table 7-6

Regression Analysis Of "Ever Used" Training in Any Job
for Those Who Completed Their Training Programs

Dependent variable: used training

Independent Variable
Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Race (Anglo) 0.19477 ( 5.103)
Race (Black) 0.12683 ( 1.959)
Sex -0.15805 (12.894) *
County (Natchitoches) -0.14126 ( 2.753)
County (Sunflower) -0.11580 ( 1.614)

County (Dodge) -0.05966 ( 0.473)
Age 0.00358 (12.520)*
Vocational and trade school training 0.03580 ( 0.649)
Military training** 0.02288 ( 0.230)
Manpow&r - -0.02574 ( 0.154)

On-the-job training 0.21749 (10.414)*
Other training** 0.16854 (14.845)*
Head of household -0.04536 ( 1.175)
Education 0.02595 (36.903)*
Service 0.49680 (122.735)*

Clerical/technical 0.48563 (118.324)*
Farm 0.59714 (101.480)*
Construction 0.71727 (108.493)*
MAnufacturing 0.64792 (302.640)*
Other occupation 0.61457 (72.162)*

Constant -0.01053

R Square

Degree of Freedom

*Values are significant
**
Military and other are

risons.

0.55908
31.76272
20, 501

at the .05 level.

included to permit taining type compa-

part, education correlates with placement because the training taken

seems likely to be selected to fit-, the individuals 1nt.c7.rests and

career plans.

Despite the statistical.relationships est4Dlished, the relatively

low use of training is significant. This may S;71ils'ate that the types

of skills offered in vocational training programs aval7.able in these

areas do not correlate with the job openings. This interpretation,

together with the relatively small numbers of participants, may have
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real importance to policy development in rural areas.

Wage Raes and Training

In order further to evaluate the success of human resource

development programs in the study, participants Were compared with

nonparticipants as to wage rates. AS the data in table 7-7 show, the

Table 7-7

Wage Rates of Participants and Nonparticipants Among Employed
Heads of Households, 1974

(Percent)

Wage Rates Participants Nonparticipants

No answer
Less than $1.20
1.20-1.59
1.60-1.99
2.00-2.39

2.40-2.99
3.00-3.49
3.50-3.99
4.00-4.49
4.50-4.99

5.00 or more

Total percent
Total number

7.9
2.6
4.0

10.2
10.2

10.6
5.8

1?-6
15.j
12.4

11.6 10.0

12.5 9.1

8.7 5.7

7.6 3.4

4.4 3.3

20.4 11.8

100.0 100.0

(344) (1511)

wages of participants are greater than are those for nonparticipants.

Only 16.8 percent of the participants receive wages below $2.00 an

hour, whereas 33.7 percent of the nonparticipants have wages below the

$2.00 mark. At the upper end of this distribution, 32.4 percent of

the training program participants receive wages of $4.00 or more

an hour; among the nonparticipants, this percentage is only 18.5

percent.
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Although these data suggest a relationship between wage rates and

training, further analysis is required to establish such a relationship.

The results of regression analysis shown in table 7-8 indicate that

training-program participation haS a positive effect on wage rates,

other things being equal.

Table 7-8

Regression Equation for Wage Rates of All Persons 16 Years and Over
(Military and "Other" Trainees Excluded)

Dependent Variable: hourly wage rate

Independent Variables
Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Participation dummy variable 1.89606 ( 4.902)*Race (Anglo)
1.51739 ( 0.714)Race (Black)

-6.98090 (14.092)*Sex (Male)
3.80512 (34.166)*County (Natchitoches) 6.77374 (13.556)*

County (Sunflower) 5.41710 ( 8.868)*County (Dodge)
6.56708 (12.786)*Age

-0.01269 ( 0.430)Head of household
5.47824 (62.959)*Education
0.59856 (123.604)*

Constant
10.42185

R Square

Degree of Freedom

0.21101
67.98285
10, 2542

Values are significant at the .05 level.

Job Tenure

The tenure of household heads at present jobs also was investigated

as a further measure of success of training. The mean tenure (8.5

years) for those who had participated in some kind of training and were

then employed was shorter than was the average tenure (10.5 years) for

those who had not participated and were then employed (see table 7-9).

Although the reasons for this difference are not determinable from the
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351

YES

Number

Percent of category

Percent of total

1

0.2

0.0

31

6.6

0.9

H

co 3

26

5 6

0 8

25

0.7

Table 7-9

co

14

28

6 0

0

26

5.6

Job Tenure for Heads of Hous,eholds Classified by Participation or ,Nonparticipation in

Training Programs, As Reported in 1974

.1

0.7

a)

a

18

0,5,

3,9

0.5

1.2

0,4

1,9

0.3

a,

0 0

ri

o

0
N N

45 20 28 26 123 467

0.9 9.6 4,3 6.0 5,6 26,3 13.9

0 1 1 3 0,6 0.8 0,8 3.7

NO

Number

Percent of category

Percent of total

1

0:5

0.4

145

5.0

0 9

91

3.1

0.8

66

2I 3

0 7

115

4.0

0 8

105

3,6

0.8

78

2 7

0.7

92

3,2,

0 5

76 48

1.7

0.4

52

1.8

1.5

36

1.2

1.1

172

6.0

5,1

128

4,4

3.8

103

3 6

3,1

190

,6,6

5,7

137'9'

47a

41d

2890

86.1

Total umber

Percent of total

15

0.4

176

5.2

117

3.5

91

2 7

143

4 3

131

3.9

102

3.0

110

3,3;

63

1.9;

61

1.8

40

1.2

217

6,5

148

4,4

131

3.9

216

6.4

1502

44.7.
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data, one possible explanation is that people wit:lout training are less

likely to change jobs than are those with some kind of training. Also,

the numbers of weeks worked in 1973 were greater for those who received

training.

In general, the results of the preceding analysis indicate that

training is of benefit to those who receive it in terms of usefulness

on the job and earnings. Unfortunately, analysis of the effect of

manpower training programs per se on earnings could not be undertaken.

The small percentage of those trained who received training through

manpower programs makes analysis of program success hazardous at best.

Nor can the results support the recommendation that training will have

beneficial results for future participants in the absence of expanded

job opportunities.

Attitudes Toward Training Programs

The success of training programs in any area is partially

dependent on the attitudes which both potential participants and

employers have toward the programs, as well as the attitudes of local

officials and the population generally. The attitudes of these groups

toward manpower training programs

policies and programs.

In all four counties the public

are particularly relevant for future

school systems have a history of

vocational training. Originally restricted to agriculture, home economics,

and business, in some counties these programs have been expanded to

include a wider occupational mix. The schools also are involved in

Neighborhood Youth Corps programs and Work Study, both of which may

include some on-the-job experience. The attitudes of local officials

toward the newer Federal programs are generally supportive, but include
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a range from "they are a waste of money" to "if, they are effectively

managed, they can provide significant work experience and income to

disadvantaged youth." In Dodge County and Natchitoches Parish the

school officials indicated strongly that continuous counseling and work

with employers and participants were essential if the experiences were

to be meaningful. In both cases, the programs were criticized for not

providing adequate resources to permit real supervision. Ina-number

of-cases there alSo.was comment that the instructors of most target

-programs are poorly trained themselves and are unable to teach others.

:Manufacturing industries, particularly thoSe which had settled in

the counties most recently, showed some interest in on-the-Job training

programs', including wage subsidies. The, experience was mixed--with

respect to performance, however, and the remark of onejarge employer

probably typifies the attitudes in all four counties:

More consideration must be given to the development of

criteria and greater selectivity exercised in placement, if

the provam is to succeed. We run a business, not a welfare

agency. Pretraining with respect to the need for regular
hours and daily attendance, and, in a few cases, personal
cleanliness and other habits, would be helpful.

On the.whole, one can cnly surmise that the attitudes toward federally

supported manpower training and OJT programs have been mixed', though the

numbers of both programs and participants have been so small as to

preclude conclusions.

The general comments of employers and local development officials

with respect to federally funded training programs may be summarized

briefly. First, employers and officials feel that the funding available

is inadequate to meet the area need. In order to attract growth

industries, significant numbers of skilled personnel will need training.

This Will require support of a larger order than is presently available
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for a longer period than is now contemplated. The present scale of

operation of the programs relative to the number of people who need

their services is so small that "the problems.dumrf the resources."

Second, in the view of local officials, job creation activities

seem to be of greater significance than training. The local areas

simply have too few jobs in the private sector for those who have been

trained. Adequate training, if provided, may tend to promote

out-migration to the detriment of the areas. There were frequent

comments on the need for involvement of the community leaders in program

activities and the development of a strong basis for attracting new

firms.

These comments and opinions of the local leaders in some cases

conflict with conclusions based on other findings of this study. This

is particularly true with respect to program administration and program

outcomes.

Limitations of Past Federal Manpower Training Efforts

In this chapter the inpacts of training programs, without regard

to source, have been discussed in some detail. Yet, even when all past

training activities covered by the survey are included, less than 10

percent of the population 16 years and over have been directly involved.

If consideration is restricted to those who have participated in

manpower programs, less than 0.5 percent have been involved. Unfortu-

nately, these data reflect lifetime training program participation,

making evaluation of manpower programs for a given time period impossible.

Some county data for federally funded training programs are

available from the state and-county governments and the community action

agencies. However, for a number of reasons, the state and local offices
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were unwilling to cooperate effectively, and comparable quantitative

information for the survey counties could not be obtained from these

sources. Nevertheless, the striking fact that emerges'from this study

of the four counties is the comparatively small number of training

programs instituted and the relatively few training opportunities

provided: As has been noted elsewhere, this has been due in part to

the limited funding available and the lack of available jobs for which

to train, giving emphasis to an income maintenance function of the programs

(Neighborhood Y.Juth Corps and Operation Mainstream, for example).

Although precise information is not available, estimates for the four

counties, based on discussions with relevant agency personnel, suggtt

the involvement in FY 1974 of less than a thousand people, 375 in

programs with a training parameter and 550 in programs offering primarily

employment or income assistance.
19 Clearly, given the population, labor

force, and income information previously developed, the impact of these

programs is insignificant. As noted, discussions with government and

community leaders in these areas affirmed that conclusion, as did the

findings from the household survey,.

TNe programs and their impacts have been significantly limited in

the past in a number of ways. Perhaps first in importance, the budgets

p.villable to support these activities, including administration, are

19
As was indicated, the household survey resn. ?roduced 30

participants currently in training programs of all es at the time of

the survey. Estimating totals from the sample suggi.,..,:s a participation
of perhaps 200 in the four counties, a number which comes close to slots

available in the programs, not to total annual participation. The

overrepresentation of older families in the study survey may help to

account for this apparently low level of participation in manpower

programs.
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inadequate to the problems of job creation and j b training presented

by the population of these rural counties. Moreover, the absolute

amounts available have been too small to attack effectively even the

visible problems.

Second, the method oF 6:;.z1trituting funds within each of the states

has varied considerably, but i': seems apparent that in addition to

numbers (urban problems seem to get primary recognitionthere are,

political overtones involved in the distribution of funds. The programs

are segmented for admiaistrativ. irposes. When resources are

distributed through sevarsl ' G cf government, amounts available

and constraints imposed ut each level serve to compound the problems.

Coordination on the basis of national thrust, with local input, seems

essential if the program is to succeed; Yet a successful method for

achieving this has not yet emerged.20

Designed to assist target populatioroi of the disadvantaned ss well

as to assist in providing some geographic and job mobility, a variety

of programs with specific training objective were initiated at the

national level. Limitations of objectes and problems of administrative

origin restricted the impacts of tuese activities, but whe,..- traiLing

was coordinated with local development plans, as it wae to some extent

in Dodge County, results appear substantially improved. 21

20
For elaboration of the point, see Garth L. Mangum izrid John Walsh,

A Decade of Manpower Development and Training, ;Olympus Putlishing
r',-;717any, 1973), Chapters 1 and 2.

71
Also see U.S. Congress, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy, Joint

Economic Committee, 92nd Cong., The Effectiveness of Manpower Training
Programs: A Review of the Research on the Impact on the Poor, Paper No.

Studies in Public We/fare (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1972).
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Third, the geographic areas in question are seriously in need of

coordinated economic planning anA development. Lack of training program

coordination with area developnent activities, industrial developmert,

and job requirements at the local level have foredoomed many of the

training activities to failure.
22

On the other hand, in areas where

job opportunities exist, as in the paraprofessional health areas, and

tn cases where the trek ee q311 move to another location to secure

employment, the programs have beet successful both in raising the incomes

of the trainees and in providing a long-term outlof,..: for improved job

viability.
23 The evidence suggests that where Lhere are job opportun-

ities these programs are working. :hus, attention should be given to

strengthening dcvelopments of,this type. Some experimentation in this

direction has been tried in clerical skills ta Dodge County and, to a

lesser extent, in Starr County with some success. Such efforts should

be expanded.

Use of training for any job requiring a high degree of skill now

must presume out-migration. Provision of opportunity at the local level

through developmental assistance and moving subsidies for those trained

and eligible would seem to be primary prerequisites for successful

manpower training programs.

22
U.S. Congress, Subcommitte on Fiscal Policy, Joint Economic

CoMmittee, Kad Cong., The EffectilPeness of Manpower Training Programs:
A Review of the Research on the Imelst_oiLtIle Poor, Paper No. 3, Studies

in Public Eelfare (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,1972).

23
For example, among the r:7-t successful training programs in terms

of completions and placements in three of the four counties were those

for licensed practical vurses. Hospitals and clinics have obtained

support for these prograxl, andenrollees from tile Work Incentive and

MDTA-OJT programs have been involved. During the two years preceding
the field work for this study there was no evidence that any who had

completed the program had failed to be placed.
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Fourth, some of the progras were structured poorly to:serve the

needs of rur.5-.1 areas, with Institutional training centers located at

considerable distances from the persons to be served and with inadequate

development of employer training interests. Moreover, some of the

teachers are ineffective, with the result that no real change can be

anticipated and further discouragement for those already disadvantaged

must result.

The programs also are misunderstood by participants in many cases.

For example, training program participant heads of households i 82.2

percent of the cases report that they received no training from their

emplOyers. There is a basic difference between the answers of the

respondents to this survey and the comments of employers interviewed.

The latter group in a majority of the,cases stated that some employee

orientation and trainingwere always provided, even if informally. Clearly

the respondents to the primary survey perceived this as informal or

simply job orientation, not as job training per se. One may note also

the possibility that employer financed training in some cases was not

perceived as employer provided.

Fifth, a number of programs in Starr County have been designed

explicitly for migrant workers. These programs -- which have ranged

from on-the-job training to public service employment in the winter

season, and include special education, health, and food programs -- have

created bitterness toward the migrant poor (who are eligible for these

benefits) by the nonmigrant poor (who often are not). In addition, some

flagrant workers complain that the programs tie them to the migrant

stream because, if they quit, they will lose their eligibility for these

programs.
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As has been noted, the employment service is not represented in

two of the counties. Full service offices are located in the other two.

In the counties where the public employment service offices are located,

employer attitudes generally vary with the types of services used.
24

On balance, it appears that the activity of the public employment

service in these rural areas is not adequate to the need, a fact which

may be partially explained by the means uSed to finance its programs.
25

The operation of programS in rural areas must be undertaken by .agencies

geared to perform the task. Funding must be commensurate wlth respon-

sibilities. The present system of funding the employment service by

formula which is tied to placement activities and other operating functions

is unsatisfactory for operations in rural areas where substantial efforts

must be devoted to industrial development and other service functions.

"Budget credits" must be provided for the work undertaken, not simply

for specific placements, tests, or development visits. A positive

program and budget based on perfornance measures other than those

conventionally used must be accepted. Counseling, training, out-migration

0

support, and the like all must be integrated into the support base.

Potential for Manpower Programs in Rural Areas

It is clear that the number of persons in the rural South who have

participated in manpower programs or, in fact, in any type of training

24Comments'such as "poor quality applicants" and/or "disinterested
applicants primarily interested in validating 'their compensation" often

were heard. On the other hand, when special' services were requested, as
for example, a resurvey of the Dodge County labor market to establish

the unemployment rate, the attitude was one of acceptance.

25
.

For detail, see U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Employment

Service Administration, United States Employment Service, Balanced
Placement Formula for Measurement of Employment Service Performance and
Allocation of Title III E.S. Funds to States (Staff Handbooks)
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974).
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program is extremely small. Further, the opportunities for participation

have been and continue to be limited. To appreciate fully the signifi-

cance of these facts it is necessary to view them,in light of the number

of persons who, are eligible to participate in manpower programs under

existing legislative criteria or who could reasonably be expected to

benefit from training.

Under Title I of CETA, those persons eligible for institutional

training, on-the-job training, or work experience include the unemployed,

the underemployed, and the economically disadvantaged.26 Among those

16 years of age and older surveyed for this study, approximately 3,000

persons (40 percent of the total) fit into at least one of these

categories. It is important to note that over 40 percent of all household

heads were eligible. It can be reasonably argued that most of those

persons over 65, although technically eligible under CETA, are not

really in the labor market, nor do they desire to be. Further, they, are

less likely to have family responsibilities. Thus, the important figure

which indicates the potential,for manpower training programs in the rural

South is the number of eligible persons between the ages of 16 and 64.

There were approximately 2,300 such persons in the survey. thoso

eligible, nO were household heads. Thus, at the time of the survey

one-third of the household heads under 65 years of age were eligible

to participate in Title I programs. Clearly, the availability of

programs is far surpassed by the availability of potential participants.

26,
"Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973," U. S. Cade

Congressional and Administrative News, 93rd Cong., 1st sess. (St. Paul,
Minnesota: West Publishing Company, 1973) Section V.
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Manpower programs may-be viewed as a method for providing employ-

ment opportunities to those currently without jobs. The method also

may establish a mechanism by which the economically disadvantaged may

obtain access to jobs superior to those to which they are presently

restricted by lack qf training, labor market knowledge, or other factors.

The form which manpower programs will in,fact take is dictated in part

by the characteristics of potential participants. A substantial portion

would benefit frqm work experience under CETA Title I or from public service

employment as envisioned under Title II, but the number who could

immediately benefit from skill training, whether under CETA or from

some other source, is significantly lass.

Table 7-10 contains information on selected criteria of household

heada eligible for Title I programs. Such factors as age, education

Table 7-10

Characteristics of Potential CETA Title I Participants
Household Heads Ages 16-65, 1975

Characteristic Percent

Age
16-20 1.8
21-54 71.0
55-64 27.2

Employment status
Employed 51.1
Unemployed 12.5
Out7of-labor force 36:4

With health problems 36.7
Participated in a training program 45.4

Total (number) (830)

level, physical disabilities, household responsibilities, and desire

for training are all factors which affect the true potential of an
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individual to participate in or benefit from skill training --

institutional or OJT. Based on the assumption that those persons who

could beneficially be involved in skill training programs.at the present

time should possess at least an eighth grade education, should be over

16'but under 55 years of age, and should have no physical disability

which prevents work activity without special training; approximately

3,650 persons (of which 1,103 are household heads) could be considered

"available" for Skill training. However,' less than 40 percent Of these

persons were eligible to participate in CETA programs. Although the

number of perions in the rural South who are eligible under CETA and

who could benefit from skill training is small relative to the total'

CETA eligible, in absolute terms the number is substantial. The major

restrictions to skill training in the rural South would appear to come

from such limitations as inadequate financial resources available to

fund programs or the absence of job opportunities for someone-completing

a sleA training program, not from lack of eligible participants. 'In

fact, lack of job opportunity might itself discourage participation

particularly in institutional and skill training programs, for training

without a relatively clear job possibility is unlikely to be attractive.

When such programs Are coordinatel with industrial development actkrities

or are coupled w!th a mobility assLi..i.,:mce program, thereby offe, 4, tea7

alternatives, individual attitudes toward training as well as tha real

potential benefits will be altered.

The above discussion should make it clear that the pressure on

manpower agencies in the rural South will be toward programs such as work

experience which place people immediately into jobs or toward job

creation type programs. Not only do the numbers argue for such a course,

but politically such programs will be locally more attractive because
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skill programs for the disadvantaged create the.potential for worker

displAcement. There also is a strong basis for believing that basic

education or work orientation programs may still be valid and valuable

uses of manpower funds in the.rural South. Remedial edudation,

providing for eighth grade or superior equivalency, could assist 1,019

(or about 20 percent) of all adults aged 16-54, 521 of whom are house-

hold heads. Significant numbers of the household heads, however, noted

an unwillingness to obtain further education or to take training. An

additional observation is perhaps germane. Although 1,019 of the adult

population indicated an educational attainment of less than eight years,

among those between 18 and 35, only 302 or about 10 percent of that group

reported less than this education level. To enhance eligibility for addi-

tional training program efforts, as well-as to increase the capability of

the population .for work, greater emphasis needs td be given to vocational

and technical training, thereby increasing job skills while retaining

students in school longer.
27

The willingness of potentially eligible persons to accept training

-

is obviously an impovzant factor in determining program success. Of the

total household heads interviewed between ages 16 and 64 (2,400),

approximately 40 percent indicated a willingness to participate in

training programs in the future. Most, however, favored some form of

job-related training in the fo-m of OJT.

IfIthe manpower programs in the rural South are to become more than

simply job creation schemes, the need for the development of industry --

27See, for example, U.S., Congress, House, General Subcommittee on

Education, Committee on Education and Labor, Hearings on HR 15066

(National Advisory Council on Vocational EducatiOn),,90th Cong., 2nd

sess., (1968).
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that is, bringing jobs to the area and training the populace for them --

becomes apparent. Other programs may have to be developed to provide

trainingAnd to facilitate mobility, although in the last analysis it

may be both cheaper and more effective to subsidiZe out-migration and

provide training in the area of relocation.

Further, the data make it.very clear that although a large proportion

of the rural population is eligible for and might benefit from skill

training, a large proportion of the rural.pOpulation is not aVailable for

this type of training. For those.who are aged 65 and over,,Clearly

skill training has little applicability. For those aged 55:64 job

creation and income assistance type programs rather than skill training

would seem to provide a-reasonable solution. Neither skill training nor:

area economic development will be of much assistance with either of these

groups.

Potential for Improvement Under CETA in Rural Areas

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA) sought

to accomplish major changes in the administration (through decentraliza-

tion) and effectiveness (through decategorization) of the federally

sponsored manp,_ programs.

As for decentralization, the plain fact is that mOst rural govern-

ments are incapable of administering human resource programs. The

problem is more pervasive than simply lack of staff and expertise. Too

often there is a vested interest in rural areas of the South that is

hostile to change. Rural governments often are too concerned with

maintaining the status quo. Despite claims that they seek industrial

diversification and economic growth, an examination of the types of

industries that are actively sought reveals little interest.in enterprises
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that will alter the basic economic structure and power relations within

the rural community.

With respect to program decategorization, there is very little

reason to expect that the result is anything more thana cOsmetic

change. The emphasis of the federally sponsored manpower endeavors in

rural areas before CETA was largely toward programs that did not provide

a training component (e.g., Neighborhood Youth Corps, Operation Main-

stream, Emergency Employment Act). The-pattern of program offerings was

dominated by job creation endeavors that are fine for as long as they

last. But, essentially, in terms of job preparation, the participant

is little different after the experience than he or she was before it.

As a high local government source in Starr County observed a few months

before CETA became effective:

I think the intentions are good but I question the
effectiveness of the current manpower programs.. If you

go back a year or two later, after they are out cf the
programs, I doubt if you will see much difference in, the
lives of the participants. ,Many are back in the migrant
stream, or unemployed, or doing what they were doing before.

Since CETA merely revived all of the old programs under a single Act,

there is no reason to believe that the post-CETA experience will differ

significantly from the past.

Moreover, there is also a vested interest within local governments

to use manpower slots for political purposes. Because of the lack of

job opportunities in the private sector, the public sector tends to loom

relatively large in rural areas. The absence of any public sector

unions, as well as the virtual nonexistence of any civil service or

formal personnel systems, means that there are few safeguards'to prevent

political manipulations at the local level. Political loyalties are

strong, and patronage is a method of strengthening such ties. As a
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result, all of the pressures lead to job creation rather than skill

proviaion as the preferred policy objective. In this regard, CETA has

contributed to this tendency by its increased relianCe upon local

decision making. In addition, many local government'offiCials do-not-

share the views of those who have written CETA with regar4-:to the

importance of serving minorities and the economically disadvantaged.

The issue is less signif cant in counties such as Starr, where the

adminfattators and the recipients are of the'same'race,-than it'is where

they are of different races. pkit as a genenl-stateMent ir is fair to

say that the attitudes of many:local government officials toward the

-

potential for change of manpower programa is negative. Yet these are

precisely the persons in whom CETA has vested the responsibility for

its actions.

In no other geographic region of the nation are the incidence of

poverty and the proportions of racial minorities'as high as in the rural

South. Yet the fundamental finding of this study with respect to

manpower programs is not so much the type'of programAn which the

participants were enrolled as it is the fact that so many people were

either ineligible or not participating due to both the low level of

program operations and the lack of interest in them among the county

populations.

Part of the problem pertains to the CETA formula for the allocation

of funds. The CETA allocations rely heavily upon the unemployment

levels in the determination of the amounts of funding available to

states. Such a formula discriminates against states that have large

rural populations where official unemployment rates are low. In the

rural South, as has been amply demonstrated in this study, high levels

of subemployment and of discouraged workers are important explanations
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.for the pervasive low income patterns. The uneinployment rates tend to

be.relatively low when compared with national figures. Hence, funds

allocated to states with large rural areas under CETA are inadequate

relative to their needs. It is unlikely that there is any single formula

that can be used for both urban and rural areas simultaneously. One

most plausible alternative would be to separate the legislation that

applies to urban and rural manpower needs.

Lastly, CETA in many ways has worsened an already serious adminis-

trative problem with respect to the operation of manpower programs in

rural areas. The applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines as well

as the statutory provisions of the Act itself are simply out of kilter

with the rural reality. These requirements often are either ignored

or cursorily acknowledged. They create more ill than good will because

if they were literally followed, there would be few, if any, programs

(e.g., see the 26 separate "assurances" specified in the Act for public

employment programs.under Title 11). The result is that rural program

officials must try to fit their needs to the provisions of,the legislation

rather than the preferable reverae situation.

Concluding Observations

Training and retraining are important aspects of improving the

quality of the labor force and, hence, the welfare of a region or a

nation. It is generally agreed that "manpower programs must play an

--important-role either as a part of rural development strategy or as

facilitato: of rural to urban adjustments.'
,28

28
Ray Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets (Salt Lake

City, Utah: Olympus Publishing Co., 1974). Also see Michael J.
Greenwood, "Research on Internal Migration in the United States, A
Survey," The Journal of Economic Literature 13 (June 1975): 597 ff.
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'This chapter has described and eValuated the extent of training,

activities in the rural South. Some observations seem warranted by

these analyses. First, participation in all types of training, excluding

military, is low in the rural South. There is no question that training

programs have been advantageous to those who have participated and that

many others could be expected to benefit from training. But the

numbers likely to participate are relatively small unless program changes

and other developments are encouraged.. Without coordinated developMent_

and migration programs, the number of participants, even with qualifi-

cation criteria adjustments, will continue to be low.29

Second, development activities are crucial to the adjustment o

the rural South to the advantages stemming from training. Although the

data do show that a relatively small proportion of those "eligible" for

training are willing to move, it is believed a different response would

follow if job opportunities were immediately available. Because job

opportunities in the area are limited to turnover. plus,tho ..,occasioned
'

f ,

by growth, manpower policy muscemphasize industrial growth".a4V

coordinate training programs with job opportunities. It also mUst

consider training for opportunities which exist in other areas and

encourage geographic mobility. Whether training should be provided

locally or at the site of the opportunity is a separate question and

not investigated in this study.

The analysis leads to the conclusion that economic development

and individual mobility will be necessary to permit realization of

29
Historically, all training programs also seem to have attracted

people with more rather than less education. This would be expected
on the basis of program requirements.
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maximum benefits of rural human resource development. The problems of

the rural South are complicated by the population composition, e.g., age,

health, and general industrial structure. Federal manpower policy must

consider both of these elements. Public service emploYment and other

income asistance devices likely will have to be used.in the short to

intermediate term, particularly with the older group; industrial

development and coordinated training programs together with information

,zrid assistance in mobility may have to be emphasized for the long term.

In that context attention to quality of training and the spectru uf

activities also must be considered. Some professiona14-administrative,

and other, e.g., craft, skills may have to be developed to provide a

basis for industrial relocation.

Finally, use of lir:al personnel and reliance on state and local

officials to make the program determinatiOns may be destoible from the

standpoints of the local area, the promotion of specific developments,

and the evaluation of specific cast's. However, a national program

permitting coordination of expenditures of funds for job development

and for training is a practical necessity. Data classified to permit

evaluation of individual programs also should be required of all admin-

istrative units to permit assessment of policies and programs.
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CHAPTER 8

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

High rates of industrialization and economic growth are new to

the South. Recent growth in employment in the South is significant by

all counts. Regionally,,over one-third of the employment growth in the

United States between 1960 and 1970 took place in the South. 1
However,

despite evidence of high aggregate growth rates since the end of World

War II by most economic indicators the South continues to trail the

rest of the nation, as it has for more than a centur),.

Furthermore, most of the recent growth and expansion of employment

opportunities in the South has been an urban phenomenon. Over 76 percent

of the employment groWth between 1960 and 1970 2..a the South took place

in urban areas. Hence, not only has the South lagged behind the rest

of the nation, but the rural South has lagged the urban South.

The previous analyses of income, poverty, and labor markets in

this study have clearly established the need for economic ..,vrovement

in the rural south. It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss the

problems of and possibilities for such economic growth and development.

Specifically, the chapter will focus on the labor demand implications

or economic development activities and policies. Moreover, because in

1
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Social

and Economic Characteristics of the Population in Metro and Nonmetro
Counties, 1970, Report No. 72 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
01:fice, March 1975), p. 34.
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the rural South the mechanization of agriculture has reached the stage

where further economic development through this means is, the

analysis assumes that significant econumic development in the rural

South means industrialization in the nonagricultural sector.
2

Measures of Economic Development

A variety of measures are currently used to indicate levels of

economic development or of industrialization. Same emphasize the

complexity of the economy, others the position of the economy in terms

of output. Here, both human resource aria industry-based statistics will

be used to infer levels of economic development. In this context, real

per capita income, despite its limitations, is an important indication

of the present level of as well as the need for economic development.

Industrial Measures

Industrial development of the study area is measurA by three

indices: one is the primary data contained in chapter 3; the other two

are comruted from secondary data. The rural study counties then are

compared with their respective states and the United States. Table 8-1

provides data on value added bynnnufactures for establishments with

twenty or more employees. This table shows that value added by manufac-

tures is low for both the counties and the states of the study when

compared with che Ulated States.

The industrial index derived from Lhe primary survey in chapter 3

was inferior to that for the United States as a whole -- that is, it

had a value less than one. The index is lowest for Starr and Sunflower

2See the appendix to this chapter for a specific discussion of

the agricultural sector.
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Table 8-1

Value Added by Manufacture and Number of Establishments
Employing More than Twenty Employees,

for Selected Areas, 1972*

Value Added by
Manufacture (per
Input Dollar)

Number of Establish-
ments (Per 1,000.,
Population) Employing
More than 20 EmPloyees

Georgia
State 1.56 .56
Dodge County .76 .56

Mississippi
State 1.25 .47

Sunflower County .94 .27

Lo4siana
State '1,14 .30
Natchitoche- Ash :12 .14

Unice3 Statee 1.70 .50

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census of Manufactu.res 1972, Subject Series: General Sumnary, MC72(1)-1,
Table_ 7; U.S. Departmant of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manu:ac.area 1S7 Area Series: Georgia, MC72(3)-19, Table 4; Louisiana,
Mr,72(3)-19, Table 4; and Mississippi, MC72(3)-25, Table 4; U.S.
Department of C...mmerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1970:
General Social ard Economic Charactertics, Final Report PC(1)-C1,
United States Summary, Table 140; and U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the rensus, Census of Po)u1W-dov, 197n! General Social and
Economic Marecteristic7" Final Re Jr' PC(1)-C1, Georgia, Table 119;
Louisia7r, Tatile 119; and Mississiz Tar:1* IIJ.

*
Data tor Sr.arr County, Texah., ri r. not available due to disclosure

r)rob._ems asociated with the small lumber of establishments in the county.

counties, r,!f1eciing the relati-;e importance of eg-iculture in the two

counties.. Table 8-2 shows this industrial index for 1973.

Baseci a the major rndnstry groupings, this index contains a

potential rLgional bias in the implicit assumption of homogeneoUs

industries across regions. The relationship between the median wage in

a given industry and the median across all industries may be different
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Table 8-2

Industrial Ilidex for the y Counties, 1973

Dodge

97

Natchitoches Starr Sunflower

92 87 87

SOURCE: For method of calculation, see chapter 3.

between a region and the United States.
3

Typically, the industrial

index would tend to overstate the case for rural southern counties.

More employment is found in low wage industries in the survey countiea%
JR,g,

than in the United States. An explanation for the value of thil*Nindex

in each county can be found in part by examining the proportion of

employment in manufacturing, a itively high wage industry, and

agriculture, a low wage industry. This information is contained in

table 8-3.

Agriculture is a more Important source of employment in all four

counties than in the United States, a condition sometimes regarded

as indicative of a low level-ordevelopment and industria diversifica-

tion. At the same time, with the exception of Dodge County, the

relative importance of manufacturing in tercs of employment in the

counties is,below that of the United States.

3This particular problem,is compounded aS the size of the region

ishes and is probably moat acute in rural coUnties. For example,

the manufacturing industry in a rural county may consist of no more than

four or five two-digit Standard Industrial Clasaification industries,

whereas there are twenty manufacturing industries in the classification

for the United States.
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Table 8-3

Employment in Agricultural and Manufacturing IndustrieS:-
by County and the United States, 1970

(Percent)

Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower United States

Agriculture

Manufacturing

11.2

27.5

7.7

7.5

24.6

3.2

20.7

.1

3.5
_.

24-.4

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census
of Population, 1970: General Social and Economic Characteristics, Final
Report PC(1)-C1, United States Summary. County figures computed from
Table 18, Appendix IA; Table 37, Appendix IB; Table 16, Appendix IC;
Table 22, Appendix ID; and Table 92.

Human Resource Measures

Three types of human resource mefsures are included as indicators

of economic development. These relate to ircome, employment, arA

education. Table 8-4 contains figure; on Der capita inco4e or the

study counties and that portion of the U.1it States outside the metro-

politan counties raking up SMSAs. Aing to t.1) arnual. rates of

change, all of r'ke, 1-.t1y areas sustained growth in per caldta income

during the-1950-17 -ariod w:th one exception. Starr County had an

annual rate of of -0.2 percent during the per-Thd 1950-1959.

Generally, however, the rates of growth in re. income in the survey

counties compare favorably wIth the rates of growth experienced in the

nonmetropolitan United

Comparison of rates may nask the trva picture, since the base for

rate computation varies across the areas. The absolute dollar difference

between real per capita income in the counties and in the nonmetropolitan

United States has generally increased from 1950 to 1972, even though the

relative difference has declined. The exception is Sunflower County,
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Table 8-4

Real Per Capita Income by County and

Nonmetropolitan United States: 1950, 1959, 1969, and 1972

(1967 Dollars)

Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower United States

1950 893 976 V 750 960 1,476

1959 1,111 1,125 735 1,176 1,747

1969 1,920 1,836 1,337 1,785 2,565

1972 2,188 2,026 1,426 2,362 2,862

Annual Percentage Rate of Change

1950-59 2.5 1.6 -0.2 2.3 1.9

1959-69 5.6 5.0 6.2 4.3 3.9

1969-72 4.4 3.3 2.2 9.8* 3.7

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic

Analysis, Business Conditions Digest, Series ES1, No. 74-6 (Washington,

D.C.: Government Printing Office, June 1974); U.S. Dpartment of

Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, "Local Area Personal Income,"

Survey of Current Business, vol. 54, no. V ), pt. II (Washington, D.C.:

Government Printing Office, May 1974), and Appendices IA, IB, IC, and

ID.

* The high rate of growth between 1969-1972 in Sunflower County is

probably attributable to a.relatively large increase in manufacturing

jobs and the continued importance of the agricultural sector.

which recorded a small declln,' in the absolute difference. As measured

by real per capita income, ti. absolute level of economic well-being

in the study counties is substantially below that of the nonmetropolitan

area in the United States.

Another type of incme measure used to 1.adicate the level of

economic development is median household or family income. Although a

family and ,1 hosehold are not equivalent, they are considered here as

roughly the same in order to facilitate the following county-national

comparison.
4 Table 8-5 shows the median income of households in the

40ver 94 percent of the households in the primary survey contained

,only one family.
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Table 8-5

Median Household Income by County and for
Nonmetropolitan Areas of the United States, 1973

United States

Dodge Natcuitoches Starr Sunflower Nonmetropolitan

Median

Percent of
United States

$5,70S $3,928 $3,711 $3,816 $10,366

55.0 37.9 35.8 36.8

SOURCE: Daia for United States from U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, "Money Income in 1973 of Families and Persons in
the Unitel States," Current Population Reports, series P-60, no. 98,
tables 57 and 58; county dati. from County Appendix (section A-D).

survey counties and in the United S'ates outside metropolitan areas in

1973. Three of the survey counties had slightly over one-third of the

U.S. median nonmetropolitan income for househoidL Lhe other county,

Dodge, hr,4 slightly over one-half the U.S. median.

Since measures of central tendency sometimes obscure large distri-

butional differences, one final income measure is provided. Table 8-6

contains the proportion of households with a total income of less than

Table 8-t;

Households with Total Income Less than $3,000-
by County and Nonmetropolitan Areas of the United States, 1973

United States

Dodge Natchitoches Starr Sunflower Nonmetropolitan

Percent 30,0 41.0 39.4 40.7 8.4

Ratio of County
to United
States

3.6 4.9 4./ 4.8

SOURCE: See table 8-5.

$3,000, an arbitrary measure of acute poverty, for the rurai counties

and nonmetropolitan United States.
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Table 8-5 shows the nonmetropolitan United States median household

income as two to three times higher than those of the study counties.

As is shown in table 8-6, the proportion of households with incomes less

than $3,000 in the study counties is four to five times greater than

in the United States.
t.

standard and income as

With the nonmetropolitan United States as a

a measure, the level of economic development in

the rural South has been quite low.

Labor force measures of economic development usually include

underemployment and subemployment, each reflecting underutilization of

human resources in a region. As noted in chapLer 4, estimates of

subemployment for household heads in the four rural counties were

significant, Low levels of labor force participation rates j,FPRs)

also were observed. Table 8-7 contains labor force participation rates

for the survey respondents and the United States by age. It is apparent

Table 8-7

Labor Force Participation Rates of Persons
by Age for the Survey Respondents and the United States, 1973

(Percent)

Age Survey Respondents United States

16-24
25-34
35-44

45-54
55-64
65 +

Total

34.6
63.5
62.5

57.2
42.1
8.4

69.0
80.0
80.5

77.9
64.6

42.3 66.3

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Statistics,

Handbook of Labor Statistics 1974, Bulletin 1825 (Washington, D.C.:

Government Printing Office), Table 2.
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from the table that labor fcrce paiticipation across age groups for the

s idy counties is about 20 percent lower than rates for the United

States. A number of explanations have been provided earlier tc account

for the low LFP16, not the least of which is that rural workers typically

face a smaller quantity and diversity of jobs. Of relevance to economic

development, the lo* LFPRs reflect to a certain degree underemployment

of the woe- population. Therefore, with the exception of jobs

requiring .,aftsmen, job-creating activities could be undertaken

in rural areas without producing a tight labor market.

A number of general indicators have been used to describe economic

progress in foreign countries or regions, such as family Aze, birth

rates, death rates, and educational levels. The level of education is

used here ls a human resource measure of development, although in the

past it has acted as a constraint to industrial development activities.

Table 8-8 shows the distribution of survey respondents 16 years of age

and over by years of school completed, and persons 18 years of age and

over for the United States.

Table 8-8

Percent Distribution of the Adult Population by
Years of School Completed of Survey Respondents

lind Persons in the United States, 1973*

Years of School Survey Respondents United States

Less than 8 35.2 10.2
8-11 31.5 25.5
12-15 27.8 52.1
16 or more 5.5 12.2

SOURCE: Chapter 3. U.S. figures computed from U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of thc Census, "Money Income in 1973 of Families and
Persons in the United States," Current Population Reports, series P-60,
no. 97, tables 57 and 58.

*Survey respondents are 16 years of age and over; United States
persons arc 18 years of.age and over.
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The educational level of the working-age population in the rural

I counties is low. These figures are typical for the rural South, and the

lack of industrial development is reflected in the low levels of

education. For example, Ray Marshall notes that "except for resource-

oriented activities like mining,and pulp and paper mills, rural nonfarm

employment has been dominated by marginal, laborintensive dead-end

jobs." 5 Many of these jobd are found in nondurable manufacturing plants

which do not require very high educational levels of the labor pool.

These industrial and human resource measures have two separate

interpretations in terms of economic development in the four counties.

In one sense they reflect the constraints under which development must

take place; in another sense they reflect the result of previous activi-

ties and attitudes toward development. These general characteristics

of the counties tend to be representative of the rural South as a whole,

and they explain the prwious development of marginal, labor-intensive

industries la much of the rural South. The constraints of low educational

levels combined with underemployment and subemployment are attractive

labor market conditions for certain types of industries. These low wage

industries have helped to perpetuate low educational levels because of .

low work-entry levels and the need i. , South to supplement

family incomes.

A substantial industrial development in agriculture may be

recognized by a sharply rising capital labor ratio. Industrial develop-

ment of the rural South through industrial diversification, however, has

not kept pace with the changes in agriculture. The slow pace of

5Ray Marshall, "Program and Research Issues in Rural Development,"
The Southern Economic Journal 41 (April 1975): 562.
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industrial diversification is partially a result of inactivity in many

parts of the rural South in providing an attractive environment for

investment. In addition, many community leaders often possess unfavorable

attitUdea tOwards induatrial diversification,

The Economic Development Process

One possible approach to an economic study of the rural So.ith is

based on a theory of development stages.
6

The first stage of develop-

ment is characterized by a heavy reliance on primary activities such as

agriculture. As per capita income grows, there is a decline in the

proportion of the working force engaged in agriculture. Increased

emphasis on manufacturing indicates a later stage of development. The

"final" stage of development is characterized by the growth of service

industries.
7

The stage, or sector, theory has been criticized on a number of

accounts
.8

Critics claim that the primary-secondary-tertiary sequence

is too rigid to describe economic well-being. Furthermore, ie does not

provide sufficient insight into the process of economic growth, nor

does it account for external factors influencing internal growth.

spite of these deficiencies, the sector theory is still utilized by many

6
Colin Clark, The Conditions of Economic

anri Co., 1940); A. G. B. Fisher, "Capital and
Economic Journal 43 (SeptenfIller 1933): 379-89;
"Production PriMary, Secondary and Tertiary,"
1939): 24-28.

7Ibid.

Progress (London: MacMillan
Growth of Enowledge,"
and A. G.JB. Fisher,
Economic Record 15 (June

8
For a synopsis of these criticisms, refinements, and expansions

of sector theory, see Stuart J. Greenfield, Povert.,' and Industrial
Structure (i;ustln, Tex ,s: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Texas, September 1975).
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to examine the relationship between the industrial structure and

economic weil-being of regions and nations. Even though sector analysis

is not precise, it does allow generalization coerning major changes

that are occurring throughout an economy.

Based on empirical studies, a different view of the process of

economic development has emerged. One such study -- although not

specific to southerdrural industrialization -- found that nonmetropol-

itan areas had experienced significant industriaJizatiou during the

1960s. Claude Haren found:

About half of the gains in manufacturing employment in r?:-;-
smaller or nonmetropolitan labor market areas, or approx'
mately 20 percent of the national total, stemmed from
plant locations or expansions in entirely and partly mr
communities. . . . Accompanying changes were a significant
broadening of industrial mix, as well as sharp rises In
productivity, wage scales and income.9

Another tudy that did pertain specifically to the rural Sth found

that counties mo're than 50 miles from a Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area (SMSA) had increases in manufacturing employment that exceeded or

were equal to that of the SMSAs.
10

A 1973 study by Brian Berry of nonmetropolitan growth areas

throughout the nation noted the "filtering" of manufacturing industries

into small towns within and just beyond the metropolitan growth zone.
11

Berry also noted that the filtering in the South was racially selective

in that areas wiLh high proportions of Blacks were bypassed.
12

9Claude Haren, "Rural Industrial Growth in the 1960s," American
Journal of Agricultural Economics 12 (August 1970): 4314

10
Thomas E. Till, "Two Models of Nonmetropolitan Industrial Develop-

ment and of Poverty Impact in the South," Labor Law Journal 24 (August
1974): 473.

11
Brian J. Berry, Growth Centers in the American Urban System

(Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1973), p. 151.

12Ibid.
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As a consequence of such research, a controversy has emerged over

the concept of growth centers in rural areas. The finding that some

rural
areas grew and that others do not has led to the policy decision

that A
-evelopment efforts should be concentrated at the small SMSA or

small
Urban leve1.13

Other researchers, however, doubt the viability, of the entire

growth
center strategy insofaraa the smaller metropolitan areas are

concerned.
For example, linkages with' the growth center hinterlands

have hen found

study wcluded

So far

to be lacklr,'i Yor the ::mailet areaS, One particular

that

as growth center policy for. regional development
is co hcerned it.is.:premature until strong linkages have
been established with [the] hinterlands making sUch a
policy productive.14

Regardless of development policy approaches, it is obvious that

parts
f the South have moved into -the second stage of the development

proces
Since 1960, industrialization has proceeded at a faster rate

.

1..o the
south than in the United ,Stat es as a whole, and manufacturing

emploplint has increased rapidly. A good share of this type of

davelo
Pkent has been in laber intensive low wage industries. In fact,

the ru l South' s share of low wage and labor intensive industry inra

the 19Gos
was greater than that of either the metro-South or the United

states5 .

Although Thomas Till's study found that the low wage lAbor

Niles 14* Hansen, Population Turnaround in NoEEtts_oITlilpILEealaa:
for Manpower and Regional Policies (Austin, Texas:oiversl

ty of Texas at Austin--undated).
ij

14'

Charles T. Steward and Virginia T. Benson, Linka es Between Smallmetro_
eir Hinterlands with Implicatiout -112egional

oo,....__2_22.1dTh
Deyltg-.9.11 _,A Illant Policies (Washington, D:C.: George Washington ,-Aiversitv,
14-a-Y isi7-)-;"-5:-v--34-

15

Thomas E. Till
aC41th, 1959-1969

(jlaY 1974): 308.

, "Changes -in-Industries Located in the Monmetropol-
," American Journageof Agricultural Economics 56
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intensive industries had the largest employment net gains in the 1960s,

the second and third largest net gains were in the higher wage paying

industries of electrical machinery and transpoitation eruipment. The

study hypothesized that it is possible that southern rural industriali-

zation goes through two stages

...in which the low wage, labor intensive firms of the
first stage prepare a factory trained labor force which
then attracts the relatively higher-wage, more capital
intensive firms of the second stage.16

It is obvious that areas of the rural South differ as to the stage of

industrialization into which they fall. Some counties, such as Dodge

and Natchitoches, experienced some growth and development. It also is

evident that many other counties in t;le rural South, such as Starr and

Sunflot.w, still have not been able to enter into the first stage of

industrial development and continue to rely heavily on agriculture as a

source of income and employment." Few southern rural counties have

entered into the final stage dominated by service industries.

Impediments to Economic Development

Impediments to economic development such as racial discrimination

and low educational and skill attainment have been discussed in earlier

chapters of this study. The present discussion therefore will center

on institutional barriers to development.

Industrial development in the rural South usually has been controlled

by formal or informal elite groups. Although such power groups often

are difficult to identify, they tend to influence whether or not

16
Till, "Changes in Industries Located in the Nonmetropolitan

South," 309.
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industries will be attracted to or allowed to locate in a given commu-

nity. Such groups are reluctant to upset present wage structures or to

cause labor shortages for established industries. Therefore, many

times when firms are sought for location in a community, the primary

goal will be to find a specific type of firm requiring a specific type

of labor. Rarely will firms that are competitive in the local labor

market be sought.

A society that has long been dominated by agriculture distrusts

change, diversity, and development. Cultural changes and improvements

for certain population subgroups may be consciously or subconsciously

feared. New jobs mean additional wage opportunities, higher incomes,

more political acumen, and the possibility of unions. Any or all of

these threaten the status quo which thz! local power structure often seeks

to preserve. It may not be able to stop change, but attempts to control

the pace and the nature of the change may occur. As an example, one

elected official in Starr County candidly stated:

The obvious question is that with all of the
economic advantages we have [i.e., an available labor
supply, a good climate, a low cost of living, and the
proximity to the retail market of buyers from Mexico],
why don't we have more economic development? I believe
it must be the human facVr--that is, politics. A lot
of people don't want to see us grow and diversify.
Change brings about too much uncertainty for some.

Furthermore, as matters now stand in many rural southern counties,

the rules governing the operation of the work place are minimal. Federal

laws are usually all that prevail and, when they are enforced, simply

set minimum standards. Unions are bitterly resisted, and at the present

time only a few are located in the four study counties. Such unions are

usually associated with companies which have a nationwide contract or

at least an outside collective bargaining contract. No union has
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located in any of these counties as a result of an indigenous movement,

even though unsuccessful attempts'have been made in Starr County.

Efforts to Attract Industries

The four counties in the rural study have attempted to attract

outside industries by offering various incentives in the form of free

(or cheap) land, free (or cheap) utilities, financial assistance, tax

relief, and other assistance. Two of the counties, Dodge and

Natchitoches, have been relatively successful. Many other counties in

"che South (and in the United States) also offer such enti,..ements for

relocation or initial startup. Many communities, however, are beginning

to realize that such incentives provide a drain on their arca without

adequate compensation in the number of jobs. Thikattitude, in part,

explains the reluctance of some communities to pass industrial bond

Interviews provided the following information on econcmic develop

ment in the study counties.

Dodge County

Between 1950 and 1970 tIrl percent of the labor force of Dodge

County employed in agriculture and other extractive industries declined

from 60 percent to about 9 percent. Since 1950 the mechanization of

production activities increased the capital requirements in farming

as well as the average farm size and, not suiprisingly, reduced the

demand for farm workers. As the demand for agricultural workers

decreased, the agricUltural processing industries increased in size

and market area; new industries, particularly textiles and apparel,

began to assume roles of some significance, employing predominantly

female-.
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During tho. 1950s the remaining business activity in the county

was geared to providing servics either to the agricultural sector or

to the tourist trade. At that time, the principal North-South highway

to the east coast of Florida passed through the county. The completion

of a North-South interstate highway west of Dodge County in the 1960s

shifted a significant volume of the tourist industries from the "old"

road, with an increase in unemployment in the county.

By the late 1960s committees of residents representing business and

government groups in the community were organized to review the problems

and to suggest means of organizing the county for industrial expansion.

Aided by bank and business leaders, county and city governments joined

to form the Industrial Development Council. Since 1970 the Council's

full-time director has been engaged in the development of materials to

promote the attraction of industry. Banking leaders have been partici-

pants in development activities, and supportive financing for development

has been provided locally. Also, local government efforts have been

undertaken to secure maximum Federal funding and assistance in the

development of tertiary sewerage and water plants. An industrial park

has been established, and several firms have been attracted to the county.

The fact that a large number of workers commute over fifty mileL to

work in the urban areas outside the county has made community leaders

aware of the need for new firms to provide additional local jobs. There

remains, however, a local demand for unskilled agricultural workers. In

fact, there are certain employers and service enterprises which are

inte7:asted in maintaining an unskilled labor supply to serve agriculture

during certain periods of the year.

The Chamber of Commerce and the Industrial Development Council have

conducted "vailable labor" surveys and established certain training
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facilities through the local educational system, including on-the-job

training. Development has not been restricted to particular types of

industry, but light manufacturing is the principal industrial prospect.

Distance from major product or factor markets is a detractor for

manufacturers of heavy goods. Generally, industrial and community

leaders emphasize the need for greater employment of both men and women

and encourage industrial development which would utilize all those

available to work under existing market conditions. There appears to

be some desire to minimize the growth of unions in the county, but

representatives of present industry and county government recognize

that growth will necessitate better organization and promote higher wages

and more favorable working conditions.

Dodge County possesses certain advantages from Lhe standpoint of

industrial development in the form of available financing, industrial

sites, communiy facilities, and an adequate labor supply. Unfortunately,

a large proportion of available labor is unskilled or semiskilled. The

community's interest in development and its willingness to utilize

vocational-technical education facilities testify to its effort to

overcome this deficiency. Clearly, the underlying attitude in the

community is supportive of economic devtlopment.

Natchitoches Parish

Natchitoches Parish has also been in transition over the last forty

years. Agricultural employment has continued to decline from 41 percent

in 1950 to about 8 percent in 1970. Some of the decline in employment

opportunities was mitigated by expanding employment in sales and service.

Oil and gas discoveries made some impact on employment in mining, but

had little absolute impact on the level of employment. Retail sales

have increased with income. Many residents attribute much of the
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business activity to tourism. The number of persons employed in menu-

facturing has diminished over the last twenty years, and government

officials recognize that this trend must be reversed through industrial

development.

The Natchitoches Parish Police Jury, the governing body of the

parish, has become active in industrial development. The parish is a

contributing member of the Coordinating and Development Council of

Northwest Louisiana, a multiparish industrial development organization.

The police jury has a modest financial commitment for economic develop-

ment and promotion of the parish. One of its grants contributes to the

support of a private organization in the parish, the Natchitoches Area

Action Association. The police jury also has established the Parish

Planning Commission and has investigated the feasibility of a port on

the Red River. As for the municipalities of the parish, all are active

in community development, particularly with respect to utilities,

drinking water, natural gas, sewerage, and drainage.

There are three commercial banks in Natchitoches Parish. Industrial

loans are not an imPortant source of loan activity for the banks, although

all the banks express a willingness to provide such loans. Their ability

to do so, however, is questionable, even though they have normal corres-

pondent banks in larger cities that can provide an extended line of

credit. One bank cites a small amount of activity in Small Business

Administration loans.

Another organization involved in industrial development iF

Natchitoches Industries, Inc., which was created for the sole purpose of

development. .Natchitoches Industries has no staff, and all functions

are accomplished through time contributed by businessmen who are members.
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Although the organization does not make_the initial contacts, many

attribute the location of a mobile home manufacturer, pulpmill, plywood

plant, and particle board plant to the salesmanship of the organization.

Natchitoches Industries, Inc., owns some acreage and has constructed at

least one general purpose building to lease or sell to any industrial

prospect.

The major portion of recent industrial development in the parish

has occurred in forestry-related products and the garment industry. Most

businessmen responding to a business survey indicated that future

development would probably occur in the areas of forestry productsc-

tourism, and light manufacturing. There is vocal support for economic

development but little evidence of a substantial financial commitment

to that end.

In addition to the general disadvantages noted for all rural areas,

the present welfare system was viewed by many businessmen as a negative

influence on development. Business interviews pr,duced a general

sentiment that the welfare system, through its ..buse, discouraged pPople

from seeking gainful employment. This attitude should be'related to the

view by agricultural interests that wages be kept low since it is

believed that farmers cannot afford to pay high wages. This view also

is held by some local businesses, and it contributes to a bias against

the introduction of high wage firms into the parish.

Starr County

Some areas of South Texas have found proximity to Mexico to be a

stimulus to tourism. This has not been the case In Starr County because

of the primitive state of development of its parallel border towns. The

principal industries in Starr are extractive in nature, being agriculture
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and oil and gas production. Agriculture is the major source of private

employment in the county; the oil and gas industry is a major source

of revenue for the county government. The business activity in the form

of retail trade is closely related to the county's border position with

Mexico. A significant portion of sales are made to Mexican residents.

The governing body of the county is known as the Commissioners'

Court, which is headed by the county judge. In addition to providing

public services to the county, the Commissioners' Court provides the

public services necessary in the county's largest city, Rio Grande City,

since it became insolvent in the 1930s. Financial support of any

magnitude for economic development is not likely from the county govern-

ment. In fact, the local political envircument is such that many

individuals feel it has produced a retarding effect upon the prospects

for economic development.

There is only one financial institution in the county. It has

helped to perpetuate the lack of economic devcdopment by its opposition

to applications for establishing another bank. The local bank

specializes in short-term consumer loans and is reluctant to make more

speculative long-term capital loans. In essence, there is no financial

support within the county for new firms that might require moderate

amounts of start-up capital.

Some nonfinancial support for indugtrial development exists, however,

in the form of the Starr County Induscd_al Foundation. This private

nonprofit organization was established in 1974 for the purpose of

providing information services to prospective firms considering a plant

location in Starr County. It is most interested in obtaining labor

intensive manufacturing plants to take advantage of the large pool of

unskilled labor.. There are special problems that the Foundation faces
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in promoting the county. One is derived from the Spanish heritage of

the region in the form of unclear land. titles n part of the county.

Another factor is the shortage of water, which sharply restricts the

prospects of meaningful economic development. A further impediment to

development is the fact that about one-third of the county's population

are migrant fatm wbrkers and their dependents. It will take a

considerable effort to retrain and tr., reorient many of these people to

work in nonagricultural enterprises if there is any degree of skill

preparation associated with the jobs.

There is a considerable degree of antiunion sentiment in t7'4e

business and government sectors of the county. The local power structure

unified itself to beat back efforts to form farm worker unions in 1966,

1967, and 1975. At the time of the study there were no unionized

industries in the county. The power structure would like to keep it

this way, even if it means that economic development is precluded.

Sunflower County

Sunflower County, located in the fertile Delta region of Mississippi,

has long been dominated by the agricultural sector. Mechanization has

diminished agricultural employment, but agriculture exerts an important

influence on the county.

Thel-e are three distinct factions in the county which affect the

potential fo: and the rate of industrial expansion and diversification.

A small but relatively influential number of businessmen are strongly

interested in seeing the county industrialize. This group supports most

efforts to attract industry without restrictions. A second faction of

businessmen is interested in seeing new industry move into the county,

but only if it is the "correct" type, usually one considered clean with
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respect to air and water pollution an. which would utilize the surplus

labor available, predominantly Black women. These businessmen also

feel that growth should be controlled to avoid disrupting the labor

market with a sudden, large demand for labor. New industry should not

compete with existing firms for the male labor force. The third group

consists of those closely associated with agricuDatre and the "old-time"

politicians in the county. This group is not openly hostile to

development, but neither does it actively support industrial development.

Despite the factions, Sunflower County is witnessing industrial

growth. A modern industrial park has been established in the southern

portion of_the county. At present, those who wish a controlled

industrial growth are most influential in determining what industries

will be courted for this facility. Controlled growth in this view means

one new industry every five years in order that existing wage structure

and employment patterns will not be dramatically affected.

Industrial development throughout the county is undertaken primarily

by the individual cOmmunities. There is no overall industrial develop-

ment program for the county. This, in part, reflects the strong agric-

ultural influence. There are several development agencies operating on

a regional basis, and it is threugh such groups that those eommitted to

industrialization find that they must work to be effective.

The state of Mississippi has a program called Balance Agriculture

With Industry (BAW1), which has a mixed effect on current efforts to

industrialize Sunflower County. This law permits political subdivisions

to issue full faith and credit bonds. These bonds are backed by the

political entity issuing them and must, therefore, be approved by a 60

percent majority in an election in which more than 30 percent of the

voters participate. The funds raised may be used to acquire a
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manufacturing plant and rent same to an industry with rentals sufficient

to amortize principal and interest of the bonds. The terms of the bonds

may be up to 25 years.

A second program is the Industrial Revenue Bond Program. Revenue

bonds are unlike BAWI bonds in that they are backed solely by the

rentals of the project and can ..lcsued in an amount up t $5 million;

the BAWI bonds are limited to 20 percent of the asserted valuation of

the political subdivision issuing them. Revenue bonds do not require

an election unless 20 percent of the registered voters protest the

issuance in writing, and the bonds can be issued for A term of up to 30

years. For the industry, the effect is essentiall7 a property tax

exemption for the term of thc bond issue in both cases. It ié only in

the renewal lease that the issuing political subdivision begins to

receive the equivalent of a property tax on a privately owned industrial

plant, typically the total amount of the rental.

These programs represent a substantial industrial inducement as

they provide both a source of long-term capital financing and an effective

tax exemption. However, in those communities in Sunflower where this

program has been utilized, there is strong opposition to issuance of

additional bonds because of a conservative "pay one at a time" attitude.

Most firms presently located in Sunflower County are in low to

medium wea,;e industries, and many stated that plentiful low cost labor was

a major consideration in their decision to locate in Sunflower County.

They also stated that they oppose the entrance of new firms into the

labor market which might raise wage levels, a view shared by those in

agriculture.

Immediate efforts to promote industrial development in Sunflower

County most likely will concentrate on firms similar to those already
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established in the county. As in the other counties, unskilled labor

is plentiful, but skilledlabor is in short supply. Even those who are

the most progressive aGd aggressive in their development efforts

recognize that industries which require sizable amounts of skilled labor

would have to import it and therefore would not be inclined to locate

in the county.

In general, Sunflower possesses the ability to attract small

industrial firms in terms of capital, existing facilities, and labor

supply (unskilled). Availability of financing, transport facilities,

and the skilled labor supply wGuld not handle large firms. These defi-

ciencies could be overcome, but the negative attitude of some influential

factions in the county must be overcome.

Federal Legislative Efforts to Encourage
Regional Economic Develo ment

Historically, most of the development efforts in rural areas have

been concerned with farmers and their problems. Beginning in 1937 with

the establishment of the Farm Security Administration, the Federal govern-

ment acknowledged that some farmers were poorer than others. Programs

concerned with the planning of state.and local land use were investigated

during-this time period. However, it was not until the 1950s that a

Rural Development Program was initiated and interagency activities were

first implemented.
17

Numerous programs have been administered on an agency basis involving

the Farmers Home Administration, Rural Electrification Administration,

Federal Interior Service, Farmer Cooperation Service, Soil Conservapion

Service, and the Forestry Service. Although such programs and agenci(

17
Varden Fuller, "Rural Poverty and Rural At.eas Development," in

Poverty in America, ed. Margaret S. Gordon (San Francisco: Chandler
Publishing Co., 1965), p. 392.
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indirectly affect and help all of the rural population, their primary

objective is to help the farmer. It has been observed that

...Federal policies with respect to development of a
national growth policy continue to emi..hasiLe small
towns and rural areas.18

Although this appears to be true, it is important to recognize that even

these policies have not been extensive and they have not affected all

residents of all rural areas. Moreover, the role that the Federal

government -- especially the U.S. Department of Agriculture -- has played

in fostering technological displacement of rural workers has been a

significant one. Much of the rapid introduction of farm mechanization

and the application of new production techniques has been made possible

through Federal financial support of agricultural,research. In this

regard one rural labor market expert testified before Congress in 1970

that:

I am simply saying that probably 95 percent of all
the research moneys in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and its land-grant affiliates is
technologically oriented, and therefore, oriented
toward the displacement of people.19

The Area Redevelopment Act (ARA) of 1961 was the first Federal

legislation to examine the problems of rural areas other than those of

agriculture. The Act had the stated goal of implementing an effective

program to alleviate conditions of substantial and persistent unemploy-

ment and underemployment in certain economically distressed areas.
20

18

19

Niles Hansen, Population Turnaround in Nonmetr2po11tan Regions.

Testimony of Daniel Sturt, Director of the Rural Manpower Cvnter,
Michigan State University, Hearings, before U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Migratory Labor, 91st Cong., 1st and 2nd sess., part 7-8 (April 14,
1970), p. 4550.

2 °Raymond H. Millikan et al., Alleviating Economic Distress
(Lexington: D.C. Heath and Co., 1972), pp. 3-10.
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The Act provided low-interest loans for new firms and expansions of

existing facilities, financial aid to improve public facilities,

technical assistance, and training programs to distressed areas. The

program could be considered experimental because of the duration of

the Act, 1961 to 1965, and the relatively modest amounts of funding

authorized.

In contrast to urban areas, for which unemployment rates were

used, the criteria for designating an area as "depressed" recognized

the difficulty of using such an indicator in rural areas as a measure

of conditions of labor supply. A successful effort by some legislators

was made to have the criteria sufficiently lax to include areas in their

districts. In any case, one would expect to find that in rural areas

the communities with the lowest levels of economic activity should have

received the greatest amount of assistance. However, during the period

1961-1965, A. B. Johnson found no significant correlation between per

capita income and per capita aid among the rural areas receiving aid

during that period. Johnson stated

...the evidence suggests that the allocation of loans
and grants was influenced more by noneconomic factors
(one of which could be political) than by those of need
or the criteria specified in the legislation.21

In part, this explanation needs to be considered in the face of the often

made criticism of the program that it "overextended its limited

resources.
u22

21A Bruce Johnson, "Federal Aid and Area Redevelopment," The
Journal of Law and Economics 14 (April 1971): 277.

22
J. M. Becker, William Haber, and Sar A. Levitan, Programs to Aid

the Unemployed in the 1960s (Kalamazoo, Michigan: W. E. Upjohn Institute
for Employment Research, 1965), p. 22.
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Over one-third of the counties in the United Statet7 were eligible

to receive assistance under the provisions of the ARA. These counties

accounted for nearly forty million persons in the United States. The

Act also limited the effectiveness of the industrial loans by providing

that only businesses which could not get credit at a reasonable rate of

interest in the open market could qualtly. Loans were limited, therefore,

to marginal or new enterprises.

By and large, although the program was viewed as experimental, it

was in support of the goals of the Employment Act of 1946. In addition

to the problems noted above, the ambitious undertaking was plagued by

a number of other problems: the political realities of public works

programs; poor administration; and problems in the national economy

which affected regional development.
23

Beset with these and other troubles, the Area Redevelopment

Administration was sacrificed for reasons of political expediency.

Accepting the goal of the ARA that economically lagging areas could be

stimulated through such tools as public works and technical assistance,

the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 was enacted. The

Act differed from the ARA in a number of ways. Whereas the ARA accepted

that rural areas had the basic infrastructure for development, the new

legislation was:designed primarily to provide such infrastructure. A

concerted emphasis on planning stressed improvement in the quality of

planning and planners. As opposed to using the county as a planning

unit, the multicounty district was to be used. Reflecting the European

influence as well as a search for alternatives to urban migration, the

legislation included the capability to designate certain areas as

23 Becker, Haber, and Levitan, Programs to Aid the Unemployed in

the 1960s.
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growth centers. Specifically, five target goals were developed as

measures of program success:

(1) Reduction of the incidence of substantial and persistent

unemployment characteristics of certain designated and qualified regions,

counties, Indian reservations, and communities to a level commensurate

with the levels prevailing in the national economy.

(2) Improvement of the economic development planning, coordinating,

and implemrnting capabilities at all levels -- Federal, state, sub-state,

district, and local.

(3) Provision of a basis for improved coordination of and continu-

ity for Federal, state, and local activities relating to regional

economic development, and for more efficient utilization of all resources

(Federal, state, local, and private) available for regional and local

economic development.

(4) Provision of a basis rQr rapid, effective, and efficient

expansion of Federal, state, and local expenditures to promote economic

development if and when such expansion is determined to be desirable

and necessary (e.g., required by changes in the national economy, or

because of allocation of certain Federal funds to states ) and is found

to be in the national interest.

(5) Development of alternatives to present patterns of migration

of the unemployed and underemployed -- now directed to larger urban

areas -- by expanding economic opportunities in more suitable locations.

24
Gregg Chappell, "The Economic Development Administration's

\ Experience with Economic Development and Manpower Planning in Rural
Areas," Manpower Planning for Jobs in Rural Areas, ed. Collette Moser
(east Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University, 1972), pp. 93-
95.
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The development process as advocated by the Economic Development

Administration (EDA) which was created under the Act of 1965 is based

on the following principles: the initiative and the requests for

assistance must originate locally; full cooperation between the public

sector and private enterprise is essential; maximum coordination of all

Federal, state, and local programs is required; and emphasis is given

to the planning process. These principles tend to be idealistic, and

difficulties in implementing them have presented various degrees of

problems in the various districts. Lack of local initiative, inter-

county squabbling, interagency coordination problems, and poor planning

all have produced mixed results of EDA programs.
25

EDA also suffers from a problein of the earlier Area Redevelopment

Administration in that it has not had adequate funds to provide signif-

icant economic development in many areas. Although EDA subscribed to

the growth center approach, many of those areas identified for

assistance did not have a high potential for growth. A final criticism

is that "greater attention to investment in health, education, and

training of the labor forces in lagging areas probably would be more

effective than investing in sewer and water lines."
26

This nonhuman

resource development orientation, administered through a regional system

of economic development districts having no regional government toward

which to relate, has not proved effective for rural areas. The urban

areas within the districts have the most influential voices, due to the

25
Chappell, "The Economic Development Administration's Experience

with Economic Development and Manpower Planning in Rural Areas."

26
Sar A. Levitan, Garth L. Mangum, and Ray Marshall, Human Resources

and Labor Markets (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), p. 538.
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relatively larger constituencies involved. In terms of rural development,

the Area Redevelopment Act and the Public Works and Economic Development

Act have had very limited impact.

The Rural Development Act of 1972 also is an investment-oriented

piece of legislation designed to provide for improving the economy and

living conditions in rural America.
27

The Act authorized grants of up

to $482 million annually for such diverse measures as water and waste

disposal construction and planning, development planning, industrial

pollution abatement, industrial park facilities, rural community fire

protection, and rural development research and education. In 1974,

$163 million was appropriated representing about 34 percent of the total

authorization.

Actual expenditures under the Act have been even lower. Authorized

expenditures for FY 1973-75 were $397 million; however, only 33.5

percent ($133 million) of the authorization was expended. More specifi-

cally, in 1974 less than 9 percent ($34 million) of the total three-year

authorization was expende .

28

There are those who would argue that the Rural Development Act of

1972 does not represent an effective means of encouraging development

in rural areas. The Act is "farm" oriented, and the term "rural"

includes many institutions and activities that are far from being

exclusively "farm." The Act is a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

27
Information was obtained from U.S. Congress, 1975 Revised Guide

to the Rural Development Act of 1972, A Committee Print, 93rd Cong.,
2nd sess., January 1, 1975 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1975), no. 41-664.

28
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Agriculture, Rural Development

Act of 1972 -- Administration and Expenditures, Hearings before the House
Committee on Agriculture, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975, p. 188.
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statutP by virtue of the fact that the USDA is the agency responsible

for administering the Act, as well as by the fact that many of the

provisions of the Act are extensions t.,f existing USDA programs or are

modeled after existing programs.
29

The Act does not provide for the

development of human resources as an integral part of the development

process. It does not "contain an adequate conceptual framework for a

rural development policy.
"30

As stated earlier, it is an investment-

oriented piece of legislation reflecting the attitude that if money and

facilities are poured into rural areas, development will take care of

itself.

The Rural South: Potential for Development

The process of. economic development, particularly as it pertains to

efforts to increase the demand for labor in quantitative terms and to

alter the composition of labor demand in qualitative terms, clearly

raises a number of policy questions for the rural South. In the survey

counties and throughout most of the rural South, economic development

is viewed as a panacea to current.problems. In the past in selective

areas, large financial disbursements by various governmental agencies

have had an important impact on the development of the South. Special

regional programs such as the Tennessee Valley Authority and Tennessee-

Tombigbee have had (and will continue to have) significant impacts on

certain southern areas. Growth also has occurred in some rural areas

adjacent or close to metropolitan areas. The nature and type of growth

29George A. Rold, "The Rural Development Act," in Proceedings of a
National Conference on Rural Development A Committee Print, 93rd Cong.,

1st sess., January 2, 1974 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

1974), no. 25-237, p. 87.

30Ray Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets (Salt Lake
City: Olympus Publishing Co., 1974), p. 84.
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are sometimes questioned but, in general, rural residents should

benefit from an influx of income.

It also is evident from the data generated in this study that

there are differeitial possibilities for growth in many southern rural

counties. Counties such as Dodge County and Natchitoches Parish have

much more potential, relatively, than do Starr County dnd Sunflower

County, due to less isolation and more resources (human, physical, and

financial). Despite all of thia, the evolving literature of regional

economics stresses the reality that ii many rural communities significant

private economic development is not practical glien the potential for

return on investment. It is doubtful that a sufficient number of

businesses and industries willing to locate in all of the counties in

the rural South exists for the foreseeable future.

It is not surprising that the survey data of this study would show

clearly r.hat the available labor supply in the rural South lacks the

education and training to meet the skill requirements of many average

or above average wage industries. These, of course, are precisely the

industries envisioned as the types required if economic development is

to be increased. Low wage industries need little additional encourage-

ment to come to the rural South, although there may be active

competition L,tween individual communities to land a particular low

wage enterprise. These industries do provide employment opportunities

and an additional source of income, but.communities are unlikely to

become significantly better-off.

The issue is even more complex than simply job creation. This study

shows a limited pool of persons who could at present benefit from

etensive skill training or retraining. In addition, there are those
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who are poor, undereducated, and sick and wu,, even if jobs were

available, probably would not get th.m. Hence, a serious dilemma oi

economic development in the rural South is exposed. Should public

policy attempt to attract industries whose occupational requirements

exceed the skill levels of the local labor supply? The result would be

-

that the new enterprises would import many skilled workers and skim off

the best of the local labor force for the remainder. ,Or should public

policy advocate training local people for jobs currently not available

which, in some instances, will not materialize in the near future for

the many underdeveloped rural communities? More concisely, the problem

is that human resource policies will not help the rural South (as a

region) if there are no jobs, and jobs do not help if there is no human

resource development. Human resource policies have helped to increase

the alternatives available to residents of the rural South (i.e.,

out-migration), but they have had only limited success in terms of

linkages to economic development. Hence, those persons remaining behind

in the rural South have received limited benefits from such policies.

In the past, skill training has primarily provided to persons an

escape route by making out-migration an alternative to "staying behind."

Such an alternative should continue to be provided; however, it should be

noted that continued out-migration inhibits the emergence of a skilled

pool of labor as a possible attracting force to industry. Hence, for

those remaining, government transfer payments have become a major source

of income. Most who convert a training "potential" into a skill or

vocation leave, and the rural area they leave is convicted of being a

provider of a second-rate existence. With the best people gone, those

who remain are not an attraction to private industry.
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Limited prospects for private sector development and a large

dependent population have resulted in the continued economic lag in

many parts of the rural South. Significant increases in government

spending and goverftment public works programs would certainly improve

the well-being of the residents and the depressed areas of the rural

South. -Limited resources and political considerations offset the

feasibility of such action. Furthermore, rural southern interests

(with the exception of agriculture) have few champions of their cause.

Giren limited resources, the strategy of focusing developmental

activities into designated growth centers has been posited as one way

of solving the problem. That is to say, funds for both economic and

human resource development would be concentrated on designated interme-

diate-sized cities and their present and potential labor supply to the

exclugion of all other rural communities. The explicit asmimption is

that the lack of good job opportunities in many rural communities may

induce people to migrate to those growth centers where the jobs and

matching training will be available. The analog of this approach is

that little would probably be done in the vast rural areas thaedo not

have rural growth centers to prevent this migration from occurring.

Ideally, relocation allowances would be available to cushion the

financial costs of moving and to assist in the settlement of a designated

area. Similar to the views towards out-migration, this strategy argues

that rural people are not the same as rural areas and that public policy

should elect to serve the needs of people when a choice must be made.

From a regional view, the growth center strategy has much appeal.

But from a local community or county perspective, it has little to offer

for many rural areas except the prospect of population atrophy and
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community decline. There is little likelihood, for instance, that the

four survey counties would be designated as growth ce.ters if objective

economic criteria were used and political manipulation were not involved

in the decision making process. It is precisely because of the

political considerations that it is unlikely that a growth center

strategy.will become the only accepted development policy of this nation.

The absefice of relocation allowances from the available array of publicly

supported-labor market policies adopted to date in this nation is no

accident. Politicians are loathe to support policy proposals that

encourage the exodus from established political districts of populations .

which are, in fact, the basis for the existing political jurisdictions.

Accordingly, it is hardly conceivable that governmental bodies at any

le.rel will ever embrace a policy that simply writes off the future of

the rural population no matter how logical the objective case for doing

so may be in some cases.

As the recent problems of urban areas have revealed, there is little

to be gained, from a social standpoint, by a strategy of encouraging

large numbers of pOorly trained and inadequately educated rural persons

to gravitate to growth centers. The life style changes for those rural

persons who would have to adjust to an urban orientation of life may

not be desirable. Further, given the poor preparation of many rural

workers, there is little assurance that receiving communities in the

South would be supportive of such relocation efforts.

As for the economic factors, a real problem of growth center

strategy is that it can be successful only if it assumes a systems

approach. To date, most of the concern of growth center policy has

dealt with physical infrastructure projects. Little attention seems to

be.paid to the need to integrate the strategy of encouraging the
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gravitation of people to these regions with the necessity of preparing

the receiving communities to accommodate these new immigrants. More

than job creation is involved. Housing arrangements, transportation

facilities, health services, and educational needs are only some of the

major concerns that must be addressed before much support can be given

to the concqA. Unfortunately, most of the rationale for the growth

center strategy is restricted to its industrialization potential. By

the same token, the growth center strategy offers nothing for the people

who do not move.

In an effort to cope with reality and at the same time search for

an acceptable policy alternative, this study questions the growth center

strategy. For many rural communities, significant economic development

simply will not occur. Some low wage industries seeking to escape the

high costs of production in urban areas may settle at least temporarily

in some southern rural communities, but they are not likely to offer

broader job opportunities or higher income.

Federal policy, in attempting to stimulate development, could play

a pragmatic role. Where exceptional cases arise in which either state

or local efforts are successful in enticing above-average wage paying

enterprises to locate in the rural South, Federal funds should be

available to cover the full cost of adapting the local labor to the

needed skill requirements. And should a local enterprise consider

expansion, Federal funds to cover the costs of institutional and on-the-

job training of local workers should be immediately available. An

expanded role for the Small Business Administration (SBA) is essential.

The SBA is cur- ntly restricted from making loans to assist expansion

of existing businesses. On-the-job training for small businesses --
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either those that are expanding or that are newly created -- should be

available at all times. i_Also, special attention should be given to

small minority business enterprises. The role of the Economic Development

Administration (or some similar type of governmental body) in rural areas

should be focused on a supportive mission. When a community has

succeeded in attracting an employer to its locality, EDA should provide

housing assistance, transportation development, and aid for the develop-

ment of public services.

As matters now stand in the rural South, efforts to diversify local

economies from their historic domination by agriculture have fallen into

the purview of local business and government officials. Economic

development in some rural southern areas is favored by these people as

an abstract concept as long as it can be controlled. These local groups

usually do not wish to see prevailing power relationships between

individuals and groups altered. They fear unions. They only wish to

see certain industries that are interested in absorbing available labor

surpluses (e.g., minority group women who come into the community).

Therefore, it makes little sense to vest responsibility for change in

the hands of those who are opposed to it.

Alternative proposals to the problem can only be conjectured. One

possibility rests with the establishment of community development

corporations (CDCs). Some experimentation with this concept is being

carried out in a fifteen county area of the Mississippi Delta. Such

activities should be carefully and objectively monitored. These

corporations enable local people to achieve ownership and control over

business enterprises that they create or can attract. This approach

escapes the domination of the local power structure which favors only

controlled industrialization. By transcending political boundaries in
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their membership and operations, the development corporations avoid

the parochialism of a single municipality or county. In the rural South,

CDCs also have the advantage of drawing upon the increasing feelings

of racial pride among Blacks and Chicanos. Because of the unique nature

of its diverse racial population, the rural South is in a position to

tap the strength and solidarity that is a part of a growing racial

awareness among groups who have long been supressed.

On the other hand, this study indicates that the CDC approach has

conceptual drawbacks which may limit its effectiveness. The most obvious

problem (especially if the scale is enlarged to include any sizable

portion of the rural South) is the source of fuas. It is unlikely that

a poor population can raise sufficient funds to engage in any large

enterprises that would represent a step toward real economic development.

It also is unrealistic to believe that strongly established vested

interests are likely to do nothing if a CDC should begin to compete

actively for local labor or local markets. Given the severe capital

restraints, a CDC would have difficulty entering into a national market.

This means that it is likely to be dependent entirely uponjocal demand,

which, by definition, is likely to be limited in size and purchasing

power. Therefore, the CDC approach may be limited as a general approach

to economic development. The,strength of CDCs appears to be more one.

of community involvement than community development. It is hoped,

however, that CDCs as well as rural cooperatives will be tried. In some

localities, their success may lead to other steps forward.

The economic development of the rural South may well have to wait

until the nation itself decides upon a firm policy toward broad scale

rural development. There are limits to the extent of urbanization that

are desirable for a nation. Eventually, attention must turn to the
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importance of striking a balance between urban and rural life. Until

then, it is likely that the thrust of Federal policy should be to assist

in a purely supportive manner the local and state efforts to attract

industries. In a larger context, it may be necessary to rely upon

income maintenance and job creation measures to help "those left behind"

until such time as a national rural development policy is enunciated.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 8

FARM WORKERS IN THE RURAL SOUTH

The decline in importance of the agricultural sector as a source

of employment in the South has been well documented. The counties

surveyed for this study reflect the changing position of agriculture,

and analyses of their economies help to highlight the continuing

problems of agrirmltural workers.

Census data for 1950 showed that agricultural occupations accounted

for 52 percent of total employment in the four survey counties. By

1970 their share had declined to 13 percent. Data in table 8-9 reveal

that the decline was large in all counties, with Sunflower having by far

the greatest numerical decline, although Natchitoches had the largest

percentage decline. In Dodge and Sunflower counties the reduction in

agricultural employment resulted from a significant reduction in the

total labor force as well as from reduced jobs in agriculture.

In addition to declining agricultural employment there has been a

dramatic reduction in the number of farms and in the percentage of

agricultural workers who run their own farms. This is particularly

evident in Sunflower and Dodge counties and in Natchitoches Parish.

Blacks have tended to lose the most in terms of both employment and farm

ownership. At the same time, the average farm size has been increasing.

It would be a mistake to assume that agriculture is no longer

important to the rural South. As the four study counties illustrate,

agriculture still accounts for an important share of total employment
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(see .able 8-9). The value of fa rm output remains substantial and in

Natchitoches Parish actually doubled from 1950 to 1970. The number of

acres of land in the four counties as a whole used for agricultural

purposes increased from 1950 to 1970 in spite of the tremendous

employment declines in agriculture.

Table 8-9

Agricultural Employment for Four Survey Counties
1950 and 1970

(Number and Percent)

County

-------14gr

.Number

9
1970

Percent
Change

cent or
Total

Employment Number

Percent of
Total

Employment

Dodge 2,454 39 488 8 -80

Natchitoches 3,984 39 606 6 -84

Starr 1,358 43 955 23 -29

Sunflower 10,944 65 1,853 18 -83

Total 18,740 52 3,902 13 -79

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census of Population: 1950 General Social and Economic Characteristics,
Final Reports PC(1)-C24 Mississippi; PC(1)-C11 Georgia; PC(1)-C20
Louisiana; and PC(1)-C45 Texas; and U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Census of POp ulation: 1970 General Social and
Economic Characteristics, Final Rep orts PC(1)-C11 Georgia; PC(1)-C20
Louisiana; PC(1)-C24 Mississippi; and FC(1)-C45 Texas.

Although the changes in agric ulture have been significant in the

past several decades, agricultural workers still find themselves in an

economically disadvantageous position relative to the average nonagri-

cultural worker. The household survey conducted as part of this study

helps to illustrate the nature and dimensions of problems faced by

agricultural workers.

Characteristics of ,Igricultural Workers

Of the survey respondents, 457 persons were in agricultural occupa-

tions at the time of the survey.
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total labor force. The majority of these workers were located in

Sunflower and Starr counties. Table 8-10 figures show that agricultural

workers were more likely to be men than was true for the entire work

force. There also was a tendency for agricultural workers to be older

than average for all workers.

Table 8-10

Selected Characteristics of Agricultural
and All Workers 16 Years of Age and Older

(Percent)

Agricultural
Workers

All
Workers

Race
Anglo 33.0 47.0
Chicano 34.6 24.0
Black 32.4 29.0

Sex
Men 91.7 63.6
Women 8.3 36.4

Age
16-24 17.9 19.6
25-34 21.0 22.8
35-44 15.8 20.1
45-54 18.2 19.6
55-64 19.9 14.3
65 and over 7.2 3.6

Total (number) (457) (3,164)

It is significant, as an example of the changes which have occurred

in agriculture in the rural South, that only 18.6 percent of the

agricultural workers surveyed actually lived on a farm. Eighty percent

did live outside an incor.orated area.

There Were 319 household heads (10 percent of the total) employed

in agricultural professions in the study sample. An additional 111
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household heads did farm work some time during the twelve months prj.or

to the survey date. Table 8-11 contains selected characteristics for

household heads who did farm work. The differences in race, sex, aod

age between household heads who were farm workers and those who were

Table 8-11

Selected Characteristics of Household Heads Employed During
1973 by Farm Work and No Farm Work

(Percent)

Farm Work No Farm Work

Race
Anglo 17.7 55.2

Black 38.7 19.1

Chicano 43.5 25.7

Sex
Men 93.3 82.1

Women 6.7 17.9

Age
1624 8.5 7.9

25-34 21.2 20.9

35-44 23.5 20.9

45-54 20.7 23.6

55-64 18.0 19.7

65 and over 8.1 7.0

Family size
1-2 22.9 37.7

3-4 27.8 37.0

5-6 23.8 17.5

7-8 14.3 5.0

8 or more 11.2 2.8

Education
0-8 years 74.0 34.9

9-12 years 20.9 45.4

13 or more 5.1 19.7

Job Training
Received 9.4 20.2

Did not receive 90.6 79.8

Total (number) (434) (1,706)
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not are similar to those previously discussed for all agricultural

workers. 'From the standpoint of income needs, the large family size

of many farm families reflected by the data in table 8-11 is significant.

However, the level of education and training of farm workers indicated

by the data is a strong basis for suspecting that the income position

of farm workers is inferior relative to that of nonfarm workers. Three

characteristics are similar to what has been found by previous studies

of farm workers.
31

The characteristics just discussed, when examined carefully,

strongly justify the position that farm workers could be expected to

have lower income and earnings than nonfarm workers. The results of

this study bear out this presumption. Table 8-12 contains income data for

households headed by a farm worker and those headed by a nonfarm worker.

The distribution of income is obviously skewed in favor of nonfarm

workers, with almost 70 percent (67.9) of all farm households having

incomes below $5,000 compared to 31.5 percent of nonfarm households.

The average income was $5,364 for farm households and $8,823 for nonfarm.

A variety of factors, including hourly earnings and

help explain these results. The average hourly earnings

heads employed in agriculture was $2.13 compared with an

weeks worked,

of household

average of

$3.20 for all other occupations. Almost 50 percent (46.4) of the

household heads employed in agriculture earned less than $1.60; another

35 percent earned between $1.60 and $2.00. The comparative figures for

other occupations were 11.7 percent and 12.8 percent, respectively.

Most farm workers whose earnings exceed 0.00 per hour were among the

31
See,

(New York:
Workers in

for example, C. E. Bishop, Farm Labor in the United States
Columbia University Press, 1967); and Ray Marshall, Rural
Rural Labor Markets.
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Table 8-12

Household Income in 1973 for
Farm and Nonfarm Workers

(Percent)

Farm Nonfarm

$0-999 6.4 2.2
1,000-1,999 16.0- 6.5
2,000-2,999 17.6 6.7
3,000-3,999 19.8 8.7
4,000-4,999 8.1 7.4

5,000-5,999 8.3 8.7
6,000-6,999 5.2 8.0
7,000-7,999 4.3 6.4
8,000-8,999 2.4 6.4
9,000-9,999 2.6 5.8

10,000-14,999 4.8 20.2
15,000-24,999 1.9 10.6
25,000 and over 2.6 2.5

Total (number) (420) (1,630)

13 percent of the total employed in agriculture who own their farm.

In other words, 87 percent did agricultural work for someone else.

In addition to earning less per hour, agricultural workers had a

high probability of working less during the year than other workers.

Table 8-13 shows the distribution of weeks worked for farm and nonfarm

workers. Obviously, the seasonal nature of farm work had an adverse

effect on the yearly work time of agricultural workers. Over 40 percent

(42.3) worked less than 36 weeks in 1973. Although many did not seek

employment outside agriculture in spite of the large amount of lost work

time, nearly 50 percent of all agricultural workers worked at least one

week during 1973 in some other type of job.

Several other factors provide additional insight into the economic

problems of agricultural households. Few were able to supplement their
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Table 8-13

Weeks Worked in 1973 for
Farm and Nonfarm Workers

(Percent)

Weeks Worked Farm Nonfarm

1-8 7.2 2.6

9-16 9.2 3.3
17-24 9.2 2.8
25-34 17.6 5.6

35-44 9.0 7.1
45-48 9.8 5.9
49-52 38.3 72.7

Total (number) (430) (4704)

earnings by a second job (3.9 percent), although those in other occupa-

tions also had difficulty in this respect (5.6 percent had a second job).

There also was less likelihood of additional income from spouse's

earnings. In only 9.2 percent of the households headed by a farm worker

was the spouse employed, compared with 30.4 percent of other households.

In general, the inferior economic position of households headed by

an agricultural worker can be explained relatively easily. Unfortunately,

the prospects for relative improvement are not bright.

Prospects for Improvement

Farm workers suffer from lack of education and lack of skills, from

a lack of job opportunities, and from low wages. In other words, their

major problems generally are the same as those of all workers in the

rural South, only more intensive. There have been recommendations

that more training is needed in farm related occupations and that

increased access of "small farmers" to land ownership is desirable.3
2

'32Marshall, Rural Workers in Rural Labor Markets.
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Certainly the results of thiF scudy are in agreement with such

recommendations. However, neither course will prove to be a major

avenue for improvement among farm workers. The depreSSed wages in

agriculture, the continuing decline in farm ownership, as well as the

35 percent greater average size of farm families, all indicate that

alternatives to agricultural employment are needed. Although the

extension of the $2.30 per hour minimum wage, if enforced more

rigorously than appears to have been true in the past, will bring some

improvement, it alone will not solve the problems. Nor will skill

upgrading for agricultural jobs which are not there. In short,

although it may be possible to improve the general situation in the

agricultural sector of the rural South, there will continue to be an

outflow of people from this sector for many years to come. Clearly,

the agricultural sector cannot be looked upon as a major area for

general improvement in the rural-South.
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CHAPTER 9

CHICANOS: MIGRANTS AND NONMIGRANTs

The inclusion of Texas in the analysis of southern rural labor

markets introduces a second major racial minority in addition to Blacks:

namely, the Mexican Americans. This group, increasingly referred to as

Chicanos, represents a significant proportion of the population of

Texas.
1

The 1970 Census placed the number of Spanish-surnamed

Americans in Texas at 1,663,000 people (or 14.9 percent of the state's

population). In response to criticism that this figure understated

the actual magnitude of this group, the 1970 Census also collected

data on a new group called Spanish Language-Spanish Surname (SL-SS)t

The SL-SS designation includes all the Spanish surname perSons plus

all other persons in families in which the mother tongue of the family

head or wife was Spanish. Using the SL-SS designation, the 1970 Census

numbered the group at 2,060,000 (or 18.4 percent) of the population

of Texas. The actual number of the group undoubtedly is higher than

these official figures due to acknowledged problems of statistical

undercount that have plagued Census counts of groups with inordinately

1
In a news release by Commissioner Vincente T. Ximenes of the U.S.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission dated May 28, 1970, the Com-
missioner stated: "The word Chicano is being used by Mexican-Americans
of the Nation. The word is not new and, in fact, we used it to identify

ople of the small rural villaged many years ago. It.is-derived
from the word Mexicano. I favor its usage."
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&puthwest) live In urban areas but work in rural areas for some portion

of the year. In Texas, for instance, 39 percent of the Chicanos over

age 16 who were employed in agriculture in 1970 resided in urban areas.

Part of the explanation of this inordinately high percentage, which is

a unique characteristic of the Chicano work force, is the fact that many

migratory farm workers use urban areas as their home addresses. It is to
3

this home base that they return during off-season winter months. Another

contributing factor is that in Texas farm ownership (or farm tenancy) by

Chicanos historically has been very low. In 1970, only 19 percent of

the Chicano labor force over age 16 who werc employed in agriculture

actually resided on farms (the comparable figure for Anglos was 48 per-

cent).

With this uxban dimension of rural employment clearly in mind

study of the rural aspects of Chicano labor market experience can proceed.

As with all major racial.groups in the United States, the Chicano rural

population contains many of the most extreme examples of impoverishment,

dependency, and disadvantagement.

In the present study, Starr County, Texas, was chosen to portray

the rural labor market experience of Chicanos and to represent a seg-

ment of the South. Starr County was the poorest county in Texas and

among the 30 poorest counties in the United States in 1970. Although

all four survey counties have high degrees of impoverishment, the rural

economy of Starr County, Texas, stood out as the lowest with respect to

income. The comparative mean values of the total income by county for

household heads, other family members, and combined families are

presented in table 9-1.

With a Chicano population in excess of 98 percent, the Starr County
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Table 9-1

Intercounty Comparison of Total Income of Heads
of Households, Other Family Members, and Total

Family Income, 1973

County Mean Value
of Total

Income of
Household

Head

Mean Value
::of Total__

Income of All
Other Members
of:Household

($)

Mean Value
Of Ibtal
Family
Income

($)

Dodge 6,209.35 1,459.13 7,771.79

Natchitoches 4,820.86 1,335.47 6,166.59

Sunflower 4,627.54 1,346.82 6,023.05

Starr 4 126.38 1 277.86 5 408.98

Mean of all
counties 4,953.87 1,356.72 6,252.13

experience can serve to illustrate both the similarities to and the

differences of Chicano rural experience from that of other racial groups

in the rural South. This chapter also will examine some of the unique

factors that affect Chicano economic opportunity in rural areas--such as

migrant farm workers and the proximity of the Mexican border. The chapter

will not attempt to repeat the general analysis of Starr County data

contained in earlier chapters of this study.

The Rural Labor Market of South Texas

§2.,gments of the Labor Force

The distinguishing characteristic of the rural labor market of South

Texas is the presence of a sizable number of migratory workers. Much has

been written about migratory workers while they are "on-the-road" away
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from their home bases. It undoubtedly is true that the higher national

visibility of migrant farm workers (who compose only about 5 percent of

the nation's agricultural labor force) relative to that of nonmigrant

farm workers has contributed to the disproportionately greater amount of

public policy attention paid to migrant workers. A special feature of

this research has been 'Ale opportunity to study the economic activity

and characteristics of migrant workers in their home base as well as

to separate the characteristics of the migrant and nonmigrant populations

for the purpose of comparisons.

Of the 810 household heads interviewed in Starr County, 461 (or 56.9

percent) were reported in the labor force at the time of the survey.

For the purpose of analysis, the households heads can be divided into

three distinctly separate groups:

1. Household heads of current migrant families in the labor force

(this category comprised 17 percent of the total survey house

holds during the offseason winter months while they were in

Starr County).

2. Household heads of nonmigrant families who were in the Starr

County labor force yearround (this category comprised 48

percent of the total survey households).

. Household heads who were not in the labor force (this category

comprised 34 percent of the total survey households)..

As might be expected, the household headsnot in the labor force were

considerably older than the other two sectors, which had identical mean

ages and approximately the same age distributions (see table 9-2).

The fact that the category of household heads who were not in the labor

force accounted for 34 percent of the total households indicates
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large dependent population of older adults in the rural economy.-

Table 9-2

Age Distribution of Household Heads by
Major Segments, 1974

(Percent)

Years of
Age of

Household
Head

Migrant
Household

Heads

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads in the
Labor Force

Nonmigrant
Household Heads
Not in the
Labor Force

13-18 .0 .3 .0

19-24 8.5 5.4 .7

25-44 39.7 46.4 11.1

45-64 ,47.5 42.6 23.7

65-99 4.3 5.4 64.6

Mean age 44 years 44 years 64 years

Of the 141 household heads who reported that they had been migrant

workers in the past year, 63 percent.were in the labor force of Starr

County during their off-season. For purposes of comparative analysis,

the labor force of Starr County is divided in table 9-3 between those

Table 9-3

Employment Status of Starr County Labor Force by
Migtant and Nonmigrant Household Heads, 1974.

(Percent)

Labor Market
Sector

Migrant Nonmigrant
Household Household Heads

Heads in the Labor
Force

Employed

Unemployed

70.8 95.9

29.2 4.1
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workers who had been migrants,in the past year and those.who had not.

Clearly, the migrant household heads were far less likely to find a

job than were the nonmigrant household heads. The unemployment rate of

migrant job seekers was over 7 times that of nonmigrant job seekers.

In fac.:,, unemployed migrant household heads accounted for 60 percent

of the unemployed in the county.

The proportion of female heads of households was approximately the

same for migrant household heads (8.5 percent female headed) and non-

migrant household heads in the labor force (10.3 percent female headed).

The percentage of female headed households who were in the "not in the'

labor force" category was 47.0 percent.

The marital status of the three groups shows that the incidence of

marriage among migrant and nonmigrant households in the labor force

was virtually identical (see table 9-4). The "not in the labor force"

group shows a high number of single household heads (i.e., widows,

widowers, divorees, bachelors, and spinsters).

Table 9-4

Marital Status of Major Household Sectors,
Starr County, Texas, 1973

(Percent)

Marital
Status

Migrant
Household

Heads

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads in the
Labor Force

Nonmigrant
Household Heads

Not in the
Labor Force

Married 85.5

Single (i.e.,never married,
widowed or divorced) 13.5

-Separated .01

85.1

13.2

1.3

46.2

52.0

1.8
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With respect to the labor market activity of spouses, the survey

data for Starr County show a very low labor force participation rate for

all household divisions (see table 9-5). The figures are consistent

with other findings that Ch icano women (i.e., Chicanas) have the lowest

labor force participation rate of any major racial or ethnic group in

the American labor force.
4 The low participation rate of spouses in

the labor market magnifies the importance of data on household heads as

the most consequential descriP tor of economic behavior and welfare for

the Chicano family.

Table 9-5

Labor Force Status of Spous es of Household Heads
Starr County, Texas, 1974

(Percent)

Migrant

Household
Heads

Nonmigrant. Nonmigrant
Household Household

Heads in the Heads Not in the
Labor Force Labor Force

Employed 10.7 21.8 2.9

Unemployed 0.0 0.3 0.4

Not in the labor force 89.3 77.9 96.7

The only remaining category of possible labor force participants

includes those over age 16 who are neither household heads nor spouses.

These could be either unrelated or related family members. Of the former,

4
U.S. Department of Labor, "SPanish Speaking Americans: Their

Manpower Problems and Opportunitiea,u Manpower Report of the President,
1973 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973), P. 97-
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only 12 families reported anyone other than a family member living with

them. Of the people over 16 years of age who were neither household

heads nor spouses, 24.7 percent were in the labor force. Of those,

19 percent were unemployed. Presumably, most of these persons were

older children still living at home.

Population Stability

The long-time stability of the rural population of Starr County

is shown in table 9-6. A significant proportion of each of the three

population segments has resided in the county for over 50 years.

Despite the fact that long-time residency is a major population charac-

teristic, it is also true that the population of Starr County has

increased steadily since the end of World War II. The major cause for

this growth has been the infusion of immigrants from Mexico. This

immigration presents a number of unique problems to public policy makers

that make solutions to rural poverty in Starr County more complex than

elsewhere.

Wages and Income

In all of the rural counties surveyed, wages were virtually the

sole source of earned income. But there was considerable variation

among the four rural counties in the mean hourly wage received by

household heads. As shown in table 9-7, Starr and Sunflower counties

had identical mean wage rates, which were considerably below those of

both Dodge and Natchitoches. In Starr County there was a considerable

difference between the mean wage rate received by nonmigrants and

migrants who were umrking in the off-season in Starr County. Obviously,

the migrants did pull down the overall mean wages for workers in the

county. Still, the mean rate for nonmigrant workers in Starr County
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Table 9-6

Years of Residency in Starr County by
Major Labor Market Segments, 1973

(percent)

Years in
County

1 year or less

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

16-20 years

21-25 years

26-30 years

31-35 years

36-40 years

41-45 years

46-50 years

50 or more

Migrant
Heads of

Households

1.4

2.1

1.5

2.8

1.4

11.3

8.5

4:3

5.7

7.1

7.8

5.7

9.2

11.3

19.9

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads in the
Labor Force

4.9

2.8

1.5

1.3

1.8

3.6

2.8

3.1

7.7

10.1

8.2

9.3

9.0

9.0

24.7

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads not in the
Labor Force

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.4

1.1

4.0

1.4

3.2

2.2

7.2

4.3

3.6

4.3

64.4
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Table 9-7

Intercounty Comparison of Mean'Value of Hourly
Rates of Household Heads, 1974

(Dollars)

County Mean,Value-of
Hourly Rates of
Pay of Household

Heads.

Dodge $ 3.46

Natchitoches 3.33

Sunflower 2.65

Starr 2.65

a. Nonmigranls 2.78
b. Migrants 1.89

Mean of all counties 3.02

was well below the mean rate for all of the counties combined. Yet,

when wage rates for Chicanos in Starr County are compared with those for

Blacks in each of the other three counties (see earlier findings in

chapter 3), the mean wage rates for Chicanos were higher than those of

Blacks in each instance. Although the wage levels are low for both

racial minorities, the finding that Chicanos fare somewhat better than

do Blacks is consistent with other research findings. 5
The mean wage

5
For example, see Walter Fogel, "The Effects of Low Educational

Attainment on Incomes: A Comparative Study of Selected Ethnic,Groups,"
The Journal of Human-ResOurCes 1 '(Fall 1966): 22-40.. Also see Vernon
M. Briggs, Jr., Negro Employment in the South: The Houston Labor Market
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971), chapter 2,
which compares Black and Chicano income and employment statistics. The
figures for Chicanos were consistently more favorable than were those for
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rate of the migrant household heads who were working in Starr County,

however, was far below the mean wage of male Blacks in the ether three

counties.

Table 9-8 presents a distribution of hourly wage rates in Starr

County with separate breakdowns for employed household heads who were

migrants and nonmigrants in Starr County. It is important to recall

that the Federal minimum wage at the time of the field survey was $1.30

an hour for covered agricultural workers and $1.60 for covered nonagri-

cultural workers. The Texas minimum wage at that time was $1.40, and

it applied mostly to local public employees who at that time were not

covered by the Federal statute. The highlights of the table are that

32 percent of the employed migrant household heads and 22 percent of the

employed nonmigrant household heads earned less than $1.60 an hour. In

total, 23.3 percent of the employed household heads earned below that

figure. The largest percentage of both groups was in the interval that

contained the prevailing Federal minimum wage (i.e., 33.3 percent of the

migrant household heads and 16.4 percent of the nonmigrant heads or,

when combined, 18.9 percent of all employed household heads were in the

wage interval of $1.60 to $1.79). Of the migrants, 68 percent were

earning less than $2.00 an hour less than two months before the Federal

minimum wage was raised to that level. It is clear, therefore, that the

Blacks, despite the fact that the Black educational attainment median was
three years higher than that of Chicanos. Also, see Gilberto Cardenas,
"Patterns of Employment: The Mexican American Experience in Five Texas
Cities," unpublished report (Austin: Center for the Study of Human
Resources, University of Texas, 1973). In this paper the employment and
income experience of Chicanos and Blacks are compared in five large
labor market areas in Texas. .In every instance Chicanos fared better
than Blacks.
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Tai:de

Distribution of Hourly Wage Rates for Employed
Migrant and Nonmigrant Workers in Starr County, 1974

(Percent)

Hourly
Wage
Rates

$

Employed
Migrant

Household
Heads

Employed
Nonmigrant

Household
Heads

Both
Groups

Below $1.19 1.7 6.8 6.1

1.20 to 1.39 13.3 4.2 5.6

1.40 to 1.59 16.7 10.7 11.6

1.60 to 1.79 33.3 16.4 18.9

1.80 to 1.99 3.3 3.3 3.3

2.00 to $2.19 10.0 8.9 9.1

2.20 to 2.39 5.0 4.5 4.5

2.40 to 2.59 5.0 5.4 5.3

2.60 to 2.79 0.0 2.1 1.8

2.80 to 2.99 0.0 2.4 2.0

3.00 to 3.49 8.3 8.3 8.3

3.50 to 3.99 1.7 6.5 5.8

4.00 to 4.49 0.0 4.8 4.0

4.50 to 4.99 0.0 3.0 2.5

5.00 to 7.49 1.7 9.8 8.6

7.50 to 9.99 0.0 1.8 1.5

Over 10.00 0.0 1.2 1.0
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mean value hourly wages cited earlier in table 9-7 are somewhat deceiv-

ing. The median hourly wage rate for migrants would be closer to $1.60

an hour; for nonmigranta the median is less than $2.20 an hour.

As for income.levels it was shown earlier in this chapter (see

table 9-1) that Starr County had the lowest mean levels of incoMe. Yet,

as shown in table 9-9, the aggregate income levels in all four counties

Table 9-9

Mean Incomes of Household Heads by Counties
by'Race, 1973

(Dollars)

County Race All
GroupsAnglo

-or

Black Chicano

Dodge $6,986 $3,268 $6,209

Natchitoches 6,133 2,855 4,821

Sunflower 7,724 2,698 4,268

Starr 9,867 $3,861 4,126

distort the fact that for minority groups the levels are considerably

lower than the average figures. The comparison by counties by race does

show that, although both Chicanos and Blacks are considerably below the

income level of Anglos, rural Chicanos have higher income levels than do

rural Blacks.

Within Starr County, however, there also is a wide variation in

income levels between the major segments of the county's population

(see table 9-10). In this case, it is clear that the income levels of

household heads who are migrant workers approximate the income figures

presented in table 9-9 for Blacks in the other rural counties.
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Table 9-10

Annual Income of Household Head for Major Labor Market
Segments in,Starr County, 1973

(Percent)

Income
Class
(0

Migrant
Household
Heads

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads in the
Labor Force

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads Not in the
Labor Force

0 - 999 10.2 5.7 15.3
1,000 - 1,999 21.9 10.6 51.6
2,000 - 2,999 24.1 11.4 20.2
3,000 - 3,999 23.4 16.4 5.2
4,000 - 4,999 10.9 9.1 3.2

5,000 - 5,999 5.1 10.4 1.2
6,000 - 6,999 0.7 6.8 0.8
7,000 - 7,999 1.5 4.9 1.6
8,000 - 8,999 0.7 6.8 0.4
9,000 - 9,999 0.0 4.9 0.0

10,000 - 14,999 0.7 7.8 0.4
15,000 - 24,999 0.7 4.2 0.0
25,000 - 99,999 0.0 1.3 0.0

Mean value $2,188 $5 920 $1 718

Combined mean value of all groups: $4,126

Table 9-11 shows the total family income levels for tha three major

segments of the. Starr County population. Again the migrant worker

families are well below the levels'of the nonmigrant faMilies who are in

the labor force. But perhaps the most significant item contained in

table 9-11 is the extremely low levels of income of those families whose

household head is not in the labor force (and that are not .headed by a

person who had been a migrant worker in the past year). Of this group

(which comprised 34 percent of all the households in the county), 44

percent had a total family income of below $2,004 a year and 72 percent
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ble 9,11a
Acome r Labe

,r Merket SegmentsTotal FaMilY Ivor St
c000tY, .k973

(Percolit)

Income
Class
($)

HOusrtt
Veqsu-0

0 - 999

1,000 - 1099
2,000 - 2,999
3,000 - 3,999
4,000 - 4,999

5,000 - 5,999
6,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 7,999
8,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 9,999

10,000 - 14,99
15,000 - 24,99
25,000 - 99,99

mean values

5,t)

10,1
17,a
23,t)

9.4

3

3
.s

*6

2

0 ,
o.o

$4,24

Nelimiront
Nonmigrant

h0ush91d Household
Heads to the Heads Not in the
Labor pc:ace Labor Force

Combined mean f ajJ
$5,409

he ib

3.4 8.4
7. 35.5
8.5 28.2

15.3 9.9
9.1 5.7

6.5
7.5

4.z
7.5
6.Z

13.g
8.3
1.g

$7,475

olme fl.gureewore below $3,p00. the migrant householAs are a

N rienc u
combination of eseif expe 04-the-road" as migrant farm

expet
workers and any viatk ence Vhile In residence during -ihe winter

months in South fek$0. Ill f'-otalf the migrant household heads

1973

therefore,

migrant family
$4,288.

incomewere able to e4ro tO with total''jreas;

The magnitude of the number of

4.6
3.1
2.3
0.8
0.4

1.1
0.0
0.0

$2,531

migrant househeld wth anOlal Incomes of belo0 $4,000 was 80

ofbrepercent. In agOtto eot th0' 55 migrant families had a total

family income hel0V mepers o f the year-round labor force

A Y do re1A 4working in statr CotlYt- -t-velY higher income levels than
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do either of the aforementioned groups.. But the relatively higher mean

values for this group are clearly distorted by a few high incomes. The

fact remains that 44 percent of the.household heads of nonmigrant families

who worked year-round in Starr County had an annual income level of below

$4,000, and 35 percent of the families had a total annual income below

$4,000. Thus, by this basic barometernf economic welfare, it is clear

that for all three groups the'rewards for working are not substantial.

To find explanations for the pervasive patterns of low income that

characterize the rural economy of South Texas, it is necessary to examine

a number of factors. Moreover, it is the combination of all of those

considerations that will make for understanding the forces that cause

and perpetuate these conditions..

Lack of Year-Round Employment

Of the four survey counties, the labor force in Starr County was

the most dependent upon agricultural employment. Agricultural employ-

ment is notorious for its irregular employmenti-equirements. Large

numbers of workers are needed at times of planting and harvesting; fewer

are needed between these times. Table 9-12 shows the mean nuMber of weeks

worked by household heads in each of the four counties. It is clear

that irregular employment is a key characteristic in all.the counties

except Dodge.. The inability of the household head to work regularly is

especially severe in Starr-County-for both migrant and nonmigrant workers.

It should be recalled that the figures for migrants include their work

both cn the road and in their home bases. The figures would suggest a

high incidence of discouraged. workers among household heads in Starr

County for at least part of the year.
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Table 9-12

Mean Number of Weeks Worked by Household Heads, 1974
(Number of Weeks)

County Mean Number.of Weeks
Worked in 1974

Dodge 47

Natchitoches 44

Sunflower 42

Starr 40

a. Nonmigrants 40.4

b. Migrants 35.9"

Mean.of all counties 43

Lack of Human Capital Development

The paucity of human capital endowment remains a significant

characteristic of the Chicano;rural labor force. This characteristic

not only limits the type of industries and occupations that can employ

local workers, but it also restricts the outward mobility of those

people who wish to move away from the limited opportunities available

in the rural economy.

Table 9-13 shows the mean educational attainment levels of the

survey counties. Starr County, with its mean of only 6.1 years (5.8

years for Chicanos), was the lowest. Of the three racial groups that

comprise the population of these counties, however, the educational

difference between rural Chicanos and rural Blacks is not much. Both

of these groups suffer from very low levels of formal schooling.
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Table 9-13

Mean Educational Attainment in the
Four Southern Rural Counties by Race, 1974

(Years)

County Mean Educational Attainment of
Household Heads

Anglo Bleat Chicano All Groups

Dodge 9.2 6.4 8.7

Natchitoches 10.1 6.7 8.8

Sunflower 10.7 6.5 -- 8.1

Starr 10.6 -- 5.8 6.1

Mean value for all counties: 7.9

Within Starr County there also is a wide difference in the

educational attainment levels of the three household diviSions of the

county's population. Table 9-14 shows that all three groups contain a

significant number of household heads who have had absolutely no formal

education. The nonmigrant not in the labor force group obviously is

the least educated. Thus, not only is it true that 64 percent of this

group are over age 65 but also that 66 percent of the household heads

not in the labor force have an educational attainment level of.less thar.

five years. A. large elderly and poorly edUtated population with long

ties to the local community presents a serious dilemma for an antipoverty

strategy. Obviously, neither a work oriented nor a relocation policy has

a role to play.

Table 9-14 shows that the educational attainment levels of migrant

workers also are exceptionally low. Of the migrant families, 54 percent

had less than five years of educational attainment. The educational
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Table 9-14

Educational Attainment Di5tribution of Household
Heads of Major Segments in Starr County, 1974

(Percent)

Years of
Educational
Attainment

Migrant
Household

Heads

Nonmigrant
HoUsehold

Heads in.the
Labor Force

Nonmigrant
Household

Heads No; in the
Labor Force

0 15.6 9.3 31.7

1 - 4 38.3 19.4 34.5

5 - 7 20.6 14.5 18.3

8 9.2 6.5 5.0

9 - 11 8.5 14.0 5.8

,12 7.1 18.6 2.9

13 - 15 0.7 7.5 1.4

16 - 20 -0.0 10.3 0.4

Mean years of educational
attainment 4.8 8.2 3.6

attainment levels of the migrants are considerably below those of the

nonmigrant labor force. The difference confirms the general impression

that many persons with very low levels of_educational attainment really

have little choice bui to enter the migrant stream. Yet, it also is

apparent that a significant number of the nonmigrant labor force also

has extremely low levels of educational attainment (i.e., 29 percent of

the group had less than five years of educational attainment), which locks

them also into unskilled and low-wage jobs in the rural economy.

A further indication of the low state of human capital development

in rural South Texas is the lack of job training opportunities for almost

all of the labor force participants. The survey found that 83.1 percent

of the household heads in Starr County have never had any formal job
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training. The percentage was slightly higher for migrant household heads

(90.1 percent) than for nonmigrant household heads in the labor-force

(87.7 percent), but the difference is too small to be of consequence.

Of the 11.9 percent of the household heads who reported any form of

occupational training, the largest single source of training was the

military (36.5 percent). As was the case in all.of the survey counties,

very little formal occupational preparation is available or used.

Poor Health

Another critical factor affecting the state of human capital is

the health of the population. Table 9-15 discloses that significant

Table 9-15

Problems with Health by Major Labor Market Sectors,
Starr County, Texas, 1973

(Percent)

Wousehold Heads Migrant Nonmigrant Nonmigrant
Cturrently with Household Household Household
Health Problems Heads Heads in the Heads not in the

Labor Market Labor Force

Yes 31.2 17.2 53.8

No 68.8 82.8 46.2

numbers of the household heads reported themselves as currently having

health problems. Of those household heads with health problems, 86

percent were currently under a doctor's care. Of those, 86 percent

believed their problems would last more than 6 months. Information

received from medical sources in Starr County confirms the existence

of extensive illness. Although high illness rates are not uncommon

in rural areas, the types of illnesses in rural South Texas are
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significantly different from those normally encountered. Among these

are high incidences of infectious and parasitic diseases such as

tuberculosis, dysentery, leprosy, hepatitis, polio, tetanus, encepha-

litis, and venereal diseases.
6

In addition, the long-term stability of

the relatively small population of the county has led to extensive

intermarrying, which has led to widespread cases of diabetes and

glandular imbalances.
7

Poor nutrition and inadequate diets also were

cited by health authorities as a cause of anemia and orthopedic problems..

Many of the community health problems stem from substandard housing, lack

of pure drinking water, improper garbage and sewage disposal, and

inadequate rodent and insect control.
8

Many of these illnesses not only

cause interruptions in the ability to work and to gain regular income,

but they also restrict the types of work possible and the opportunities

for training.

Lack of Opportunities for Second Jobs

One factor that explains the low family income level in rural areas

is the almost total absence of opportunities for second jobs. In Starr

County only 6.4 percent of the household heads held a second job. This

was the lowest percentage in all four counties. No doubt it is the

dominance of agriculture that explains the low number of dual job holders.

The normal workweek for agricultural workers in Starr County is six days.

6"
"Report of the Starr County Migrant Health Project, 1973," Progress

Report to the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and Texas
State Department of Health by Starr County Migrant Health Project, Rio
Grande City (September 1973), p. 18.

7
Ibid.

8
Ibid. 440
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Agricultural employment is not covered by the overtime premium pay

requirements of the Pair Labor Standards Act. Hence, the income levels

for many persons in Starr County need to be interpreted in light of the

fact that household heads often must work longer hours, as a condition

of employment, than is the case elsewhere. Starr County had the highest

percentage of household heads who were employed 35 hours or more a week

(61.5 percent) of the four survey counties; but, as shoWn earlier, it

had the lowest level of income for household heads.

Proximity of Mexican Border

A sizable portion of the geographic border of Starr County is also

the international boundary between Mexico and the United Stat'es. The

most apparent effect of the border on the entire region is its cultural

impact. Of those families interviewed, 94.1 percent stated that they

spoke Spanish. The border serves as a constant fountainhead of cultural

renewal with respect not only to language but also to historical ties,

customs, food preferences, life styles, laws, and architecture. But

the most consequential effect of the border is its influence on the

labor market of South Texas. The flow of immigrants--both legal and

illegal--as well as the daily commuting of workers is overwhelmingly

one-way in direction: toward jobs in the United States. With its three

legal crossing points plus miles of essentially unguarded riverside, it

is logical that Starr County would be affected by the mass migration of

human beings that is occurring all along the border. 9

9
Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., "Mexican Workers in the United States Labor

Market: A Contemporary Dilemma," International Labour Review 112
(November 1975): 351-368.
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The special labor market problems associated with border and

immigration policies, however, transcend simply the Starr: County experi-,

ence. The issues raised,especially those pertaining to 10or market

.influences--affect the entire South Texas area regardless qf proximity

to the border itself.
10

Moreover, it is increasingly being recognized

that border and immigration policies affect large portions of the rural

labor market of the entire Southwest and increasingly the urban labor

markets of the Southwest and elsewhere as well.
11

Of the 810 households interviewed in Starr County, 66.7 percent

reported that Starr County was the county where they were born. Of

greater significance, however, is the fact that 19.5 percent of the

heads of households reported that they were born outside the United

States. In the other southern counties studied, population infusions

from outside the United States were of absolutely no consequence (being

less than 1 percent in each instance). Thus, 58 percent of the heads

of households in the Starr County who were not born in the county were

born outside the United States. Immigration, therefore, is of signifi-

cant consequence to the population growth of rural Starr County. It was

not possible (although the effort was made) to estimate how many of these

immigrants were illegal entrants. It is widely known that illegal

aliens represent "a shadow labor force" whose presence and magnitude is

10
Briggs, "Mexican Workers in the United States Labor Market:

A Contemporary Dilemma," International Labour Review.

11
Ibid.
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often discernible but seldomyerifiable.

In addition to legal.and illegal immigration, there is another

group of people who influence the local labor markets in Texas and the

Southwest: namely, the group known,as resident-aliens (or, more commonly,

"green carders"). These people have complied with the lengthy procedures

now required to obtain this status. They are given an identification

card (i.e., 1-151 card), which at one timerwas green in color, hence

the nickname "green carders." Being a green carder is a necessary firstf,

step toward becoming a naturalized U.S. citizen. But not all green

carders become citizens. They may retain their native citizenship and

live indefinitely in the United States as resident aliens. In the survey,

2.2 percent of the Starr County household heads reported themselves to

be resident aliens.

The importance of green carders, however, rests not with the resident

aliens who reside in the United States on a year-round basis. Rather, it

is tne green carder who actually lives in Mexico but who commutes on a

daily or seasonal basis to the United States that causes inequities to

exlc. These persons are able to work for low wages and minimum fringe

benefits because they receive a. substantial real income advantage over

12fellow workers who must live full time in the United States. By living

in Mexico on a permanent or seasonal basis their cost of living is

significantly lower than that confronting a worker who lives permanently

in the United States. Moreover, it is reported that many of these

12
Vernon n. Briggs, Jr., Mexican Migration and the United States

Labor Market, Studies in Human Resources Development No, 3 (Austin:
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas, 1975), chapter 3.
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commuting gree arders do not pay Federal income taxes (i.e., they

claim large j.rnbers of dependents which the Internal Revenue Service of

the United tates is precluded from verifying because the family lives

in Mexico) and they seldom register with the Selective Service System

as required by law of all male citizens and all male resident aliens.
13

The

legality of the status of green carders who reside outside the United

States on a permanent basis is a matter of debate
.14

It has been acknowl-

edged by the courts that it is "amiable fiction" that many green carders

actually reside in the United'States, despite the seeming legislative

mandate that they must. Everyone familiar with the southern border knows

differently. One study has aptly observed that "the commuter is this

generation's bracero.
.15

Another category of border crossers also is pertinent to any

discussion of border economics. This is the "white carder" or legal

visitor category. As the name implies, these are foreigners (i.e.,

Mexicans in this castt) who obtain a pass (i.e., I-186 card) that

enables them to cross into the United States to shop, visit, or tour

within a 25-mile radius of the border for up to 72 hours. The white

care, however, is not dated, so there is no real way of determining

how loilg the bearer has been in the United States. Supposedly, a

white carder is forbidden from being employed while visiting in the

13David North, The Border Crossers--People Who Live in Mexico and

Work in the United States (Washington: Trans-Century Corporation, 1970),

p. 205.

14
Sheldon L. Greene, "Public Agency Distortion of Congressional

Will: Federal Policy Toward Non-Resident Alien Labor," George Washington

Law Review 40 (March 1972): 440-463.

15David North, The Border Crossers--People Who Live in Mexico and

Work in the United States, p. 72.
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United States, but this, too, is often not the case.
16

Many are employed

full time.

A survey of households in the border area of the United States (Starr

County in this case) cannot capture the true dimension of commuting

green carders or white carders to the economy of South Texas. For the

most part, these people reside permanently in Mexican border towns but

work on a daily or seasonal basis in the United States. Their importance

can be obtained only from secondary sources, personal interviews, or

personal experience. Drawing upon all three, it can be reliably stated

that the impact of Mexican workers is substantial throughout the labor

market of all of South Texas. The largest agricultural enterprise in

Starr County (and second only to the county's*school system in terms of

the number of employees on its payroll) runs a daily roundtrip bus from

the international crossing at Roma to its fields near Rio Grande City.

Workers from Mexico were instrumental in the defeat of efforts in 1966,

1967, and 1975 to establish a union for agricultural workers in Starr

County.

But the most important impact of the commuters and the illegal

aliens is the depressive effect that their collective numbers exert on

the prevailing wages of the area. For most employers the supply of

labor appears to be infinitely elastic at any given wage rate. As

ttdicated earlier, the prevailing rates are usually those set by the

Federal minimum wagesfor nonagricultural workers and for agricultural

workers Elsewhere in the United States the minimum wage law (i.e., the

amended versions of the Fair Labor Standard Act) is seldom cited in the

16
Briggs, The Mexico-United States Border: Public Policy and

Chicano Economic Welfare, pp. 16-18.
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1970s as an important antipoverty weapon. In South Texas, however, this

is not the case. Any increase in this wage level that is actually

enforced becomes a major factor in efforts to increase family income.

On the other hand, the border does have some positive effects on

employment opportunities in Starr County: namely, local businessmen in

the retail and wholesale trades depend extensively upon Mexican citi-

zens to spend a sizable portion of their income in the United States.

Officials of the local bank and the local Chamber of Commerce estimate

that about 35 percent of all retail and wholesale sales are made to

Mexicans. The 1970 Census reported 17.6 percent of the Starr County

labor force to be employed in the trade sector. The household survey

conducted during this study found that 16.2 percent of all employed

persons were at work in the trade sector. Excluding the government and

agricultural sectors, the trade sector was by far the largest employment

sector in Starr County. Local merchants-are especially dependent upon

Mexican consumers because of two unique factors. First, the large number

of migrants who reside in the county are absent for up to half the year,

which greatly reduces the purchasing power of the local population. Even

when they return, it is obvious from their income levels that they do not

bring a substantial sum of income earned outside the county, even if

collectively totaled. Second, the low wages that characterize the entire

rural labor market of Starr County mean that, even in the aggregate,

there is not very much personal disposable income available to be spent.

In fact, on several occasions local businessmen complained during inter-

views about the local wage structure. As one candidly observed, "people

cannot buy anything at these wages."
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Migrant-Farm Workers

-Ote of the moat important aspecta of the labor markel: of South

Texas in general and Starr County in particular is the high incidence

of migrant farm work. Although precise regional figures on the number

of migrants are unavailable, reliable estimates are that about 40 per-

cent of the nation's migratory labor force come from the South Texas

areas.
17

In 1973 a house to house count by the local community action

agency of Starr County placed the number of out-migrants during the

year at 5,731.
18

This figure--which is a total family figure of all

men, women, and children--represents about one-third of the county's

entire population. For the same year, the Texas Employment Commission

(TEC) reported that the number of registered migrant workers (as required

under the Crew Leader Registration Act of 1963) for Starr County was

409 families, of which 1,602 were workers over age 16 with an additional

19
689 dependent children or aged adults who accompanied the workers. The

TEC figures do not include the "freewheelers," who migrate as individuals

rather than as members of organized work crews. Nor do they count the

work crews of crew leaders who simply do not register. The crew leader

is essentially a "middle man" between the migrants and out-of-state

17
U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Migratory Labor of the

Committee on Labor and Public'Welfare, "The Migratory Farm Labor Problem
in the United States," Report (Washington: Goverment Printing Office,
1969), pp. 126-127.

18,
'Annual Progress Report of Starr County Migrant Health Project,"

mimeographed, compiled by the Community Action Council of South Texas,
September 30. 1973, p. 1.

19
Migrant Crews and Workers by Local Office Area and County of Crew

Leader Residence," mimeographed, compiled by the Texas Employment Com-
mission, 1973, p. 3.
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growers whose function is to supply workers to harvest crops at prescrib-

ed times. Over the years it has become increasingly popular to circumvent

the numerous protective provisions of the Crew Leader Registration Act

of 1963 (which places requirements on crew leaders regarding transporta-

tion, treatment, paying, and provision of migrant workers under their

contract). The growing practice has been for crews not .to travel across

interstate boundaries as a group. Rather, they travel independently to

meet at prearranged destinations where the crews reassemble under the

leadership of the crew leader; but the workers are now without the

protections.provided by the statute. The number of registered crew

leaders, however, has fallen sharply in recent years (in 1974 the number

was one-third that of 1968). More importantly, the rapid decline in

registration is due to the widespread recognition throughout the region

that the U.S. Department of Labor "has no real enforcement powers" with

respect to the terms of the Act.
20 Unregistered crew leaders-regularly

advertise on local radio stations for interested workers from both the

United States and Mexico. The amendments to the Act.in 1974 are designed

to make it easier for migrant workers to bring suit against crew leaders.

They also increased the penalties for noncompliance. It remains to be

seen how often such suits are filed and whether registrations continue to

decline.

There are two distinctly.different migration patterns followed by

migrants in Starr County. One flow is from the western portion of the

county, and it tends to include most of the green carders (i.e the

resident aliens) who live in Mexico during the off-season. They cross

20Annual Report for 1974 on Texas Migrant Labor (Austin: Texas

Good Neighbor Commission, 1975), p. 64.
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the border at Roma and -dgrate with the workers of that portion of Starr

CountY.- This flow goes to the wettetn-part-bf7theTUtiited Statea (CalifOr-

nia, Oregon, Washington and Idaho). The other flow is from the eastern

part of Starr County. Historically, it moves up the center of the nation

(Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio).

The general proposition that no one becomes a migrant farm worker

if there are any other possible employment alternatives has been often

documented.
21

The highest elected official in Starr County observed

as follows:

About 30 percent of our population are migrant workers.
These people, howeVer, are not nomadic by nature but rather
by necessity. The proof of their stability is the fact that
they always return here where 'their roots are.

The explanations for the lackof employment alternatives inthe South

Texas area, however, often receive less research attention than the

work and living conditions of the migrants while they are "on-the-road."

Low educational attainment, lack of job training, and poor health have

already been cited as characteristics of the migrant labor force. The

survey data also reveal that a disproportionately high percentage of the

household heads of migrant families were born in Mexico (29.1 percent).

It is well known that many of the migrants from Mexico (both legal and

illegal) come from rural agricultural backgrounds. It is not surprising,

therefore, that many of these immigrants become migrant farm workers or

seek employment in the local agricultural economy of South Texas.

21
For example, see U.S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Migra-

tory Labor, Report; Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., Chicanos and Rural Poverty
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1973); and Paul Sultan and Enos
Darryl, Farming and Farm Labor: A Study in California (Claremont, Cal.:
Center for Urban and Regional Studies, 1974).
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Immigrants from Mexico (both legal and illegal) have long influenced the

labor market of South Texas by constantly adding to the pool àfsürplus

labor.
22 But no doubt the major factor prompting migrancy is the

stagnant state of economic development of the rural economy of South

Texas. As indicated earlier, 63 percent of the migrant household heads

in the survey were in the labor force of Starr County during the off-

season. Of those in the labor force, 29 percent were unemployed at the

time of the survey. Of the migrant household heads who were-employed,

46 percent were employed in local agriculture. The next largest sector

was 'government, in which 22 percent of the migrant household heads were

employed--usually in unskilled laborer occupations. The remainder of

the employed migrant household heads were scattered across the array

of industries that compose the local economy. Thus, it is apparent that

with 37 percent of the migrant heads not even in the local labor market,

with 29 percent of those in the locallabor force unemployed, and most of

those who are employed during the winter being in agriculture, the

limited economic opportunities preclude the attainment of income suffi-

cient to pull most families out of poverty.

Limited Economic Prospects

Among the special factors that limit economic development prospects

in Starr County are disputed land titles and the scarcity of water.

Both of these issues represent capstones to any immediate prospect for

industrial diversification or economic development. To the degree this

is true, of course, opportunities to alter prevailing income and employ-

ment patterns are forestalled.

22Briggs, Jr., Mexican Migration and ihe United States Labor

Market.
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In substance, the problem of a shortage of water has always existed

in the area. From the time-of the early Spanish-settlement-in the Start-

County region in the eighteenth century, the land was parceled out so as

to give landowners direct accesS to the water of the river now known as

the Rio Grande River. The land grants divided the land into long but

thin slivers called a "porcirm." For most landowners, there was direct

access to water. A few porciones.were assigned away from the river where

natural well water was discovered. Because over the centuries the river

bed had worn itself down below the level of the land and because the

Spanish settlement process began in an ere before the availability of

machine pumps, irrigation was not deemed possible in this particular

region during the settlement eta. So, in sharp contrast to the Spanish

water

water

given

After

law that was so prevalent throughout the Southwest, a riparia^

system was established in the

the

the

regulated

right to unlimited use of

Starr County area. Landowners were

the water that touched their porci5n.

area became part of the State of Texas, a system of state

water use rights was adopted. Starr County landowners felt

that their system of unregulated water rights took precedence over the

newer apportionment system, and.few formal claims were filed. The issue

came to a head following an international treaty between the United

States and Mexico in 1945 and the subsequent construction of a system of
4

dams along the Rio Grande. The river ceased to be "free flowing," and all

water was subject to a strict allocation system. Following a long series

of ul,successful court challenges, Starr County residents lost their claims

and their historic usage of the water. Except for "pueblo rights" that

entitle towns to draw water for domestic uses only, Starr County residents

and enterprises cannot use the water that flows through their county for
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use further downstream to,irrigate crops. Consequently, without

many industrial enterprises are precluded from locating in

the area despite the availability of a surplus labor force.

There remain a number of porciOnes in which the land title is

unclear. Over the centuries the number of heirs who have legal claims

to a piece of land originally given to one famlly has multiplied in

some instances to numbers almost beyond comprehension. It takes decades

usually to partition a porciiin among legitimate claiman. Because of

the uncertainty of land titles of those porciOnes, economic development

iS discouraged. Large areas of the county have yet to be geologically

surveyed because businessmen cannot obtain clear title to the land.

Efforts of some business firms to locate in these same land areas also

are precluded because of the inability of the interested, parties to

purchase the land needed to build their plants. The financially poorest

school district in Starr County reports that it is unable to collect

property taxes on over 60,000 acres of land within its boundaries because

of the inability tooktermine the rightful landowners. Although some

efforts are in progress to untangle this legal jungle, it will be years,

if ever, before it will be completed.

Lack of Institutional Safeguards for Workers

In sharp contrast with provisions for urban workers, a rP7iew of the

labor market experiences of rural workers in general and Chicanos in

particular reveals a virtual absence of any institutional arrangements to

secure and to protect economic gains for them. Although this condition

applies to all of the survey counties, the issue of unionism has come to

a head only in Starr County. Efforts to establish a union of workers in
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agriculture--the largest employing industry in the county--have been

made on an intermittent basis since the mid-1960s. Each effort has been

rebuffed. Often these attempts have been characterized by the use of

strikebreakers, intimidation, and violence. 23
The exclusion of agri-

cultural workers from the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act

(NLRA) remains a serious obstacle to the establishment of unions for

farm workers .24 The exclusion from the NLRA, of course, does not mean

that farm workers are prohibited from joining unions. Rather, it means

that there is no formal way to conduct representation elections, to

certify an exclusive bargaining agent, or to regulate unfair labor

practices by either employers or employees.

But even if Federal coverage were extended or if a similar state

statute were adopted, this does not mean that unionism would come to

agricultural workers. Farm workers tend to be dispersed over vast

geographical areas. As a result, organizational costs would be high and

farm workers' incomes are low. Raising sufficient dues'to establish and

maintain an effective union would be difficul:. Moreover, in South Texas

the problem of pools of available strikebreakers remains in the form of

illegal aliens, "green carders," and other unemployed indigenous rural

workers. The presence of migratory agricultural workers adds to the

organizational difficulties.

Similarly, the practice of c011ective bargaiaing by public employees

in Texas is illegal even if the workers had the inclination or the ability

23
For example, the discussioniin the U.S. Supreme Court decision,A.Y. Allee et al. v. Francisco Medrano et al., 42 L.W. 4736 (1974).

24
Briggs, Chicanos and Rural Poverty, pp. 55-60.
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to overcome the political opposition and the strikebreaker pool.
25 As

public employment looms large as the major employment alternative to

agriculture work, the law is especially severe in its impart:. in Sou:th

Texas.

In th public sector there is no existing civil service system to

protect the jobs of public employees from political pressure. Con-

sequently, the politics of the region is feudal in its characteristics.

Job patronage characterizes the political system, with the spoils going

to the victor and his supporters. There is little in the way of a formal

personnel system. Much of what does exist stems from Federal proddings

to establish job descriptions and to formalize employment procedures as

conditions for receiving public service employment funds nnder the Emer-

gency Employment Act of 1971. But the amendments to tha Fair Labor

Standards Act (FLSA) of 1973 which required loc:1 government employees

fo thP finr,t Lime to receive at least the federally stipulated minimum

wage created near-havoc in Starr County. Most laboter, maintenance,

janitor, and clerical workers in the county were receiving the r-tate

minimum wage of $1.40 an hour. The higher Federal minimum wage of $2.00

an hur caused extreme anxiety t, public officials to find thy,. necessary

funds. The Federal minimum wage has become the prevailing wage for most

nonprofeczional public employees. Pay increases, de facto, are determined

largely -in Washington lather than in the local community.

The importance of the Federal miaura wage has been suggested

seve?:al times. But its significance is dependent upon the degree of

25The Texas Right to Work Act of 1947 pemits all public employees

the ri0It to organize but prohibits :-tate and local government from-bar-

gainin3 collectively with sooh groups. Police and firemen do have the

right to bargain collectively since 1973 provided they can gain approval

in a local citizen's election of the polital s,,bdivision of which they

are a part.- 424
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enforcement. The Wage and nour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor

has one compliance officer who i assigned to enforce the FLSA in ail of

Starr County nd lf cA' adjointng Hidalgo County. He observes that

"it is very diffizult to enforce the minimum wage laws in a depressed

region like tlie RiG C;1-ande Vr,11: area becuse the people desperately

need the jobs and are afraid V., cov:ilain for fear of employer retaliation."

The law, of course, forbids such retaliation, but that is often of small

comfort to people for whom protective social legislation is virtually

unknown. In 1973 there wene ten complaints filed against Starr County

employers for violation of the FLSA. All of these Uerd subs,zantiated

and appropriate adjustments were made. Officials report that their task

is made even more difficult by the large number of illegal aliens and

green carders from Mexico who often work at below the mininum wage but

who seldom file complaints. The FLSA official also reported complaints

from migrant workers, but not because they failed to receive the pre-

vailing Federal minimum wage for agricultural work. Rather, it is

because migrants were promised various pay bonuses but they were not

paid when the promised conditions were fulfilled. In these instances,

there is nothing that the law can do as long as the base rate.paid.is in

excess of the FLSA guarantee.:

The Texas minimum wage law does not provide any compliance officers.

Rather, an aggrieved party must obtain a lawyer, file a claim, and prove

his or her case.

Thus, there is little institutional protection provided for rural

workers in South Texas. Th ,! labor market is almost a textbook example of

a supply curve in a competitive lab.or market in which each worker is seen
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to be a homogeneous unit who can exert little or no influence on the

wage determination process.

The Dilemma of Public Policy in South Texas

The causes of the massive poverty of the rural South in general and

of South Texas in particular are obviously complex. As was true of all

,the other survey counties, a disproportionately high number of household

heads living in poverty are not in the labor force, nor could they be

considered even potential labor force participants. Most of those in the

labor for, are at least nominally employed, although year-round employ-

ment opportunities are scarce. Nonetheless, unemployment per se does not

surface as a major concern. Rather, the situation is one in which working

people are largely unable to earn sufficient income to raise themselves

and their dependents above poverty thresholds. The major problems stem

from a surplus labor pool, a low level of human capital endowment, and a

low state of economic development. But d2spite the similarities of

problems throughout the rural So-tb, it is apparent thaf. some of the

causes of the problems differ between South Texas and the remainder of

the rural South.

A review of these causes for the pervasive low income patterns of

South Texas leads to the policy dilemma that is raised by the human prob-

lems of this rural area: those factors which are unique causes for the

widespread impoverishment of the region involve issues that are largely

beyond remedial correction by local or state governmental agencies even

if they were inclined to seek solutions. To a significant degre4 they

involve issues that fall withinthe sole province of the Federal government.

If it elects not to address these,issues, the social and economic problems

of the region fester and multiply. The fact :That they have now reached
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such massive proportions is due directly to inattention by policy makers

at all levels of government over the,years. A recognition, however, of

the primacy of Federal obligations to initiate remedial policies is the

first step toward any plan for alter:mg the prevailing situation.

Mexican Imm:LaraLL'En

The migration of citizens of Mexico in,u the United States--both

legally and illegally--has been a fact of'life as long as a political

border has separated the two nations. During the latter half of the

nineteenth century the movement was only a small trickle. By the 1970s,

however, it had reached tidal wave proportions. One congressional inquiry

in 1970 into the economic conditions along the southwest border succinctly

characterized the situation as "a massive hemorrhage."
26

In almost every year since 1960, Mexico has been the largest single

source of legal immigrants to the United States. When viewed 'from the

national level, the 70,000 or more legal immigrants who now come from

Mexico each year do not appear difficult to absorb. But because research

shows that a very high proportion of the Mexican legal immigrants remain

in the Southwest in general and the border area in particular, legal

immigration does contribute to the general labor surplus throughout the

region.
27

The same research shows that legal Mexican immigrants

are quite unlike legal immigrants from most other nations in that a

26
Statement by Walter F. Mondale, chairman of the Subcommit-

tee on Migratory Labor of the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, "Manpower and Economic Problems," Hearings on Migrant and
Seasonal Farmworkers Powerlessness, pt. 7-B (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 4548.

27
David S. North and William G. Weissert, Immigrants and the American

Labor Market, Monograph No. 31 (Washington: U.S. Department of Labor,
1974), pp. 17-18.
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disproportionately high number of Mexican immigrants are craftsmen,

household workers, nonfarm laborers, and farm laborers.
28

These are

precisely the occupational groups already in surplus in the region.

Legal immigration from Mexico, however, is only the tip of the

Mexican immigration iceberg. The.overwhelming characteristic of the

Mexican immigration movement ia illegal in nature.
29

In 1975, for

instance, 680,392 illegal Mexican aliens were apprehended in the United

States. They represented 89 percent of the total number of alien

apprehensions by the Immigration and Naturalization Service during the

year. Moreover, the figures represent only those apprehended. It is

estimated that for every one apprehension, there are five or six

illegal aliens who enter the nation undetected.
30

Typically, the illegal

alien from Mexico is male, single, younger than 30 years old, unskilled,

from a rural area, poorly educated if at all, speaks little English,

and is likely to be employed at least

the United States.
31

of illegal aliens is

In South Texas,

substantial.
32

some time in the rural economy of

the incidence of rural employment

28
DIF:td S. North and William G. Weissert, Immigrants and the American

Labor Mayket, Research Report to the U.S. Department of Labor under
contract No. 20-11-73-01 (Washington: Trans-Century Corporation, 1973),
pp. 47-46.

29
Briggs, Mexican Migration and the United States Labor Me,-ket,

Chapters 3 and 4.

30
Lawrence Meyer, "Aliens Hard to Count," Washington Post, 2 February

1975, pp. A-1 and 12.

35ulian
Samora, Los Mojados: The Wetback Story (Notre Dame, Ind.:

Notre Dame Press, 1971), chapter 2.

32
5ee James Webb et al., The Citrus Labor Market of the Lower Rio

Grande Valley of Texas: A Study of Labor Utilization Problems (Austin:
Center for Study of Human Resources, 1975).
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The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 expressly statca:

it is national policy to reserve available jobs for the domestic labor

force. Referring to this Act, the California Court of Appeals ruled in

1973 that the number of illegal aliens in the Southwest "represents an

abject failure of national policy." Moreover, the court observed that the

lack of meaningful corrective action "must be ascribed to self-imposed

impotence of our national government.
u33

Unfortunately, the Federal

government has failed to grasp the full scope of this issue. Illegal entry

from Mexico is still widely considered to be only a "regional problem."

Hence the topic has not been very high on the list of national priorities.

If the Federal government decides not to act, little can be done.

Migrant Workers

It is no accident that almost half of the remaining seasonally

migrant agricultural workers in the United States are Chicanos who come

from the South Texas region that borders on Mexico. Many Chicanos of

this region are forced to become migrant laborers because the local

labor market is overrun by illegal Mexican aliens and border cmuters.

Although numerous.public policy efforts by the Federal government

have sought to improve the economic status of migrant workers by preparing

them for nonmigrant vocations, all attempts have failed. One basic

reason is that the programs have never been able to handle the basic prob-

lem that causes internal seasonal migrancy: too few job opportunities

that offer wages at a level permitting a decent standard of life are

available in the workers' home base communitiesc The influx of illegal

Mexican immigrants aud of border commuters has set in motion a process

33Diaz v. Kay-Dix-Ranch (1970), as reprinted in U.S. Congress.. House,
Hearings on Illegal Aliens, pt. 1 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, June 21, 1971), p. 179.
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whereby poor Mexicans make poor Chicanos poorer.
34

In addition to the failure to address the problem of the "push"

factors that contribute to migrancy, the fact that most migrants cross

state boundaries means that their well-being can bc safeguarded only if

the Federal government will assume full responsibility for their welfare.

A comprehensive study of one large-scale effort that was laderally financed

involved an interstate program to assist Chicano migrant workers to settle

out of the migrant stream. That study revealed widespread discrimination

against Chicanos by the respective state agencies charged'with administering

the programs.
35

These state agencies(Oually the respective state employ-

ment services) and the local employer and community groups from whom

assistance was sought were more than willing to have Chicanos in their

states as workers but wanted no part of "Texas-Mexicans" as permanent

residents.

As matters now stand, the Federal government.has intervened in a

number of piecemeal ways to attempt to help migrant workers. In most

instances they have been sinc,,ularly unsuccessful. For instance, efforts

to correct abuses by crew leaders led to the Crew Leader Registration Act,

but most crew leaders do not register. The requirements for minimum

housing staP-4-,,ds for migrants while they are on-the-road have resulted

largely L. :aploT.rs not complying and no 'longer using state employment

services for employment referral purposes. Rather, employers contract

34
Briggs, The Mexico-United States Border, pp. 10-21.

35
ABT Associates, An Assessment-of the Experimental and Demonstration

Interstate Program for South Texas Migrants: Final Report (Cambridge,
Mass.: ABT Assoclates, 1971).
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directly with unregistered crew leaders for farm workers.
36

This means

that fewer employers or employees now have contact with the employment

service. The special health, food, and education programs that are

federally financed have benefited many recipients, but they also have

created much bitterness between the migrant poor (who are eligible for

these benefits) and the nonmigrant poor (who are not eligible) in the

home base communities. On the other hand, some migrants complain that

these special programs tie them to the migrant stream because they would

lose all of the benefits for themselves and their families if they should

quit being migrants. The absence of a national income maintenance program

clearly contributes to this classic double-bind situation with respect to

Federal assistance to migrants.

For a variety of reasons most manpower programs addressed to migrants

have been singularly unsuccessful. During the course of this study an

effort was made to learn why. A common complaint was that the educational

attainment levels for participation in most programs weretoo high. In

most instances, an eighth grade education was the minimal norm. But, as

shown earlier in table 9-13, the mean years of education for migrant

household heads in Starr County was a scant 5.8 years and 74.5 percent

the migrant households had 7 or fewer years of education. Thus, most

migrants have been ineligible for most manpower programs--especially those

that contain a training component. Relatedly, the fact that the Adult

Basic Education program that could help some Chicanos to qualify for

training programs does not provide stipends means it is very difficult for

adults to participate in any of these endeavors. Such program requirements

36
Texas Good Neighbor Commission, Texas Migrant Labor: Annual Report

1972 (Austin: Texas Good Neighbor Commission, 1973), pp. 6-14 and 6-15.
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..

and characteristics confirm the general impression held by many Chicanos

that most manpower programs were not designed to meet their needs.
37

Moreover, during many of the formative years of manpower policy,

no explicit recognition of the cultural distinctivenec3 of Chicanos was

given to the program design.
38

T he most crucial factor pertains to the

retention and use of the Spanish language. There also are other consider-

ations with respect to heritage, family ties, and "machismo" that affect

participation.
39'

With specific reference to migrants, interviews with program officials

reiterated the primacy of the issue of timing. Programs to.help migrants

that start after late fall do not help migrants. Although partiOipants may

enroll, they are not the hard-core migrant poPulation.

A number of present and past officials of manpower programs were

critical of the quality of local program operations. The fact that most

programs could serve only the economically disadvantaged was seen as a

limitation to widening the range of experience of the participants. Also,

it was felt that there were a number of participants who did not really

want to benefit from the program but who did want the stipends. The inabil-

ity to drop these people in order to make room for others who could benefit

37See, for example, "A Piece of the Action," Manpower, September 197J.,

pp. 10-13. This is a printed dialogue between four Spanish-speaking
Americans who discuss the manpower needs of their people.

38For a more complete discussion of the issue of cultural distinctive-

ness. of Chicanos and its relationship to manpower programs, see Vernon M.
Brfigs, Jr., "Implications of Noninstitutional Considerations upon the
Effectiveness of Manpower Programs for Chicanos" (Austin: Center for the

Study of Human Resources, 1973).

39Paul Bullock, "Employment Problems of the Mexican-Americans," in
Mexican Americans in the United States, ed. John Burma (Cambridge:
Schenkman Publishing Company, 1970), p. 149.
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was blamed on a combination of factors. In some instances it was the

unwillingness or indifference of the program officials to address the

issue. In other instances it was rationalized that to drop these people

in light of the absence of jobs and any other available form of income

maintenance would be an unjust act. As one program administrator

candidly stated: "Many people go into training programs simply to

avoid starvation." The view that many of the programs were serving an

income maintenance function was widespread. Perhaps the best summary

observation was made by a county official who stated:

With regard to the Federal government's manpower and public
employment programs, they have been a mixed blessing. To begin
with, I do not know what we would have done without them. We
need the jobs and the income that they provide given our high
unemployment and massive poverty. But on the other hand, our
experience has not been good. They seem to be haphazardly
organized. I doubt theiT effectiveness over time as training
programs.

The poor quality of the instructors was also cited by some as

another indication of the shattered expectations that some participants

have experienced. As one official observed:

There are good mechanics who are bad teachers and there
are bad mechanics who are good teachers. 'These programs do
not seem able to hire good manual arts teachers who are good
mechanics.

The official added: "Because the programs often lack professional

staffs, well-intentioned programs are often poorly implemented."

There also were a number of complaints voiced that the local

manpower programs were heavily saturated with-local politics. Who

was accepted as a participant as well as who was employed on the program

staffs, it was alleged, had little to do with ability to benefit or

qualifications to serve, but rather the criterion was who they supported

during political elections. Politics in Starr County has been described
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as a "profession." There is a long history of family control and bitter

feuds that transcend the passage of time. Patronage and political

loyalty have been a way of life. It probably is not an unexpected

development that, in a situation in which the primary alternative is to

stop -47.ork in agriculture, the public sector should assume prominence.

It is not surprising, therefore, that manpower training slots would be

used to reward political friends and to punish political enemies. Yet

it is doubtful that the best interests of the programs themselves are

being served by placing so much of the responsibility for program

operations in the hands of local officials. The local people often have

no choice but to act as they do, but Federal officials should recognize

the folly of continuing such a delegation of authority. If anything, the

decentralized character of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

of 1973 has served to exacerbate this problem from what it was when the

field work for this project was conducted.

On paper, at least, there was one Federal comprehensive effort begun,

to assist migrants to relocate into other jobs. In fact, however, the

effort proved to be more of a policy disaster than an act of substance.

In 1971 the "Last Yellow Bus" program was launched by the U.S. Department

of Labor. In 1972 the program was altered to meet a number of operational

and conceptual problems. Using funds from the unapportioned MDTA account

and the Experimental and Demonstration portion of MDTA, the National

Migrant Worker Program (NMWP) was launched. Of the $7.1 million that was

earmarked for Texas, only about $2 million was actually distributed. In

Starr County only 10 of the anticipated 54 training slots materialized.

Aside from funding inadequacies, the program suffered from exte,sive

delay and uncertainties over how to accomplish its objectives. As one
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assessment stated:

From the program's inception . . . there was confusion
as to what ehould be included in the training and services to
be provided and the "how" of getting the job done. More than
a yearaent by before any local programs were approved for
Texas.

The same report added:

In conclusion it can be said that 1973 was a very disturbing
year programwise. The period can aptly be described as one con-
fused change made more difficult by indecision, with program
directors looking accusingly at Washington. Being perfectly
candid about the 1973 situation, frustration caused by foot dragging,
policy and program changes, funding delay and priority juggling at
the Federal level', is impossible to ignore and was reflected
directly in poor program results. The year appeared to roll along
fueled more by capriciousness than by law and logic. . . . The
Administration, acting by executive fiat, impounded previously
appropriated funds thus leaving program directors stranded in
midstream and as equally bewildered as their program participants.
The Department of Labor . . . underwent top level reorganization
which left the ten regional offices without directors for a
period of several months. . . . If there is any good to come out
of last year's confusion, it might be the realizationahat the
needy program participant is the one most hurt by it.

The collapse of NMWP In 1974 was due more to the ineptitude of

Federal administration than to any other single factor. Unfortunately,

this experience has left a bad taste in everyone s mouth. However, the

fact that the NMWP did represent a Federal involvement should not be

used against the idea of trying again. No program, no matter how well

conceived, could have succeeded given the political handicaps imposed

on NMWP.

Experience has demonstrated that the problems of migrant workers

cannot be handled by individual states due to the interstate aspects of

40
Texas Good Neighbor Commission, Texas Migrant Labor: Annual Report

1973 (Austin: Texas Good Neighbor Commission, 1974), p. 20.

41
Ibid., pp. 21-22.
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migrants' travels.
42 Over the years the Federal government has sought

to introduce a number of ad hoc programs for migrants, but despite its

good intentions, the programs have lacked a comprehensive approach. It

is likely that the Federal government's role must be expanded to include

total responsibility for employment, transportation, housing, health,

and education of children of migrant workers. The present hodgepodge of

laws and programs at both the Federal and state level seem to be of

marginal influence to the economic welfare of migrantr- What haa been

done has been accomplished largely due to the presenc.:; of the Federal

government; what remains to be done must wait tor the Federal government

to act further.

Exclusion of Agricultural Workers from Protected Collective Bargaining

The main reason that agricultural workers were excluded from cover-

age under the National Labor Relations Act kALRA) of 1935 was "political

expediency and the powerlessness of farmworkers."
43

Such considerations

hardly warrant a continuation of this exclusion. Coverage by NLRA will

not guarantee that collective bargaining systems are established or will

succeed. In fact, Caesar Chavez, head of the United Farm Workers, AFL-

CIO, has 3ome serious reservations to a blanket extension of coverage to

include farm worker .

44 But tllere is no question that the current void

of Federal law has created a situation in which it is difficult for

42ABT Associates, An Assessment of the Experimental and Demonstra-

tion Interstate Program for South Texas Migrants.

43Ray Marshall, Policyand Program Issues in Rural Manpower Develop7

ment (Austin: Center for the Study of Human Resources, 1973), p. 54.

44 Briggs, Chicanos and Rural Poverty, p. 57.
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agricultural workers to organize collectialy. There is no protection

against recrimination for unior activity, no way to conduct impartial

elections to see if workers -"fish to bargain as a group, and no way to

protect either employees or employers from unfair labor practices. It

is conceivable, of course, that the imti-idual states could pass.laws

similar to the legislation er '11 California in 1975 to legitimize

the votIng procedures for bar, eg agents in agriculture. Bui it is

unlikely that any state in the South is prepared to pass such legislation.

If it to happen, it must be the Federal responsibility to make it a

reality,

Water Rights and Landownership Claims

There currently is no available answer to the dilemma posed by the

legacy of legal decisions that have created the water shortage and multiple

landownership claims that bedevil local economic development in the Starr

County area. Because much of the water problem stems directly from the

dams constructed by .he Federal government along the Rio Grande River,

which is an international boundary line in this area, it would seem

that there is a Federal responsibility to seek a solution or to formulate

a comprehensive relocation plan for any people who might voluntarily wish

to leave but cannot afford the expense. In a like view, the landownership

problem stems back to the time that the area was annexed by the United

States in tha aftermath of the Mexican War of 1846-48. Hence, it would

seem that Federal legal assistance should be made available to expedite

the effort to untangle this legal ticket.
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Cc,cluding Observations

The Chicano rural population is quite similar in its general

profile of economic disadvantagement to that of other racial groups in

the South. Yet, with respect to the causative factors, the rural Chicano

population is confronted not only with all of the same problems that

foster and perpetuate massive impoverishment to others in the rural

South, but also with a host of additional factors. Thus, although the

symptoms of economic illness are similar, correction of the problems

...sndured by rural Chicanos will require policy measures that extend

beyond those needed by other groups in the rural South.
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CHAPTER 10

WELFARE REFORM IN THE RURAL SOUTH: A SPECULATIVE VIEW
-

In the early 1970s, after a long series of welfare related proposals

extending back into the mid-1960s, a comprehensive reform of the

nation's welfare system appeared imminent. I Indeed, several significant

portions of the p..posed welter,: reform package were ultimately enactech

For example, a uniform Federal income guarantee for the aged, blind, and

disabled became effcctive January 1, 1974. The program known as Supp3

rental Security Income (SSI) representi the first national nash-incom*;

guarantee program.

SSI was one portion of an omnibus piece of legislation that was

officially known as the "Social Security Amendments of 1971" or, more

commonly, as 'H.R. 1I of the 92nd Congress. H,R. 1 passed the TJ S.

House of Representatives on June 22, 1971. President Richard Nixon

stated that he supported the bill in the form that it pAsSed the House,

In the U. S. Senate, however, the bill became involved a protrted

series of political maneuvers in which some forces sought to Moralize

its provisions; some sought to restrict its provisiona; en&some sought

to kill it in iti entirety. The most controversial Por.ticz of H.R. 1 war

the section that would have replaced the Federal-state supported progtam

1For review of the rationale and history of the events leadi to

the emerging of the Welfare legil-:ion oi -Ile 1970s, see Daniel F.

Moynihan, The Politics of Guaran, Income (New York: Viutage Books,
1973), and Vincent J. Burke and lie:: Burke, Nixon's Good Deed:- Welfare
Reform (New York: Columbia UniversitY Press, 1974).
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known as Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). This portion

of H.R. 1, known as Title IV, would have established a federally guaran-

teed system of uniform benefits for poor families. It would have replac-

the prevailing quilt-wollcpattern of contradIctory eligibility and

unequal benefits that existed among the 54 differct political juris-

dictions responsible for welfare administration in tha zation. It would

have based eligibility on the need for inr:ome alone. The working poor--

working fathers and working nonwelfare mothers --would have been included in

coverage. In many states, unemployed fathers also would have been

eligible for the first time for a cash supplement to support their

families.

The details of the fight for Title IV of H.R. 1 are discussed

elsewhere.
2

The upshot of the legislative debate was that Title IV

was deleted by the Senate from the final version of H.R..1 which was

ultimately signed into law on October 17, 1972. As the South in general

and the rural South in narticular would have been among the chief

beneficiaries of this extensive welfare reform -"ort, it is appropriate

to speculate briefly on the impact that Title i. would have had in the

four counties that were intensely surveyed during this study. Such

speculation is even more interesting given the social injustice and

administrative inadequacies of the welfare system detailed earlier in

aapter 6.

Relevant Sections of H.R. 1

Under the terms of Title IV of H.R. 1 as it passed the House of

Representat:,s in 1972, the bill wOuld have abolished Federal aid for

2Rid.
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state welfare payments and also food stamp a/igibility for cash recipi-

ents. In their place, a Federal income floor which would provide uni-

form cash payments was to be established on a nationwide basis.

Eligible low income faniilies would have been divided into two

groups: (1) those with an employable adult (including families in

which the father was working full time for low wages) and (2) those with-

out an employable adult. Those with an employable adult would have been

enrolled in a program called Opportunities for Families (OFF); the re-

maining families would have been enrolled in the Family Assistance Plan

(FAP). Exact rules wera set to determine who would enroll in which

program. In 1973 it was estimated that 2.6 million families would be

enrolled in OFF and .4 million families in FAP.
3

Putting aside the lengthy teanical issues involved in classifying

eligibility, it is useful to focus on the provisions of these programs.

For those families enrolled in OFF, provisions were made for child care

and the use of supportive services to enhance the prospects for adult

employability. Among the extensive list of supportive services to be

provided were to be counseling, testing, coaching, job orientation,

classroom occupational instruction, on-the-job training, job develop-

ment, job placement, work experience, skill upgrading, relocation assis-

tance, and follow-up -ervices to those ;aople placed in jobs. Special

effoics were te.. merle to place enrollees into jobs in the

private sector. But bhould such placement efforts be unsuccessful, a

public service employment program was to have been created to -Drovide

3U.S., Congress, "Social Security Amendments of 1971," Report of

the Committee on Ways and Meano on H.R. 1, 92nd Cong., lgt. sess.

(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 229,
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socially useful work at a wage level at least equal to the prevailing

Federal minimum wage.

Under OFF and FAP, a guaranteed tncome floor would have been estab-

lished. Each family with children under 18 (or 22 if regularly attend-

ing schcJ1) would have been eligible for coverage if its income was

below a set minimum. Each eligible family could have received annually

as much as $800 for each of the first two members of the family; $400

A

for each of the next three members; $300 for each of the next two mem-

bers; and $200 for the next one member. A family of four, therefore,

would have been eligible for a maximum benefit of $2,400. The highest

minimum benefit (for a family of eight ol larger) would have been $3,600.

The novelty of the OFF program was that it did provide some incen-

tive for working. The first $720 a year of earned income would not

result ir a reduced support level (i.e., the offset) as this sum was

assumed to be associated with the cost of working (i.e., transportation,

lunches, clothes, and tools). Of any additional income earned, the

far.ay would retain one-third, while two-thirds would be used to offset

beefits. Thus, a fmily ,:)uld always be bc,.tter off if an adult member

was working. For example, a family of four in which no one worked would

receive $2,400; if the adult earned $720 a year, the family's income

would be $3,120; if the ear4ings were $1,680 a year, the family would

receive $3,440; and the family would continue to receive a wage supple-

ment until its income exceeded $4,140. For the family of 8 (the maximum

size for which payments would be made), the wage supplement would

continue up to a level of $5,940.
4

4The computittion of the benefits ls done by reducing total earnings

by the size of the "disregd" (i.e., $720) and then applying 2/3 of the
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Estimated Impact of H.R. 1 on the South

By all estimates, the passage of H.R. 1 would have represented a

major transfer of income from the non-South to the South.
5

The reform

would h, ve been felt in terms of the aggregate amount of dollars; the

number of individuals eligible for benefits; the increase in the level

of benefits available to eligible families; and the specific subgroups

of the southern population who would have been affected the most.

Using the U.S. Census definition of the South, table 10-1 indicates

the estimates of coverage for H.R. 1 for the southern region. Amol-g

other things, it shows that the gross transfer of funds to the South

for fiscal year 1973 would have been $2.3 billion. In terms of total

people covered, 45.5 percent of all eligible persons would have been

southerners. Moreover, the effect within some of the separate states

that compo6a the South would have been even more startling. Table 10-2,

for instance, shows that the number of eligible persons compared with

the number eligible under, prevailing law would have more than doubled

in Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,and Virginia;

and they would have more than tripled in North Carolina and Arkansas.

As for payment levels, table 10-1 shows that average payment to the 1.6

million eligible familie:' in the South world have been $1,455. With

the exceptions of Virginia and the District of Columbia, ail of the

remaining 15 southern states would have had a higher absolute benefit

level for a family of four with no income under H.R. 1 than the level

remainder to reduce the . payment
No payment would be made of less than $120

5For example; see Riehar,1 Armstrong,
Down South," Fortune, June 1970, pp. 66-E9
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Table 10-1

Estimates of Coverage of the Family Assistance

Program (H.R. 1) in the South for Fiscal Year 1973

1. Number of eligible families in the

South

Percent of covered familie's.in the
South relative to all covered
families in the nation

2. Gross payment to families in the

South

Percent of gross payment to
families in the South relative
to all payments in the nation

3. Total number of persons in covered

families in the South

Percent of covered persons in the

South relative to total number of

covered persons in the nation

4. Average payment per family in the

South to eligible families

5. Average family size in the South

for eligible families

1,625,000

42.6

$2,346,000,000

40.4

8,114,000

45.5

$1,455

4.99 persons

SOM,"E: U.S. Congress, "Social Secu7ity Amendments of 1971,"

Report of the Committ2e on Ways and Means or H.R. 1, 92nd Cong., 1st sess.

.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 229.

of benefits in existence at the time under prevailing AFDC programs.
6

With respect to the effect on subgroups, table 10-3 shows that 22.1

percent af all the eligible families for H.R. 1 coverage in the South

6U.S., Congress, "Social Security
Because of the reliance -o.pon secondary

necessary to use the racial references

chapter. This means that when "White"

are included in that term.
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Table 10-2

Comparison of Estimates of Number of Recipients for
Aid to Families With Dependent Children Program in 1973 with

Estimates of Persons Eligible for H.R. 1 in Fiscal
Year 1973 for States of the South

(In Thousands)

States of Number of Recipients Number of Eligibles
the South Eligible Under Pre-Under H.R. 1

vailing Law for AFDC

Alabama 259.2 587.1
Arkansas 73.4 290.0
Delaware 31.0 48.1
District of Columbia 86.7 120.0
Florida 358.3 689.2

Georgia 344.3 730.0
Kentacky 170.3 458.7
Louisiana 323.5 611.6
Maryland 189.2 316.8
Mississippi 157.7 451.6

North Carolina 171.2 635.4
Oklahoma 111.9 292.6
South Carolina 25.7 62.9
Tennessee 260.0 608.4
Texas 484.6 1 198.3

Virginia 185.4 446.4
West Virginia 185.4 257.4

Total 3,417.8 7,804.5

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, "Social Security Amendments of 1971,"
Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 1, 92nd Cong., 1st sess.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), pi,. 229.

would iave been headed by a Black man (or 39.5 percent of all male

headed eligible families in the South). Table 10-3 also shows that 25.6

percent cf all eligible families in the South would have been headed by

a Black woman (or 58.0 p^rcent of all eligible female headed families in

Lae South). In total, 47.7 percent of the families eligible for H.R.1
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Table 10-3

Estimates of Racial and Sex Characteristics of
Family Heads in the South* Eligible for Coverage

Under H.R. 1, for Fiscal Year 1973

Number Percent

Total number of eligible families in the
South 1,625,000 100.0

Number of white male headed families 549,000 33.8

Number of nonwhite male headed families 359,000 22.1

Subto-1.1 for males 908,000 55.9

Number of white female headed families 301,000 18.5

Number of nonwhite female headed
families 416,000 25.6

Subtotal for females 717,000 44.1

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, "Social Security Amendments of 1971," Report
of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R.1, 92nd Cong., 1st sess.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 229.

*For a list of the states that comprise the-South as defined by the
Bureau of the Census of the U.S. Department of Commerce, see table 10-2.

coverage would have been Black families. Drawing upon the total number

of families in the South as reported in the 1970 Census (see table 10-4

it is possible to approximate.the impact that H.R. 1 would have had on

the total number of Black and-White families in the South. Combining

tile information presented in tables 10-3 and 10-4, therefore, it can be

estimated.that 4 percent of White male headed families would have

received some income supplementation; whereas 18.8 percent of all Black

male headed families would have been eligible. Of ail White female

headed households, percent wOuld have been eligible for income

supplementation:'62.4,percent of all Black female headed households
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Table 10-4

Total Number of Families in the South in 1970

Number Percent

Total number c.,f families in the South 15,907,699 100.0

Number of white male headed families 12,155,689 76.4

Number of nonwhite male headed families 1,905,151 12.0

Subtotal for males 14,060,840 88.4

Number of white female headed families 1,180,157- 7.4

Number of nonwhite female'headed families 666,702 4.2

Subtotal for females 1,846,859 11.6

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
United States Census of Population: 1970, General Social and Economic
Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-C, United States Summary, pp. 1-449.

would have been eligible for such assistance. It is to be recalled

that H.R. 1 did not apply to households in which there was not at least

one child under 18 years of age (or 22 if regularly attending school).

Hence, if allowance is made for childless fauilies and for families in

which children have grown past the school age years, the impact percen-

tages of H.R. 1 upon only those families with childnn would have been

considerably higner than those pr. .ented in this paragraph.

The effect of a Federal program such as H.R. 1 on a region in which

approximately one-half of the nation's -,otal number of impoverished

families reside could be expected to be substantial. The economic effect,

however, is much'greater than Simply the increase in the incomes of the

recipient families in the South. Because the level of southern income
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is substantially below the levels of the non-South regions of the

nation, the Federal taxes used to finance the program would be dispro-

rtionately raised from taxpayers outside of the South. Thus, one study

concluded that H.R. 1 "should have a multiplier effect, thereby increas-

ing.both aggregate southern income and the incomes of even those southern

residents who do not receive direct payments.. . . This study estimated

that slightly over $2 billion would have been pumped into the South

if the bill ilad been enacted. Of this sum, it was estimated that about

$768 million would have been paid by southern taxpayers in the

form of higher taxes. Accordingly, the net additional interregional

transfer of funds Would have been $1.2 billion to the South. Using an

estimate of the regional multiplier of 2.5 (a figure computed from a

study of the impact of defense expenditures in the South), the study

concluded that H.R. I would have increased southern regional,income by

$3.0 billion during its first year.
8 The initial impact in rural areas

of the South--where incomes are the lowest-- would-have been considerably

higher as this is where the infusion of funds would have been the greatest.

It also is possible that the multiplier effect would be higher in rural

areas, because the propensity to save at such low levels of inzome should

be much lower than at the higher levels of income in urban areas. However,

the nature of the rural economy is such that considerable leakage of funds

would ozcur, making the actual multiplier effect difficult to estimate.

7
John F. Kain and Robert Schafer, Reional Impacts of the Family

Assistance Plan, Discussion Paper Number 195 (Cambridge: Harvard Insti-

tute of Economic Research, 1971), p. 28.

8Ibid., pp. 33-35. The estimates in the Kain and Schafer study
understate the financial impact as they were based cn a formulation in which

a family of four would receive $1,600, whereas H.R. 1 provided $2,400 for

such a family.
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Mention also should be made of the fact that the federalization of

AFDC would have freed millions of local and state tax dollars for

other public Uses.

Primary Impact on Sample Counties

Analysis of primary survey data reveals that the potential impact

in the rural South should be greater than that in the total South.
9

The

percentage of Anglo households in the sample affected by H.R. 1 is

5 percent, approxitlately, the same as for the entire South; the percentage

of non-Angl.i sebolds which would have been eligible is almost 33 percent,

which is 9- percentage points greater than the total South. There

also is a :!Ifierence in the average payment which would have been made.

For eligible families the averagr payment under H.R. 1 in the rural South

would have been $1,525 (as estimated by this study), compzred with $1,455

for the entire South (see table 10-1).

As the sample data indicate, the effect of H.R. 1 would not have

been evenly distributed among the various components of the population

in the rural South (see table 10-5). Not only is the percent of total.

families affected greater for non-Anglos than for Anglos, but the number of

9
The estimated number of families eligible for H.R. 1 in this study

sample probably has a conservative bias. First, asset information was
not sufficiently detailed to allow calculation of the $1,500 cutoff.
Therefore, all families with property, other than that on which they
lived, and all families with financial assets other than demand deposits
were considered ineligible. Second, certain income exclusions, such as
earnings of students regularly attending school, could not be removed
from total family earnings. In all cases in which it was necessary to
make an estimate for eligibility calculations, the decision was made
to use the method which was most restrictive in terms of eligibility.
Calculations were made according to U.S., Congress, "Social Security
Amendments of 1971," pp. 30-31
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Table 10-5

Potential Impact of H.R. 1 on Various
Population Groups in Four Sample Counties

Population Characteristic Percent of Sample Percent of Eligible

Families Affected \ Families

.41

Sex of head
Male 19.0 69.9

Female 22.2 30.1

Race
Anglo 5.1 11.6

Black 32.4 49.0

Chicano 32.5 39.4

County of residence
Dodge 9.7 12.4

Natchitoches 15.2 19.8

Sunflower 23.2 28.4

Starr 32.1 39.4

Number of families 3,158 628

non-Anglo families eligible for family assistance exceeds the number of

Anglo families in absolute terms. The differences in the number of

eligible families by race, in conjunction with ehe general differences

in racial composition of the four sample counties, account for the

vaxiation innumbers of eligible families across counties.

One of the.major provisions of family assistance involved the inclu-

sion of male headed families, which in 1973 were not eligible for any

cash assistance programs. The importance of this is seen by the fact

that 60 percent of the sample families eligible under family assistance

received no cash benefits from any program in 1973. Over 90 percent of
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the female headed families received AFDC payments during that year (see

table 10-6). Thus, most of the eligible families who received no bene-

fits in 1973 were headed by a man.

Although the absolute number of eligible families headed by a male

is substantially greater than the number of female headed families, in

terms of the relative proportions the eligibility is greater among

families with a female head--19.0 percent compared with 22.2 perc:nt.

Since a major provision of welfare reform was to replace AFDC, such a

result is not unexpected. In fact, the relative percentages are closer

than anticipated. The results are significantly affected by the inclu-

sion in the sample of a relatively large Chica,lo population with compar-

atively few female headed households.

The mean age of potential recipient family heads under welfare

reform was 44 years and did not vary significantly by race or sex. The

mean is higher than would be expected a priori, but the findings regard-

ing AFDC in chapter 6, and discussed at that point, are consistent with

this result. The most surprising finding regarding age was that in 13.4

percent of the cases the family heads were between 55 and 64 years of

age and in 10.7 percent were 65 years of age or older. The latter fact

is particularly relevant because of the prohibition against reeeiving

Loth S.S.I. and family assistance and because Social Security payments

are treated as income subject to 100 percent tax. This could have a

significant effect on the decision to participate under family assistance,.

Another characteristic which is important in determining the extent

and nature of the impact of family assistance is family size. The

average family size for the eligible population was 5.2 persons. The

dliference between male and female headed families was one person
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Table 10-6

1973 Income for Eligible Families:

Selected Sources

Income Source
Percent of Families Receiving

Old Age Assstnnce 5.7

Aid to the Blind or Disabled
5.6

Aid to Families with Dependent Children 28.7

Social Security
15.3

Current earnings
73.1

(5.6 versus 4.5) indicating that the number of children was basically

the same regardless of sex of head. The average family size was 4.2

persons for Amglos and 5.3 for non-Anglos indicating that in absolute

terms the impact of family assistance should be greatest on non-Anglo

families, other things being equal.

Employment and Iucome of Eligible Families

If ft:any assistance had been introduced, there should have been

a substantial impact on the working poor. .Eligible families represent

approximately half of all poor families in the primary sample, but they

include 80 percent of the working poor. At the time of the survey,

over half (56.9 percent) of the families eligible for family assistance

were employed.

More importantly, from the standpoint of potential impact, 72.6

percent of the beads of eligible families worked sometime during 1973;

more than 30 percent worked over 40 weeks. Table 10-7 contains data
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Table 10-/

,Weeks Worked in_1973: :Eligible Families
by Current Employment Status of Household Head

(Percent)

Weeks Worked Current Employment Status
Total Employed Unemployed Out-of-Labor Force

0 27.4 .6 13.2 75.0
1-8 5.6 1.6 16.9 9.2
9-16 6.4 5.8 11.3 6.0
17-24 7.0 8.9 9.4 3.2

25-32 12.6 16.8 24.5 2.8

33-40 9.4 12.6 18.9 1.8

41-48 6.4 9.8 3.7 1.0
49-52 25.2 43.9 2.1 1.0

Number of families (627) (357) (53) (217)

showing weeks worked in 1973 by current employment status. With over 50

percent of the family heads employed more than half the year and with

61.7 percent of the eligible families receiving over Clree-quarters of

their yearly income from earnings, it is reasonable to assume that the

number of working poor families affected would have been significant.

Two sources ckf income, Old Age Assistance and Aid to the Blind or

to the Disabled (now ecnbined into the S.S.I. program), could present a

problem for some families eligible under family assistance. Under H.R.

1, no family could receive benefits fran family assistance and from

another program, such as OAA, at the same time. Thus, for 11 percent of

the eligible families, a choice would have to be made. Based on a com-

parison of 1973 ifiCome with ehe estimated income under family assistance;

34 percent (24) of the ftmilies receiving OAA or ABD would be worse pff,

in terms of total ineome, under the provisions of H.R. 1. However, most
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of the families which would have their income reduced were also receiving

payments under AFDC as well as from OAA or AM.. If it is assumed there

is no AFDC income (as would have been true under H.R. 1), only 13 percent

of the families receiving OAA or ABD would lose under H.R. 1 and in all

cases the loss would be marginal (less than $100 a year).

A similar problem is encountered by eligible families who received

Social Security payments in 1973. Almost a third of the eligible families

who received Social Security payments would have had a net income loss

assumin,3 they had participated in the family assistance program. All but

two of these 30 families received payments in 1973 not only from Social

Security but also from AFDC., OAA, or'ABD, or same combination of the

three. Of the families involved., 19 received AFDC payments, 17 received

payments under OAA or ABD, and 8 received payments under more than one of

the programs.

In all cases where AFDC was involved, the amount of AFDC payment

exceeded the difference between H.R. 1 income and actual 1973 income,

making it reasonable to assume that these families would participate in

family assistance. In the remaining cases, however., the cambination of

Social Security, OAA, or ABD, and other income sources woul&have left

families in a superior position if they did not participate in the family

assistance program. The fact that such a large proportion of eligibles

receiving Social Security or assistance under a categorical program would

actually have been hurt by the introduction of H.R. 1 intimatea that this

was an area which was not carefully investigated, perhaps because it was

assumed that few families with a head over 65 years of age would qualify.
10

10
Over 70 percent of the families receiving Social Security income

did so under the retirement provisions.
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Income Effect of Welfare Reform

The mean 1973 income reported by families which would have been

eligible under family assistance was $2,776 (see table 10-8). The income

differences revealed in table 10-8 by race, sex, and employment status
;

are basically what would be expected based on the analysis in chapter 4.

Under faMily assistance, the average family income would have in-

creased by 35 percert ($983) over the 1973 level. As the data in table

10-8 show, Black families would have received the largest average increase

and the Anglo families the smallest. Surprisingly, the increase in dol-

lar terms for male headed households would have exceeded that for female

headed households, although in percentage terms the two were identical.

The difference in dollar terms may be a reflection of the difference in

family size.

A similar conclusion relating to family size also may be reached

regarding differences in H.R. 1 total income between those families in

which the head was in the labor force and those in which the head was not

in the labor force at the time of the survey. The mean family size for

the former group of families was 5.4, while that for the latter was 4.8.

The difference in income also may reflect the work incentive built into

the benefit structure.

Not all families eligible for payments under H.R. 1 would have bene-

fited from the family assistance program. In all 77 families, 12.3 percent

of those eligible would have lost itcome with the introduction of welfare

reform. Of those who would have lost income, 70 percent were families

discussPd in the previous section. In all cases the families were re-

ceiving assistance under a categorical welfare program in 1973 or were
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Table 10-8

Mean Income of Eligible Families
by Selected Characteristics, 1973 Income

and H.R. 1 Income
(Dollars)

Family Characteristics H.R. 1
Mean Income

1973
Mean Income

Total Eligible $3,759 $2,776

Sex of family head
Male 4,051 2,992

Female 3,074 2,275

Race
Anglo 3,590 2,941

Black 4,006 2,628

Chicano 3,600 2,911

Labor force status
Enployed 4,207 3,084

Unemployed 3,741 2,492

Out-of-labor force 3,025 2,341

receiving Social Security. Many cases involved supplemental earnings,

raising the distinct possibility that the 100 percent offset tax on Social

Security or the prohibition on receiving payment under a program other

than family assistance was the reason for the negative effects of family

assistance.

The average income that would have been receivsi under the family

assistance plan does not reveal the actual amount of payment. In fact,

the mean payment of $1,525 would be considerably greater than the average

increase in income of $980. As would be expected with AFDC being re-

placed totally, the mean payment would be greater to families headed by

a woman ($1,809) than by a man ($1,402). There wkuld be substantial
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differences in payments by race (for Anglos $1,202, for Blacks $1,652,

for Chicanos $1,460). However, the percentage difference in payment

would have been substantially less than the relative impact on total

income (see table 10-8). The mean payment in fact would have been

greater if some families adversely affected had opted not to participate.

Impact on Entire Rural South

An estimate of the direct impact which family assistance would

have on Ole entire rural South may be obtained by using a combination

of Census data for total families and sample data for income effects.
11

Table 10-9 contains data pertaining to the number of families in the

rural South as well as the number affected by H.R. 1. The proportion

of total families eligible under H.R. 1 is almost identical to

the previous estimates of the proportion of all families in the affected

South.

Using data in table 10-9 and the figures in table 10-8 relating

to income of eligibles, an estimate of total impact in dollar terms

can be obtained. The figure derived for the first year of program opera-

tion, assuming all eligible families participated, is $900,198,350, with

over, two-thirds of the amount going to non-Anglo families. Given the

existing income structure in the rural South, it is reasonable to assume

that this could result in limited income redistributtoil. Although no

comparable data are available for urban areas of the South, it is

reasonable to assume that some redistribution of income from urban

11
It is necessary to assume that the number of families in the

rural South in 1973 was the same as in 1970 and that the racial distri-
bution of families was the same as that of the total population.
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Table 10-9

Total Number of Families and Total Number

of Eligible Families in the.
Rural South, 1970

Family Characteristic Total Eligible

TOtal 5,706,143

Anglo 4,593,445

Black 1,004,281

590,294

229,672

325,387

Chicarfi 108,417 35,235

SOURCT:: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United

States Census of Population: 1970, General Social and Economic-Charac-

teristics, Final Report PC(1)-C1 United States Summary, calculated from

table 139, p. 467 and table 142, p. 470.

to rural areas would have occurred.12

Multiplier Effects

It is not unreasonable to assume that the inflow of family assis-

tance income would have resulted in the generation of additional income

through a multiplier effect. The exact amount of this secondary income

is impossible to obtain. First, no accurate estimate of a multiplier

for the rural South exists. Second, the extent of the total impact

depends on what portion of the increased income to the rural South is

paid for by taxes on residents of the rural South. It is possible to

estimate both figures. One multiplier, derived to determine the impact

of defense expenditures, concluded that two and one-half dollars are

12Comparison of sample results with impact estimates for the total

South supports this hypothesis. See John Kain and Robert Shafer, Regional

Impacts.
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generated for each additional dollar of income brought into the South.
13

A separate stud placed the proportion of-family assistance expenditures

in the South paid for by taxes on personal and business incomes in the

South at 38.4 percent.14

If the figures discussed above are applied to the figures derived in

this study for the rural South, the estimated dollar amount of new income

is $554,522,183. Applying a multiplier value of 2.5, the total amount of

income generated in the rural South by family assistance would be $1.38

billion.

Normally, it is assumed that in general the lower the mean per capita

income level, the higher will be the ultimate multiplier value. On this

ba3iE it would be concluded that a multiplier for the rural South should

be higher than the one estimated for the South as a whole. Such a con-

clusion does not consider how much of the increased consumption will take

place in the area itself or what proportion of the goods consumed are

produced outside of the rural South relative to the total South. Although

no good estimates are available, it is probable that the two factors

mentioned above will reduce the value of the multiplier relative to the

total South and, therefore, reduce the total impact previously derived.

Informal estimates place the multiplier for rural areas close to one.

13Roger Dalton, Defense Purchases and Regional Growth (Washington,

D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1966).

L4John Kain and Robert Schafer, Regional Impacts. The percentage

was derived using figures relating to the South's share of fami3y assis-

tance and the portion of total U.S. corporate and personal income taxes
paid by the South.,
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Effects of Family Assistance on Work Incentives

In addition to the income effects of welfare reform discusscd

the preceding section, there are other areas where the rotential impact

. is significant. One such area is work incentives. Analysis in this

study, based on the cross-sectional data, provides little insight into

the work incentive question. Although previocs evidence is scant, the

consensus supports the conclusions that persons in low income families

desire to work as much as do other income groups and that welfare reform

of the type proposed in H.R. I will not have a major effect on labor

force participation or on hours worked.15

In the rural South several factors could significantly influence

work incentives, all resulting In decreased work effort. First, for

many women workers with a family to support, the welfare levels have

never been sufficient in the rural South to challenge even the low wages

paid to domestic servants--as low as $30 a week. Family assistance would

change that and, given the alternative, some labor force withdrawal could

be expected.

15For a discussion of the effects of welfare payments on work

incentive, see Christopher Green, Negative Taxes and the Poverty Problems

(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1967), Chapter 8; Leonard

Goodwin, Do the Poor Want to Work (dashington, D.C.: The Brookings

Institution, 1972); Leonard Hausman, "The Impact of Welfare on the Work

Effort of AFDC Mothers," President's Commission on Income Maintenance

Programs: Technical Studies (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1972), pp. 83-100; Edward Kalachek and Fredrick Raines, "Labor

Supply of Low Income Workers," President's Commission on Income Mainte-

nance Programs: Technical Studies (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1970), pp. 159-186 (this study finds a very large disincentive

effect); Glenn Cain and Harold Watts, eds., Income Maintenance and Labor

Supply (New York: Academic Press, 1973); and Sar Levitan, Martin Rein,

and David Marwick, Work and Welfare Go Together (Balitimore: The Johns

Hopkins University Press, 1972).
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A second factor to consider is the case of adjustment in work time

for many rural workers. As table 10-7 revealed, almost 50 percent of

the eligible family heads worked at some time, but less than 40 weeks,

during 19739 This makes the adjustment of earnings to meet,built-i

disincentives relatively easy without running afoul of work provisions

such as those in H.R. 1.

A third factor to consider, particularly for many farm workers and

migtant farm workers, is the low income level they currently receive

and the unpleasantness of their work environment. These factors could

well persuade such workers to withdraw from the labor force and be

satisfied with income received under family assistance.

Welfare Reform and Food Stamps

_-
One factor which has not been included in the analysis to this point

is the effect of food stamps on participation or on the actual increase

in real income received under H.R. 1. The family assistance plan as

proposed would have prohibited participants from receiving food stamps.

It is unlikely that the prohibition would have altered the participation

in family assistance, but it would have had a significant effect on the

real benefits of the program.

If it is assumed that all persons in the family assistance subsample

purchased the full allotment of food stamps to which they were entitled,

and did so every month during 1973, then 64 percent of the subsample (400)

would have experienced a decline in income under family assistance.
16 The

average amount of income loss is estimated to be between $350 and $400.

16All 628 persons in the H.R. 1 subsample were eligibe to receive
food stamps.
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Sevlral qualifications must be considered.before any conclusions

can be reached. First, only 65 percent of the subsample actually received

food stamps during 1973. It is unlikely that participation would ever

be 100 percent
.17 Second, all households did not receive food stamps

every month during the year. Some were not eligible all twelve months;

others may have chosen not to purchase stamps in some months. Finally,

many households do not purchase the full allotment of stamps each month.

The three factors mentioned all support the conclusion that the

impact-Of food stamps on income is less than the estimate stated.above.

However, even when such qualifications are considered, it is apparent

that the provision which would eliminate families receiving payments

under family assistance from participation in the food stamp program

would substantially reduce the effect of a family assistance type progr-m

on the individual families and on the.entire rural South.

Concluding Observations

A few general observations can be derived from the discussion of

welfare reform in the rural South. First, although n substantial number

of Anglo families would be affected, the impact in relative and absolute

terms would be greatest on low income minority families. This could have

an effect on the political as well as economic structure of the rural

South. In fact, the limited economic freedom provided low income families

under welfare reform could, in the long run, have a major impact on local

politics. The extent and nature are, of course, purely speculative.

17See chapter 6 for a discussion of the reasons for such a conclusion.
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Although family assistance would alter the dimensions of poverty in

the rural South, it would by no means eliminate it. In fact, only a

small percentage of the eligible families would be above the pove-tty

level after welfare reform. Further, a substantial proportion of poor

families would be unaffected. Given the problems of the rural South's

economy, discussed in chapters 7 and 8, it is unlikely that it would be

possible to devise a welfare reform program, politically or economically,

which would substantially reduce the total number in poverty.

Finally, considerable discussion was generated by H.R. 1 concerning

the impact on southern migration patterns. It is impossible, of course,

to calculate the actual impact of welfare rekorm on migration. However,

it is possible to use logical inference to discuss the likely effect. In

the case of the rural South, it should be small. In general, out-migration

occurs among younger population groups, those least likely to be affected

by welfare reform. To the extent that the "pull" to migrate is employment

oriented, family assistance, even with the associated multiplier effect,

is likely to have minor impact at best.

di"
As often mentioned, though seldom tel,ipne potential impact of

A., 1140
welfare reform is the return to the Somultof previtnigrout-migrants, who

# e P
because they exist on welfare elsewhere, couldlialte_a higher real income

in the South and under such conditions would return. The magnitude of

this, if true, is impossible to determine. Regardless of the extent,

given the present manpower and.development problems of the rural South,

such a result could hardly be considered advantageous, either to the

rural South or to the nation.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceding chapters have described the seriousness of the pre-

vailing employment and income conditions in the rural South. Despite

the contemporary publicity given to the economic boom in "the new

South," the fact remains that the popularly discussed phenomenon is

occurring largely in urban areas or in rural counties that are adjacent

to expanding urban markets. The rural South remains, with certain

exceptions, relatively untouched by this economic development.

The findings of this study indicate that large areas of the rural

South remain economically depressed. There is little likelihood of their

being able independently to provide the volume of employment needed to

provide "adequate" incomes. In general, from the findings of this study

the economy of the rural South can be characterized as one with an

excess of labor, deficient in human resource development, hindered in

its operation by institutional constraints, and encompassing a relatively

narrow variety of job opportunities. Although not all local labor

markets are the same or have identical problems, in general the differences

between labor markets in the rural South are more of degree than of

structure of operation.

The possibility that the major exodus of population from the South

has abated, coupled with the increasing financial difficulties of large

4(4 la.1,1t.
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urban areas in the North, may well divert attention from the problems of

the rural South. There may even be a tendency to believe that the

problems of cities are no longer accentuated by the inflow of rural

migrants and that, if left alone, the population of the rural South will

"adjust." The findings of this study portend that such is not the case.

Out-migration from the rural South, probably at a reduced level, will

continue. Although an increasing proportion of those who leave the

rural South will migrate to the expanding urban areas of the South,

nevertheless a significant portion will follow the traditional migration

patterns to the North. Those who leave in the future are likely to be as

unprepared as has been the case in the past. Nor are most areas of the

rural South likely to be able to solve the problems of the remaining

population unaided.

In stressing the magnitude of the!.:0 ,:roblems, the goal is to stimu-

late concern rather than to generate hopelessness. The interrelationships

of many of the social and economic problems of both rural and urban

America in the twentieth century have been well documented elsewhere.

In the past, urban areas have actively sought the exodus of surplus

rural workers to meet expanding urban labor market shortages of unskilled

workers. The rural South, in turn, was often glad to be rid of the excess

labor supply from its declining agricultural sector. The short run

advantages, however, have given way to the long run realities. The

urban areas of the North and South could not indefinitely absorb the

flow of relatively unskilled and poorly educated workers (as well as

their devmdents) from the rural South. Not only has technological

change drastically reduced the C-emand for such workers, but the avail-

ability of housing, health, welfare, and education funds and facilities
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that are needed to accommodate these persons has largely evaporated.

In the same context, if the rural South is ever to reverse its secular

decline, it can ill-afford indefinitely to lose its young, ambitious

workers. Nor can it increasingly accumulate a large dependent popula-

tion of old and infirm persons. Therefore, both urban and rural America

should have a common interest in solutions to the problems of the rural

South.

In this quest for answers, it is logical to focus upon the opera-

tions of the southern rural labor markets in terms of the opportunities

they provide and Lhe income they generate. What can they do and,

equally important, what can they not do? How can current operations be

improved? Where must they be supplemented, in what form, and by whom?

The primary function of labor markets whether in the rural South or

elsewhere is to provide employment for the available supply of labor

within the confines of the existing industrial structure and human

capital endowment of the work force. Ideally, the labor market, through

employment, will provide workers with adequate income to maintain a

humanely tolerable living standard. Over the long run, the labor market

also must adjust to structural changes which alter the skill requirements

of the work force. In so doing, it should provide the necessary incentives

to encourage skill development in the young. Through this method, short-

run occupational imbalances are overcome and the average earning capaci-

ties of workers are increased. As more skilled workers emerge, the need

for increased human capital as one of the foundations for economic

growth is provided.

Traditional measures which are used to evaluate labor market opera-

tions yield a conflicting and somewhat confusing picture of rural southern
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labor markets when compared with the findings of this study. The

explanation for the apparent contradictions that occur at cimes derives

from the fact that conventional criteria for interpretation of labor

market behavior and performances are drawn either from research studies

that are exclusively urban based or from national studies that are

heavily biased by urban data. It is a feature of the present project

that it is purely a rural study based largely on primary source data

for four rural counties. Hence the findings that conflict with the

conventional wisdom are not necessarily abnormal. Rather, the des-

cribed labor market behavior in the counties studied may well be normal

for a rural labor market, given the unique parameters placed upon its

operations.

Findings and Conclusions

The primary finding of this study is that the foundation for many

of the problems faced by the people of the rural South is an inability

through work to obtain an adequate level of income. A major reason for

the difficulty is a deficiency in both the quantity and quality of job

opportunities provided by the rural economies of the South. The support

for this finding is derived from the following considerations:

(1) The level of demand for workers is inadequate to provide jobs

for all who desire them.

The southern rural economy has been severely affected by the secular

decline in agricultural employment due to the mechanization that has

occurred primarily since the end of World War II. All of the survey

counties continue to give evidence of this displacement and the related

decline of the businesses that once served the agriculture industry.
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The nonagricultural private sector, dominated by small business

firms,-has been unable to zrow sufficiently tt, offset the loss of job

opportunities in the agricultural sector. Despite the continuation of

out-migration of many of the young, as attested by interviews with

school officials, there remains a considerable surplus pool of labor --

people who are either unemployed, are working part-tine involuntarily,

or are discouraged from actively seeking employment.

This study fOund the labor force participation in the study counties

to be a mere 42.3 percent. The significant difference between this

rate and the national average (61 percent), however, does not indicate a

difference in the behavior of the people of rural South from those

elsewhere. Rather, the low level of labor force participation is'reason

to believe that the typical rural labor market in the South is unable to

provide employment opportunities for a substantial portion of the popu-

lation.

Unemployment rates, one of the most widely used labor market indica-

tors, are poor measures of worker availability in rural areas. When

allowances are made for those persons who are involuntarily part-time

employed, for discouraged workers, and for employed household heads

whose adjusted family income is below established poverty lines, as well

as for those who are unemployed, a better measure of employment problems

(i.e., a subemployment index) can be computed. In the case of the rural

county sample, the subemployment index was 41 percent in 1974. This rate

can be compared with a similar 1972 index of 11.5 percent computed for

the entire economy. Clearly, such an index is a much better descriptor

of the rural South than are those presently computed and published.
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Workers are sometimes forced into the migrant stream by the shortage

of local jobs. In Starr County, for example, this is the primary

explanation for the fact that onethird of the population annually must

leave the county as migratory farm workers. For the period under study,

when these migrants returned during the winter months, 37 percent of the

migrant household heads did not even try to find jobs. Of those who did

try, 29.2 percent were unemployed.

Even where local leaders are committed to efforts to expand job

opportunities, they usually lack the knowledge and experience to be

successful in their efforts, and they do not have the financial means to

obtain the necessary expertise. This absence of enthusiasm in some

instances and of knowledge in others too often has meant that impetus

for economic growth had to be generated outside the local power structure

and often outside the rural South itself.

Another impediment at the locallevel has been the lack of capital

for economic development. Small businessmen have been unable to acquire

needed capital Aue to restrictive eligibility criteria for existing

Federal programs as well as to a deficiency of local funding sources.

Large capital requirements are not capable of being supplied locally.

The result often is total outside ownership of new companies locating

in rural areas.

Although there have been effortssometimes substantial ones -- to

promote economic development in rural areas, they have suffered from

the lack of a purposeful and consistent national policy toward rural

areas aud toward rural development, particularly. Rural development

policy at the national level suffers from lack of coordination among

existing government agencies. Rural development today is a hodgepodge
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activity which takes place in a piecema,.1 fashion, often solely on the

basis of which community is the most aggressive and the best able to

articulate its needs. Many agencies -- the AppalatAiian Regional Com-

mission, Tennessee Valley Authority, Economic Development Administration

U.S. Department of Housing aad Urban Development, and the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture -- all are engaged in aspects of rural development

with little visible coordination.

(2) The quality of the jobs that are available is very poor with

respect to wage rates, fringe benefits, job rights, and opportunities

to join unions.

Despite its continuing secular iecline, agriculture has remained

the largest private industry of employed persons in three of the four

counties (and it is very high in the fourth). Agricultural employment

is noted for its low wages, irregular employment patterns, and lack of

unionization. Furthermore, in the rural South the nonagricultural

sector reflects these same characteristics. The mean level of earnings

in 1974 for the four counties was $6,002 for all household heads, which

compares with a national mean of $7,330 for all workers in 1973. For

Anglos, the mean earnings were higher, $8,244, but for Blacks were only

$3,403, and for Chicanos only $4,587. For female heads of households

mean earnings were a scant $3,049. Over 34 percent of the poverty house-

holds in the study were headed by a fully employed head. For 25 percent

of the families, the presence of two or more wage earners was insufficient

to pull the family above minimum poverty levels. The mean hourly wage

rate for all employed heads of households was only $3.02; that for all

employed persons was $2.68, with considerable variation again being noted

by race and sex. The national average for all persons employed in the
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private sector in 1973 was $4.22 per h(Ir.

The low wages are especially serious with respect to the working

poor. Of this group, 36 percent were receiving wages equal or close to

the Federal minimum wage ($1.60 for nonagricultural employment at the

time of the survey). In addition, 22 percent of the working poor were

receiving wages below th,.1 agricultural minimum wage ($1.30 at the time).

Aside from documenting thE low financial rewards provided to many rural

workers, this finding suggests that there is a significant incidence of

violation of the minimum wage provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

In addition, there are virtually no fringe benefits provided by

either agricultural or nonagricultural private employers. Although public

sector employment often provides "choice" jobs, the situation with respect

.to fringe benefits is much the same as in the-private sector. Fringe

benefits are few, local civil service systems virtually nonexistent, and

formal (written) personnel systems scant. In the interviews, local

leaders frequently stated that public sector jobs are used as a power base

to reward political allies and supporters. As the public sector accounted

for 25 percent of the employed persons in the four survey counties, the

character of employment conditions in this sector is of major consequence.

In the urban economy, trade unionism has been able to provide job

security and job rights to the employment p,..-ocess. In the rural South

few employees benefit from union representation. Where there are unions,

it is usually because there is a local branch of a firm that is established

elsewhere.

For the 55 percent of the household heads employed (82 percent were

male household heads and 18 percent were female household heads), the low

wage structure forces many to work long weekly hours. Of the men, 24
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percent reported working 49 hours a week or more, as did 10 petcent of

the females. Thus, 22 percent of the household heads su:teyed, as

compared with 10 percent of all workers nationally, were working 49 hours

or more a week. Only 10 percent of the total number of surveyed employed

household heads, however, reported receiving an overtime premium. This

compares with a national figure (May 1974) of 40 percent. Agricultural

employment is among those industries in.which long weekly hours are

common (a six day week being usual), but which do not require overtime

premium pay. Moreover, at the time of this study, agricultural workers

were subject to a Federal minimum wage which was 23 percent lower than

the nonagricultural minimum wage.

Agricultural workers often do not seek or are prevented from securing

regular ,.'mployment in other occupations. However, many nonagricultural

employers in the study indicated that some of their best workers left

seasonally to work the fields during peak season periods. Because the pay

was often less, due to lower minimum wages, such behavior is difficult to

explain logically. In some cases, however, the pressure appeared to stem-

from past financial obligations to the agricultural entrepreneur.

The low wage structure and long hours help to explain the extensive

problems with labor turnover cited by employers, despite the evidence of

labor surplus. This finding was especially the case 14 the manufacturing

sector, even though its wage rates were among the highest paid in these

communities. The fact that most of these jobs required low skill workers

meant that employers were able to replace these workers easily. Apparently

the wages, which were relatively higher than those elsewhere in the rural

economy, were not high enough to hold employees.
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It also is of consequence that the rural South is almost devoid of

labor organizations. This means that certain possible constraints on

the labor market activities of both employers and employees are not

present; it also means that workers must depend totally on governmental

legislation for protection. There are indications that such protection,

including enforcement of minimum wage legislation and access to unemploy-

ment payments, is inadequate. Further, lack of unionization means that

one possible avenue to improving earnings, fringe benefits, and job

stability is unavailable.

(3) The industrial structure i., narrow, offering little variety of

occupational opportunities.

The largest,single employment sector in each of the four counties was

the public sector, accounting for over 25 percent of all employed persons

in the survey counties. These jobs are highly prized for their relative

security and, in sharp contrast to the private sector, there is relatively

little turnover. These public sector jobs are frequently controlled by

local political forces. As electoral turnover is infrequent in southern

politics, persons in these jobs have little fear of losing them. Many of

the public sector jobs are blue-collar jobs associated with maintenance

and repair work. There are, of course, a fair number of white-collar

jobs. Some of these are low paying clerical jobs, but others are adminis-

trative and teaching positions which are relatively better positions. 'But

the fact that there is very little voluntary turnover means that there

are few opportunities for others to enter these occupations.

The next largest private sector industries are agriculture and retail

trade. In Sunflower and Starr counties, agriculture jobs exceeded retail

jobs. In total, these two industries accounted for almost one-third of all

employed persons in the four counties. Both of these industries are noted
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for their low wages, minimal job benefits, and the absence of promotion

possibilites.

When retail trade and agriculture are combined with the public sector,

they account for about 60 percent of the total number of employed persons

in the survey counties. The remaining workers are scattered across the

array of industrial categories. Most are employed by small firms. Of all

the firms in the survey counties, 91.2 percent employed fewer than 20

employees; 74 percent employed fewer than 7 employees. Not only are these

enterprises small in size, but they are few in number. Most of these

industries simply draw from the surplus labor pool for their workers with-

out appreciably affecting the local wage structure.

The limitations of the industrial structure portend particularly

serious problems for rural youth. The narrow choice of industries in the

rural South offers young rural workers little opportunity for exposure to

the spectrum of occupations that are needed if new industries are to be

enticed to these communities. Moreover, if these young people out-migrate,

they do so with little or no urban job preparation.

(4) The expansion of job opportunities is often restricted by a

local power structure opposed to meaningful efforts to diversify the local

economy.

One of the greatest obstacles to economic development in the rural

South is the attitude of local leadership toward economic and social

change. It is extremely difficult to foster development in the rural

South if the local leaders are not committed to that end. The rural

leadership in the past has tended to be self-serving and to lack recogni-

tion of and the need for purposeful growth as well as the need for insti-

tutional and social change. In interviews with local businessmen and
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elected public officials, repeated mention was made of the importance and

necessity of economic development and industrial diversification. But

it was readily apparent from these interviews and from an examination of

the results of earlier efforts to attract industry that some of those in

power place sharp restrictions on the types of new industries that are

welcome.

The distribution of wealth in rural areas is highly skewed, a

distortion which has led to a power structure that in many respects is

independent from the general population of the rural South. Many of the

individuals identified with the power structure have substantial interests

in agriculture or agriculture related businesses. Attempts to protect

vested interests often have directly and indirectly retarded industrial

development. For example, any active development organization existing

in a rural community is usually dominated by the local power structure,

and potential new industries are carefully screened to assure that they

are the "correct" type.

Agriculture interests are not supportive of efforts to attract

industries that might bring more attractive jobs with high wages, which

will compete for their existing work force. Many local business people

are equally resistive of new enterprises that will disturb the prevailing

wage structure. Enterprises that are unionized or are likely to become

so often are not welcomed. The only firms that are sought are those that

can be specifically targeted to the absorption of obvious surplus labor

pools. In particular, the most sought after businesses are those that

will hire Black or Chicano women in low skilled occupations. Moreover,

some of those enterprises that are attracted to the rural South are drawn

there by the lack of employee organizations. They are looking for low
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skilled workers to whom they can pay low wages and offer few fringe

benefits. They have no incentive to upgrade their work forces.

These restrictive conditions form one barrier to the attraction of a

sufficient number of firms to absorb the available labor pool When new

firms do locate in the rural South, those who are employed are better off

than they would otherwise have been. However, the financial rewards are

seldom substantial and, given the high turnover rates, they are frequently

of short duration to the employees.

Education or training, no matter in what occupation, has little

relevance or value if the only existing employment opportunities are jobs

requiring little or no skill. Inability of the rural South to grow

economically continues to be a major factor in the efforts to upgrade

the labor force.

In one sense it is unfair to argue that the labor markets in the

rural South have operated improperly. Encouragement of the development

of a large number of highly skilled workers would not by itself have

solved any of the problems discussed above. The demand has been for

unskilled workers. Similarly, it is unrealistic to expect local rural

labor markets to have exerted the necessary pressure for occupational

upgrading o?'"ihose who mdgrated to urban areas or to expect that skill

needs of urban areas would be felt in rural labor markets. However, it

remains true that the encouragement of skill development has not been

generated by the labor market either for the current labor force or for

the youth in the rural South.

(5) The employment problems of people in the rural South are not

due to lack of information about local jobs or wages.
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There is a relatively free flow of reliable job information concerning

wage rates, job openings, and hiring plans. The relative ineffectiveness

of the public employment service in the rural South is at least partially

a result of this word-of-mouth information network. The results of the

household survey show that the majority of actual and potential labor

force participants rely upon informal word-of-mouth channels to learn of

job opening and prevailing wage rates. The data also show that the

employment service in rural areas often is called upon to place only

those who have the greatest difficulty in finding employment (i.e.,

members of minority groups with little training or education) or those

who register for placement only because they are required to do so by lab.

The general awareness of the scarcity of job opportunities and the pre-

vailing low wage structure is certainly a factor influencing low labor

force participation.

There is no evidence that lack of job information is a major deterrent

-
to labor force participation, or to employment in rural southern labor

markets. In fact, good knowledge of job opportunities would appear to be

one of ihe factors influencing low labor force participation.

Although it is difficult to establish actual motivations, the evidenr.s.

is that there is no less desire to work on the part of the rural popula-

tion than is generally true elsewhere in the United States. Only a very

small percentage of the rural population have the access to unearned

income which would allow any "reasonable" standard of living without

working. Several findings of this study make it clear that despite the

low labor force participation rates, many of those outside the labor

force desire to work. Both the percent of involuntary part-time employ-

ment and the incidence of labor force wittArawal due to discouragement
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exceed national figures. In fact, the presence of "discouraged workers"

was found to be over four times greater in the rural South than for the

nation as a whole.

Until economic development is well under way in the rural South,

neither expanded private employment nor public employment will be able

to create enough employment opportunities to prevent out-migration, nor

should they try to do so. The major need is not to thwart all migration

from rural areas but to prevent what occurs from having an adverse

effect on urban areas. Although efforts to improve information about

local labor markets are unwarranted at present, information concerning

employment opportunities in urban areas available to potential migrants

is poor, as is attested by the current patterns of rural southern

migration. Existing patterns cannot be altered without better information.

The second and equally important conclusion of this study is that

efforts to increase income for workers in the rural South are severely

hampered by the very low levels of educational attainment, the absence of

formal training, a shortage of work experience, and work-inhibiting

health problems.

(1) A substantial portion of the labor force of the rural South is

untrained and poorly educated.

To this degree, the earning capacity of much of the rural labor force

is severely constrained. In the survey counties, 25 percent of the labor

force had less than an eighth grade education; 54 percent:had less than

a high school education.. For Blacks and Chicanos these figures were

considerably higher.

(2) Perhaps even more distressing than the educational deficiences

was the low level of job training of any sort.
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Less than 10 percent of the labor force had ever participated in

any kind of formal training. Moreover, of those few who had job training,

the largest single source of that training was the military, with voca-

tional education a distant second. Less than 1 percent of the labor

force claimed ever to have been in an apprenticeship program or to have

participated in any form of on-the-job training program. Less than 1

percent of the labor force had ever been in a federally sponsored man-

power program. Most of those who were in manpower programs were in those

that contained'no skill training component (e.g., NeighborhoOd Youth

Corps, Operation Mainstream,or Public Service Employment). The training

deficiency is even more severe than these findings indicate as 60 percent

of the small number who had any training at all were persons with a high

school education or better.

It is possible to gain job experience Without formal training pro-

grams.. But the survey evidence indicates that this, too, is notably

absent in the rural South. Of those in the laborforce, 27 percent had

been in their current jobs for less than a year, 57 percent less than

five years. Of those with long job tenure, most were in farming, profes-

sional,, or administrative occupations.

One reason for the inability of rural labor to adapt to economic

changes over time stems from the apparent lack of skill development in

the rural labor force. Based on the results of these surveys, the most

visible reason is lack of necessary programs and facilities. As mentioned

previously, little incentive for em-oyer-sponsored training exists.

Consequently, few formal on-the-job training programs are found in the

study counties. Even where the job requires a sufficient degree of skill

to make training heneficial, the employers display little interest in

formal programs.
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Although there are exceptions, state and local training facilities

in the four counties do not provide the needed alternative to employer

training. Facilities are often inadequate, qualified instructors are

in short supply, and curricula are almost always limited in scope and

often misdirected, given the local and even regional job opportunities

and industrial structure.

This study found high school vocational training particularly

deficient. Emphasis continues to be on curricula oriented toward

preparation for college. In areas where the development of a private or

parochial school system has had an impact on student enrollment, voca-

tional facilities and curricula in public schools are notably deficient.

(3) Although out-migration continues ia the surVey counties, 8

strong reluctance to move was expressed by members of the households

surveyed. Over 75 percent of the persons over age 16 were born in the

county in which they now live. Over 85 percent of those over 16 were

living in the county five years prior to the time of the interview. When

asked if they could conceive of a circumstance which would make them

move from their present county, 85 percent of the household heads

responded "n II
The most common explanation Was the-noneconomic considera-

tion that "this is my home." Only 8 percent indicated that job attachment

was what kept them where they were.

(4) The number of persons who could benefit from skill training in

the rural South greatly exceeds the number presently being served. In

determining the potential clientele for manpower programs, it is calculated

that 40 percent of the actual or potential labor force in the survey

counties are eligible for training under current legislation (CETA). At

the time of the study, less than 1 percent of that group was being served.
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The present clientele who could reasonably be .expected to benefit from

skill training programs was less than one-half of the total eligible for

CETA programs. However, most could benefit from public service employ-

ment programs or work experience programs. Obviously, many working poor

and unemployed persons could benefit from such programs,rather than

rely on the limited opportunities currently available for them in the

private sector..

To be of maximum benefit, however, training programs must be a part

of a broad coordinated plan of economic development to expand job oppor-

tunities. Such developmental activities should include skill training,

work experience programs, and improved delivery systems.

A major problem of current manpower programs and the delivery

system (CETA) results from a strong urban bias. Programs do not assume

the tremendous employment problems of the rural South. Further, the

concept of a single prime sponsor for all rural areas within a given

state (i.e., "balance of state" category) places an unreasonable burden

on a single office in most southern states. It also places rural areas

at a disadvantage relative to medium size cities.

Bias also is found in the funding of manpower programs. In part,

this results from the distribution of funds based on formulae which

Incorporate statistics not as reflective of labor market conditions in

rural areas as they are Of urban areas.

Lack of necessary expertise to implement manpower policy and programs

continues to be a problem for most of the rural South. Knowledge of

the unique problems of rural areas in establishing effective manpower

programs is generally absent at the state level and to some extent at

the national level. In many respects, however, the absence of persOns
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with the knowledge to organize and conduct efficient and effective

programs at the local level is the greatest handicap to manpower policy

in the rural South.

(5) The most neglected aspect of human resource development and a

significant explanatory factor for the low income levels of many persons

in the counties of the rural South studied is health problems.

Throughout the household survey, health problems (defined as work-

impairing physical ills under medical care) consistently appeared as

important explanations for low wages, inadequate income, low labor

force participation, inability to be trained, and irregular work patterns.

Of all household heads, 23 percent indicated having health problems.

The incidence was higher among Black and Chicano workers than Angles.

It was considerably higher among female than male heads of households.

In all groups, half of the individuals reporting a health problem had

had it for over five years.

Interviews with county health officials and doctors indicate that

many illnesses in the rural South are no longer common in urban areas.

Instances of polio, tuberculosis, leprosy, tetanus, encephalitis, and

dysentery were reported. Many health problems are clearly preventable,

as they stem from poor nutrition and inadequate diets. Some of these

problems derive from lack of information. But these health problems

are caused primarily by low incomes that do not allow opportunities to

buy adequate quantities of wholesome food or to live in above-standard

housing. Other problems are the outgrowth of impoverished communities.

These are lack of pure drinking water, improper garbage and sewage

disposal, and inadequate rodent and insect control. The high incidence

of health problems and the disproportionately large numbers of elderly
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and young in rural areas justify the need for improved health care. As

indicated by the four county study, the rural South probably suffers from

a deficiency in health care professionals, particularly medical special-

ists and dentists. Poor transportation and an inadequate delivery system

limit the ability of rural residents, particularly the elderly, to

utilize available facilities. There also is a strong presumption that the

quality of health facilities and care is low.

Despite the lack of adequate delivery systems, personnel, and facili-

ties, the inaccessibility of health care due to low income is the most

serious problem. Few low income families can afford the luxury of private

health and disability insurance. Many are forced to depend on the limited

care provided under Medicaid, Medicare, or other public health programs.

The third significant finding of the study is that neither employment

nor available income transfer ro rams have been able to eliminate the

massive poverty that continues to be the dominant characteristic of the

southern rural economy. Welfare reform (such as that proposed which

originally gave rise to this study) would have a significant beneficial

impact on many low income families and the overall economy of the rural

South.

(1) Using the Federal income guidelines at the time of the study,

41.3 percent of the households in the survey fell below the poverty

threshold.

Unlike most of the nation, poverty in the South is more a rural

than an urban characteristic. The pove-I-ty rate for the rural South is

almost twice that for the entire South a-id three times that for the nation.

The absolutes of poverty are usually more severe in the rural South than
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in urban areas, and large portions of the southern rural poverty popula-

tion survive at bare existence levels.

One dimension of rural poverty as evidenced by the results of this

study is that many are permanently outside the labor force. Those who

are poor by virtue of inability to participate in the labor market include

the elderly, those sick or disabled, and those whose family responsibili-

ties require their presence at home. A disproportionate percentage of

the poor were found to have health and disability problems. Some of the

working age population (especially those in the 55-64 age group) suffer

from health problems which probably eliminate them permanently from the

labor market.

The incidence of poverty among the aged in rural areas of the South

is critical. Over 40 percent of the poor in the study counties are 65

years of age or over. This group remains mired in poverty despite recent

increases in coverage and benefits of Social Security, Supplemental

Security Income (S.S.I.), Medicare, and Medicaid. As there are vlitually

no employment opportunities for older persons in rural areas, many of

the poverty aged are totally dependent on Federal income for their

existence. Most Social Security and S.S.I. recipients have 'only the

income received from these programs to live on. Voluntary out-migration

of this group is unlikely, and there is nothing to be gained by forcing

the elderly to migrate from rural areas. Given the extremely small

probability of development of jobs for the elderly who can work, improve-

ment in the income position of the elderly rural poor will require

changes in welfare programs.

This study also found a large number of persons of labor force age

without disabilities who were outside the labor force. Some were
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restricted in the ability to participate by artificial impediments such

as discrimination. Discrimination was found to be a ,factor limiting the

employment opportunities of Blacks and Chicanos. It was also a factor

for women of all races. Although sex discrimination may place limits on

labor force participation of all females, it is a more critical problem

when the female is the household head with dependents to support. The

probability of a household head being in poverty in rural areas is sub-

stantially increased if the head is a woman.

Although every single poverty case could be analyzed to discover

some type of employment handicap, the limited size of the labor market

remains a major cause of poverty. The high subemployment rates calculated

in this research attest to the,extent of the ltnitation. Depending on the

speed of economic development, this means that the public sector must

provide support if the rural poor are to improve their living standards.

Yet even if there is full-time employment, income above the poverty

level is not assured. Though employment of a secondary family worker --

usually the spouse -- was a factor in preventing poverty, the low level

of labor force participation by married women appears to be a major

limitation in raising family income. For about a quarter of the families,

the existence of more than one wage earner did not push total family

income above the poverty level even though it raised overall family

income: Thus, it must be concluded that labor markets in the rural South

fail to provide many families with a level of income which society in

general has deemed as "necessary."

(2) The various aspects of public antipoverty policy -- Community

Action Programs, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and

Food Stamps -- have not been effective in changing the relative income

status of many poverty groups or individuals.
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AFDC and food stamps suffer from lack of adequate funding (benefits)

or eligibility restrictions. At the same time, there are large segments

of the rural poverty population eligible but not participating in these

programs. Almost half (44.6 percent) of the eligible households were not

participating in the food stamp program. In addition to the relatively

low participation rate (63.3Iercent) of the eligible AFDC recipients,

the low benefit levels in these counties have left recipient families

well below poverty thresholds,

The multiplicity of administrative structures for welfare and related

programs adversely affects the costs and efficiency of these efforts. This

study found the attitudes of many program officials interviewed to be

lackadaisical in regard to potential program eligibles. Prejudices and

the poor training of many of the welfare agency interviewers (persons who

screen for eligibility) allow ineligibles to participate and often prevent

eligibles from participating. Red tape, including complex eligibility

requirements, discourages program participation and permits program abuses.

Current welfare policy omits certain poverty groups and,_therefore,

arbitrarily ignores the extent and depth of poverty. For example,

unemployed heads of households and the working poor in most states are

not covered by existing programs. Childless couples under 65 years of

age with no labor force participant are eligible only for food stamps.

There also are a large number of "near poor," as defined by the arbitrary_

Federal poverty guidelines. That is to say, if households living within

125 percent of the poverty threshold are included, the poverty population

in the survey counties would increase by 23 percent. In other words, if

this group were included, 50.8 pertent of the households could be classi-

fied as poverty stricken. Thus, a small change in the definition
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would increase substantially the number of persons in poverty in the

rural South.

It is an inescapable conclusion that the public sector will have to

bear a major share of the burden in any effort to solve poverty problems

in the rural South. Given the limited financial capacities of local and

state governments in the rural South, as well as the administrative

problems which exist, major financing and guidance must come from the

Federal level.

(3) The welfare reform proposal put forth in 1971, if it had been

enacted, would have had a major impact on the people and the economy of

the rural South.

Under the proposed reform, the average family income of those

covered would have been increased by 35 percent (i.e., $980) over the

actual income average in 1973. Black families would have had the greatest

increase in their incomes; Anglos would have had the least. Yet, although

it would have altered the dimensions of poverty in the rural South, the

reform measure by no means would have eliminated it.

Not all eligible families would have benefited from the change.

Many families participating in other transfer programs -- primarily

Social Security -- would have lost income under the proposed program,

because such income would have been offset against benefits. In addition,

due to the fact that food stamps would have been discontinued under the

proposed reform, as many as 50 percent of those eligible for coverage

under the welfare reform proposal potentially would have faced a reduc-

tion in theil real incomes. Furthermore, a substantial portion of the

poverty population of the rural South, families without children and

single member households, would not have been eligible for coverage.
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In terms of overall impact, it was estimated that in excess of $800

million would have been distributed to poor families in the rural South.

Conservative multiplier estimates place the total income that could have

been generated at a net income addition to the rural South of $1.2 billion.

The fourth major finding of the study is that employment discrimina-

tion by race and sex remains a major cause of low income in the rural

South.

(1) Pervasive patterns of employment discrimination in terms of

restricted employment opportunities and of differential wage rates

persist in the rural South.

The county studies show that racial discrimination restricts minority

workers to lower paying occupations. In addition, there still exists

substantial discrimination in earnings between Anglos and Blacks for the

same occupations. The extent to which racial discrimination actually

limits access to the labor market is impossible to determine. With the

overall labor force participation rate almost 6 percent lower for Blacks

than for Anglos in these counties, it is reasonable to assume that there

is a discouragement effect.

The patterns of occupational segregation must dampen the motivation

which would otherwise lead minority workers to engage in training and

education. More importantly, the lack of observable adult models for

minority youth in the more desirable occupations serves to diminish

significantly the enthusiasm of minority youth for education -- as the

high school dropout rate attests.

(2) Sex discrimination in southern rural labor markets is substantia

and it is primarily occupational.
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Women have difficulty in securing entry into the same occupations as

men -- for example, the higher skilled positions in manufacturing and in

administrative positions: Moreover, in those cases where women and men

were in the same occupations, wage differentials were prevalent and

sizable.

(3) Virtually nothing is beIng done to combat employment discrimina-

tion in the rural South.

A major impediment to improved earnings and job access for racial

minorities and women in the rural South is the absence of an effective

enforcement agency to investigate equal employment opportunity cases. The

rural Anglo power structure has shown little concern for minority, problems,

and most southern states have not established equal employment opportunity,

agencies. The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has shown

little interest in rural areas. Yet it should be clear that, given the

limited number of jobs and the large number of minorities and women,

major employment displacement effects can be expected from a reduction in

discrimination. Anglo men would be the chief losers and women the chief

beneficiaries.

Recommendations

A Comprehensive Approach

In several instances in the report the policy dislussions have

emphasized that the issues"confronting the rural South became dilemmas

because of insufficient resources to attack the problems comprehensively.

--T6-643-ercame-the-dilemma's;-"it-lis-necessary not only, to alter perspectives

but also to change the parameters. The prevailing situation in the rural

South will require a conscientious decision that it is in the national

10,7,
Ir.g1
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interest to arrest the continuing economic atrophy. If so acknowledged it

would follow that a comprehensive series of coordinatea steps could be

taken that are designed to benefit the entire population of the rural

South. An option to out-migration would be created. The resulting

programs would reduce the disparity between life in rural and urban

America.

(1) A nationwide comprehensive income maintenance system that is

federally administered and financed should be enacted. The system should

establish an income floor below which families and individuals could not

fall. It should include coverage for those who work and those who cannot.

Eligibility should be premised exclusively upon income and not on the

personal characteristics of the poverty population. The program should

cover all persons and should not be limited by marital status, family

composition, or any other factor except need. It is implicit that the

current Aid for Families with Dependent Children program be terminated and

that the Supplemental Security Income program and the food stamp program

become an integral part of the overall program. Social Security payments

should be treated the same as earned income and should not be subjected

to a 100 percent benefit offset, as would have been the case under the

welfare reform proposals in 1972. A strong work incentive should be

included as well as major financial penalties for refusal to work by

those able to seek or accept employment. Public service employment and

public works components should be implemented when and where needed to

provide jobs to rural workers when jobs are unavailable in the private

sector.

(2) A national health care system should be established, including

three components: (a) a national health insurance system guaranteeing
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all persons the ability to obtain adequate medical and'dental care; (b)

preventive health care for all persons; and (c) adequate facilities and

personnel to assure ability to deliver needed care throughout the nation.

An important part of the third component is the assurance that such

facilities and personnel are readily accessible to all persons regardless

of their location.

(3) The unique problems of rural areas argue for adoption of a

national rural policy. If adopted, this policy should be in harmony with

the goals of the urban economy insofar as there are common problems.

However, it should recognize that specific programs for rural areas will

have to be implemented. The policy should encourage private sector

initiatives, but recognize that much of.the responsibility will for some

decades be that of the Federal government. The implementation of such

policy will call for cooperation among agencies primarily of the U.S.

Departments of Labor; Agriculture; and Health, Education, and Welfare.

Further, within the U.S. Department of Agriculture, a major policy

reorientation must occur, qhifting attention from largely farm matters to

all rural problems.

The policy should address the need for economic growth in rural areas

as well as incorporate the specific objectives of elevating the'standard

of living and quality of life in rural areas. All communities within the

rural South do not possess equal development potential at the present time;

thus development policy should include planning for areas where development

will occur independently.

An additional component of a national rural policy should be a con-

certed effort to increase social overhead capital in rural areas and to

create the type of employment opportunities which will allow residents
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on-the-job training in skilled occupations. An expanded program of job

creation and public works should be initiated where feasible. Public

works projects -- such as the Tennessee Valley Authority of the 1930s

and the Tennessee Tombigbee Project-Of the 1970s -- are highly labor

intensive and can be directed toward improvement of the'rural infra-

structure projects that are supportive of private industrial development.

Although contracting out the administration of specifitTrograms to

state governments should be allowed, state,administration should not be

the only method of implementation in rural areas. Responsibility should

be retained at the Federal level for representing rural areas in national

policy matters, for developing new programs for rural areas, and for com-

piling the needed statistics to make the true problems of 'rural America

visible. There should be coordination of the distribution of funds to

support economic development, manpower training, public service employment,

and work experience programs. A state or local community sponsor should

be able to obtain a total development package including funds for such

items as industrial park development, planning assistance, and start-up

training programs for local workers.

(4) Not all migration from rural areas should be thwarted, but that

which occurs must be prevented from adversely affecting-urban areas.

Movement can also be rural to rural or rural South to urban South.

Better preparation for the urban environment and improved labor market

information are needed. Specifically, mobility programs should include

(a) relocation allowances, (b) reorientation of migrants to urban life,

(c) accurate job information.for directing mobility, and (d) assistance

in obtaining employment. In addition, in order to meet the shortages of

a few skilled workers and professional persons, a relocation policy should
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include assistance to communities to "import" these persons if such

persons cannot be found in or trained from the local labor pool.

(5) A national youth employment program should be instituted. This

program should be designed to provide jobs in the public sector for long

term unemployed youth (ages 16-21). Not only would such a program

increase the job orientation and job experience of youth, but it would

allow rural youth the option of remaining longer in rural areas, thereby

increasing the probability that they could be absorbed into the local

labor market.

Current Program Priorities for Rural Areas

In the absence of consensus with respect to a comprehensive national

rural policy, existing programs must be better oriented toward the needs

of rural areas or responsive new programs must be designed and implemented.

The severity of poverty and underemployment in the rural South requires

that such action not wait upon the achievement of a consensus. Such pro-

grams should be implemented with a view toward ultimate integration into

a comprehensive national policy. The following recommendations flow from

this study.

(1) The AFDC program should be federalized, as was done with the

former programs for the blind, the disabled, and the aged in 1974, and

should be extended to households with male heads. This move would at

least standardize nationally the eligibility, benefit levels, and adminis-

trative practices for those families whose heads are outside the labor

force. This would greatly reduce the inequities and inherent unfairness

of the existing system. It also would free local and state funds for

use in other areas of broader public need.
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In addition, the food stamp program should be amended so that

participants receive stamps in an amount equal to the calculated bonus

without purchase requirement. The results of this study indicate that

the purchase requirement was a major factor in nonparticipation by

eligible households. As an illustration, families eligible to purchase

$200 in food stamps for $50 were often unable to obtain the necessary

cash. The program would better serve the needs of those eligible if

in this case $150 in stamps was given without purchase requirement.

(2) Manpower efforts in rural areas should be reoriented to recog-

nize the difference in needs between those persons with a high probability

of remaining in the rural South and those with a high probability, of

leaving (i.e., primarily younger persons). Work experience and on-the-

job training should constitute the emphasis for persons likely to remain.

Institutional training, not necessarily oriented to the local occupation-

al structure, with supportive counseling services should be the focal

point of manpower programs for potential migrants.

Institutional training should be available in situations in which

the training can be related to specific job placements -- such as

start-up training for new or expanding industries. Efforts also should

be made to enlist a wider participation of small business firms in

on-the-job training programs.

Funding levels under Title II of the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act (noncyclical public service employment) should be signifi-

cantly increased for prime sponsors with major rural responsibilities.

Employment as an alternative to welfare will require the establishment

of a substantial number of public service jobs.
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Effective manpower programs will require improved quality in the

administration of programs at the local level. Increased efforts should

be made to upgrade the quality of manpower personnel. Utilizing expertise

at regional colleges and universities, upgrading programs could combine an

extension component to educate local officials and a component to furnish

intensive training of program administrators and planners.

In the area of educational improvements, pre-skill training programs

of a basic educational nature should be established for rural workers.

The programs should be comprehensive and geared to providing general

skills. Such a program might reveal unknown interests and could be a

motivational device. These programs should provide stipends for partici-

pants. An adult basic educational program should be undertaken stressing

improvement in the quality of life for rural residents. In addition to

literacy components, the program should include areas of consumer educa-

tion, nutrition, health, and family planning.

Extensive study of rural,primary and secondary education needs should

be instituted. This should include identification of special needs of

minority groups, examination of alternative methods of funding education,

investigation of incentive programs to encourage high school completion,

and a general.assessment of the quality of rural general and vocational

education with designation of major areas of deficiencies.

(3) An overall health resources plan should be developed which

provides funds necessary to provide quality facilities, adequate health

manpower, and an effective delivery system for rural areas. Efforts

should be directed toward the development of effective health delivery

systems such as comprehensive health care centers which utilize para-

professionals as well as professionals.
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Emphasis should be placed on the developMent of outreach prograns

to meet the needs of the'chrOnically ill and elderly. Utilization of

the public school system to identify and assist in correcting health

deficiencies among youth in rural areas could be valuable. This program

should include an adult education phase to make parents aware of the

health needs of their children.

Major efforts are needed to find new ways of attracting health

professionals to the rural South and of-maintaining them. A system of

financial aids for medical students who are willing to practice in rural

areas should be established with preference given to students from rural

areas. Special training should be incorporated in medical curricula

which prepares health professionals for the unique problems of the rural

population and a rural practice.

Additional study of the extent and nature of health problems in the

rural South is required. More information related to health conditions,

attitudes toward health care, and special health problems of minorities is

needed, with emphasis on the limitations which discrimination places on

access to health care.

(4) The problem of development is hindered by lack of private

capital as well as lack of skill training. Increased'private sector job

opportunities will require new methoe,3 of establishing business firms.

Continued encouragement should be given to exgerimentation and research

involving alternative economic development strategies through such organi-

zations as rural cooperatives and community development corporations.

Although, quantitatively, their impact would seem to be quite small, their

potential as a method of promoting rural development still should be

carefully and impartially evaluated.
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In addition, through a system of low-cost, long-tetm loans, the

Federal government should make it possible for local business operations

to be funded. The Small Business Administration (SBA) in rural areas

should be able to guarantee loans,for industrial capital Purposes for

new business enterprises (not just for.expanding old enterprises, as is

now the case). Federal

for local leadership in

In areas where the

support should be given to educational programs

the area of economic development,

infrastructure exists and past

development have not succeeded, the Federal government

initiate action to establish industries in rural areas

efforts in private

could itself

with a long-term

plan for private sector acquisition of the firms from the Federal govern-

ment. Such a system not'only would create private sector jobs in the

long-run but also would help establiSh tile type of jobs which allow

skill upgrading of rural workers. .
Upgrading and reorienting rural

leadership in the area of economic development must occur. An educational

program for local leadership is recommended. Further,,a corps of develop-

ment experts should be established, experts who can be assigned to various

areas on request without local ',cost.
;

1

Programs designed to easeithe transition of those wilo Migrate from

the rural South to urban areas
ishould be entablished. In those urban

areas which are major receiver& of rural migrants a special office within

the Employment Service should be established. This office should provide

aid to migrants through counseling and through housing location, as well

as in job placement. In rural areas a continuing educational program to

make potential migrants aware that such services are available should b

conducted.
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(5) To address the pervasive racial and sex discrimination in the
_labor market, of the turaI-Sotith-,-i sPecial program within the U.S.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission'should be created to address the

problems of discrimination in rural areag. Several rural areas in the

South should be randomly selected fOr immediate intensive investigation

of hiring, firing, and promotion policies in both the private and public

seCtors. States should be held responsible for establishing equal employ-

ment opportunity in public jobs for all political subdivisions of the

state,

(6) Impediments to unionization of rural workers should be removed.

Development of the rural South will ultimately require the interest and

cooperation of many groups not only in providing funds and leadership,

but also in orienting the population to development. Worker organiza-

tions could play a major role in these efforts. Coverage of the National

Labor Relations Act should be extended to include agricultUral workers.

Furthermore, Section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act, which has allowed

almost every state in the South to adopt so-called "right to work" laws,

should be repealed.

(7) Special problems arise for rural Chicano workers because many

are recent immigrants from Mexico, lacking labor market knowledge, a

command of English, or relevant job skills. To orient new workers, a

special program should be instituted which contains provisions to deal

with each of these issues. Additional problems arise because of the

inflov of illegal immigrants and border commuters. With respect to the

border commuters persons who work in the United States should be

required to live in the United States. The act of employing illegal
__-

aliens should be made an illegal act with heavy civil penalties imposed
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upon employers, and illegal aliens should be identified and vigorously

prosecuted. Solutton of this problem can be achieved only at the national

level with Federal direction. -The budget and manpower of the Immigration

and Naturalization Service should be increased to a level commensurate

with its duties. With regard to migrant farm workers, the Federal govern-

ment should assume total responsibility for the administration, coordina-

tion, and conduct of all programs involving their welfare.
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TAME 1,

.(CRAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation Between the
Wage Rate of Employed Heads of Household in

Dodge County and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable
Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant .41854

A
YE

.00487

.13152
5.70580 **.26501

YPJ .09151 5.31417**

MD .40326 1.07130
WD .66452 3.40117**

MAD .70659 2.04477*

CJTD .54443 2.94589**
FTD .08426 .30381

PKD -.68403 -2.83489**

SJD .34437 1.27238

HPD -.48564 -1.86247

FWPD -.57378 -1.56732

IAD -.98011 -2.79281**

IED -.15107 -.14814

ICD -.04436 -.14823

IMD -1.05052 -5.05203**

ITD -.11236 -.24510
IWD -1.41224 -2.95732**

IRD -1.47587 -6.10494

IFD -.07751 -.16317

ISD -1.01308 -4.03152**

NOTES: R
2

= .48185, Se = 1.4065, F-ratio = 15.581b

* Significant at 5 percent level.

**
Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 2,

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation Between the
Wage Rate of Employed Heads of Household In

Natchitoches Parish and Selected Individual Characterisitcs

Variable
Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant
A
YE
YPJ

-2.09188
.02116

.23074

.07137

2.437791 *

9.78956 **
3.12515 **

MD .99141 2.25793*

WD .35991 1.76895'

MAD .56618 1.34013

CJTD -.01838 -.07745

FTD .06210 .23541

PKD, -.19575 -.72624

SJD -,33557 -1.03965

HPD -.41112 -1.38878

.FWPD -1.01769 -2.27396 *

IAD .19745 .40370

IED .21655 .37505

ICD .85020 1.91314

IMD .12807 .33527

ITD .15927 .35012

IWD -.83755 -1.22257

IRD -.14323 -.36859

IFD 1.58804 2.64545 **

ISD .10954 .32104

NOTES: R2 =

*Significant

"Significant

.42094, Se = 1.5994, F-ratio = 11.352
b

at 5 percent level.

at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 3'

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation-Between the
Wage Rate of Employed Heads of Household In

Starr County and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable
Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant
A
YE
YPJ
NM

MAD
CJTD
FTD,

PKD
SJD
HPD
FWPD
IAD
TED
JCD
IMO
ITD
IWD
IRD
IFD
ISD

.0031_4 .47939
-.14689 8.74349**
.05844, 3.92215**
.96282 2.68165-**

1.17083 4.52377**
-.03766 =.12938
-.09229 -.49799
.26204 1.28350
.05959 .27394

7..07601 ' =.27368
-..21751 -1.23382
-.02081 -.10860
-.65003 -3.02960**
.r..00481 -.01645
-.39890 -1.50619
-.38772. -.86022
-.36519 -.84745
-..98725 -2.03946*

-4.02782**
739311 .53904
.r65850 -2.99400**

NOTES RZ = .42094, Se = 1.£994, R-ratio = 11.352b

*Significant at 5 percent level.

**Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 4

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation Between the

Wage Rate of Employed Heads of HoUsehold In

Sunflower County and Selected Individual Characterisitcs

4.7

Variable

Regression
Coefficient t-ratiO

Constant 1.08395

A -.00677 -1.16323

YE .15042 7.68233**

YPJ .04479 2.66132**

MD .55014 1.82971

WD .85568 5.05589**

MAD .30885 1.18747

CJTD .10678 .44325

FTD .25767 _ r1.11560._

PKD -.40784 -2.32044*

SJD -.28747 -.04278

HPD .23175 .63940

FWPD .04619 .16445

IAD -.87249 2.67291**

ICD .31695 .97385

IMD -.45488 -1.77307

ITD -.53057 -1.27016

IWD -.66398 -2.18249*

IRD -1.05771 -3.83590**

IFD 1.03950 1.62462

ISD -.43477 1.70238

NOTES: R2 = .41770, Se = 1.3112, F-ratio = 13.871b

Significant at 5 percent level.

**Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 5

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation BetWeen The
Wage Rate of Empl,..,-yed (16 Years or Older)

In Dodge County and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable
Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant .17021
A .00928 2.06682*
YE .13424 7.24756 **
YPJ .07692 6.32566**
MD .97026 8.61354 **
WD .45076 3.44591**
MAD .31982 2.61248**
CJTD .47209 3.40221**
FTD 1.33300 .77994
PKD .51913 -2.68354**
SJD .40858 1.75567
HPD -.31813 -1.60324
IAD -1.24148 -4.72189 **
IED -.16922 -.18859
ICO -.03475 -.14415
IMD -1.01097 -6.68145**
ITD .23858 .68692
IWD -1.47953 -3.88471
IRD -1.42307 -7.87401**
IFD .51644 -1.80871
ISD -1.03635 -6.08187**

NOTES: R
2

= .46594, S
e = 1.2475, R-Ratio - 28.535 , n = 675

Significant at S percent level.

** .

Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 6

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation 'tween The
Wage Rate of Employed (16 Years ard Older)

In Natchitoches Parish and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable

Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant -1.52743

A .01717 2.9052**
YE .23138 12.62302**

YPJ .07650 4.44251**

MD 1.16839 7.75823**

WD .33369 2.42384*.

MAD .46594 3.01189**

CJTD .24633 1.44560

FTD -.23700 1.17490

PKD -.18703 .99622

SJD . -.37257 1.34526

HPD -.40772 1.75424

IAD -.95575 -3.09896**

IED
ICD

-.05632
.

-.11455

48162 1.38608

IMD -.22296 -.79717

ITD -.09022 -.26293

IWD
IRD

-1.18513
.45510

-1.99111*
-1.71639

IFD 1.11849 2.51098t*

ISD -.27617 -1.15838

NOTES:
R2

= .42693, S = 1.4509, F-ratio = 20.042b , ii = 559

*Significant at 5 petcent level.

**Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 7

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation Between The
Wage Rate of Employed (16 Years Old and Older)

In Starr County and Selected Individual Characteristics

Variable
Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant -.014633
A .00941 2.11461*
YE .13752 11.21697**
YPJ .05761 5.16682**
MD .55382 4.90932**
WD .88227 4.46561**
MAD .29168 2.583304*
CJTD -.00552 -.03855

FTD .23338 1.74359

PKD .01097 .06187

SJD -.08877 -.36921

HPD -.26746 -1.95298

IAD -.37840 -2.68027**
IED .28217 1.11029

ICD .12192 .59375

IMD -.03346 -.10416

ITD -.04126 -.11850

FWD -.71453 -1.86284.

IRD -.71432 -4.86561**
IFD -.45795 -1.13737

ISD -.32433 -2.30217*

NOTES: R2 = .42615, Se = 1.1037, F-ratio = 22.348b, = 623

*Significant at the 5 percent level.

**Significant at the 1 percent level.
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TABLE 8

(CHAPTER 4)

Regression Results - Relation Between The
Wage Rate of Employed (16 Years and Older)

In Sunflower County and Selected Individual Charatteristics

Variable

Regression
Coefficient t-ratio

Constant .42685

A .00023 .05361

YE .14156 9.65621**

YPJ .04209 3.31157**

MD .81981 6.90774**

WD .51826 4.88188**

MAD .34719 .3.12109**

CJTD .11795 .62870

FTD -.23468 -1.35171

PKD -.23962 -1.74193

SJD .11883 .34013

HPD .04762 .24446

IAD -.70343 -3.92868**

ICD ,
.39852 1.55873

IMD -.21611 -1.25064

ITD -.16101 -.51883

IWD -.35214 -1.54042

IRD -.79692 -4.46254**

IFD .29678 .83508

ISD -.13507 -.83253

NOTES: R2 = 37357, Se = 1.1739, F-ration = 18.841, n = 653

*
significant at 5 percent level.

**
Significant at 1 percent level.
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TABLE 9

(CHAPTER 7)

Federal Obligations for Work and Training Programs
Administered by the

Department of Labor, for the United Stgtesand.che'States of Georgia,

Louisiana, Wsissilipi, and Texas, FY 1974

(000 Omitted)

,------
"-------TgA l't initu-Thil7.---"°rh°1TallilW

Public

Service

Careers JOBS

toncen-

trated

unployierii

Program

ComPre"

hensive

Manpower

I Program

Public

Employment

Program

Job

Corps Migrants

CETA

Title II

Title II

Older.

Workers CAMPS

Insti-

adieu'

Part-timt

i Other

JOP-

OJT

In

School

Out of

School Suamer

)peration

Main-

Stream

nited States $307,896 $90 566 $88,570 $113,451 $459,491 $114,664 $26,334 $6,026 $109 714 $36,775 $237,110 $149,551 $39,128 $44,011 $10,000 $21 208

Georgla 6,827 1,557 2,637 2,427 12,370 854 1,957 1 458 2,094 2,609 429 74 372

Louisiana 6,923 1,153 1,885 2,545 14,241 688 2,430 - 5,165 669 257 440

Mississippi 4,593 926 1,115 2,615 8,239 1,223 191 709 1,383 1,500 , 334 1,000 210

Texas

,---......---.
4 State Total

Percent' of U.S

17,017

35,30

11.5

1,r,12

5,448i

6.01.22..6..1.

5,485 5 976 26,510 4,992 1,004 3,241 5,559

, .

6,191 17,562 6,945 1,463

!1,122 11,563

10.2

61,360

13.3

7,751

6 8

1,195

4.2

8,335

13 0

8,400

,
1 7 -

14,950

6 3

21,174

14 2

8,631

22.1

74

0 2

- 2,485

11.7

SOURCE: U. S. Department of Labor, likEsiejlIolLie:Prekdent
povernment Printing Office 1975)1 pp.318 319
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TABLE 10

(CHAPTER

Heads of Household ClasSified by Participation in Job Training, (JT), by Sex and Race,

by County, 1974, Showing Percentages Of Total by County, by Participation and

Percentage of Total by Sex and Race Classqs *

1.1,

FEMALE MALE

ANGLO CHICANO BLACK ANGLO CHICANO BLACK TOTAL
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Took JT Once *
1

1

County

Dodge 16 4.4 10.2 4 1.1 2.9 105 8 8 80,5 - 12 1 7 8,7 137 4.1 100.J,

Natchitoches 18 0.8 4.6 11 3.0 6,5 109 9.2 64.5 1 0.2 0.6 30 4.7 19.4 169 5.0 100.01

Sunflower 3 0.0 0.0 10 2.7 15.4 31 2.6 47.7 1 0.2 0.2 20 3.2 30.8 65 1.9 100.0

Starr 3 1.7 3.1 8 0.7 8.3 85 13.9 88.5 96 2,9 100.0

Total 37 10.1 7.9 3 1,7 0.6 25 6.7 5.4 253 21.3 54.2 87 14.2 18.6 62 9.6 14.0 467 13,9 104,0

Never Took JT

County

Dodge 163 44.7 22.0 - - - 65 17.5 8.8 416 35.0 56.1 - - 97 15 3 13.1 741 22,1 100.0

Natchitoches 96 26,3 14.3 3 1.7 0.4 111 29.9 16.6 274 23.0 41.0 7 1.1 1.0 174 27.5 26,0 669 19.9 100.0

Sunflower 62 17,0 8.1 1 0.6 - 170 45.8 22.2 226 19.0 29.5 6 1.0 0,8 300 47.4 39.2 766 22.8 100.0

Starr 7 1,9 1.0 73 96.1 24.2 21 1.8 2.9 512 83.7 71.7 - - - 714 21.3 100.0

Total 328 89.9 11.4 77 98.3 6.1 346 93.3 12.0 937 78.7 32.4 525 85,8 18.2 571 90.2 19.6 2890 86.1 100,0

i

TOTAL 365 100.0 10.9 180 100.0 5 7 371 100.0 11.1 1190100.0 35.4 612 100.0 18.2 633 100.0 18,9 3357 100.0100.01

I

*

Six reporting other races are included in Anglo.

A*,

Includes 31 who took two, or lore, courses of job training.
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TABLE 11

(CHAPTER 7)

Distribution of Trained and Untrained Household Read Responses to Type
of Training Desirable By County, By, Race, and Sex, 1974

TOOK JOB TRAINING

No Answer

Skill Training

'4 Basic Education

Vocational School

OJT

Training-Older Peopl

Other

None

Total

NEVER TOOK JT

No Answer

Skill Training

Basic Education

Vocational School

OJT

Training-Older Peopl

Other

None

Total

County Total

DODGE COUNTY

ANGLO CHICANO BLACK ANGLO CHICANO BLACK TOTAL
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10.1000
Z Fw U ri+1.4

5 2.4 0.1
',) 19.1 1.2 2 1.0 0 1 47 22.5 1.4

2 3 5 0.1 1 1.8 0.0 13 22.8 0.4 4 7.0 0.1 20 35.1 0.6
1 5.9 0.0

1 5 9 0.0 2 11.8 0.1
2 3.2 0.1 25 39 7 0.7 2 3.2 0.1 29 46.0 0.9
1 3,4 0,0 8 27.6 0.2 1 3.4 0.0 10 34.5 0.3

1 20.0 0.0 1 20.0 0.0 2 40.0 0.1
2 5.4 0.1

. 6 16.2 0.2 8 21.6 0.2
3 6.0 0.1 3 6.0 0,1 11 22.0 0.3 24.0 0.1 19 38 0 0.6

16 3.4 0.5 4 0.9 0.1 1D5 22.5 3.1 12 2.6 0.4 137 29.3 4 1

83 5.5 2.5 35 2.3 1.0 176 11.6 5.3 44 2.9 1.3 338 22.3 10,1
13 4.5 0.4 8 2.8 0.2 49 17.0 1.5 13 4.5 0r4 83 28.7 2 5
1 1.1 0.0

14 15.1 0.4 4 4.3 0.1 19 20.4 0.6
36 12.5 1.1 7 2.4 0.2 91 31.6 2.7 17 5.9 0.5 151 52.4 4.5
5 3,8 0.1 2 1,5 0.1 21 153 0.6 6 4.5 0.2 34 25.6 1.0

1 6.7 0.0 1 6.7 0.0 2 13.3 0.1
4 2.4 0.1 3 1 8 0 1 10 6.0 0.3 17 10.2 0.5
21 5.5 0.6 10 2.6 0.3 54 14,2 1.6 12 3 2 0.4 97 25.5 2,9

163 5.7 4 9 65 2 3 1.9 416 14.432.4 97 3.4 2.9 741 25,7 22,1

179 5.3 69 2.1 521 15 5 09 3 3 878 26.2
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TOOK JOB TRAINING

No Answer 12 5J 0.4
Skill Training 1 1.8 0.0
Basic Mutation

Vocational School 1 1.6 0.0
OJT 1 3.4 0.0

Training-Oldet People

Other

None

APPENDIX

TABLE .11

(CHAPTER 7)

NATCHITOCHES PARISH

MALE

ANGLO CHICANO BLACK ANGLO

tw tw 144 tio 4.1
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4J

W 0 :
0 0 to 0e1
A 00 Ur,'
6 14 0 0 4.1

00 00
Z NUN

owowle.....akowwommumroiriwww....=11111.1emmtwom

Total

1 2.7 0.0

2 4,0 0.1

18 3 9 0.5'

AVER TOOK JT

No Answer , 60 3.9 1.8
Skill Training 11 3.8 0.3.

Basic Education 3 3.2 0..1

Votational School 8 2,8 0,2
OJT 1 0.8 0,0

Training-Older People

.0ther

None

Total

County Total

543

7' 4.2 0,2

6 1.6 0.2

96 3.3 2 .9 3 0.1 0.1

114 3.4 3 0 1

5 2.4 0 1

1118 0,0

3 4.8 0 1

1 2.7 0 0

12.6 0 0

11 2 4 0.3

55 26,3 1.6

10 17,5 0 3

5 29.4 0,1

10 15.9 0.3

8 27,6 0 7

2 40.0 0.1

11 29.7 0 3

8 16.0 0 2

109 2.3.3 3,3

75 4.9 2.2 17411.5 5,2

6 2.1 0 2 20 6.9 0 6

7 7.5 0 2 10 10,8 0 3

4 1 4 0;1'20 6,9 0.6

6 4.5 0,2', 96.8 0 3

63.6 0 2,
7 1.8 0.2

111 3.8 3 3

122 3.6

21 12.6 0 6

20 53 0.6

274 9.5 8.2

383 11,4

1 0.5 0 0

1 0,2 0,0

5 0.3 0 1

20.7 0.1

7 0.2 0 2

8 0 2

19 9 1 0.6

1 1.8 0.0

2 11.8 0 1

3 4.8 0.1

1 2,7 0.0

4 8;0 0.1

30 6 4 0.9

109 7.2 3.3

20 6.9 0.6

6 6.5 0,2

8 2.8 0;2

5 18 'ad

15 9 0 0,4

11 2.9 a.3

174 6 0 5.2

204 6;.1

92 44 0 2.7

13 22.8 0,4

7 41.2 0,2

17. 27.0 0,5

9 31.0 0.3

2 40.0 0,1

14 3.8 0,4

15 30,0 0 4

169 36.2

425 28.0 12,7

59 20.4 1:8

27 29.0 0.8

40 13,9 1.2

21 15,8 ,0.6

49 29 3 1.5

665

834

11.6 1.3

23.1,193

24..9

546
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Manpower Training Program Participants and Ibnparticipants,

Distributed by Race, Sex, and Age at the Time of Interview, 1974
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60 3.5 0.8

59 3.4 0.8

16 0,9 0.2

159 9.2 2.1

16 1.5 0.2

12 1.1 0.2

5051

33 3.0 0.4

32 2.5 0,4

36 2.8 0.5

14 1.1 0.2

2 0.2 0.0

84 6.5 1.1

72 1.8 1.0

108 2.6 1.4

78 1.9 1.0

18 0.4 0,2

276 6.7 3.7

1 0.1 0.0

39 2,6 0.5

103 7.0 1.4

118 8.0 1.6

13 0.9 0.2

214 18,5 3.7

17 1902. .

42 4.6 0.6

44 4,8 0.6

5 0.5 0.1

108 11.8 1.4

29 3.0 0.4

23 2.4 0.3

27, 2.8 0.4

3 0.3 0.0

82 8.5 1.1

1 0.0 0.0

115 2.5 1.1 ,

168 5.0 2.2

119 5.6 2.5

21 0.6 0.3

464 13.7 6.2

1 0.0

157 2,1

216 , ..1.7',

267 3.6

39 0.5

740 9.9

5 0.3 0.1

264 15.3 3.5

422 :4.5 5.6

524 )7.4 7.0

348 20.2 4.7

1563 90.820.9

1 0.1 0.0

264 24.3 3.5

351 32.3 4,7

271 24.9 .1.6

168 15.4 2.2

1055 97.0 14,1

2 0.2 0,1 8 0.2 0.1

311 24.1 4.2 839 20.4 11,2

324 25.1 4.3 110126.8 14.7

339 26.3 4.5 113577.5 15.2

129 17.8 3.1 147 18.2 10,0

5 93.5 16.1 193093.3 51,2

251 16,9 3.4

329 22.2 4.4

367 24.8 4.9

261 17.6 3.5

1206'81.5 16.1

H

252 27.5 3.4

221 24.1 1.0

199 21.7 2.7

117 14.9 1.8

809 88.2 10.8

3 0.3 0,0

280 28,9 3.7

219 22.6 2.9

185 19.1 2.5

201 20.7 2.7

888 91.5 11.9

3 0,1 0.0

783 23.2 10.5

773 22.9 10,3

732 27.9 10,1

600 17.8 8.0

2911 86.3 38.9

11 0.1

1622 21.7

1874 25,1

1802 25,2

1347 18.0

6741 90.1

22 23.0 1088 14.$ ,89 17.2 4106 54,9 482 19.8 917 41,3 970 13.0 3375 45.1 1007411 4

Includes 13 "other race" in Anglo,

551

552
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Distribution of Trained Household Head Responses:Relative to Tip of Job, Training, By County,

By TraininOrogram, As Reported 111'1974

Jub Training Type

Hi h School Jr.College

Trade School

Vocational

Corres-

pondence Military Manpower

Formal

Appren-

ticeship OJT Other Total
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DODGE COUNTY
4 , 4

No Answer 1 31.3 0.2 1 33.3 0.2 ';,r 1 33.3 0.2 3 2.2 0.6

Basic Job Skills 1 2.3 0.2 2 4.5 0.4 6 13.6 1,3 1 2.3 0.2 14 31.8 3.0 4 9.1 O9 0.8 0.6 3 6.8 0.6 10 22.7 2.1 44 32.1 9.,4

Supervisory Training 1 100.0 0.2 1 0.7 0.2

Financial Aid-School 1 25,0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 ' 64 1 25.0 0.2 4 2.9 0.9

Seminars 1 25.0 0.2 1 25,0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 4 22.9 0.9

Other 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 4 22.9 0,9

None 1 1.3 0.2 14 184 3.0 2 2,6 0.4 29 37.7 6.2 4 5.2 0,9 2 'd 2.6 0.4 7 9.1 1.5 18 23.4 3.9 77 56.2 16.5

County Total
2 1.5 0.4 4 2.9 0.9 24 17.5 5.1 5 3.6 1.1 46 33.6 9.9 8 5.8 1.7 5 3.6 1.1 12 8.8 2.6 31 22.6 6.6 137 29.3

NATCHITOCHES PARISH .

No Answer 1 14.3 0.2 3 42.9 0.6 3 42.9 0.6 7 4.1 1.5

Basic Job Skills
2 4.5 0.4 2 4.5 0.4 12 27.3 2.6 3 6.8 0.6 10 22,7 2.1 ' '2.3 0.2 5 11.4 1.1 9 20.5 1.9 '44 26.0 9,4

Supervisory Training
1100.0 0.2

1
1 0.6 0.2

Financial Aid-School

Seminars 2 50.0 0.4 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 4 2.4 0.9

Other
4 36,4 0,9 2 18.2 0.4 1 9.1 0.2 4 36.4 0.9 11 6.5 2.4

None
6 5.9 1.3 8 7.8 1.7 31 30.4 6.6 1 1.0 0.2 22 21.6 4.7 5 4.9 1.1 29 28.4 6.2 102 60.4,21,8

County Total 8 4,7 1.7 10 5.9 2.1 51 30,2 10.9 4 2.4. 0.9 38 22.5 8,1 2 1.2 0.4 10 5.9 2.1 46 27.2 9.9 169 36.2

. .

SUNFLOWER COUNTY

No Answer 3 75.0 0.6 1 25.0 0.2 4 6.2 0,9

Basic Job Skills 1 11.1 0.2 4 44.4 0.9 1 11.1 0.2 3 33.3,0.6 9 13.8 1.9

Supervisory Training 1 100.0 0.2 1 1.5 0.2

Financinl Aid-School 2100.0 0.4 2 3,1 0.4

Seminars 1 33.3 0.2 2 66.1 0.4 3 4.6 0.6

Other
1100.0 0.2 1 1.5 0.2

None
2 4.4 0.4 18 40.0 3.9 1 2.2 0.2 7 15.6 1.5 5 11.1 1.1 1 2.2 0.2 l 2,2 0.2 10 22,2 2.1 45 69.2 9.6

County Total 3 4.6 0.6 26 40.0 5.6 1 1.5 0.2 1 10.8 1.5 5 7.741.1 2 3.1 0,4 1 ' 1.5 0,2 20 30.8 4,3 65 13.9

STARR COUNTY

No Answer 1 25.0 0.2 3 75.0 0.6 4 4.2 0.9

Basic Job Skills 3 12.5 0.6 1 4.2 0.2 7 29.2 15 2 8.3 0.4 11 45.8 2.4 24 25.0 5.1

Supervisory Training

Financial Aid-School

Seminars 2 100.0 0.4 2 2.1 0.4

40ther

None
1 1,7 0.2

1 16.7 0.2

12 20.0 2.6

1 16.7 0,2

1 .10 0,2

1 16.7 0.2

22 36.7 4.7 4 6.7 0.9

"

3 5.0 0.6

3 50.0 ..6 6 6.3 1.3

17 28.3 3.6 60 62.5 12.8

County Total
1 '..0 0.2 17 17.7 3,6 3 3.1 0.6 35 36.5 7.1 6 6.3 1.3 3 3.1 0.6 31 32,3 0.6 96 20.6

Total
11 2,4 11 3.6 118 25.3 13 2i 126 27.0 19 4.1 2 2.6 23 4,9 128 27,4 467 1130.0

I
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-lopulation -(16'and-pver)' Having1HatItaining-ind-Reing It's Usage in Employment,

Classified by Training Program Type and14 Occupation

As Reported in 1974

TRAINING TYPE Professionai Service

Clerical/

Technical

Plant 6 Animal

Farm Construction Manufacturing Other Total
No Answer

Number 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Percent of Occupationi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 100.0 100,0
Percent of Total I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2

High School

Number 2 0 8 0 2 8 2 22
Percent of Occupation 9.1 0.0 36.4 0.0 941 36.4 9.1 100.0
Percent of Total 0,4 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.4 1.6 0,4

Junior College

Number 12 2 9 0 0 3 0 26
Percent of Occupation 46.2 7.7 34.6 0.0 0.0 11.5 0.0 100.0
Percent of Total 2.4 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0

Trade School:Vocational

, Number 19 14 17 5 10 57

,

2 124
Percent of Occupation 15.3 11.3 13.7 4.0 8.1 P46,0 1,6 100.0
Percent of Total 3.9 2.9 3.5 1.0 2.0 11.6 0.4 2 .3

Correspondence School

Number 1 2 2 0 1 4 1 11
Percent of Occupation 9.1 1842 18.2 0.0 9.1 36.4 9.1 100,0
Percent of Total 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.2 2.2

Military

Number 18 9 9 12 1 26 8 83
Percent of Occupation 21.7 10.8 10.t . 14.5 1.2 31.3 9.6 100.0
Percent of Total 3.7 1.8 1.8- 2.4 0.2 5.3 1.6 16.9

Manpower Programs

Number
3 2 5 1 3 6 1 21

Percent of Occupation 14.3 9.5 23.8 4.8 , 14.3 28.6 4.8 100.0
Percent of Total 0,6 0.4 1.0 0.2 0.6 1.2 Q,2 4,3

Formal Apprenticeship

Number 2 1 1 0 3 5 0 12
Percent of Occupation 16.7 8.3 8.3 0,0 25.0 41.7 D.0 100.0
Percent of Total 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.6 0 i 1

OJT

Number 8 4 3 2 6 6 1 30
Percent of Occupation 26.7 13.3 10.0 6.7 20.0 20.0 3.3 100.0
Percent of Total 1.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.2 1.2 12EI____

Other

Number 58 32 21 19 5 23 3 161
Percent of Occupation 36.0 19.9 13.0 11.8 3.1 14.3 1.9 100.0
Percent of Total '149 6.5 4.3 3.9 1.Q 4.7 , 0.6 21.6

Total i2i 66 75 39 31 138 19 491
k!,.1 13.4 15.3 7.9 6.3 28.1 3.9 1000
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All (16 Years and Over) Trainees, By Type of Training By Present Occupation By County
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1 1.1 0.2 3 5.7 0.6 1 1.9 0.2
1 4.1 0.2 1 4.1 0.2

1470111021 111181

3 5.2 0,6

1 8.3 0.2

4 6.0 0.8 1 1,5 0.2
5 9.3 1.0

3 3.7 0.6

1 4.1 0.2

1 9.1 0.2

1.7 0.2 2 3.4 0.4

1 CO 0.4

1 4.3 0.2 6 27.3 1.3
3 25,0 0.6 1 8.3 0.2 1 8.3 12
3 13.3 1.0 3 8.1 0.6 5 13.5 1.0 1 2.7 0.2

1 2,1 0.2 3 6.4 0.6 2 4.3 0,1 6 12.8 1,3 4 8.5 01 3

3 7.5 1.0 20 29.9 4.2
1 1.1 0.2 3 5.6 0.6 3 5.6 0.6 15 21.0 3.1

4 1.5 0.8 12 22.6 2.5

2 9.5 6 21.6 1.3
2 40,0 0.4

1 9.1 0.2 2 18.1 0.6

1 1.7 0.2 6 10.3 13 13 22.1 2.7

1 8.3 0.2

1 16,7 0,2
1 i3.0 0.2

0.8 8 1.7 28 5.9 6 1.3 36 7.3 10 2,1 4

1 3.4 0.2
1 3.4 0.1

1 16.1 0.2

2 9.1 OA 9 40.9 1.9

S 41,1 1.0

14 31.1 2,9
6.4 0.6 3 6.4 0.6 5 10.6 1.0 21 S1.4 5.7

3 10,3 04 1 3.4 0.2 5 17.2 1.0
1 3.4 1.2 2 1.9 0.4 4

2 33.3 0.4

1 23.0 0.2

1.1 Anew

Profesolacal 2 3.0 0.4 7 10.4 1.5
1 1.9 0.2klain-nme

Clerice1-Tech 1 1.9 0.2 1 1.9 0.2
Selo 1 :4.8 0.2

Donectic Service 1 20.0 0,2
Food-81, Prep 1 1.1 0.2 1 9.1 0.2
Service Vorkers 1 1,1 0.2 8 13.8 1,1
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Waal Fara 1 16.7 0.2
Mac air.for.gleh 1 4.5 0'2 1 4'3 12
torivflerurinon 1 8.3 0.2 1 8.3 0.2
Ita0ufacturinekt1111 1 2.1 0.2

Naciscturbelarhod 1 2.1 0.2
Ciatt-iedu
Treeeport 1 3.4 0.2 4 13.8 0,8
?edam
Nittarbtratthe 1 /3.0 0.2
110-lectutise
Casty tottl 11 2,3 II 3.1 11 12.8 3 0,6 23 4.8

2.3 31 LS 131 3.9

1 23.0 0,2 1 25,0 0.2

3 4.3 0.6 3 7.5 1.0
6 11,1 1.3 4 TA 0.8

13 24.5 2.7 1 1.! 0.2 1 1.9 0.2

4 19.0 0.8

1 20.0 0.2

1 4.3 0.2

1 1.9 0.2

2 50.0 OA

1 1.3 0.2 12 17.9 2,5 30 44.8 6.3

1 1.9 0.2 8 14.8 1.7 21 38.9 6.4

4 7,5 0.8 7.5 0,8 25 47.2 5.2

3 14.3 0.6 8 39.1 1.7

2 40,0 0.4

1 9.1 0.2 1 9.1 0.2 4 36.6 0.8
3 5.2 0.6 1 1.7 0,2 1 1.7 0,2 3 5.2 04 11 29,3 3.6

2 16.7 OA
3 8.1 0.6 1 2.7 0,4 2 5.4 0.4

9 19.1 1.9 1 2.1 0.2
118 0,8 3 10.3 0.6

7 14.1 1.5 1 3.4 0.2
1 16,1 0.2

1 1.3 0.2

1 2.7 0.2

2 6.9 0.4

1 16.7 01 2 33.3 0.4

2 9.1 0,4 5 22,7 1.0

5 41.1 1.0

8 21.6 1.1

11 23.4 213

2 6,9 0.4 11 37.9 ;1.3

13 44.8 1.7

1 16.1 II 2 33.3 0.4

1 25.0 0.1 2 30.0 0.4

0.1 10 2.1 38 1.0 168 - 33.2

558
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All (16 and Over) Trainees By Type of Training by Present Occupation by County

.stourat rtnirtT

JOS rot

Mills
Trade School Correspond.

foraal
Totil

School Jr Colleit Vocational School Military Manpower Apprentice. 012 Other Total 4 Counties

1. I. -.111 N AM 111 lif %I 1st 141 Il 111.1 ii U 114 iii II tr %I li
41.1 INI

0 0 o o o a Ok 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0
iiif a u

4 4 AS ug Ii ti 6 / stri 0 iiW 0 U g I) t M U M 17

l t :at,. 1..1. i ti:1 I.E. 14 az e. t :i 1.1 la e. t tilt,. fizi..,
e. t i g! gl ES gi g g gg g! 1 1143 g3 1 Ea e:1:8 :f.I i :,8 gg az,. :Au stil Zi. i :4 at: z 4,4 LI+ rol is. z gol to. z I.11 &I. z 4,4 as.

-
to o ; V 00 I 00 3 V VD 2 1,4 0 V 11 C

No Answer 1 25.0 01
Protessiv.41 3 4.3 0.6 1.540.;in-Manelle

1 1.9Clerical.iech
3 5.7Sells

1 4.8 0.:Ocustic Service 1 20.0 0,2
Tood-lev Prep

!trace Workers
3 5.2Hen rare
4 33.3Iral Fara

Mee Air-for-Fleh

ncrwfacterinritev
1C t ut in pihttables

1 1.7 0.2 6 16.2
irlfacturinpAse-frod

3 6.4
is3

1.4

Corst-Trides
?Town
fec'sasinit

1 3.4 0.2
3 10,3

1 3.4

MinLoptatrectioa
Atui-lecreetiot
County Total

0.4 6 1.3 25

S1MA COURT

JOB T7ft

0.2

0.2

0.6 1 1.9 0.2
1 4.8 0,2 1 4.8 0,2

1 9.1 0.2
0.6 1 1.7 0,2 1 1.7 0.2 1 1.7 0.2
0.8 1 8.3 0.2

1 4.5 0,2
1 8.3 0.2

1.3
1 2.7 0.2

0.6 1 2,1 0.2 1 2.1 0.2 1 2.1 0.2
0,6 1 3,4 0,2 1 3.4 0.2
0.2 1 3.4 0.2

Po Anever

Professional
i Ls It 2 34Admin -Manage

3 5.6
Clerical-Tech 2 3,8 0.4 2 3.8Soles

Dozestic Service
Food-Bev, ?rep

Service Vorkere 2 3.4 0,4 2 3.4?1a:1C Fat% 1 8.3 0.2 1 8.3fare
2 33.3Iliac 48r-for-fish
1 4.5ManufeCturing-Ise

Panuiacturing-Outablie
1 2.7rinItatturlorkorhod
1 2.1Coral-Trades 1 3.6 0.2 1 1.4Transport
2 6.9Peciagina

111a-Lop4ituct1e
Aros-lecteatIon
Cmaty Total 6 1.3 1 0.2 18

TOTALS 23 4.8 33 6.9 132

559

5.2 3

14
0.6

0.6

1 3.4 0.2

1 16.7

0.6 7 1,5 7 1.5 1 0,2 1

4 6.0 0.8
6 11.1 1.3 1 11.1 0.2
4 1.5 0.1 1 1.9 0.1
2 9.5 0.4 1 4.8 0.2

0.4 1 1.7 0.1 2 3.4 0.4
0.2 1 8,3 0.2 1 8.3 0.2 1 8.3 0.20.4

I 33.3 0,4
0.2 3 13.6 0.6

0.2 3 8,1 0.6 2 5,4 0.4
0.2 1 2.1 0.2 1 2.1 0,2
0.2 2 6.9 0.4 1 3.6 0.2
0.4 1 3.4 0.2 1 3.i 0,2

1 23.0 0.2 2 50.0 0.4
2 34 0.4 6 9.0 1,3
1 5.6 0.6 4 7.4 0.8
1 1.9 0.2 5 9.4 1.0

3 14.3 0.6
1 20.0 0.2

3 27.3 0,6 4 36.4 0.1
9 13.5 1.9 13 25,9 3.1
1 8.3 0.2 6 50.0 1.3

1 4.5 12 2 9.1 0.4
1 8.3 0.2
8 21.6 1,7
6 12.8 1.3

1 3,4 0.2 6 20.1 1.3
1 3,4 0.2 5 17.1 1.0

0,1 1 16.7 0.2

0.2 23 4.8 75 15.7

4 0.8
4. 6.0 0.8 11 16,4 2.3 67 14.0
4 7.4 0.8 14 25,9 2.9 54 , 11.3
2 3.8 0,4 11 20.8 2.3 53 11.1
1 4.8 0.2 4 19.0.0.8 21 4.4

5 1.0
1 9.1 0.2 1 9.1 0.2 11 2.3
6 10,3 1.3 13 22.4 2.! 58 12.2

5 41.7 1.0 12 2.;
4 66.7 9.8 6 1.3

2 9.1 14 6 27.) 1.3 22 144
1 0.3 0,2 1 8.3 0.2 12 2.5
1 2.7 0,2 7 18.9 1.5 37 7.8

3 6.4 0.6 41 9.9
1 6.9 0.4 7 24.1 1.5 29 6.1
3 10.3 0.6 7 24,1 1.5 29 6.1
1 16.1 0.2 1 16.7 0.2 6 1.3
1 25.0 0.2 1 23,0 0.2 4 0.8

3,8 3 0.6 21 5.1 10 2.1 2 0.4 29 6.1 96 20,1 477 100.027.1 15 3.1 93 19.5 21 5.7 11 2.3 22 4.6 121 25.4 - 477 -
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APPENDIX

TABLE 16

(CHAPTER 1)

Distribution of Trained
Household Head Responses as to Barriers to Employment

By Training Type, By Sex, By Race fo(All Counties, 19711,*'

...MOO ...11.=111.

tff
ALL Gnus

ABGLO CHICANO RACK ma Mao CHICANO Bin TOTAL

No Amer
1 5,3 0.2 2 10,5 0,4 4 21,1 0,9 7 36.8 1,5 1 5 23 1.1 3 15.8 0,6 4 21.1 0,9 12 62.2 2.6 19 4,1 i

Lack of Eikcation 5 8.6 1.1 I 1 1.7 0 2 3 5,2 0.6 9 15.5 1.9 126 44.8 5,6 16 27.6 3.4 7 12.1 1.5 49 84.5 10.5 58 12.4 '

5 1/.2 1.1 1 14 0.2 6 10.7 1.3 '11 62,1 3.9 4 13.8 0.9 1 3,4 0.2 23 19,3 4.9 29 6,2

Ago
1 25,0 0.2

1 25.0 0.1 1 50.0 0,4 1 25.0 0.2 3 75.0 0.6 4 0,9

Sex

Race

2 50.0 0.4 2 50,0 0.4 t 1 25.0 0.2 1 25,0 0.2 / 50.0 0,4 4 0.9

Health
3 10,0 0.6

1 66.7 0.4 5 16./ 1.1 19 63.3 4.1 5 16.7 1,1 1 3.3 ,0,2 25 83.3 5 G 30 6.4

Lack Experience
3 21.4 0,6 3 21.4 0.6 7 50,0 1.5 1 . 7.1 0.2 3 21,4 0.6j 11 ts,6 2,4 14 3.0

Lame Problen

1 25.0 0,2 3 75,0 0,6 4 100.0 0.9 4 0.9

Other
1 5,3 0,4

4 10,5 0,9 6 15,8 1.3 '0 9,6 4,3 10 26.3 2 1 2 5,3 0.4 32 84,2 6,9 38 8,1

None
20 7,5 4.3 6 2.2 1.3 26 9.7 5 6 5 $d.133,1 43 16.1 9.2 43 16,1 9,2 k 90.3 51,6 267 57.1

37 7,9 3 0 6 25 5,4 65 13.9 53 54.2 87 13.6 62 13,3 02 88.1 467 57.2

Total

Excludes 3 "other races" in Anglo.

r
0 v



TABLE 17

(CHAPTER 7)

Distribution of Trainr HOusehold Head by WillingneSs to Accept Additional Traiaink

By Original Training '.:ype and By Coontyi Ap Reported in 1974 f...
High School Jr. College

kw 44

0 0

opu
U CO C
0 Od 0.4
A uti VC
i 61.1 i.i

V wn 00
Z 11.0 Ni.

Trade School

;.ocational

ti4 44

0 0

auu
U CO C
0 VO 0.4
4 00 00
E 1.,u lcu
2 U0 00
Z 0.t.) O.

Corres-

pondence

44 tw

U 0

9140
U CO C
0 vd 0,4
4 U0 Ul
E ku Uu
2 CO 00
Z Aid NN

Military

ii.i tia

0 0

1.140
14 CO C
0 du Ok
.0 00 Ut
E Uu Uu
2 OC U0
Z 2.G.) "14

.

Manpower

1.1 4.=-71
0
h

0

4114t)
14 CO C
t) (,...5 Q...1

P UV Ur.
E Uu uo
: 01 410
Z A.0 344

Formal

Appren-

ticeship

li4 ---7-"T"-q:r-V----I;r-
0 0000000
hUWU

14 GO C
, Ud0.4
.0 091 00
E uu $4u
2 00 00
Z A.0 NH

OJT

N
UWU

W FR c
G .1G. U.-4

A OQ Ut
E tab' id;.)

2 Od W0'..
Z NU NH

Other

X
uldu

W CO C
V Ut. G4-1

... uG .14
g wo wi,
Ul 00
NU NH

.

Tota

ti, 461

0 0

u 1.1M
w CO C
V WO 0,4
A U0 ud
E tau Wo
2 Od 00
Z 0.0 Odd

14

h
awm

14 CO C
V UU 004
00 OC

E ;du uu
3 OM U0
Z NU NH

DODGE COUNTY

Yes, Full-time 1 12.5 0.2 1 12.5 0.2 5 62.5 1.1 1 12.5 0.2 8 5.8 1.7

Yes, Part-time 1 14.3 0.2 1 14.3 0.2 1 14.3 0.2 3 42.9 0.6 1 14.3 0.2 7 5.1 1,5
No 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0.2 1 25.0 0,2 1 25.0 0.2 4 2.9 0.9
Ineligible 2 1.7 0.4 4 3,4 0.9 21 17.8 4.5 3 2.5 0.6 39 33 8.4 6 5.1 1.3 5 4.2 1.1 9 7.6 1.9 29 24.6 6.2 11886.1 25.3

County Total 2 1.5 0.4 4 2,9 0,9 24 21,2 5.1 5 3.6 1.1 46 33.6 9.9 8 5.8 1.7 5 3.6 1.1 12 8.8 2,6 31 22 .5 6.6 137 29.3

NATCHITOCHES PARIS

Yes, Fo:1-time 1 12.5 0.2 3 62.5 1.1 2 25.0 0.4 8 4.7 1.7

Yes, Fart-time 1 '.1 0.2 7 77.8 1.5
1 11.1 0.2 9 5.3 1.9

No 2 20.0 0.4 3 30.0 0.6 4 40.0 0,9 1 10.0 0.2 10 5.9 2.1

Ineligible 5 3.5 1.1 10 7.0 2.1 40 28.: 8.6 4 2.8 0.9 29 20,4 ).2 2 1.4 0.4 9 6.3 1.9 43 30.3 9.2 14284.0 30.4

County Total 8 4.7 1.7 10 5.9 2.1 51 30.2 10.9 4 2.4 0.9 :F 2.4 8.1 2 1.2 0.4 10 5,9 2.1 46 27.2 9.9 169 36.2

SUNFLOWER COUNTY

Yes, Full-time 1 100.0 0.2 1 1.5 0,2

Yes, Part-time 1 20.0 0.2 2 20.0 0.4 2 20.0 0.4 5 7.7 1.1

No 1 50,0 0.2 1 50,0 0.2 2 3.1 o.4

Ineligible 3 5.3 0.6 23 40,4 4.9 1 1.8 0.2 7 12.3 1.5 3 5.3 0.6 2 3.5 0.4 1 1.8 0,2 17 29.8 3,6 5787.7 12.2

County Total 3 4.6 0,6 26 40.0 5.6 1 1.5 0.2 7 10.8 1.5 5 7.7 1.1 2 3.1 0.4 1 1.5 0.2 20 30.8 4.3 65 13.9

STARR COUNTY

Yes, Full-time 4 28.6 0.9 6 42.9 1.3 2 14.3 0.4 2 14.3 0.4 14 14,6 3.0

Yes, Part-tire 4 23.5 0.9 3 17.6 0.6 1 5.9 0.2 1 5.9 0.2 8 47.1 1.7 17 17.7 3.6

No 3 21.4 0.6 1 7.1 0.2 1 7.1 0.2 9 64.3 1.9 14 14.6 3,0

Iaclicluic, 1 2.0 0.2 6 11.8 1.3 3 5.9 0.6 25 49,0 5.4 3 5.9 0.6 1 2,0 0,2 12 21.5 2.6 51 53.110.9

County Total 1 1.0 0.2 17 17., 3.6 3 3.1 0.6 35 36.5 7.5 6 6.3 1.3 3 3,1 0.6 31 32.3 6,6 96 20.6--
Total 11 2.4 17 3.6 118 25.3 13 ... 2.8 126 ... 27.0 19 - 4.1 12 ,..,.. 2.6 23 .... 4.9 128 27.4 467 100.0

5 3 564



APPENDIX

TABLE 18

(CHAPTER 7)

!leads of Househids Who Participated and Did Not Participate in Hanprler Programs,

Classified by Total ilmehold Income Received in 1913

=11,

Status

Less Than

$1000

ver Participated

Number

Z of Category

%of Total

12

4.6

0.4

ever Participated

Number

% of Category

of Total

$1030

18

1.2

$2000

51

10.6

i

$3003

12,4

1.3

$4303

40

11.2

1.3

***rm.. el IMmirikiogronlepmelgawft0111611

$900

31

1.0

.11.4

$6000 $1000

42

/6,1 /818

1.3 1.3

..rielarmwwwwww..Wwwwoh~avoniw...

2118

95.4

1.9

731

35.1

23.1

423

13,5

28/

81.6

8.9

192

82.8

6.1

1,o1umn Total 20 Nit 480 32/ 212

8.2 24.11 15.2 1M 1.3

181

85.4

5,1

111

6 1

119

73,9

3.8

161

5.1

104

11.2

3.3

146

4.6

$8000

$10,000- $13,000' $25,0047 Row

$9000 $1,000 $24,000 $90,00() Total

0.9

83

14.1

1.6

111

3.5

31

10.1

1.0

70

63.1

2,2

101

3.2

161

1/.9

5.3

119

1.3

31

33,7

1.0

61

66.3

92

/.9

6 455

14.3 111.4

36

85.1

1.1

/103

85.6

/12 3158

1.1 100,0



APPENDIX

TABLE 19

(CHAPTER 7)

Regression Equation for Wage Rr.te
(Partial F Values in Parentheses)

Dependent Variable: Hourly Wage Rate

Independent Variables**
Regression
Coefficient

Partial tt

F Values
Participation Dummy Variable 2.63448 ( 7.658)*
Race (Anglo) 2.72063 ( 1.657)
Race (Black) -3.95625 ( 3.291)
Sex 1.10760 ( 2.485)
County (Natchitoches) 4.47642 ( 4.277Y*
County (Sunflower) 1.53122 ( 0.516)
County (Dodge) 1.66648 ( 0.602)
Age -3.08913 (18.508)*
Head of Household 6.93846 (87.349):
Education 0.40925 (48.471)
Constant 14.72205

R Square

Degree of Freedom

0.12155
35.86297
11, 2851

*Values are significant at the .05 level.

**Military participants omitted.

APPENDIX

TABLE 20

(CHAPTER 7)
.

Regression Analysis of Participation for All Persons 16 Years
(Excludes Those Trained in Military Programs)

and Over

Dependent Val:liable: Participation

Independent Variables

i 1 Any Training Progicam

Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Race fAnglo) 0.03228 ( 1.667)
Race (Black) -0.00663 ( 0.066)
Race (Other) -0.10774 ( 1.889)
Sex (Male) 0.00262 ( 0.120)
County (Natchitoches) 0.08699 (11.798)*
County (Sunflower) -0.00965 ( 0.143)
County (Dodge) 0.01153 ( 0.203)
Age -0.00181 (100.765)*
Head of Household 0.06485 (62.235)*
Education 0.00141 ( 6.408)*
Constant 0.12801

R Square

Degree of Freedom

0.04492
34.50833
10, 7337

.525

567



APPENDIX.

TABLE 27.

(CHAPTER 7)

Regression Equation for Training Program Completion Rates
(Partial F Values in Parentheses)

Dependent Variable: Completion Rate

Independent Variable Regression
Coefficient

Partial
F Values

Race (Anglo) -0.03401 ( 0.093)

Race (Black) -0.07733 ( 0.448)

Sex -0.05292 ( 2.173)

County (Natchitoches) -0.12447 ( 1.263)

County (Sunflower) .-0.00759 ( 0.004)

County (Dodge) 0.04955 ( 0.193)

Education 0.00936 ( 3.511)

iocational and TradP School 0.02011 ( 0.162)

Military Training Program 0.25934 (20.561)*

Manpower Program 0.04306 ( 0.317)

On-the-Job 0.28323 (10.519)*

"ther" 0.05634 ( 1.275)

,ge 0.00518 (21.373)*

Constant. 0.45048

R Square 0.13584
F 3.37957
Degree of Freedom 13, 693

Values are significant at t..t .0 el.

563

52.')



APPENDIX

TABLE 22

(CHAPTER 7)

Regression Equations for Participation in Three Manpower Training Programs
(Partial F Values in Parentheses)

----

o1_LpjTradeorVocathialScho,iowerProramsOn-the-JobTrainin

_.
Independent Variables

Regression

Coefficient

Partial

F Values

Regression Partial

Coefficient F Values

Regression

Coefficient

Partial

F Values

Race

Anglo -0.19073 2.696 -0,12803 4.419* 0,02516 0.2,48Black -0.14551 1.443 -0.05050 0.632 0.02077 0.143

Sex
0.07927 5.185* -103885 4.530* -0.01980 1.571

County

Natchitoches 0.33968 8.646* -0.03182 0.276 0.03101 0.350Sunflower 137938 9.773* 0.06865 1.164 -0.01302 0.056Dodge 0.24178 4.206* 0.06297 1.038* 0.02251 0.177

Education -0.00872 2.861 -0,00496 3.365 -0.00699 8.938*

Age
-0.00246 4.583 -0.00231 14.729* 0.00033 0,398

Com 't
0.30585 0.30738 0.08213

R. Square
0.04851 0 10589 0.02781

F
4.44845 10.33321 2,49628

,

Degree of Freedom
8 8

8

698
698 698

Val es are significant at the .05 level.

569 570
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(CHAPTER 7)

Household Head Training Program Participants and Nonparticipants, By Sex and Race,

Classified by Selected.Characteristics

(Percent)

MALE

Anglo Black Chicano Total

Total 1,195 633 612 2,440

Total Aged 16-55 493 277 307 1,077

As % c! Total .41- .44 .50 .44

Employed 449 261 245 955

Unemployed 6 9 34 49

Out of labor Force 38 28 73

Total Aged 16-55 493 277 307 1,077

8th Grade or Better 412 160 151 723

Health Limitations 384 147 132 663

Family Responsibilities 384 147 132 663

Willing to Take Training 373 144 126 643

Willing to Leave Area 88 28 34 150

Percent of Line Total

Total

Total Aged 16-55 .35 .20 .22 .77

Employed .40 .23 .22 .86

Unemployed .08 '.12 .45 ,65

Out of Labor Force .18 03 .14 .35

8th Grade or Better .45 .18 .17 .79

Health Limitations .47 .18 .16 .81

Family Responsibilities .51 .19 .18 .88

Willing to Take Training .5] .20 .17 .88

Willine to Leave Area .54 .17 .21 .92

Percent of Column Total

Total 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Total Aged 16-55 .41 .50 .44

Employed .38 .41 40 .39

Unemployed .005 .01 .06 .02

Out of La. : Force 03 .01 .05 .03

8th Grade or Better .35 .25 .25 .30

Health Limitations
t

Family Responsibilities

.32

.32

.23

.23

.22

.22

.27

.21

Willing to Take Training .31 ..13 .21 .26

Willing to Leave Area .07 .04 .06 .06

Anglo Black Chicano Total

TOTAL
Ti

Anglo Black Chicano Total

366 371 180 917

82 173 64 319

.22 .47 .36 .35

53 35 21 159

3 17 7 27

26 71 36 133

82 173 64 319

69 103 21 193

58 82 18 158

40 39 14 93

36 38 13 87

7 4 2 13

.06 .12 .05 .23

.05 .08 .02 .14

.04 .22 .09 .36

.13 .35 .18 .65

.08 .11 .02 .21

.07 .10 .02 .19

.05 .05 .02 .12

.05 .05 .02 .12

.04 .03 .01 .09

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

.22 .41 .36 .35

.15 .23 .12 .17

.008 .05 -.04 .03

.07 .19 .20 .15

.19 .28 .12 .21

.16 .22 .10 .17

.11 .11 .08 .10

.10 .10 .07 .10

.02 .01 .01 .01

1,561 1,004

575 450

.37 .45

502 346

9 26

64 78

515 450

481 263

442 229

424 186

409 182

95 32

.41 .32

.45 .31

.12 .34

.31 .38

.53 .29

.54 .28

.56 .25

.56 .25

.58 .20

1,00 1.00

.37 .45

.32 .35

.006 .03

.04 .08

.31 .26

.28 .23

.27 .19

.26 .18

.06 .03

792 3 357

371 1 396

.47 .42

266 1,114

41 76

64 206

371 1,396

172 916

150 821

146 756

139 730

36 163

.27 1.00

.24 1.00

.54 1.00

.31 1.00

.19 1.00

,18 1.00

.19 1.00

.19 1.00

.22 1.00

1.00 1.00

.47 .42

.34 .33

.05 .02

.08 .06

.22 .27

.19 .25

.18 '1

.18 42

.05
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Adults (16 and Over) Training Program Participants and Nonparticipants By Sex and Race,

Classified by Selected Characteristics

(Percent) ovwx.7.+.

Total

Total Aged 16-55

As % of Total

Employed

Unemployed

Out of Labor Force

Total Aged 16755

8th Grade or Better

.Health Limitations

Family Responsibilities

,0 'Percent of Livia Total

Total
,1A

Total Aged 16=55

Employed

UnemPloyed

Out, Of Labor Force

Total Aged 16-55

8th, Grade or Better

Health Limitations

Family Responsibilities

;Percent of Column Total

5

'Total.'

Total 'Aged. 16-55

Employed.

Unemployed.

. Out oflabor Force

Total Aged 16-55

8th .Grade or. Better..

Health Limitations

MALE FINLE TOTAL '

Anglo Black Chicano Total Anglo Black Chicano Total Anglo: Black Chicano Total,

1,489 970 917 3,376 1,729 1,289 1 088 '4 106 3 218 2,259 2,005 7,482

751 5724' 578 1,905 944 802 772 2 518 1 695 1 374 1,350 4,419,

.50 .59 :63 .56' .55 .62 .71 .61 .53 .61 .67 .59'

545 354 323 1,222 375 254 185 814 920 608 508 2 036

17 20 60 97 '9 16 12 37 26 36 72 134,

189 198 195 582 560 532 575 1,667 749 730 770 2 249'

751 572 578 1,901 944 802 772 2 518 1,695. 1,374' 1,350 4,419

653 405 416 1,474 869 579 528 1,976 1,522 984 944 3,450

602 375 368 1,345 802 527 477 1,806 1,404 902 845 3,151'

602 375 368 1 345 531 335 373 1,239 1,133 710 741 2,584,

.20 .13 .12 .45 .23 .17 .16 .55 .43 .30 .27 1.00

.17 .13 .13 .43 .21 .18 .18 .57 .38 -31 .31 1.00,

.27 .17 .60 .18 .13 .09 .40 .45 .30 .25 1.001

.13 .15 .45 .72 .07 .12 .09 .28 .19 .27 .54 1.001

.08 .09 .09 .26 .25 .24 .26 .74 .33 .33 .34 1.001

.17 .13 .13 .43 .21 .18 .18 .57 .38 .31 31 1.00

.19 .12 .12 .43 25 17 .15 .57 .44 .29 ..27 1.00

.19 .12 .12 "43 .26 .17 .15 .57 .45 .29 .27 1.00,

.23 .15 .14 .52 .21 .13 .14 ,48 .44 .27 .29 1.00

1.00 1 00 1.00 1 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1,00

.50 .59 .63 56 .55 .62 .71 .61 .53 .61 .67 .59

.37 .37 .35 36 22 .20 .17 .20 .29 .27 .25 .27

.01 .02 .07 .03 .005 .01 ,01 .009 .008 .02 .04 .02

.13 .20 .21 .17 .32 .43. .53 .41 .23 .32 ,38 .30

.50 .59 .63 56 .55 62 .71 .61 ,53 .61 .67 .59

.44 .42 .45 .44 .50 .45 .49 .48 .47 .44 .47 .46

.40

.40

.39

.39

.40

.40

.40

.40

.46

.31

41

26

.44

34

.44

.30

.44

.35

.40 :43; :/1;25

514


